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Preface

Welcome to MIUA and to Dundee! This is the 12th in this series of annual meetings designed to
provide a UK forum for discussion and dissemination of research progress in image analysis applied
to medicine and the biological sciences. MIUA aims to encourage the growth and raise the profile
of this multi-disciplinary field by bringing together the various communities involved. The scope of
the meeting extends from analysis of medical and biological images to imaging physics and clinical
studies.

MIUA is a single-track conference with oral and poster presentations. All accepted contributions
appear in these proceedings. Authors were asked to submit 5-page papers for review by the pro-
gramme committee. This year we received 74 submitted papers. Each paper was reviewed by three
members of the programme committee. Based on these reviews, 20 papers were accepted for oral
presentation and 31 for poster presentation.

A new feature this year is the Challenge Abstracts. Authors were asked to submit one-page abstracts
outlining challenges to the image analysis community from a clinical or end-user perspective. We
have selected 6 abstracts as short podium presentations and hope that these will stimulate discussion
and point to future research directions.

We are very fortunate to have three excellent invited speakers in Jayaram Udupa from the University
of Pennsylvania, Michael Unser from the Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, and Nikos
Paragios from École Centrale de Paris. We are grateful to them for agreeing to talk at the conference.

This is the first time MIUA has come to Scotland. As usual, it has attracted overseas particpation,
this year from Algeria, France, Germany, Romania, Spain, Russia and the United States.

Many thanks to all who helped in organising the event! In particular we are grateful to Geri
Sandilands for handling registrations, Simon Jackson for help with the CAWS system, Jim Graham
and Reyer Zwiggelaar for words of advice, and to Roy Wang, Wei Jia, Junwei Han, Adria Perez-
Rovira, Telmo Amaral, and Chengjin Du for helping out at the conference. Thanks to Manuel Trucco
for the artwork. Thanks to Karen Tocher, Tracy Duncan, Laura McGlashan, and the Dundee and
Angus Convention Bureau for assistance in planning and preparation. As in previous years, the
meeting is supported by the British Machine Vision Association (BMVA). This year the conference
also received financial support from the Dundee and Angus Convention Bureau. Finally, we are
very grateful to the Programme Committee and, in particular, to all those who supported MIUA
2008 by submitting papers and attending the meeting. We hope that you all enjoy the conference.

Stephen McKenna and Jesse Hoey
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Comparing and Evaluating Image Segmentation Methods

Jayaram K. Udupa

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Abstract

Image segmentation is a vast area with a history of about 45 years. Surprisingly, evaluation of segmentation algorithms
has received little attention, except recently, unlike development of different segmentation algorithms. Segmentation
evaluation to compare two algorithms A and B currently faces three fundamental challenges: (Ch1) How are we to
assure that A and B are not different castings, created by using different segmentation mathematical frameworks, of
fundamentally the same underlying idea? (Ch2) How do we ensure that A and B are set for optimal performance for
the given application domain X for which the performance of A and B is being assessed? (Ch3) Given that A and B
are distinct and they have been tuned for optimal performance for X, how should we compare A and B for X?

Currently, there is very little work done in addressing Ch1 and Ch2. Although a variety of methods have been pro-
posed to address Ch3, the premise of Ch3 (that A and B are distinct and are optimally set for X) may not often be
satisfied. Consequently, algorithms that are tuned in some ad hoc manner, which may be otherwise mathematically
equivalent/similar, come within the mix of algorithms that are compared. Given this set up, it is not at all difficult to
demonstrate, by using even the most well constructed performance metrics, that A is better than B, and at the same time,
its reverse. Thus, at present, comparison of algorithms has little meaning. In this presentation, we give an overview of
these issues and suggest some preliminary solutions.

Biography

JAYARAM K. UDUPA received a Ph.D. in Computer Science in 1976 from the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore,
with a gold medal for best research. During the past 30 years he worked in the areas of biomedical image and signal
processing, pattern recognition, biomedical computer graphics, 3D imaging, visualization, 3D image processing and
their medical applications. He has published over 140 journal papers and over 145 full conference papers in these areas,
edited two books, given over 150 invited talks (since 1986), offered consultancy to several imaging companies, orga-
nized early conferences, seminars, and workshops in 3D medical image processing and visualization, and developed
and widely distributed software systems for medical three-dimensional imaging since the late 1970s. He is at present
the Chief of the Medical Imaging Section and Professor of Radiological Sciences in the Department of Radiology at the
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Compared to other 3D imaging modalities, 3D echocardiography is a fast, easy-to-use and relatively inexpensive 

way to acquire medical images and offers greater accuracy and potential due to its real-time capabilities. It plays an 

important clinical role in stress echocardiography where the heart is imaged at rest and again when it is stressed to try 

and understand the change in behaviour between these two states. Knowing the expected transformation between the 

states for a healthy subject enables clinicians to identify regions of the heart wall that may have loss of function e.g. 

for a subject with a cardiovascular disease, and hence diagnose and localise the illness. Currently, analysis is carried 

out on 2D slices viewed over time, which is not ideal as these slices are difficult to relocate at a later date and when 

looking at motion, various structures could be moving in and out of the plane being viewed. Despite the increasing 

availability of 3D echocardiography, clinicians have been unable to exploit its full potential due to the lack of tools 

available to process such data.  

The nature of ultrasound imaging itself presents a range of challenges for the image analysis community. The images 

are not considered ‘clean’ as there is speckle present and artefacts such as shadowing can result in missing 

boundaries. This can make segmentation algorithms (often the first step in image analysis) that may perform very 

well in other imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), struggle or even fail to achieve the 

desired segmentation results in ultrasound images. Additionally, even if good localisation of the boundary has been 

acquired in one time-frame, it is often required to be tracked throughout the series of time-frames. This task can also 

present its own difficulties e.g. in the way speckle changes over time as tissue is compressed. Having spoken to 

clinicians, it is apparent that the basic 3D segmentation tools (such as selecting the two mitral valve points and apex 

to acquire an approximate left ventricle shape) that are available in software today are not accurate enough for uses 

such as motion analysis. Hence, accurate 3D segmentation and tracking are important areas to address in a clinical 

application as there is a need for tools that can perform these tasks in a fast and easy to use manner. 

A considerable amount of research has been carried out on 2D images where computation time is reasonable, and the 

theories can quite often be extended to 3D. To date, the research that has been carried out in segmentation and 

tracking specifically for 3D and (3D + time) datasets generally consists of deformable models [1], level sets [2], 

texture models e.g. to incorporate speckle patterns [3], and shape priors [3]. Usually, a combination of these is used 

e.g. level sets that incorporate a texture and/or shape prior model, to be able to make use of as much information as 

possible about regions of interest and ensure robust segmentation. Since clinicians use the information from the 

change in speckle over time to make decisions, it is important to incorporate the speckle information in the 

segmentation methods rather than smoothing or removing it. 

In conclusion, 3D echocardiography is a relatively new imaging modality with a lot of potential but there is still a 

long way to go before this can be realised. Ideally, it is necessary to arrive at a fast, robust and accurate (semi-) 

automated segmentation/tracking technique which possibly requires only a few easy-to-locate landmarks such as the 

mitral valve points and the apex for initialisation. The computation time is an important factor because short times 

allow for further imaging within one scanning session if the results are not as expected, or they highlight something 

that needs further investigation. Ultimately, the segmentation and tracking must be accurate enough for models to 

show clear trends in motion that are similar in healthy patients and not in those to be diagnosed with diseased hearts. 
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Segmentation of the Midbrain in Transcranial Sonographies
using a Two–Component Deformable Model

Karin Engel∗and Klaus Toennies

Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg, Germany

Abstract. We describe a novel approach for automatic segmentation of the midbrain and substantia nigra in 2D–
transcranial sonographies (TCS). It combines principles from both deformable shapes and Active Contour Models
(ACM). We couple a set of ACM with a two–component Finite Element Model of the midbrain anatomy and use
this shape representation in a deformable shape search for the midbrain. A successful search allows automatic ini-
tialisation of the ACM for exact segmentation of the substantia nigra. For improving convergence independent from
the initial estimate, deformations are driven by a classifier that distinguishes regional image features, and in this way
steers the deformation to inter–tissue boundaries. Experimental results are promising and show that our approach
can segment the midbrain from TCS automatically and accurately, compared with other image segmentation meth-
ods and manual segmentation. It is robust to changes in the values of parameters used and requires no prior training
with regard to shape variation and region characteristics.

1 Introduction

Transcranial sonography (TCS) is a new technique for the detection of abnormalities in the echomorphology of the
substantia nigra (SN). The hypothesis of changes in SN echomorphology reflecting a risk factor of Parkinson’s disease
(PD) needs to be proven in longitudinal studies [1]. Since manual segmentation of TCS is not straightforward and
reproducibility is not satisfactory, an exact quantitative analysis demands an efficient and precise segmentation tech-
nique. Several segmentation methods have been applied in recent years on sonography data [12]. The most popular
methods segment ultrasound data by means of deformable models, basically variants of Active Contour Models (ACM)
and Active Appearance Models (AAM) [2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 17]. However,automatic segmentationof the midbrain and SN
in TCS still poses a challenge. Unlike many abdominal organs, intracranial structures are not easily amendable with
sonography, and TCS are particularly difficult to segment. Noise, image artefacts and the missing contour information
due to reflection and absorption of ultrasound by the calvaria complicate the separation between regions of different
echomorphology. The midbrain shows fuzzy anatomical structures, i.e. the echogenic patterns vary irregularly from
patient to patient and from scan to scan (see figure 1). Active Shapes and Contours can handle part of these problems
by considering certain shape constraints and image or region statistics [2,8,14]. However, segmentation quality highly
depends on initial estimate, and human guidance (in terms of seed point selection, initialisation or manual labelling
of training data) is often needed to guarantee acceptable results. Hence, the level of automation and/or accuracy of
existing methods remains low, motivating our approach on TCS segmentation.

2 Method

Our strategy for replacing any user interaction is to present an Active Contour for SN segmentation with prior infor-
mation about the midbrain anatomy, and integrate the model–based segmentation in a deformable shape search. Initial
segmentation of the midbrain uses a structural model of the midbrain anatomy. The necessary requirements for build-
ing an AAM are in our case not fulfilled, as representative examples of the target patterns in TCS are not available and
training data would not have a Gaussian distribution. We use atwo–component shape modelof the midbrain which is
inspired by our recent work on part–based recognition [5]. It allows us to use a global shape model – of the midbrain
– for initialisation of related local shape models – which represent details of the midbrain, such as SN (sect. 2.1).
The deformable shape fitis driven by dynamic Finite Element Models (FEM) [13, 15], and iteratively performed on
a global and local context (sect. 2.2). To reduce its sensitivity to noise and image artefacts, we useregion–based
external model forcesinspired by [2,8,10,14]. Oursearch strategyallows simultaneous optimisation of multiple shape
model instances with varying parametrisation according to [5, 7]. It uses a quality–of–fit function for determining the
best fitting shape. The output of the shape search provides reliable estimates for initialisation of local Active Contour
Models [11] for exactdelineation of the SNin a predefined midbrain region (sect. 2.3).

2.1 A Two–Component Shape Model of the Midbrain Anatomy

Our two–component shape model represents the structural decomposition of the midbrain into discrete shapesT (l)
j ,

which contribute to different hierarchy levelsl and are represented as triangular finite element meshes. A prototypical
∗Corresponding author is Karin Engel: engel@isg.cs.uni-magdeburg.de
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. In (a) the midbrain is outlined by the contour. In (b) an echodense substantia nigra (SN) is outlined (PD
diagnosis). The exact boundaries of midbrain and SN are not recognisable in TCS. (c) Simplified sketches of midbrain
anatomy and the corresponding shape model (sect. 2.1). After shape search, the boundary nodes of the SN–models
T (1)

j , j = 1, 2, with highest energy (sect. 2.2) set up active contoursCj for segmentation of the SN (sect. 2.3).

shape template is generated based on a manually delineated midbrain in an example data set. The global model
represents the wing–shaped midbrain as a single shapeT (2), while the local modelsT (1)

j , j = 1, 2, represent the
stripe–like SN on each branch. Each local shape is coupled with the global model through virtual springs of zero
length which connect specific pairs of link nodes on both levels,{x(1)

i∗ , x
(2)
i∗ } (see figure 1(c)).

2.2 Initial Segmentation of the Midbrain

Theshape fit is achieved by deformations which are in our case determined by a set of constraints corresponding to
finite element vibration modes [15]:

q̈(t) + Ĉq̇(t) + Λq(t) = Ψ(t), (1)

with damping matrixĈn×n, n = 2N, modal amplitudes0 ≤ ω2
1 ≤ . . . ≤ ω2

n ∈ Λn×n, dynamic loadsΨ(t) = ΦT f(t)
and modal vectorsΦ = (ϕ1 ϕ2 . . . ϕn), for a 2D–finite element mesh withN nodes. Then × 1–composite vectors
q(t) andf(t) denote modal displacements and nodal loads at timet, respectively1. Deformation of the elastic template
is simulated by integrating the finite element equations (1) over time until minimum change in nodal displacements
u(t) = Φq(t). A low dimensional displacement fieldu(t) ≈

∑m
r=1 ϕr exp(iωrt), can be obtained form < n.

External model forceswill attract the finite element nodes to object features in the image, and are created by sensors
which sample normalised feature mapsIN ∈ [0, 1], derived from the image dataI by spatial filtering. The corre-
sponding external forces are defined by the gradient of feature intensity at the current nodal positionxi(t), i = 1, ..., N,
i.e. fi(t) = κ∇IN (xi(t)). In our case, two types of sensors are of interest. Intensity sensors sample a Gaussian low
pass filtered versionINσ = Gσ ∗ IN of the image and are assigned to nodes representing the object interior. The
intensity forces arefσ,i(t) = −κσ∇INσ (xi(t)). For the echopoor midbrain, we expect low intensities in the interior
and letκσ > 0, while we letκσ < 0 for the echodense SN. Contour sensors typically sample gradient magnitude maps
IN∇ = |∇INσ |2, with a search tendency according to the actual orientation of the contour [11, 16]. The corresponding
nodal loads arefe,i(t) = κe(∇IN∇ (xi(t)) · ni)ni, whereni is the unit normal inxi(t), andκe > 0.

Due to the specific noise characteristics in TCS, inter–tissue boundaries may or may not be characterised by high
gradients, and are very difficult to be localised. We therefore adapt the classical balloon–forcefb,i = κbni, where
κb > 0 causes inflation [4]. In our case, region information is used to defineκb with varying sign based upon whether
the model is inside or outside the object. Inspired by [10], we dynamically compute statistics for samples taken from the
“inside” classθ1, i.e. for pixels inside the particular mesh ofe = 1, ...,M finite elements,{xk(t) = (xk(t), yk(t)) ∈⋃

e Ωe}, and for the “outside” classθ0, i.e. background. Statistics of an image patchPk of sized2 centered atxk are
represented as the vectorpk = (mk, ŝk), wheremk = d−2

∑
x∈Pk

INσ (x) andŝk = (d2−1)−1
∑

x∈Pk
(INσ (x)−mk)2.

We then calculate mean̂µq and covarianceΣq of the patch statistics forθq, q = 0, 1. Assuming the class–conditional
probability density functionsp(p|θq) are independent normal distributions,

fb,i(t) = −|Γ− (γ0 − γ1)|ni, γq =
1
2
(p− µ̂q)Σ−1

q (p− µ̂q)T , Γ =
1
2
ln(|Σ1

Σ0
|), (2)

estimates dynamic loads for attracting finite element boundary nodes to inter–tissue boundaries in TCS. Based on
the current nodal displacements of shape model instanceT (l)

j , image pixels are classified as background and object.

1In the following we omit the upper indexl introduced in sect. 2.1 for denoting shape models of levell. If not stated otherwise,v = v(l) for all
variablesv introduced with equation (1).
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Samples are obtained from these regions for estimatingµ̂q andΣq, q = 0, 1, locally for each boundary nodex(l)
i (t) =

xi as follows. We sampled×d–image patches of the “outside” classθ0 centered onxk in vertex normal directionni of
lengthϑ with a spacingχ. (Forθ1 we use the inward normal−ni accordingly.) As contour pixels dynamically switch
their label, thus affecting region energy the most, we consider an additional sampling parameter, namely the minimum
distanceδ betweenxi and sample locations{xk}. It steers the probability of obtaining non–boundary samples.

Ourdeformable shape searchcomputes the best fitting shape by simultaneous optimisation of multiple two–component
model instances with varying parametrisation. Each single model instanceT (l), l = 1, 2, is initialised by a transforma-
tion from the model coordinate frame to the image coordinate frame, which defines positionc = (cx, cy), orientation
ψ, and scales = (sx, sy), of the model instance in the image. The parametersX = {cx, cy, s, ψ} are considered as
variates with a presumed Gaussian distributionX ∼ N(µ, ς), and random samples are computed according to

x = µ̂(X) + z
√
ς̂(X), z ∼ N(0, 1). (3)

For initialisation, we use pre–set tolerancesς̂ from estimateŝµ (which are given by the parameter valuesx′ of the model
instance generated from the manual segmentation), and assume for the midbrain modelT (2), µ̂(ψ) = 0, ς̂(ψ) = 2◦,
while (µ̂(cx), µ̂(cy)) is the image center, and̂ς(cx) = ς̂(cy) = 20mm. Each of the multiple model instances initiates
an optimisation process in order to adapt to the local conditions in the data. Matched model instancesT (l) are evaluated
utilising a quality–of–fit function, which estimates overall energy:

Q(l) = ζ(1 + µ({1
2
(q(l)

i )2(ω(l)
i )2}))−1 + (1− ζ)(1 + µ({(f(l)i )}))−1, ζ ∈ [0, 1]. (4)

The solutions are further evolved until the overall quality of the current model instances converges. New shape gen-
erations are therefore generated based on parametrisation of the best fitting shapes. More specifically, in equation (3)
we useµ̂(X) = x′, wherex′ is the actual value for parameterX of an instance with high energy and letς̂(X) = 1

1000 .
Shape model instances with a low energy are replaced by new instances accordingly.

After finding the best fitting instance of the global modelT (2), multiple instances with different parametrisations of the
local models are aligned to it and matched to the data. For the initial set of shape models{T ∗(1)j , j = 1, 2}, parametri-

sation is restricted according to the displacements of the link nodes in the global shape modelT (2). We use the global
component to propagate the final displacements of all link nodesx∗(2)i to the SN–models link nodesx∗(1)i (see figure

1(c)). More specifically, the displacementu∗(2)i (t) directly affects the degree of freedom associated with the particular

link nodex∗(1)i (t), and is imposed as displacement boundary condition on the particular equations (1). This initial set

of shape models is then used to initialise multiple instances{T (1)
j , j = 1, 2}, whose parametrisation is determined as

follows. We use actual valuesx′ for parameters of{T ∗(1)j }, and letµ̂(X) = x′, ς̂(ψ) = 5◦, ς̂(cx) = ς̂(cy) = 2mm,
andς̂(s) = 1

10 in equation (3). Each local shape model instance is then fitted to the data and again, solutions with high

quality are iteratively further evolved by selecting and randomising the best matchesT (1)
j , according equation (3), until

convergence in the overall quality–of–fit.

2.3 Exact Segmentation of the Substantia nigra

Finally, for delineation of the echogenic pattern of the SN we use an Active Contour Model, as described in [11].
Contour modelsCj are initialised based on shape model instancesT (1)

j , j = 1, 2, with maximum energy. We let

Cj = {xi}, wherexi = x(1)
i denote the final boundary nodal displacements of finite element meshT (1)

j (see figure 1(c)).
The contour is re–sampled dynamically to guarantee for neighbouring vertices|xi(t)− xi+1(t)|2 ∈ [ε1, ε2], ε2 > 2ε1.
Internal and external forces are set up as described in [11] and equation (2), respectively. Midbrain and SN are finally
represented as configuration of global model instanceT (2) with maximum energy and local contoursCj , j = 1, 2.

3 Results

We evaluated our model–based segmentation using qualitative and quantitative analyses based on ten data sets for
which a gold standard was available in terms of delineations of the midbrain and a (hyper–)echogenic SN by a single
expert. The images were acquired on one healthy subject and nine pathological cases. The quality of the data varied
w.r.t. signal–to–noise ratio and image acquisition parameters, such that high variance in echomorphology was expected.

Appearance modelling. Our two–component shape model matched the midbrain independent from the echogenic
pattern of the SN (see figure 2). Poor qualityQ(1) of the best fit indicated an echopoor SN pattern, rather than a misled
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(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

Figure 2. Segmentation results in TCS showing echopoor (top row) and echodense SN (middle and bottom row).
Column 1 shows instances of the midbrain model,{T (2)}, after initialisation. Columns 2–4 show segmentation results
from different stages of our algorithm, i.e. the best fitting global models{T (2)} with initial local shape models
{T ∗(1)j , j = 1, 2} (column 2), results of the shape search{T (2), T (1)

j } (column 3) and final SN segmentations{C(1)
j }

together with{T (2)} (column 4). Column 5 provides results obtained using ACM for midbrain segmentation (e), and
using our model with (traditional) Gaussian potential forces, in (j) and (o). For results in column 5 we used initial
estimates given in column 1. In the bottom row model instances were displaced by> 10mm from optimum position.

shape search. This is important as the echogenic pattern of the SN is not known in advance. As expected, successful
segmentation of SN was highly dependent on initialisation. The stripe–like elastic templatesT (1) provided reliable
initial estimates for the contour models, which accurately adapted to the SN boundaries in all data sets. In figure 2
we provide a visual comparison for improved segmentation using inter–tissue boundary forces (equation (2)) instead
of (traditional) Gaussian potential forces (sect. 2.2). It resulted in less drifting of contour sensors due to image noise,
and provided more accurate estimates for region boundaries. Experimental results given in Table 1 demonstrate that
segmentation could be significantly improved, whereas traditional contour sensors which detect intensity gradients
by local filtering restricted the applicability of the deformable model. Small mean values forδMS show that the
echogenic patterns of midbrain and SN were correctly localised, while at the same time providing correct quantitative
analyses (verified by the small deviation inδMS). In contrast, pure ACM segmentation gave unacceptable results for
the midbrain due to poor image quality and insufficient shape constraints (see figure 2(e), average boundary errors w.r.t.
manual segmentations wereδMS = 18± 5mm, δHD = 35± 12mm).

Shape search.The midbrain was segmented automatically in all cases using simultaneous optimisation of multiple
shapes. Our two–component shape model could adapt to midbrains of varying size even for imprecise initial positioning
(see figures 2(k)–2(m)). Due to the inflating or deflating boundary forces (equation (2)) and adequate shape constraints,
segmentation quality is very stable for variation in parametrisation. The deviation from average boundary error given
in Table 1 wasDδMS

< 10% for variations at the order of10% in scales, 20mm displacement from the ideal position
c and for up to40◦ variation in orientationψ. Successful segmentation could in these cases not be achieved using
traditional image forces (see figure 2(o), deviation from average error wasDδMS

> 10%), or ACM alone.

The following configuration in sampling parameters provided optimal results, i.e. most reliable external forcesfb:
σ ∈ {2, 3}, χ = 1, d = δ = 7 andϑ = 2sx(T ), where sizesx(T ) is estimated as deviation in nodal positions of the
shape templateT after projection onto the principal axisx. The overall classification certainty is quite stable for a large
range of valuesϑ ∈ [sx, 3sx] (DδMS

< 10%). We observed differences in segmentations forχ ∈ [1, 3] (DδMS
> 30%)

and usedχ = 1, accordingly. Classification certainty was typically higher for patch sized > 3, but no preferred value
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Region
Inter–tissue boundary forcesfb, andfσ Traditional image forcesfe, andfσ

δH δMS ω δH δMS ω

M 3.4± 0.95 1.19± 0.32 90.0± 3.1 10.12± 4.1 8.19± 2.12 78.4± 4.89
SN 2.1± 0.63 1.03± 0.44 82.1± 3.4 6.0± 2.2 4.1± 1.65 71.5± 6.76

Table 1. Segmentation accuracy achieved with optimum parametrisation of our model usingfσ, and for the contour
nodes inter–tissue boundary forcesfb (equation (2)), and traditional (Gaussian potential) forcesfe, resp. The mean (±
standard deviation) of the Hausdorff distanceδH [mm], mean squared distanceδMS [mm] and region overlapω[%] for
segmentations of midbrain (M) and SN were computed for comparison with expert’s segmentations of ten data sets.

of δ ∈ [dd
2e, 2d] became evident from our results. An ideal shape fit was indicated by high qualityQ for a wide range

of ζ ∈ [0.3, 0.7]. This is essential as the best fitting shape represents the final solution of our algorithm (sect. 2.2).

4 Conclusion

We have introduced a novel approach to the automatic segmentation of the midbrain from TSC images. Our algorithm
combines local models with a global shape model, such that different details of the midbrain are segmented sequentially.
The two–component shape model handles non–linear variations of the fuzzy anatomical details and can recognise
an echodense SN. An echodense SN could be correctly delineated using a deformable contour which is initialised
as given by the shape model. Our algorithm uses external model forces which rely on region characteristics and
can cope with missing or unreliable contour information in a non–deterministic image signal, such as TCS. This
approach imposes fewer requirements on initialisation than when traditional contour sensors are adopted. Our results,
however, indicate that only the combination of structural shape knowledge and local region analysis enables a precise
and robust segmentation, which can be fully automated using our search strategy. Our method will now be validated
for a larger set of data with ground truth segmentations of multiple clinical experts for assessing its utility in view of
exact quantification of echogenic patterns in a more general context2.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new framework that performs automated local wall motion analysis based on 

the combined information derived from a rest and stress sequence (a full stress echocardiography study). We 

introduce a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach for cardiac disease classification of stress echocardiography 

since the cardiac data inherits the time-varying and sequential properties. A wall segment model is developed for a 

normal and an abnormal heart and experiments are performed on rest, stress and rest-and-stress sequences. 

Combined rest-and-stress analysis shows an improvement in classification accuracy (84.17%) over individual rest 

(73.33%) and stress (68.33%) analysis. 

1 Introduction 

Automated quantitative wall motion analysis aims to further improve accuracy, decrease subjectivity and increase 

reproducibility of interpretation of echocardiography over visual interpretation. While much has been done to attempt 

to automate the task of wall motion analysis on rest image sequences, there is a very small literature on analysis of 

stress echocardiography. Stress sequences (where the heart has been stressed by exercise or use of a pharmacological 

drug e.g. dobutamine) are more difficult to automatically analyse as the non-rigid motion of the heart is more 

challenging to track. 

The first step of automated regional heart function analysis is to detect the heart wall borders. Many techniques have 

been developed to detect and automatically track both the interior (endocardial) and exterior (epicardial) borders of 

the left ventricle (LV). Current automated 2D echocardiography image tracking technology is now sufficiently well-

developed for application on good-to-medium quality rest data [1]. However, further studies need to be done to show 

that this is also true for stress echocardiography. In the work reported here, we used semi-automated derived contours 

as our initial focus has been on classification not automated tracking. 

The second step of automated regional heart function analysis is classification of heart segmental function as either 

normal or abnormal based on the extracted contours (heart wall borders). This is the focus of this paper. In our prior 

works [2,3], we have proposed a new approach to wall motion classification of stress echocardiography based on 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and good results were obtained.  

We performed local wall motion classification to individual rest and stress sequences in our recent work [3]. In 

clinical practice, cardiologists make a visual side-by-side comparison of rest and stress images for more accurate 

clinical diagnosis [4]. Inspired by this, we extend the analysis to classify heart motion based on combined rest and 

stress sequence, which is the main contribution of this paper. In the literature, to our knowledge, there has been no 

prior attempt to do heart disease classification based on the combined information of rest and stress. We are only 

aware of work looking individually at either rest or alternatively stress data but not the combination of both [5]. 

2 Hidden Markov Models 

A detailed tutorial on HMMs can be found in [6] and a brief description based on that paper is given here. A hidden 

Markov model (HMM) is a probabilistic model which describes the statistical relationship between an observable 

sequence O and a “hidden” state sequence S. The hidden state is discrete, but the observation values may be either 

continuous or discrete in nature. An HMM is characterized by the following parameters: 

1) The number of states of the model, N. 

2) The state transition matrix, A 

3) The observation probability distribution, B = {bN} for each state N 

4) The initial state distribution, π 

However, for convenience, the HMM λ is parameterized by A, B and π, with the notation: λ = (A, B, π). 

 

There are three basic problems associated with HMMs [6]: 1) the classification/evaluation problem, 2) the decoding 

problem and 3) the learning/training problem. In our work we deal with the first and third problems. A regional heart 

function model needs to be learned from a training set by the EM algorithm before using the forward-backward 

procedure for classification of a new dataset. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Patient Data 

The available database consisted of 44 studies of Contrast DSE (Dobutamine Stress Echocardiography) data acquired 

by two cardiologists as standard B-mode ultrasound image sequences.  

In this paper, we utilized the 2-chamber (2C) view data at the resting phase and at the peak level of stress. In a 

standard stress examination, only the systolic (heart contracts) phase is recorded. Therefore, each data consists of 

systole only starting from the end of diastolic (ED) phase to the end-of-systolic (ES). 

For regional functional analysis, the 2C is divided into 7 segments but mostly only 6 are measurable (especially for 

abnormal hearts) [7]. Clinical wall functional assessment evaluates systolic thickening
1
 and endocardial wall motion 

for each segment. A normal (healthy) myocardial segment shows systolic thickening and also endocardial movement 

towards the centre of the cavity. Each of 6 segments were labelled 1 - 4 (1 = normal, 2 = hypokinesis, 3 = akinetic, 4 

= dyskinetic). For simplicity, we grouped them into 2 classes only (1 = normal, 2-4 = abnormal). 

2.2 Wall Motion Classification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of Wall Motion Classification Process 

Figure 1 shows the general process of our HMM-based wall motion classification method which can be summarized 

as follows: 

 

1. Firstly, the myocardial contours were extracted by Quamus®2 software. These were then validated by two 

experienced cardiologists. 

2. Each contour was then divided into six segments (for 2C data) and a number of features estimated to 

characterize cardiac wall motion (e.g.: wall thickening, cavity area, endocardial motion). 

3. The cardiac data was separated into two groups based on wall motion scoring: Normal (score = 1), 

Abnormal (score = 2-4). 

4. Two HMMs were then developed for each segment: one for normals and one for abnormals. Thus, there 

were 12 trained models in total. 

5. Finally, the trained HMMs (models) were used to classify a new (unseen) dataset. 

                                                           
1
 The myocardial wall thickening during systole (the contraction of the heart) phase 

2
 A semi-automatic boundary detection software developed by Mirada Solutions Ltd, Oxford, UK 
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3.3 Feature Vector / Object Representation 

As mentioned earlier, several features could be used to detect segmental wall motion abnormalities. In this paper, we 

chose the ‘local cavity area’ (area under endocardial contour) for each of six segments, as shown in Figure 2. This 

feature vector was suggested by our cardiologist collaborators as it is the simplest and easiest observation 

representation that can be viewed from all echocardiographic data. Furthermore, we need only endocardial contours 

(which are easier to track/segment than epicardial contours) in order to compute the local cavity area. The local 

cavity area (LCA) is then normalized by the following equation (1): 

                           

( )
( ) ED

ED

LCA LCA i
LCA i

LCA

−
=  

(1) 

where LCAED = Local Cavity Area at End of Diastolic. 

S1

S2

S3 S4

S5

S6

 
Figure 1.  Local Cavity Area for all six segments of 2C data.  

(S1 – S6 = local cavity area for Segment 1 to Segment 6) 

For individual rest or stress sequence analysis (cases 1 and 2 respectively in our study), we compose a 

feature/observation as a 1D vector, as follows: 

(or ) 1 2, 1 2, 1 2,

1 2

, , , , , , , ,
REST STRESS f f fN f f fN f f fN

Patient Patient PatientK

O O O O O O O O O O

Τ

 
 =
 
 

� � �� �

������� ������� �������

 

(2) 

where Ofi is the observation at frame i, which in our experiment is equivalent to LCA(i).  

 

In the case of combined ‘rest-and-stress’ sequences (case 3), we combined together OREST and OSTRESS as a 2D vector: 

REST STRESS REST STRESS
O O O

−
=     (3) 

The main reason we modeled this as a 2D vector (rather than a concatenate 1D vector) is to preserve the temporal 

dependency between OREST and OSTRESS (as our results show later this turns out to be important). 

 

3.4 Training 

The sequential nature of the heart phases can be well modelled by a left-right HMM. We developed two models for 

each segment: one for normals and another for abnormals. Each model is comprised of three hidden states. In our 

case, the states of the HMM do not have a true physical meaning – they simply reflect common statistical properties 

of the observation vectors in the feature space. We could have employed more states but that would require more 

training samples for an accurate estimation of the model parameters [8]. 

We trained the two HMMs (one for normals, one for abnormals) in an unsupervised manner. Prior to training, all 

dataset were resampled to have 30 frames per patient. We then calculated the normalised local cavity area for each 

frame, as previously described in Section 3.3. 
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In the first stage of training, we initialised the model parameters as follows. For each patient in the dataset, the first 

ten frames were assigned to state 1, the next ten to state 2 and the final ten to state 3. The parameters of the transition 

matrix aij were then initialised using the maximum likelihood estimates, based on the following equation:   

ij ij ik

k

a n n= ∑  (4) 

where nij is the total number of transitions from state i to state j over all of the label sequences. 

The observation probability densities bi (which were Gaussian) were initialised by fitting either 1D or 2D Gaussian to 

the set of features extracted from the frames assigned to each state i. Following initialisation of the HMM parameters, 

we then ran the EM algorithm to update the model parameters until the change in the log likelihood was less than 

0.01% (indicating convergence). 

For classification purposes, we compute the posterior probability, p(model|data) for all models and the maximum 

value gives the most probable model for the data. The posterior probability can be computed by using Bayes’ rule:    

∑
=

model

modeldatap

modelpmodeldatap
datamodelp

),(

)()|(
)|(  

(5) 

where p(data|model) is computed using the forwards-  backwards algorithm and p(model) is the prior probability for 

each model. 

4 Results and Discussion 

The HMM-based approach was evaluated using two classification experiments: 1) a leave-one-out cross validation 

and 2) a new dataset testing experiment. Recall that we have a total of 44 studies (patients), with normal and 

abnormal cases. We divided them into training and testing dataset. For training purpose, we chose patients with 

severe abnormality (wall motion score is above one for all segments) in order to produce a good Abnormal trained 

model. Therefore, we have 12 Normals and 12 Abnormals for training set and the remaining 20 (which is a mixed of 

normal and mild abnormality cases) are used for testing set. 

In a leave-one-out cross-validation one of the 12 sequences for the model being tested is held out and the remaining 

11 sequences are used to derive the HMM. The held-out sequence is then tested on this HMM and the other fully 

trained HMM. Table 1 shows the classification accuracy results for rest, stress and ‘combined rest-stress’ data using 

both global and local classification approach. The global classification method can be found in our previous paper 

[2].  

In the testing experiment, we computed the posterior probability that each model (Normal and Abnormal) gives to the 

test sequences and classified them based on equation (5) (refer to Section 3.4). Table 2 gives the classification 

accuracy of the 20 testing sets for both rest and stress data. 

 

REST 

Classification (%) 

STRESS 

Classification (%) 

REST-STRESS 

Classification (%) 

Global Local Global Local Global Local S
eg

m
en

t 

N A N A N A N A N A N A 

S1 91.7 100 91.7 91.7 91.7 91.7 

S2 100 100 83.3 91.7 91.7 83.3 

S3 83.3 91.7 83.3 91.7 83.3 83.3 

S4 91.7 83.3 83.3 91.7 100 75 

S5 100 83.3 75 91.7 100 83.3 

S6 

100 83.3 

100 83.3 

83.3 91.7 

75 91.7 

100 75 

100 83.3 

Table 1. Percentage global and local classification accuracy of rest, stress and combined rest-and-stress sequences 

using a leave-one-out approach. 
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SEGMENT REST (%) STRESS (%) REST-STRESS (%) 

   (1D Vector) (2D Vector) 

S1 65.0 75.0 80 85.0 

S2 80.0 85.0 95 90.0 

S3 70.0 70.0 80 80.0 

S4 60.0 60.0 60 65.0 

S5 80.0 70.0 85 100.0 

S6 85.0 50.0 75 85.0 

Mean 73.33  68.33 79.17 84.17 

Table 2. Percentage classification accuracy of rest, stress and combined rest-and-stress sequences on testing dataset 

The purpose of using a leave-one-out approach is to evaluate the classification performance and also useful in finding 

a good feature observation for quantitative wall motion analysis. As can be seen from the Table 1, we can achieve 

more or less the same accuracy of classification for the rest-and-stress sequences as well as the individual rest ones 

and an improved accuracy over stress data.  

As for the testing experiment (refer to Table 2), a good accuracy of classification was achieved even with this small 

number of datasets in the trained models. This shows the potential use of HMM for classification. The more 

interesting result lies on the analysis of rest-to-stress sequence where it had higher average accuracy (84.17% and 

79.17% when the combined data is modelled as 1D and 2D vectors respectively ) than that of the individual rest 

(73.33%) and stress (68.33%) sequences. This is encouraging evidence to pursue the combined analysis of rest-and-

stress data. Table 2 also indicates that modelling the combined rest-and-stress data in 2D vector is better than in a 

concatenate 1D vector, as the temporal dependency can be preserved (as discussed in Section 3.3). 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed a framework for heart disease classification based on combined rest and stress 

sequences. We utilized the new approach of local wall motion classification based on HMMs. An 11% improvement 

of accuracy has been achieved when we performed classification on the combined rest-and-stress data compared to 

the separate individual sequences. These results are consistent with cardiologists’ experience, where they read rest 

and peak stress data together in clinical decision-making. 

These encouraging results could be improved further by: 1) increasing the number of training data, for example at 

least 50 patients for each model, 2) developing different models for different types of abnormality and 3) combining 

with ‘mid-level peak’ and ‘recovery’ sequences, which usually been recorded as well during stress testing. The 

general approach would be equally applicable to 3D stress echocardiography and the methodology is not modality 

specific and could be equally applied to stress MRI. 
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Abstract. Ultrasound images are characterized by their special speckle appearance, low contrast, and low signal-

to-noise ratio. It is always challenging to extract important clinical information from these images. An important 

step before formal analysis is to transform the image to significant features of interest. Intensity based methods do 

not perform particularly well on ultrasound images. However, it has been previously shown that these images 

respond well to local phase-based methods which are theoretically intensity-invariant and thus suitable for 

ultrasound images. We extend the previous local phase-based method to detect features using the local phase 

computed from monogenic signal which is an isotropic extension of the analytic signal. We apply our method of 

multiscale feature-asymmetry measurement and local phase-gradient computation to cardiac ultrasound 

(echocardiography) images for the detection of endocardial, epicardial and myocardial centerline. 

1 Introduction 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the main cause of human deaths in the developed world. Nearly half of all deaths in 

Europe [1] and more than one third of all deaths in the UK [2] are caused by CVD. Cardiac functional imaging is a 

non-invasive way to acquire dynamic images of the heart through which functional assessment and disease diagnosis 

can be made. In cardiac imaging, echocardiography (cardiac ultrasound) is the simplest, low-cost, and highly 

effective choice of image acquisition. However, these images are known to have low signal-to-noise ratio, low 

contrast, and high amounts of speckle. Further analysis (e.g., registration or segmentation) on these images is bound 

to be badly influenced from these artifacts. 

We approach the problem of feature detection from echocardiography images in an attempt to extract the important 

features – namely: endocardial and epicardial boundaries, and the myocardial centerline – which are potentially 

helpful in any subsequent processing. The method is developed using an approach that is not much affected by the 

speckle or low contrast nature of the ultrasound images. Phase-based processing has attracted a lot of attention in 

echocardiography image analysis, notably by our lab. In [3], the authors presented a local phase-based method of 

endocardial and epicardial boundary feature detection from feature asymmetry (FA) measure which also took notice 

of the spatio-temporal characteristics of the images. They assumed that endocardial or epicardial boundaries have 

step edge characteristics (thus asymmetry). In [4, 5], the authors used the local phase representation of 

echocardiography images for the registration of multi-view real-time 3-dimensional (RT3D) echocardiography. 

Zhang et al. [6] used the local phase representation of cardiac ultrasound and cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) 

images for multi-modality registration. 

Our work is influenced by the approach of Mulet-Parada and Noble [3] for endocardial and epicardial boundary 

feature detection which showed that a local phase-based method outperforms the conventional intensity-based 

methods. The algorithm in [3] used the quadrature filters for the computation of local phase by employing a filter 

bank of oriented log-Gabor band-pass filters. In contrast, we adapt the monogenic signal [7, 8] which makes use of 

isotropic Riesz filters (thus no specific orientation restriction) for the computation of local phase and extend the idea 

of feature asymmetry measure computation to multiscale. This greatly simplifies the feature asymmetry measure 

computation and gets rid of any potential problems that can possibly be introduced due to the use of oriented band-

pass filters. Moreover, the computational complexity of the technique is reduced and the feature detection is 

improved. The obtained features are important edge indicator and thus potentially useful either for feature-based 

registration or for segmentation using active contour algorithm [9] attempting to segment the endocardial and/or 

epicardial boundary. We also show how to detect the myocardial centerline using the local phase-gradient. The 

myocardial muscle is the most important structure in the echocardiography images and detection of its centre with 

high degree of localization can certainly help in the tracking, segmentation and registration applications. 

The next section describes the relevant background about the analytic signal, its extension to 2D using the oriented 

quadrature filters, and the feature asymmetry (FA) measure. Section 3 gives a detailed explanation of the proposed 

method for feature detection using modified single-scale and multi-scale feature-asymmetry measure and local 
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phase-gradient. Section 4 shows example results on echocardiography images. The paper concludes in the final 

section with an indication of the future directions. 

2 Background 

It is well known that local phase contains the local structural information (e.g., transitions or discontinuities) whereas 

the local amplitude depicts the local energy of the signal. Usually, one needs to construct a complex analytic signal 

from a given 1D signal to perform local analysis (e.g., local phase computation). The complex analytic signal is 

formed by considering the original signal 𝑓(𝑥) as the real part and its Hilbert transform 𝐻 𝑓  as the imaginary part.  

𝑓𝐴 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑥 + 𝑖𝐻 𝑓 𝑥      (1) 

The local phase is then computed from this complex analytic signal: 

𝜑 𝑥 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝐻 𝑓 𝑥  /𝑓 𝑥     (2) 

In practice, the analytic signal and the local phase are computed from a quadrature pair of band-pass filters (i.e., 

filters which are 𝜋 2  phase shift version of each other.) One such example is the log-Gabor filter: 

𝐺 𝜔 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −
 𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝜔 𝜔0   

2

2 𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝑘 𝜔0   
2   (3) 

where 𝜔0 is the centre frequency and 𝑘 is related to the band-width of the band-pass filter. Using the quadrature filter 

pair, the local phase is practically computed from the filter responses: 

𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑥 ∗ 𝑅𝑒  𝐹−1 𝐺 𝜔         and           𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑥 ∗ 𝐼𝑚  𝐹−1 𝐺 𝜔    

𝜑 𝑥 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑥 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑥      (4) 

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator, 𝐹−1 . .   represents the inverse Fourier transform, and 𝑅𝑒(. . ) and 𝐼𝑚(. . ) 

extract the real and imaginary part from the complex function, respectively. 

The local phase 𝜑 𝑥  denotes the measure of the local symmetry (±𝜋 2 ) or asymmetry (0 or  𝜋) of the signal. The 

local symmetry of the signal is often termed as even symmetry (ridges or valleys) while the local asymmetry is 

termed as the local odd symmetry (step edges). Thus, the concept of symmetry is naturally a 1D concept and the 

above description of analytic signal and local phase computation holds only for 1D signals. Mathematically, the 

Hilbert transform is restricted for a 1D function. Therefore, a straightforward extension of the above concept to 2D 

and higher dimensions is generally invalid. 

Usually, the extension to 2D local analysis is performed using the construction of an oriented filter bank which holds 

the 1D local symmetry or asymmetry concepts. The 2D extension of the 1D log-Gabor filter (3) is: 

𝐺 𝜔,𝜑 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −  
 𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝜔 𝜔0   

2

2 𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝑘 𝜔0   
2 +

 𝜑−𝜑0 
2

2𝜎𝜑
2    (5) 

where 𝜑0 is the filter orientation and 𝜎𝜑
2 is the filter spread. The local analysis of 2D images performed using the log-

Gabor filter is computed as: 

𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 𝑅𝑒  𝐹−1 𝐺 𝜔,𝜑                and     𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 ∗ 𝐼𝑚  𝐹−1 𝐺 𝜔,𝜑    

𝜑 𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑥,𝑦 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑥,𝑦     (6) 

In local analysis, Kovesi [10] and Morrone & Owens [11] have shown that the significant features (step edges, 

ridges, valleys, etc.) in the image have their unique phase response and that the phase is congruent for these features. 

In the current work, we are only interested in the computation of endocardial or epicardial features which behave like 

step edges [3] and have a phase response of nearly 0 or  𝜋. It has been shown, originally in Kovesi’s work [10], and 

later in Mulet-Parada’s adaptation [3] for echocardiography images that the FA measure is actually the phase-

congruency measure computed only for the step edges. Mulet-Parada [3] employed the FA measure of Kovesi [10] 

that can be computed directly from the quadrature pair filter responses: 

𝐹𝐴2𝐷
𝑀𝑃 𝑥,𝑦 =  

  𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑚  𝑥 ,𝑦  − 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑚  𝑥 ,𝑦  −𝑇𝑚  

 𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑚
2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑚

2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝜀
𝑚   (7) 

where 𝑚 is the filter orientation, 𝜀 is a small constant to avoid division by zero, 𝑇𝑚  is the orientation specific 

threshold and the  . .   operator zeros the negative values. The role of 𝑇𝑚  and the zeroing operator is to respond only 

to features within the orientation range of the filter. The orientation specific threshold is computed by, 

𝑇𝑚 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛   𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑚

2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑚
2  𝑥 ,𝑦   

   (8) 
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3 Method 

Due to the nature of extension using oriented filters, as described above, of the local analysis theory to 2D, we face 

the complexity of dealing with an oriented filter bank and an additional parameter about the selection of the number 

of appropriate orientations. In this section, we present our modification to the FA measure for the detection of 

endocardial and epicardial features. We make use of the recently introduced isotropic extension of the analytic signal 

concept to 2D in the monogenic signal framework of Felsberg [7, 8]. The monogenic signal framework extends the 

analytic signal concept to 2D by the introduction of a vector valued odd filter (Riesz filter) whose Fourier domain 

representation is:  

 𝐻1 𝑢, 𝑣 ,𝐻2 𝑢, 𝑣  =  𝑖
𝑢

 𝑢2 + 𝑣2
, 𝑖

𝑣

 𝑢2 + 𝑣2
  

The monogenic signal is then formed by combining the original 2D signal with the Riesz filtered components: 

𝑓𝑀 𝑥,𝑦 = [𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 , 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 1 𝑥,𝑦 , 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 2 𝑥,𝑦 ] 

where 1 𝑥,𝑦 and 2 𝑥,𝑦  are the spatial domain representation of 𝐻1 𝑢, 𝑣  and 𝐻2 𝑢, 𝑣 , respectively. Similar to 

the oriented filter case described in last section, the 2D image is first filtered using a band-pass filter, for example: 

log-Gabor filter, 

𝐺 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −  
 𝑙𝑜𝑔   𝑢2+𝑣2 𝜔0   

2

2 𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝑘 𝜔0   
2     (9) 

It must be noted that the above log-Gabor filter is an isotropic band-pass filter, unlike the oriented band-pass filters 

(5) used in the last section. Therefore, in practice, the monogenic signal is often constructed as: 

𝑓𝑀 𝑥,𝑦 = [𝑔 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 , 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 𝑔 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 1 𝑥,𝑦 , 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 𝑔 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 2 𝑥,𝑦 ] 

where 𝑔 𝑥,𝑦  is the spatial domain representation of the log-Gabor filter 𝐺 𝑢, 𝑣 . We have found that the monogenic 

signal components can be represented by scalar valued even and odd filtered responses with the following simple 

trick: 

𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐺 𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑓𝑀,1 𝑥,𝑦   and  𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺 𝑥,𝑦 =  𝑓𝑀,2
2  𝑥, 𝑦 + 𝑓𝑀,3

2  𝑥,𝑦  

and thus the new representation of monogenic signal can be of the same form as the 1D analytic signal (1). 

𝐹𝑀𝐺 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐺 𝑥,𝑦 + 𝑖 ∗ 𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺 𝑥,𝑦    (10) 

It is worth mentioning that the 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐺 𝑥,𝑦  and 𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺 𝑥,𝑦  filter responses contain the even-symmetry and odd-

symmetry filter responses, respectively. However, interestingly in this case, 𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺 𝑥,𝑦  denotes the odd symmetry 

response as a scalar value in all orientations. However, the simplified monogenic signal representation (10) loses the 

local orientation information (see [7, 8] for details on local orientation) from the original representation but we are 

only interested in the local phase information for our current work which remains unaffected by the trick. 

We can now define the modified FA measure to compute the phase congruency for asymmetric features (i.e., step 

edges) in the image. We recall that endocardial and epicardial features correspond to step edges. The modified FA 

measure is formulated as: 

𝐹𝐴2𝐷
𝐾𝑅 𝑥,𝑦 =

  𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺  𝑥 ,𝑦  − 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐺  𝑥 ,𝑦  −𝑇 

 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐺
2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺

2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝜀

   (11) 

In contrast to the conventional FA (7), there is no need of summation operator (since there is no oriented filter bank). 

The threshold 𝑇 is computed in a way similar to (8) but with no orientation selectivity. Thus, the filtering and the FA 

measure are simplified in comparison to the method of Mulet-Parada [3]. Note that the FA in (7) and the modified 

FA of (11) compute the asymmetric feature strength at a single scale. We propose a multiscale FA measure based on 

monogenic signal and the above modified FA measure (11), 

𝐹𝐴2𝐷
𝐾𝑅−𝑚𝑠  𝑥,𝑦 =  

  𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑐𝑀𝐺  𝑥 ,𝑦  − 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑀𝐺  𝑥 ,𝑦  −𝑇𝑠𝑐  

 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑀𝐺
2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑐𝑀𝐺

2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝜀
𝑠𝑐  (12) 

where 𝑠𝑐 represents the scale variable and 𝑇𝑠𝑐  is a scale-specific threshold value calculated similar to (8) but with 

scale selectivity rather than orientation selectivity. Due to the similarity between (7) and (12), it must be clarified that 

the FA of (7) is summed upon different orientations (and not scales) whereas the summation in (12) is computed 

from multiple scales of the band-pass filter (9) used in the computation of monogenic signal. 

In addition to the endocardial and epicardial features, the myocardial muscle centerline is also a very important 

feature in the echocardiography images which can be useful for registration and segmentation. It can be assumed that 
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the whole myocardial muscle is a symmetrical feature (a ridge). We have noticed in our experiments that the phase-

gradient computed from the filter response components of the monogenic signal (10) provides a unique and well-

localized response (local minima) to the symmetrical features (i.e., myocardial muscle in this case). The phase-

gradient can be directly computed from the filter responses instead of explicit derivation from the local phase. From 

the polar representation of the complex signal 𝐹𝑀𝐺 , one can derive that the phase-gradient is: 

𝜑𝑀𝐺
′  𝑥,𝑦 = 𝐼𝑚  

𝐹𝑀𝐺
′  𝑥 ,𝑦 

𝐹𝑀𝐺  𝑥 ,𝑦 
 =

𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐺  𝑥 ,𝑦 .𝐼𝑚 𝐹𝑀𝐺
′   − 𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺  𝑥 ,𝑦 .𝑅𝑒 𝐹𝑀𝐺

′  

𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐺
2  𝑥 ,𝑦 +𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑀𝐺

2  𝑥 ,𝑦 
 (13) 

where 𝐹′  denotes the derivative of 𝐹. Therefore, the phase-gradient computation is considered to be unaffected from 

typical problems associated with the computation of local phase (e.g., phase wrapping). 

4 Results and Discussion 

We present exemplar results of modified single-scale and multi-scale FA and phase-gradient computation for 

echocardiography images. These measures allow the localized detection of endocardial, epicardial, and myocardial 

centerline features. For the computation of the modified FA (11), (12) and local phase-gradient (13), the simplified 

monogenic signal (10) was constructed where an isotropic log-Gabor filter (9) was used for the band-pass filtering of 

the original image. For the feature detection using original FA measure (7), we used the same parameters as in [3]. 

     

     

     

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 1: Results on two frames each of two different echocardiographic sequences. (a) original image frames; (b) FA measure 

(7) using oriented filters technique of Mulet-Parada [3], (c) modified single-scale FA measure (11) from monogenic signal, (d) 

proposed multi-scale FA measure (12) from monogenic signal, and (e) phase-gradient measure computed using (13). 
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For the single-scale modified FA computation using (11), we used the log-Gabor filter with bandwidth 𝑘 𝜔0 = 0.55 

(i.e., 2-octaves) and the wavelength set to 36-pixels. In the case of the multi-scale FA (12), three log-Gabor filters 

were used with wavelengths of  30, 36, 42 -pixels and the bandwidth of 𝑘 𝜔0 = 0.55. For phase-gradient 

computation (13), the parameters were the same as for single-scale FA computation. 

The results of feature detection on two frames each of two echocardiographic sequences are shown in Figure 1. The 

FA measure shows a strong value at the step edge location. It is clearly evident that the proposed multi-scale FA 

measure (12) offers refined feature detection results compared to either the previous FA measure (7) or the modified 

single-scale FA measure (11). In the case of phase-gradient measure, the myocardial centerline response is apparent 

as the local regional valley (or minima). We observe that the response of both these operators is excellent and highly 

localized for the myocardium muscle covering the left ventricle chamber. The proposed method finds important 

features efficiently and with high effectiveness. A limitation of the current approach is that it performs only spatial 

filtering which can introduce artificial responses for weaker structures. Mulet-Parada [3] found that spatio-temporal 

filtering reduces any such responses. We are currently working on the extension of our method to spatio-temporal 

echocardiography sequences. It must be mentioned that the monogenic signal extension to higher dimensions (2D+t, 

3D or 3D+t) is straightforward (for example: see [4, 5] for its 3D use). This implies that the extension of our work to 

higher dimension is simple unlike the technique proposed in [3] where extension of band-pass oriented filters to 

higher dimensions is subject to a significantly increased computational burden and design complications. 

5 Conclusions 

We proposed local phase-based methods for the detection of significant features in ultrasound images and showed 

the results of our techniques applied to echocardiography images.  The proposed method has simple formulation, 

multiscale extension, and reduced computational complexity compared to previous related implementations [3]. We 

have shown that the proposed approach is capable of detecting important feature points from echocardiography 

images which include the endocardial, epicardial and myocardial centerline boundaries. The features detected using 

this method may be further useful for subsequent processing in feature-based registration and contour-based 

segmentation. We are currently working on the spatio-temporal feature detection to capture temporal consistency 

from echocardiography images with the hope of further reducing any spurious responses of the current spatial 

approach. We are also working on the utilization of these features in an echocardiography segmentation framework. 
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Segmentation of the thrombus in abdominal aortic aneurisms from
CTA datasets

Ian Poolea and Richard Moffett a

aBarco Medical Imaging Division, Bonnington Bond, Edinburgh EH6 3NP, UK.

The goal of this challenge is  the semi-automatic segmentation of mural thrombus in abdominal aortic aneurysms
(AAA), both pre and post endovascular repair, from CT angiography (CTA) datasets.

An abdominal aortic aneurysm is a disease that leads to dilation of the aorta caused by progressive weakening of
aortic wall. It is susceptible to rupture possibly resulting in death. Surgical interventions for AAA repair can be
performed and patients with AAA are often placed under frequent surveillance before the surgery.  Contrast based
CTA has been a preferred modality for AAA monitoring because it provides detailed information about aortic
anatomy, making it possible to visualize lumen, calcifications and thrombus in a minimally invasive manner.

The clinical objective is to measure aneurysm volume to assess efficacy of endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR),
specifically: a) to support assessment and monitoring of patients with AAAs by reproducibly measuring maximum
AAA diameter, b) to support follow-up evaluation of stent-graft efficacy by measuring maximum AAA diameter and
total aneurysm volume.

Thus, the image analysis challenge presented is to segment the 3D thrombus domain with a minimum of user input.  
Ideally, the user would be required only to identify the lumen centreline tree for the vessel segment effected by
aneurism.    Solutions have been proposed (e.g. [1]) but we are aware of no method which can deal robustly with
post-stent cases which bifurcate into the iliac arteries – the most common case for which scans are performed.  The
problem is complicated due to the low density of the thrombus tissue and streak artefacts from metallic stent
material.

  

Figure 1: (a) thrombus with stent in axial section; (b) volume rendering (thrombus is not visible)
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A Recursive, Stochastic Vessel Segmentation Framework that
Robustly Handles Bifurcations

Katherine Allena,c∗, Christopher Yaub,c and J. Alison Noblea

aInstitute of Biomedical Engineering, University of Oxford
bDepartment of Statistics, University of Oxford

c Life Sciences Interface Doctoral Training Centre, University of Oxford

Abstract. This paper presents a Particle Filter (PF) framework that stochastically detects and labels vessel bifurca-
tions. The PF has previously been utilised in the segmentation of vascular structures, however has not demonstrated
a consistent ability to detect and track bifurcations without the aid of user intervention. By incorporating a number
of techniques into a specially designed vascular PF, including Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) rejuvenation
and a spatially adaptive likelihood, we show that the simultaneous extraction of vessel centrelines, bifurcations and
a hierarchical vascular representation is possible. This algorithm is shown to perform well on both synthetic and
clinical data.

1 Introduction

1.1 Vessel Segmentation

Vascular segmentation is crucial in the diagnosis and treatment planning of many different pathologies including arteri-
ovenous malformations (AVMs), aneurysm, thrombosis and cardiac disease. Therefore an accurate method of perform-
ing blood vessel segmentation on medical images of different modalities is a subject of much research attention. For a
comprehensive review refer to [1]. The use of particle filters (PFs) is a recent development by Florin et al. [2] that has
been extended by Schaap et al. [3]. In this context, vascular segmentation is approached as a tracking problem. The
posterior distribution is given by a weighted set of particles and represents the probability of vessel existence. Results
have been promising however only Florin et al. [2] addresses bifurcation detection. This paper provides a more robust,
recursive PF framework that also incorporates MCMC as a ‘rejuvenation’ technique.

1.2 Particle Filters

A Particle Filter (PF) is a method for estimating a complex posterior probability distribution based on sequential impor-
tance sampling. A key advantage of the PF over other tracking methods is in its ability to track multimodal distributions.
In the context of vessel segmentation, bifurcations present as multiple modes. Assume a vessel segmentation is given
by a sequence of state variables x0:n = {x0, x1, . . . , xn} and the corresponding image data at those points represents
a set of observations y0:n = {y0, y1, . . . , yn}. The objective is to estimate the posterior distribution p(x0:n|y0:n). If
the state sequence process is assumed to be Markovian then Doucet et al. [4] show that by applying Bayes’ theorem a
recursive formula for p(x0:n|y0:n) is given by

p(x0:n+1|y0:n+1) = p(x0:n|y0:n)
p(yn+1|xn+1)p(xn+1|xn)

p(yn+1|y0:n)
. (1)

It is generally not possible however to analytically solve the denominator (except the linear Gaussian state space model
which leads to the Kalman filter). Thus the process is discretized in order to solve (1) numerically by following the
trajectory of M samples (particles). Since it is also difficult to sample from the posterior distribution p(x0:n|y0:n),
importance sampling is used; particles are sampled from an ‘importance function’, and subsequently weighted in order
to approximate the posterior. According to Doucet et al. [4], if the importance function can be expressed recursively,
then the generic Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) algorithm for times k = 0, 1, 2 . . . , n is given by

1. For i = 1, . . .M , sample x(i)
k ∼ π(xk|x(i)

0:k−1, y0:k) and set x(i)
0:k = (x(i)

0:k−1, x
(i)
k ).

2. For i = 1, . . .M , evaluate the importance weights up to a normalising constant,

w
∗(i)
k = w

∗(i)
k−1

p(yk|x(i)
k )p(x(i)

k |x
(i)
k−1)

π(x(i)
k |x

(i)
0:k−1, y0:k)

, (2)

∗allen@robots.ox.ac.uk
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3. For i = 1, . . .M , normalize the importance weights,

w̃
(i)
k =

w
∗(i)
k∑M

j=1 w
∗(j)
k

, (3)

4. Estimate the Effective Sample Size,

M̂eff =
1∑M

i=1(w̃
(i)
k )2

, (4)

• If M̂eff ≥Mthresh: x(i)
0:k = x

(i)
0:k for i = 1, . . .M .

• Otherwise for i = 1, . . .M , sample an index j(i) according to the discrete distribution with M elements
satisfying Pr{j(i) = l} = w̃

(l)
k for l = 1, . . .M . For i = 1, . . .M , x(i)

0:k = x
j(i)
0:k and w̃(i)

k = 1
M .

1.2.1 Importance Function

The ‘importance function’, π(xk|x(i)
0:k−1, y0:k), is ideally given by p(xk|x(i)

k−1, yk) however, as mentioned above, it is
generally impossible to sample from. Therefore, the prior distribution p(xk|xk−1), is chosen as the importance func-
tion. The update of particle weights, (2), is then given by

w
∗(i)
k = w

∗(i)
k−1p(yk|x

(i)
k ) . (5)

2 Method

We have developed a recursive algorithm utilising the PF framework discussed above with three novel features; a
spatially adaptive likelihood, MCMC rejuvenation and subsequently more robust bifurcation and end vessel detection.
Also, a mask is employed to prevent retracing the same voxels more than once. Under the assumption that the particle
distribution at every step is representative of the sequential spatial probability distribution of vessel existence along the
vessel direction, the centreline and radius can be estimated as the mean and variance of the posterior respectively.

2.1 State Variable

In our context the state variable x(i)
k comprises the following three characteristics of particle i at step k; (i) 3-D position

z = (z1, z2, z3), (ii) 3-D orientation y = (y1, y2, y3), with respect to the previous particle on the corresponding
trajectory, and (iii) segment identifier e (see Sec 2.5).

2.2 Prior Distribution

The state evolution equation, p(xk|xk−1) is also known as the prior distribution or the three-dimensional dynamics of
the Particle Filter (PF). Vessels are assumed to have a propensity to continue in a straight line, with a probability of
deviation equivalent to a von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution

f(x|µ, κ) = cd(κ)eκµ
Tx , (6)

where |µ| = 1 (unit direction), κ ≥ 0 (concentration parameter) and d = 3 (three dimensions). The normalizing
constant is given by

cd(κ) =
κd/2−1

2πd/2Id/2−1(κ)
, (7)

where Ir(.) represents the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order r. A vMF distribution is a directional
distribution of points on a sphere which are concentrated around a unit direction, µ. Note that a 3D vMF is equivalent
to a Kent distribution with no ellipticity of the contour, ie. a bivariate normal distribution on a 2D unit sphere. Larger
values of κ indicate higher concentrations around the unit direction. From the assumption outlined above, µ = y

(i)
k−1

ie. the direction of the previous particle.
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2.3 Spatially Adaptive Likelihood

The spatially adaptive likelihood is calculated at each step (or particle cloud) using Gaussian Mixture Modelling
(GMM):

• A neighbourhood around the current particle cloud, k, is chosen. The size of the neighbourhood is chosen
proportional to the spatial variance of the particles in the previous step.

• Two Gaussian distributions (representing two classes of voxel intensity - background and vessel) are fitted to
the histogram of neighbourhood intensities using Expectation Maximisation (EM) and the GMM parameters, µk
and σk, for both the vessel and background Gaussians are calculated. See [5] for details on GMM using EM.

• For each particle, i, the intensity at step k is given by yk. In the case where the particle does not fall on an
integer voxel, trilinear interpolation is used to determine the intensity. p(yk|x(i)

k ) is calculated as the ratio of
vessel Gaussian on the total GMM.

2.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Rejuvenation

Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) algorithms suffer from degeneracy; as particles are propagated over time,
more variability is introduced into the posterior estimate (‘approximations’ of ‘approximations’) and fewer particles
retain a significant weight. Resampling can mitigate the problems of degeneracy by discarding particles with low
weights and focusing on those with high weights by replicating these particles. This however leads to loss of particle
‘diversity’. Gilks and Berzuini [6] show that given a set of particles and weights representing the posterior distribution,
an MCMC kernel of the same invariant distribution can mitigate degeneracy by ‘moving’ the particles toward more
interesting regions of the posterior, ie. MCMC rejuvenation, and reintroducing some particle diversity.

In blood vessel tracking, bifurcations involving a small blood vessel branching off a larger vessel manifest themselves
as a bimodal distribution in the posterior, where the population of particles belonging to the small vessel is much less
than the large vessel. The application of resampling to the particles may result in a significant reduction of diversity in
the particle representation of the smaller vessel and cause loss of tracking before the conditions that allow a new particle
filter to be spawned are fulfilled (see next section). In this situation, increasing the particle diversity by moving the
particles using MCMC kernels could significantly improve tracking. We demonstrate this using a Metropolis-Hastings
kernel, where the proposal distribution is the vMF distribution (with much smaller perturbation steps than in the SIR
step).

2.5 Clustering, Bifurcation Handling and End Detection

As discussed in the previous section, a bifurcation presents as multimodality in the posterior distribution. Therefore at
the end of each iteration, k-means clustering (similar to Florin et al. [2]) is performed to determine if there exists one
or two modes. Two modes are present if the distance between cluster centroids is more than three standard deviations
of both clusters and each cluster contains more than 5% of the particle weights. If two modes are present, two new PFs
are spawned given the particles contained in each cluster (which are upsampled in order to maintain the same number
of particles in every PF). Also, due to the recursive nature of the algorithm defined above, each instance of the particle
filter corresponds to one segment of vessel between bifurcations or end points. Therefore, a unique identifier, e, is
associated with each vessel segment that identifies its hierarchical position in the vessel tree (ie. the initial identifier is
1, children are 10 and 11, their children are 100, 101, 110 and 111, etc.).

Finally, two conditions for stopping a PF exist. Firstly, if in the neighbourhood of the particle cloud (as defined in Sec
2.3), there is no evidence for the presence of two Gaussian distributions (ie. following EM, one Gaussian is weighted
at 100% and the other at 0%) the PF is halted. Secondly, if more than a proportion of the particles attempt to retrace
previously visited voxels or traverse beyond the bounds of the image the PF is also halted.

3 Results

Results are validated against both synthetic and clinical data. The synthetic data (from Aylward et al. [7]) is a 100
× 100 × 100 voxels and contains a tortuous vessel-like structure of varying radii (0.5 to 4 voxels) and a bifurcation.
This allows us to demonstrate the ability of this algorithm to traverse and label bifurcations, conserving their hierarchy.
Voxel intensities within the structure are in the range 150 to 200 and background voxels are 100 with Gaussian noise of
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Figure 1. Propagation of particle clouds along a synthetic vessel-like structure [7]. Left shows the algorithm perfor-
mance without MCMC rejuvenation and right shows with MCMC rejuvenation. An opaque isosurface of the synthetic
object is shown, with the particles at every 5th iteration superimposed. Red and blue particles are relatively high and
low weights respectively.

Figure 2. Left is the centreline estimate of the MCMC-inclusive algorithm as a series of points. The symbol indicates
the vessel tree structure - ‘.’ is 1 (parent), ‘*’ is 10 (first child) and ‘+’ is 11 (second child). The magnitude of errors in
the centreline estimates is shown on the right.

standard deviation η = 10 added. For the synthetic image simulations, 2000 particles were used with a PF step size of 2,
MCMC step size of 0.1 and a single, manual seed point. Figure 1 demonstrates the advantage of MCMC rejuvenation.
An opaque isosurface of the synthetic object is shown, with the particles at every 5th iteration superimposed. The
weights of the particles correspond to a standard colour bar with blue and red representing minimum and maximum
respectively. As expected, the MCMC step heavily reduces the number of duplicate particles by moving them to more
interesting regions, thus increasing their chance of traversing multimodal bifurcations.

An analysis of the quality of the centreline extracted from this synthetic image using MCMC rejuvenation is shown in
Fig 2. The bifurcation is detected and comparing the centreline estimates for these extractions we obtain the graph to
the right of Fig 2. On average, the estimate is within 0.99 voxels of the actual centreline.

The algorithm has also been applied to a clinical PC-MRA (Phase Contrast Magnetic Resonance Angiography) speed
dataset of brain vasculature. The dataset was supplied by the Department of Neuroradiology at the John Radcliffe
Hospital and is anisotropic with a slice size of 256 × 256 and resolution of 0.86 × 0.86 mm and 60 slices with
spacing of 1.2 mm. Figure 3 shows the results of our algorithm on a subsection of this dataset containing vessels
of significantly varying radii and obtuse angled bifurcations. A single manual seed point was provided and each PF
contains 2000 particles with a step size of 1 and MCMC step size of 0.01. For a segment containing 3 bifurcations, the
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Figure 3. Propagation of MCMC-inclusive PF algorithm through a PC-MRA dataset. The particle cloud at every 10th
iteration is shown superimposed on an opaque isosurface. Manual seed point was in the bottom left-hand corner of the
large vessel and once again red and blue particles are relatively high and low weights respectively.

resultant posterior is shown in Fig 3 as superimposed weighted particles (ie. samples). Visual validation confirms that
all bifurcations were successfully extracted and that particle tracking of vessels appears satisfactory. Importantly, both
large and small vessels are tracked through highly angular bifurcations and tortuous bends.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we have developed a novel method for tracking blood vessels based on Particle Filters (PFs). The novelty
in this method lies in the enhanced robustness for detecting bifurcations, through the use of an MCMC rejuvenation
step in each PF. This allows the sequential computation of vessel centrelines and hierarchical vascular representation.
An original spatially adaptive likelihood is also demonstrated. Preliminary results are presented for both synthetic
and clinical data, and both appear promising. Future work will include increasing the computational efficiency of the
algorithm, and extensive clinical validation.
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Automatic Whole Heart Segmentation Based on Atlas Propagation 
with A Priori Anatomical Information 
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We propose a framework for automatic whole heart segmentation from cardiac MRI images based on atlas 
propagation. Firstly, we employ a new initialisation method incorporating anatomical constraints using region 
based registrations. Then, we apply a force-mask fluid registration to refine the registration between the atlas and 
the MRI image. Finally, we use a boundary searching method to fine-tune the segmented surface. In this 
framework, the impact of automating the segmentation propagation across populations has been improved due to 
the incorporation of the a priori anatomical information in the registration. In the experiments, we employed eight 
pathological data to evaluate the performance of the segmentation framework. The results show an average 
segmentation error of 1.7 ± 0.2mm. 

1    Introduction 

Cardiac MRI (CMRI) is one of the most important imaging modalities for investigating cardiac anatomy and 
pathophysiology in clinical applications. Accurate functional analysis from CMRI images needs accurate and 
unbiased segmentations. However, whole heart segmentation is currently challenging due to the image noise and 
artefacts, low tissue contrast, and the indistinct boundary information between the cardiac atria and major vessels. 
Currently, manual segmentation is one of the most reliable methods in clinical applications; however the 
segmentation results are subjective to inter- and intra-observer errors.  

Two categories of techniques have shown the potentials of fully automatic segmentation from CMRI images. 

The first category is based on segmentation propagation using registration techniques. These methods propagate the 
label information in a pre-constructed heart atlas to the MRI images for automatic segmentation [2, 3]. In these 
works, they employ a global affine registration to initialise the atlas and a non-rigid registration with a large number 
of degree of freedom (DOF) to fine-tune the detail. The initialisation with a single global affine transformation does 
not take any a priori anatomical information from the atlas or MRI image. This addresses a challenge for the non-
rigid registration when the atlas and the MRI image have significant heart shapes, for instance when it comes to 
different pathological data. Therefore, the major disadvantage of these methods is that every single heart atlas can 
only be applied to a small number of specific images whose heart shapes are similar to that of the atlas.  

The second category is based on a statistical model which builds the prior heart shape knowledge into the model to 
constrain the shape variations, e.g. [1]. By varying the value of the modes from the principle component analysis 
result, the statistical model can provide a large variation of heart shapes to initialise itself for MRI images from 
different subjects. The major challenge of these methods is the construction of the statistical model. Firstly, it needs 
a large number of training data which have already been segmented and whose heart shapes are representative of all 
possible image data. This representativeness is practically more challenging than the application itself. Secondly, 
most of the methods from this category incorporate image texture information into the model for boundary 
searching. This makes the segmentation tools vulnerable to the changeable parameters of the MRI sequences. 
Finally, some techniques such as [1] introduce more degree of freedom (DOF) into the model for local adaptation. 
This local adaptation which is based on image gradient makes the method sensitive to false boundaries caused from 
artefacts. 

In this paper, we propose a framework for automatic whole heart segmentation from CMRI images based on atlas 
propagation using registration techniques with a priori anatomical information and a boundary detection. The 
method embeds the anatomical information from the atlas into the initialisation registration and the fluid registration 
to constrain the morphological correspondence and registration optimisation. The boundary correction employs 
multi-Canny edge images which maintain the boundary with low gradient to fine-tune the segmentation.   

This paper is organised as follow. In section 2, we describe the methodology. In section 3, we evaluate the 
performance of the segmentation and different registration techniques using eight clinical data. Conclusion and 
discussion are given in section 4. 
                                                           
* Email: x.zhuang@ucl.ac.uk 
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2    Methodology 

In this work, three steps are included for the whole heart segmentation. Firstly, the anatomical regions of the atlas 
are extracted to register to the corresponding regions in the MRI images to give a local misalignment-free starting 
estimate. Then, a force-mask fluid registration is employed to refine the label propagation. Both of these two steps 
embed the anatomical priors in the registration algorithms and use normalised mutual information similarity measure 
[11] because of the different intensity modalities of the atlas and CMRI images. Finally, a set of edge images 
computed from the standard Canny edge detection algorithm [7] but on three dimensional (3D) space are used to 
fine-tune the segmentation. Section 2.1 to 2.3 gives the detail of the three steps and Figure 2. shows the flowchart of 
the framework.  

2.1 Anatomical constraints in the initialisation using region based registrations (IRBReg) 

In our previous contribution [4], we proposed an initialisation method using region based registrations for two 
ventricle segmentations. In this paper, we extend this work to the whole heart segmentation. Figure 3 shows an atlas 
built from a healthy heart and a pathological heart MRI image. They are with large difference in terms of heart 
shapes. In Figure 1, we show the registration/ segmentation results between these two images. Figure 1 (a) shows the 
local misalignments based on a global affine transformation. This local misalignments lead to the failure of a fluid 
non-rigid registration between them as shown in Figure 1 (c): the non-blood tissue between the left atrium and the 
aorta is too thin for the registration algorithm to correct the misalignment. So is the boundary between the right 
atrium and the aorta. Therefore, we introduce the anatomical priors into the initialisation using region based 
registrations between each anatomical region to constrain the local alignment between the atlas and the CMRI image.  

For the whole heart segmentation, the ventricles, atria, aorta, and pulmonary artery are all extracted from the atlas as 
independent images and separately aligned to the CMRI images using affine registrations to derive local 
transformations for each region. A revised distance weighting interpolation method proposed by Little et al. in [6] is 
used to generate a global deformation field from the local transformation set. Let {Gi} be the set of local 
transformations assigned to each local region images, the global transformation fields T interpolated from this set 
can be expressed as: 
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where, V’i represents the volumes which are the extracted local region Vi minus a volume which overlaps other local 
region Vk after their respective transformation Gi and Gk: 
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where, Rik=Gi
-1( Gi(Vi) ∩ Gk(Vk) ); l⊕ is the morphology dilation with length l which is the minimal distance between 

each of the local regions. Therefore, there is no overlap between V’i (more detail explanation c.f. [4]); and eq. (1) 
produces a smooth deformation field after the interpolation f(x) using a distance weighting function [5, 6]: 
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where, Gn+1, …, Gn+8 are identity transforms for the eight vertex points  of the cubic region of interest (ROI); and wi 
is the inverse distance weighing function: 
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where, d is the Euclidean distance between point X and Vi based on the distance transformation algorithm [8]; dn+1, 
…, dn+8  are the distance between the X to the ROI vertex points; the smoothness of interpolated deformation is 
determined by the choice of e (e>1 guarantees the first derivative is continuous). A value of 1.5 which was proposed 
in [6] is used in the experiments in section 3. 
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2.2   Incorporate anatomical priors within fluid registration 

For the non-rigid registration, we choose to use fluid registration because the topology preservation is easily 
guaranteed by the physical property of a fluid model [9, 10]. In heart image registration, we have the prior 
knowledge that the shape of the heart blood region has much larger variation than the myocardial thickness has. 
Hence, in inter-subject registrations, the deformation model for aligning the blood pool needs more DOF and 
optimisation steps compared to that of the myocardium. Based on this knowledge, we use a blood region mask image 
for the fluid registration to compute the driving force: 
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where, C is the cost function. The driving force is only computed within the blood pool of the atlas. This not only 
saves more than 80% run-time for computing the fluid force, but also practically helps to decrease the possibility of 
registering the myocardium of the atlas to the papillary muscle of the CMRI image. 

2.3   Multi-Canny edge images correction 

In 3D isotropic CMRI images, the boundary between the epicardial surface and the liver tissue is indistinct; so is the 
boundary between the atria and major vessels. Therefore, instead of only using local gradient information for local 
adaptation, we propose to search closest Canny edge [7] for further local adaptation. There are three advantages this. 
Firstly, computing the Canny edge is much faster compared to a non-rigid registration. Secondly, the Hysteresis step 
in Canny edge computation preserves the global boundary connectivity information to protect the low gradient 
edges. Finally, only searching the closest Canny edges within a limit range from the resultant surface from the 
previous fluid registration step can help to avoid false edges from the artefacts. This is based on the assumption that 
the previous segmentation from the fluid registration is close enough to the ground truth. Practically, we use two 
threshold sets to compute the endocardial surface (threshold 0.2, 0.6), and the left ventricle epicardial surface 
(threshold 0.05, 0.2) for whole heart segmentation.  Based on the segmented surfaces S from the fluid registration, 
we search the closest Canny edge points within 5mm to S to further correct it. The resultant S is two point-cloud 

 
                (a)                                (b)                               (c)                                (d)                                 (e) 
Figure 1. Demonstration of the performance of different registrations, we only focus on sagittal and axial views. 
The lines overlapped with the MRI image are contours of the atlas. Top row are sagittal view images, bottom row 
are axial view images. (a) shows the local misalignment after an affine registration; (b) shows the result after the 
initialisation using region based registration (IRBReg). (c) shows the result after a fluid registration based on the 
affine initialisation in (a). (d) shows the result after the force-mask fluid registration based on IRBReg in (b). (e) 
shows the segmentation result based on the proposed segmentation framework.  
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surfaces (endocardial and epicardial surfaces) based on which we can also construct mesh surfaces if they are 
desired. 

3    Results 

Eight patient data that have either dilated right ventricles or myocardium infarction are employed to test the 
performance of the proposed method. The MRI sequence is the balanced steady state free precession (b-SSFP) for 
whole heart imaging with acquisition resolution 2 × 2 × 2 mm and reconstruct into 1 × 1 × 1 mm.  All the 8 data 
have been segmented using a semi-automatic tool provided from Philips. The automation of this tool is based on [1] 
and the manual correction is done by manually adapting the heart mesh to visually best segment the MRI images. 
The atlas used was built from a healthy volunteer with different regions labelled with different intensity values, as 
shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 1 shows registration/ segmentation results of using different registration techniques: a single global affine 
registration (a), initialisation using region based registration (IRBReg) (b), a fluid registration with the initialisation 
using a single affine registration (c), a force-mask fluid registration with the IRBReg (d), and the segmentation result 
by the proposed segmentation framework. (We only give the sagittal and axial views on the atria and major vessel 
regions because the ventricle segmentations have been done in our previous work in [4]). In this example, the 
IRBReg shows the advantage over a single global affine registration in locally aligning the atria regions, which is 
important for the next-step non-rigid registration.    

 0-2mm(%) 2-5mm(%) >5mm(%) SD(mm) VO(%) 
Left Ventricle 71 / 72 19 / 20 9.6 / 8.2 1.5 / 1.7 76 / 77 

Right Ventricle 75 / 77 18 / 16 7.0 / 7.1 1.4 / 1.6 74 / 76 
Epicardial Surface 66 / 64 23 / 21 10 / 14 1.8 / 2.4 53 / 49 

Left Atrium 63 / 42 23 / 18 14 / 40 2.0 / 7.2 57 / 40 
Right Atrium 71 / 70 17 / 15 12 / 15 1.8 / 2.7 70 / 66 

Pulmonary artery 51 / 54 17 / 16 32 / 30 3.8 / 4.8 46 / 44 
Aorta 85 / 61 11 / 13 3.8 / 26 1.1 / 4.0 61 / 46 

Mean/ Standard deviation 68 ± 5.4 
/ 65 ± 14 

20 ± 3.1 
/ 18 ± 2.5 

10 ± 2.7  
/ 17 ± 13 

1.7 ± 0.2 
/ 3.1 ± 2.3 

66 ± 10 
/ 61 ± 17 

Table 1. The quantitative evaluation of the performances of the proposed segmentation method with the 
initialisation using region based registration (IRBReg) (left to the slash), and the method based on fluid 
registration with a single affine registration initialisation (italic bold fond, right side of the slash). The 
segmentation errors are based on the surface distance (SD) and VO is the volume overlap [12] against the 
manual segmentations. Except the Epicardial Surface row whose VO is computing the left ventricle 
myocardium volume and its epicardial surface, all the others are computing the blood pool and the endocardial 
surface. The last row gives the mean value and standard deviation on the four chambers. 

     
 
Figure 3.  The three views of the atlas used in this work 
(top) and the MRI image (bottom) used in Figure 1: 
sagittal view (left), axial view (middle), and coronal 
view (right).  
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Figure 2.  The flowchart of the proposed segmenta- 
tion framework. 
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Table 1 shows the quantitative segmentation results of the proposed method and that of the fluid registration using a 
single global affine registration for initialisation. The surface distance, computed from the distance of a surface point 
in one image to the triangle plane formed by closest three surface points in the other image, and the volume overlap 
( )/()( BABA UI ) [12] between the resultant segmentations and the ground truth from the manual segmentations 
are calculated for each anatomical region. Although the ventricle segmentation shows no significant improvement by 
the proposed method compared to the results from the method using the fluid registration with a single affine 
initialisation, the segmentation on the atria and major vessels has shown a significant improvement.  

4    Conclusion and discussion 

In this paper, we propose a new framework for automatic whole heart segmentations from cardiac MRI images. The 
segmentation method benefits from the a priori anatomical information incorporated into the initialisation using 
region based registration (IRBReg) and the fluid registration. Furthermore, the Canny edge correction fine-tunes the 
label propagation from the atlas to the MRI images to achieve subvoxel accuracy. The results on eight pathological 
datasets have shown that the algorithm performs with an average 1.7 ± 0.2 mm surface distance, and 0.66 ± 0.10 
volume overlap against the manual segmentation. This compares with an average surface distance 3.1 ± 2.3 mm, and 
volume overlap 0.61 ± 0.17 by using a fluid registration initialised with a single affine transformation. Special 
attention needs to be paid to the improvement in the segmentation of the cardiac atria and major vessels (shown in 
Table 1) which are the most challenging regions in the whole heart segmentation.  

One limitation of this work is the heart localisation which determines the performance of the region based 
registration. In this work, we localise the heart using an affine registration. However some alternative methods will 
be considered in our future work, such as the method introduced in [1]. Another limitation is that the local regions 
are registered separately instead of competitively to the MRI image. This separation can lose their original 
geometrical relations and increase the probability of failing the initialisation. Future work includes improving the 
two limitations and applying the method to the segmentation on multi-frame or multi-time point data. 
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Abstract. For biomechanical simulations, the segmentation of multiple adjacent anatomical structures from medical
image data is often required. If adjacent structures are hardly distinguishable in image data, automatic segmentation
methods for single structures in general do not yield sufficiently accurate results. To improve segmentation accuracy
in these cases, knowledge about adjacent structures must be exploited. Optimal graph searching based on deformable
surface models allows for a simultaneous segmentation of multiple adjacent objects. However, this method requires
a correspondence relation between vertices of adjacent surface meshes. Line segments, each containing two corre-
sponding vertices, may then serve as shared displacement directions in the segmentation process. In this paper we
propose a scheme for constructing a correspondence relation in adjacent regions of two arbitrary surfaces. When
applying the thus generated shared displacement directions in segmentation with deformable surfaces, overlap of the
surfaces is guaranteed not to occur. We show correspondence relations for regions on a femoral head and acetabulum
and other adjacent structures, as well as preliminary segmentation results obtained by a graph cut algorithm.

1 Introduction

For patient-specific biomechanical simulations, e.g. of the human lower limb, an accurate reconstruction of the bony
anatomy from medical image data is required. This particularly applies to joint regions, as simulation results heavily
depend on the location of joints [1]. In CT data, bony tissue can usually be reconstructed by simple thresholding.
However, in joint regions, thresholding is often not sufficient for separating adjacent individual bones from each other.
Due to large slice thickness or pathological changes of the bones, the joint space may be hard to detect even for a
human observer. Fig. 1a and 1b show exemplary situations.

We can achieve good initializations for individual (single) bony structures (e.g. pelvis, femur) by our segmentation
framework which is based on statistical shape models (SSM) and free form models (FFM) [2]. Segmentations with
SSMs yield good initializations, but lack precision, since previously unknown patient-specific anatomy is generally not
contained in the model. With FFMs more precise segmentations can be achieved, but they suffer from a loss of shape
knowledge, causing inaccurate interpolations where the object to be segmented cannot be distinguished from adjacent
structures in image data. Furthermore, the lack of image information may generally lead to overlapping segmentation
results when adjacent structures are segmented separately.

A basic idea for improving segmentation results and simultaneously solving the overlap problem is to segment multiple
adjacent objects at the same time and incorporate some knowledge about their spatial relationship. The problem we
address in this paper is how to establish a suitable coupling of two arbitrary adjacent deformable surface models
(triangular meshes), assuming that a good initialization of the two models is given. The contribution of this work is a
construction scheme for shared displacement directions for two arbitrary surfaces, that is, line segments along which
vertices of both surfaces can be displaced in a deformable surface segmentation framework. We used the coupling
realized by these shared displacement directions for fine grain multi-object segmentation based on graph cuts. This
paper presents a proof of concept with very encouraging results.

2 Related Work

Costa et al. [3] employ a non-overlapping constraint for coupled segmentation of prostate and bladder with deformable
models. They propose a force that drives two models apart if intersections occur in the segmentation process. This
method principally allows for free form deformations of the models while coping with overlap. If present, a statistical
shape model can be enforced on one of the models. If one structure is better distinguishable from the background
than the other, an asymmetric non-overlap force can be applied. This approach yields promising results in prostate
and bladder segmentation. However, displacements are not found simultaneously for both objects: Apart from the non-
overlap force which only exists if an overlap has already occurred, one object does not take into account any knowledge
about the presence of the other object in displacement computation.

∗{kainmueller, lamecker, zachow, hege}@zib.de
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1. (a) CT data of distal femur and proximal tibia, slice thickness 2mm, (b) acetabulum and proximal femur, slice
thickness 4,6mm. Joint space hardly visible in encircled areas. (c) Acetabulum and proximal femur, slice thickness
5mm, with surface model cross-section (black) and domain of intensity profile (line segment). (d) Intensity profile for
domain in (c).

Tsai et al. [4] build composite statistical shape models by applying principal component analysis to a training set of
implicit (signed distance function) representations of multiple objects. They apply such models to the segmentation of
subcortical brain structures and male lower abdominal structures (prostate gland, rectum, obturator muscles). Babalola
et al. [5] build a composite active appearance model on the basis of explicit (surface-mesh) representations of multiple
subcortical brain structures. They apply this model to obtain a good initialization of brain structure models to accurately
segment the caudate in a single object segmentation framework. Composite statistical shape models yield a tight
coupling of the deformations of multiple objects. Ideally, no overlap between adjacent objects should be possible in
model space. Anyway, neither of the two approaches allows for a fine grain free form multi-object segmentation, as
model deformation is bound to the respective shape space.

Li et al. [6] solve the overlap problem with optimal graph searching in a deformable model segmentation framework.
They apply their method to the segmentation of bone and cartilage in 3D MRI of human ankles. Vertex normals of
the bone surface are used as shared displacement directions for bone and cartilage surfaces. Thus, one direction may
be used to search for two object boundaries, thereby allowing for a completely simultaneous segmentation process.
Methods involving shared displacement directions have been described for surfaces on which corresponding vertices
are easily found. This holds for height field or cylindrical surfaces in regular grids [7], or if one surface can be obtained
by displacing the other along its vertex normals [6]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is at present no way
for generating shared displacement directions on arbitrary surfaces.

3 Multi-object segmentation with graph cuts

In segmentation with deformable surfaces, intensity profiles at each vertex of the surface mesh are commonly used to
guide the deformation process. An intensity profile is a set of intensity samples taken from image data along a line
segment at a vertex of the surface mesh, see Fig. 1c and 1d. Note that the term intensity profile or just profile may
be used as referring to the sampled intensities only, yet we use it to refer to the domain of the sampling, i.e. a line
segment, as well. Fig. 2a shows exemplary profiles on a triangular surface mesh. Profiles are commonly defined to
run along vertex normals, but other directions may be chosen as well. On each profile, a cost function is derived from
image data for a number of equidistant sampling points. The minimum cost sample point on a profile may serve as a
desired (locally optimal) position for the respective vertex.

However, graph cut algorithms allow for a global optimization of the sum of costs for each vertex displacement while
respecting hard constraints on the distance of multiple objects and on single object smoothness. Multiple surfaces can
be coupled with shared intensity profiles at individual vertices. Minimum and maximum distance constraints can be
enforced on the new vertex positions that graph optimization finds for each surface on each shared profile. For more
details on graph construction see [7]. The optimization problem can be solved in polynomial time, as discussed in [8].

4 Non-overlapping surface deformations

Before shared profiles can be constructed, surface models of adjacent structures must be initialized to have a reasonable
spatial relation to each other. For bony structures of the lower limb we can achieve initializations in CT data with a
maximum surface distance of about 1cm to a manual expert segmentation. For two such well-initialized surface models,
we identify a potential overlap region by inflating each surface by a user-defined amount l (Fig. 2b and 2c). Our concern
is to couple the surfaces with shared profiles wherever single profiles of length 2l would reach the overlap region.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2. (a) Triangular surface mesh with profiles in normal direction. (b) Proximal femur and ilium. Transparent:
isosurfaces in distance transforms. (c) 2D cross-section. Thin lines: surface contours. Thick: isosurface contours.
Grey: potential overlap region. (d) Necessary condition: x∗A lies closer to x than x∗B . (e) Contours A, B. Black lines:
Connections of mapped points intersect. Dotted: Exemplary deformed contours, intersecting at black arrow.

4.1 Properties of shared intensity profiles

Which conditions must hold on shared profiles to generally prevent any overlap after surface deformation? Note one
necessary condition posed on new vertex positions of coupled surface meshes A and B: Let x be a vertex on A and
m(x) the corresponding vertex on B. Then the new position x∗A of x must lie closer to A than the new position x∗B of
m(x) in profile direction, i.e. ‖x∗A − x‖ < ‖x∗B − x‖ (if we disregard that surfaces can completely swap sides along
shared profiles). See Fig. 2d. In the following we assume that this condition holds.

In 2D, when establishing shared profiles between deformable contoursA andB, intersecting profiles can cause overlap
of the deformed contours, as illustrated in Fig. 2e. Now we examine this situation in 3D. For this purpose we consider
a bijective mapping m of piecewise continuous regions RA and RB on surfaces A and B ⊂ R3: Shared profiles on
triangular meshes can be seen as a finite set of line segments connecting corresponding triangle vertices x and m(x).
Hence they partially define or are embedded in such a mapping. However, during surface deformation, not only each
vertex, but each point on RA and RB is displaced along a line segment that leads to its corresponding point. Profiles
may not intersect with each other, while other line segments that connect mapped point pairs do. Thus we are interested
in properties of mappings m and not only in properties of shared profiles.

Overlap after surface deformation cannot occur if the mapping m satisfies what we call non-intersection condi-
tion, i.e. no two connections of two mapped point pairs intersect. For a proof, let R∗

A and R∗
B be the deformed

regions. R∗
A is the image of a function fA that maps each point x on RA to a point x∗A on the line segment

{x+ λ · (m(x)− x)|0 ≤ λ ≤ 1}. Each x∗A is defined by an individual λA(x) ∈ [0, 1]. Likewise R∗
B is the im-

age of fB that maps each x on RA to an x∗B = x + λB(x) · (m(x) − x), with the additional constraint that
λA(x) < λB(x) for all x ∈ RA. If the deformed regions intersect, we have x, y ∈ RA with fA(x) = fB(x), i.e.
x + λA(x) · (m(x) − x) = y + λB(y) · (m(y) − y). The constraint λA(x) < λB(x) implies x 6= y. This implies
an intersection of the line segments [x,m(x)] and [y,m(y)]. In reverse, if no two connections of two mapped point
pairs intersect, the deformed regions do not intersect either. Note that the non-intersection condition also implies the
continuity of m for homeomorphic regions RA and RB , yet continuity alone is not sufficient for preventing overlap.

4.2 Mapping of non-empty surface regions

The following scheme establishes a mapping of topologically equivalent regions on smooth, closed surfaces A and B
that satisfies the non-intersection condition:

1. Compute the mid surface M (all points with same distance to A and B), and its normals n where possible.

2. Define finite length vectors v on M as follows: Scale normals n and inverse normals −n to some length exceed-
ing the maximum distance of any two points x on A and y on B. Then trim the scaled normals at the skeleton of
M if they reach it. (The skeleton of a surface is the set of points that are centers of spheres that touch the surface
in more than one point, but do not cut it.) The resulting vectors then do not intersect with each other.

3. Iteratively map points on A and B cut by the same vector v. Start with vectors on local minima of the signed
euclidean distance function d : M → R, x 7→ d(x,A) on M . (Note that d(x,A) = d(x,B) for all x.) Grow the
regions considered on M as long as corresponding regions on A and B have the same topologies.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 3. Construction of shared profiles. (a) Proximal femur and right ilium. (b) Mid surface (yellow) in region of
interest, with normals entering both femur and illium. (c) Extracted region on mid surface (red). (d,e) surface meshes
with integrated displaced region (red). (f,g) Vectors coupling femoral head and acetabulum. (h) Surface models of liver
and nearby ribs. (i) Mid surface in region of interest. (j) Coupling vectors between liver and ribs.

This results in an intersection free mapping of regions. The mapping is not empty: At least all vectors defined on local
minima of d connect corresponding points. Such local minima exist, as we are dealing with closed surfaces. The linear
connections of the respective corresponding points do not contain any point of the skeleton of M . For a proof, see [9].

4.3 Generating shared intensity profiles

Based on the scheme for constructing an intersection-free mapping as proposed in Section 4.2, we realize a construc-
tion algorithm for shared profiles on pairs of adjacent triangular surfaces A and B. In the process, we modify the
connectivity of parts of the surface meshes. The one-sided surface distance of the modified surface to the original
surface is always zero. Concerning the reverse direction of the surface distance, no general assertions can be made.

Fig. 3 shows the construction pipeline for an exemplary femur and ilium. First, the mid surface M between the objects
is computed as the zero level of the objects’ distance transforms, subtracted from each other (Fig. 3b). M is discretized
and triangulated to form a mesh of high regularity. The skeleton of M is approximated by uniformly displacing M
along its surface normals in both directions and identifying self intersection points. Then we identify the region on M
where its vertex normals, scaled to a user-specified maximal length, enter both femur and ilium, without reaching the
skeleton of M first (Fig. 3b and 3c). This region is displaced onto each femur and ilium in vertex normal direction.
Each displaced patch is merged into the respective surface mesh by removing all original triangles on the mesh which
are surrounded by the patch boundary, and connecting the boundaries of remaining the mesh and the patch. Fig. 3d and
3e show the resulting surfaces.

As a result, we obtain a bijective mapping of the displaced (continuous) patches that satisfies the non-intersection
condition. Thereby shared profiles between the modified surface meshes’ vertices are defined, as shown in Fig. 3f and
3g. We let the shared profiles reach into the surfaces until they meet the skeleton of M, or the inner skeleton of the
respective surface, or they reach a user-specified maximal length. As another example, Fig. 3h-3j show a liver model
and a model of surrounding ribs which are connected. Three regions with shared profiles are identified here.

5 Results

In a first investigation we computed segmentations of a femoral head and ilium and a distal femur and proximal tibia
in CT data with 5mm slice thickness (Fig. 4a). Single surface models were initialized individually with SSM fitting as
described in [2]. Fig. 4b shows resulting initializations. Note the overlap of the initialized models. Shared profiles (Fig.
4c) were established as proposed in Section 4.3. A graph was then constructed as in [7], containing these shared profiles
as well as traditional single profiles [2] in non-adjacent regions of the surfaces. We used thresholding in the image data
(Fig. 4e) to derive a cost function on the profiles. Costs are low at sample points where intensities change from above
to below the threshold, and high everywhere else. We applied the graph cut algorithm proposed in [8] to find optimal
surfaces. Fig. 4d shows the resulting segmentations. The overlap was resolved and a reasonable interpolation was
found in image regions where intensities lie above the threshold due to low image quality.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4. First row: Distal femur and proximal tibia. Second row: Acetabulum and proximal femur. (a) CT data with
focus region (white boundary) for (b), (d), (e). (b) Model initialization with SSMs. (c) Shared profiles. (d) Graph
optimization. (e) Threshold information used for model fitting.

6 Discussion

We proposed a method for coupling arbitrary adjacent surfaces by means of shared profiles. Two surfaces are guar-
anteed not to overlap if deformed along the shared profiles. Optimal graph searching on the graph obtained from the
coupled surfaces produced encouraging segmentation results. The next task will be to evaluate segmentation results
quantitatively on a set of 3D CT datasets by comparing them to manual expert segmentations. For this purpose, as
a first step, variations among segmentations performed by different experts must be determined. This is of particular
importance here as we are dealing with segmentations of adjacent objects which often are hardly distinguishable in
image data, even for human observers. Until now, simple thresholding was performed for establishing a cost function.
We are working on a more elaborate cost function design that considers more information (e.g. the gradient) contained
in image data. We also plan to establish an automatic method for rough initialization of pelvis and femur models in CT
datasets as starting positions for SSM segmentation. Until now, this first initialization requires manual interaction.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an improved method for performing image registration of different modalities.
Russakoff [1] proposed the method of Regional Mutual Information (RMI) which allows neighbourhood information
to be considered in the Mutual Information (MI) algorithm. We extend this method by taking local multi-scale feature
derivatives in a gauge coordinate frame to represent the structural information of the images [2]. By incorporating
these images into RMI, we can combine aspects of both structural and neighbourhood information together, which
provides a high level of registration accuracy that is essential in application to the medical domain. Our images to be
registered are retinal fundus photographs and SLO (Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy) images. The combination of
these two modalities has received little attention in image registration, yet could provide much useful information to
an Ophthalmic clinician. One application is the detection of glaucoma in its early stages, where prevention of further
infection is possible before irreversible damage occurs. Results indicate that our method offers a vast improvement
to Regional MI, with 25 of our 26 test images being registered to a high standard.

1 Introduction

Image registration is a widely used method for finding the matching correspondence between two images. Within the
medical domain, alignment for different modalities can help to provide much greater diagnosis for a patient. Clearly
the task of automating this registration requires a high level of accuracy and so a robust method is essential. Mutual
Information (MI) is a widely recognised technique for registering different modalities which is based on the entropy
measure of the image regions being compared [3]. Mutual Information is a measure that is used to determine how well
one image can predict another. Given a reference image, and a template image that we wish to match to it, Mutual
Information can be defined as I(A, B) = H(A) + H(B) − H(A,B), where H(A) is the entropy of the template
image, H(B) is the entropy of the section of the reference image at which the template image is currently located and
H(A,B) is the joint entropy of the two. We wish to find the registration transformation that maximises I(A,B).

Mutual Information does have some weaknesses to its approach, which may lead to mis-registration. Methods such as
dynamic selection of histogram bin size can offer improvement to the performance of the algorithm, as we demonstrate
in [4]. However, a significant factor regarding Mutual Information is that no spatial information is considered with
the measure. This means that pixels within our registration window simply contribute to the overall MI statistics for
this window, there is no structural knowledge of the scene being registered. It seems a sensible assumption in multi-
modal registration to make use of more than pixel intensities, such as this structural information, since although the
appearance of objects in a scene differ (across different modalities) the structural shape remains the same.

There has been much work on improving Mutual Information to incorporate spatial information. Such methods include
multiplying MI by a gradient value [5] or manipulating the computation of a histogram to improved entropy results [6].
These offer varying levels of improvement over the standard MI algorithm. In this paper, we focus on the method pro-
posed by Russakoff [1], Regional Mutual Information (RMI), since it provides a great improvement on the standard MI
algorithm. RMI makes use of neighbouring pixel intensities in Mutual Information to incorporate spatial information
of the images. Essentially, for each pixel, a vector of all the local intensity values is created for both of the images
being registered. This matrix can become very large, so to reduce complexity a covariance matrix is used. This gives
a compact representation of the relation between the elements in each vector, by approximating the joint intensities by
a normal distribution, which then Mutual Information is computed for. RMI does not appear to be widely used within
the literature to date, possibly due to other methods being sufficient for more commonly registered image modalities
such as Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Computed Tomography (CT).

Yang [7] extended Regional MI by replacing the collection of neighbouring intensities with just one value to show
the mean neighbourhood intensity value. This reduces the complexity of the covariance matrix greatly. However, this
method fails to be as successful as RMI since too much information is lost in the simplification of the data. This method
∗E-mail: P.A.Legg@cs.cardiff.ac.uk
†E-mail: Paul.Rosin@cs.cardiff.ac.uk
‡E-mail: Dave.Marshall@cs.cardiff.ac.uk
§E-mail: morganje3@cardiff.ac.uk
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does however suggest that the information included in the covariance matrix need not be restricted to neighbouring
intensities as was originally proposed, and motivates the current paper.

Our contribution involves the introduction of local multi-scale feature derivatives to image registration, by means of
gauge coordinates. These enable any different features to be extracted from an image, and highlights the underlying
structure within an image. Converting the image from a traditional coordinate frame to a gauge coordinate frame that
is based on local structure enables much simpler computation for deriving features, as described in [2]. By taking
combinations of higher order derivatives, we can obtain many feature representations of an image that can provide a
rich representation of the image. These can also be taken at multiple scales so as to extract different levels of detail
from an image. We will describe the method behind gauge coordinates in Section 2.1.

Our images to be registered are retinal fundus photographs and SLO (Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy) images. Al-
though there is existing work on registration of fundus images [8], combining these two modalities has received little
attention in image registration, yet could provide much useful information to an Ophthalmic clinician. Both of these
techniques provide high quality images of the optic nerve, and in the case of SLO, detailed information on the surface
topography of the retina. These images have been used by clinicians to detect early glaucomatous damage with high
sensitivity and specificity - in many cases before the development of significant visual field damage [9]. By register-
ing the two modalities, this will provide ophthalmic clinicians much greater knowledge of a patient and could lead to
prevention of glaucoma should the condition be detected and treated early.

In this paper, we incorporate gauge coordinate feature images with the Regional Mutual Information algorithm to
include more information regarding the structural aspects of the images. By considering a local neighbourhood as
described in the original algorithm, we can now make use of intensity and feature points, so as to provide a greater
level of spatial information for the algorithm. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the method of
generating gauge coordinate feature images, and how these are incorporated into our extension of RMI. Section 3
presents the results achieved by our proposed algorithm, along with comparative results for Regional MI and Standard
MI. Section 4 gives a discussion on the proposed algorithm and how it compares to similar techniques.

2 Gauge Feature Neighbourhood Registration Method

To perform registration, firstly the gauge coordinate feature images are generated to provide structural information for
both modalities. The images can then be used in the adapted RMI registration algorithm.

2.1 Gauge Coordinate Feature Images

In a traditional coordinate frame, when we take the first derivative of an image, this essentially gives an gradient edge
map that represents where there is a sharp change in intensity. This will also have an associated direction, based on the
x and y coordinates of the image. This direction will always be uniform throughout the image.

To work with gauge coordinates, we change from extrinsic to intrinsic geometry. This means that each point can be
fixed separately with its own local coordinate frame, consisting of a gradient vector w and its perpendicular direction
v, similar to that of a Frenet frame when defining a curve [10]. By having a local representation for each pixel, any
derivative expressed in gauge coordinates is transform invariant, since the relationship with neighbouring pixels is fixed.
We can then take derivatives of intensity L with respect to the gauge coordinates. We can only calculate derivatives in
terms of x and y however, so we need to convert from {x, y} to {w, v} which can be given as:

w =
(

δL
δx , δL

δy

)
and v =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
w =

(
δL
δx ,− δL

δy

)
.

Derivatives can be taken to any order by repeated application, and can also be taken at multiple scales, so as to detect
larger features. In our image data, this can prove useful for finding large blood vessels and eliminating unwanted data
from the background. In other modalities such as ultra-sound imaging, data is very noisy, however we can increase the
blurring effect that a higher scale gives to compensate for this.

Since we can take derivatives to any order and at multiple scales, this allows infinite combinations of gauge derivatives.
In our work, we use the 21 gauges that are given in [2], over a range of 4 possible scales (where σ = {1, 2, 4, 8}
pixel radius). Not all of these 84 gauge coordinate images may provide adequate details of the image, some may be too
sensitive to noise and may describe irrelevant information. We wish to find a suitable subset of images that give the best
results for our registration task. A brute force approach to this task would be impractical, so we use an optimisation
method known as Sequential Forward Search (SFS) [11].
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Figure 1. Top: Fundus photograph with 3 gauge feature images. Bottom: SLO image with 3 gauge feature images.
Features used are LwL2

w at σ = 4, Lw at σ = 2 and Lwww at σ = 2.

Given a set of elements and an initial empty subset, SFS iterates through the set to find which element optimises the
given criterion. In our case, this would be which collection of feature images, when combined with Regional MI,
can provide the lowest transformation error when performing registration. Once finding the first element, this is then
added to our empty subset. The algorithm continues to add elements to the subset based on how well they improve
the criterion (when combined with the existing elements of the subset). The algorithm terminates when the desired
size of the subset is reached, or when the criterion can no longer be improved upon. In performing this algorithm,
we found that 3 feature images gave the lowest registration error result, as shown in Figure 1. The inclusion of more
than 3 images gave no improvement to accuracy (in some cases gave an adverse effect), and also leads to a greater
computational expense.

2.2 Incorporating Feature Images with Regional Mutual Information

We adopt the approach taken by Regional Mutual Information to combine neighbourhoods of features with MI. We
create a stack for each of the images being registered, consisting of the original image and the feature images we wish
to use. It is possible to take any number of feature images into consideration for the registration. For each pixel being
considered in the registration, we create a vector based on its neighbouring pixel values, for each of the feature images
and the original image at that given point. If we use f feature images, then our vector will consist of d = 18× (f + 1)
elements (the pixel and its 8 neighbouring pixels for both the reference and template images (18 points), along with
each feature image plus the original image), which for an image m× n gives a matrix P = d(m× n).

We subtract the mean from each point in the matrix, and calculate the co-variance of the matrix, given by C = 1
N PPT .

From [12], the entropy of a normally distributed set of points in d with covariance matrix C is given by H(C) =
log((2π)

d
2 det(C)

1
2 ). The joint entropy is computed by H(C), and the marginal entropies are computed by H(CA)

and H(CB), where CA is the d
2 × d

2 sub-matrix in the top-left corner of C, and CB is the d
2 × d

2 sub-matrix in the
bottom-right corner of C. Mutual Information is computed by MI = H(CA) + H(CB)−H(C).

2.3 Transformation search

Image Registration is the task of finding a specific transformation that can give the best criterion value, this being our
proposed registration measure. We use the Nelder-Mead simplex method [13] to optimise the translation search. This
is implemented by use of the MATLAB function fminsearch. Due to the process of image acquisition, we know
that rotation and scale will occur within a pre-defined search range (rotations are within ±3◦ and scale is between 1.4
and 1.5 of the original template). No other assumptions are made regarding acquistion as our method is designed as a
retrospective registration algorithm so as to be applied to other modalities.

Our method makes use of a 3-level image pyramid (full size, 1
2 size and 1

4 size) which is searched using a coarse-
to-fine approach. At the coarse level we can search all possible rotations and scales much faster and find a suitable
transformation. This provides a good initialisation for the next level of the pyramid. Once a registration has been found
for the first level, we restrict the rotation search to ±1◦ and the scale search to ±0.2, so as to narrow the search range,
which is then fixed by the lowest level of the pyramid (where the image is at full resolution).
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3 Results

For our testing, we have 26 image pairs that are to be registered correctly. The two modalities being registered are
retinal fundus photographs and SLO (Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy) images. For each registration we find the
mean and median transformation error results when compared to the ground truth information. Our ground truth data
was obtained by manually aligning the images, and approved by an experienced clinician as correct registrations.

Method Mean Error Median Error
X Y R S X Y R S

Feature Neighbourhood MI 6.46 3.46 0.35 0.03 5 3 0 0.03
Regional MI 42.77 27.5 1.08 0.03 14.5 6.5 1 0.02
Standard MI 70.69 52.12 1.88 0.06 70 37 1 0.01

Table 1. Mean and median results

Table 1 gives the average transformation error (where X = X-translation, Y = Y-translation, R = Rotation and S =
Scale) for our Feature Neighbourhood Mutual Information method, along with Regional MI and Standard MI. As the
table shows, accuracy is significantly improved in both the case of mean and median results. In the case of Regional
MI, the results achieved here are affected by ‘problem’ images in the data set. A mean score can be affected by outliers
in the data set and a median score does not show true consideration for half of our data. To provide a clearer analysis
of the registration results, we manually consider the result images on a 5-grade scale, and rate each image with the
assistance of an experience clinician. A registration can be graded as fail, weak, good, very good or excellent. Table 2
shows the results from these gradings.

Method Gradings
Fail Weak Good Very Good Excellent

Feature Neighbourhood MI 0 1 8 9 8
Regional MI 11 1 6 5 3
Standard MI 19 1 2 2 2

Table 2. Registration grading results

From our five-grade scale, Feature Neighbourhood MI manages to provide a ‘good’ to ‘excellent’ registration on 25 of
the 26 images, compared to 14 out of 26 for Regional MI and 6 out of 26 for Standard MI. Standard MI is clearly not
successful for registration of our two modalities, whilst Regional MI does at least show improvements on this. Where
Regional MI does fail, the template is visibly far from the desired location. Restriction of the translation search area
could aid the algorithm further, however, to fix this is not ideal as there could be cases where the optic nerve head occurs
off-centre in an image. When considering the optimisation of template transformation, a smooth registration function
is desired that peaks where registration is correct. A method that can reduce the number of local maxima means that
optimisation is more likely to find the true maximum. The results for Regional MI suggest that more local maxima
are present within the algorithm to that of Feature Neighbourhood MI, which could be cause for the mis-alignment.
Figure 2 shows five example registrations where Feature Neighbourhood MI provides a better registration than that of
Regional MI.

4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated an improvement to image registration by incorporating gauge coordinate feature images with
Regional Mutual Information. By taking into consideration the neighbourhood of intensity values along with the
structural representation of the image, we obtain much greater information that gives a vast improvement for the
algorithm accuracy. The results obtained using our algorithm out-perform Regional MI and Standard MI.

In terms of the computation of the algorithm, Regional MI takes 18 points per pixel (9 points taken from each of the
original images) whereas our methods requires 72 points per pixel (9 points taken from each of the original images
plus the 6 feature images). One issue with our method is processing the feature images when performing rotation
and scaling. Due to the inclusion of more images, each of these has to be transformed, whereas RMI uses only the
two original images. We note that Standard MI takes approximately 9 seconds, Regional MI takes approximately 36
seconds, where as using our 3 gauge feature image method takes approximately 123 seconds. However, these timings
are within a feasible waiting time, and as the results show, our method also improves on accuracy.

To determine the set of feature images to be used, we use the SFS method. It is important to note that this does not
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Figure 2. Example registration images. Top: Our Feature Neighbourhood MI. Bottom: Regional MI

guarantee an optimal subset, only a near-optimal subset within a feasible time scale. An extended method of SFS known
as Sequential Floating Forward Search (SFFS) [14] may provide a better subset of images that could improve accuracy
further, although this algorithm is more computationally expensive. Finally, we would like to use our gauge feature
images on other data sets, to determine whether these results can be applied universally to other registration problems.
As our work demonstrates, these derivatives extract useful features in retinal images, since the SFS algorithm was
performed using retinal images as its data set. If these feature derivatives proved to be successful for other registration
problems without initial training then this would prove to be a powerful tool for incorporating structural information.

The proposed method offers a more robust approach to image registration which offers a high level of accuracy within
a suitable time frame. Both of these are crucial for the development of an automated system in the medical domain.
We successfully incorporate both feature derivatives and spatial information into the Mutual Information registration
algorithm.
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Evaluation of Point-matching Algorithms for Registration of 2D 
Electrophoresis Gels 

Jim Graham and Mike Rogers1 
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Many point-matching algorithms have been developed and applied in a number of image registration problems. 
Comparison of 2D Electrophoresis (2DE) gels is an important problem in biological research and registration of 
gels provides a case study in the technical difficulties that beset point-matching: large numbers of points with 
variable densities, large non-rigid transformations between point sets, paucity of structural information and large 
numbers of unmatchable points in either set. Here we evaluate a number of algorithmic approaches for accuracy 
and robustness in the face of these difficulties. We separate three different components of the point-matching 
problem: correspondence assignment, distance metrics and image transformation. In each case we evaluate 
candidate algorithms using synthesised point sets, applying controlled image distortion and random outlier 
proportions. A version of Iterated Closest Point (ICP) using a non-Euclidean distance metric and robust estimation 
of transform parameters turns in a very good performance in the face of well-regarded opposition. 

Matching 2D Electrophoresis Gels 

 Proteomic studies often require comparison of large sets of 2D electrophoresis (2DE) gels. Examples of 2DE gels 
are shown in figure 1; each spot on the image represents a protein present in a sample. To carry out such 
comparisons, correspondence between protein spots must be established. This, in turn requires the calculation of a 
transformation relating one gel image to another. Due to a number of variables that are difficult to control in the 
production of the gels, large non-linear deformations are often required to align spots in comparable images. 
However, there are often important genuine differences in the patterns of spots in gels being aligned. As well as 
these differences, automatic spot detection algorithms often introduce additional spurious spots whilst missing or, 
more commonly, merging overlapping spots. These factors will create outlier points in each gel of a comparable pair 
that have no counterpart in the other. Current generations of image analysis systems for analysing gel images 
provide image registration functions. However, the nature of the deformation usually means that significant, time-
consuming, user interaction is required to achieve a satisfactory registration.  

 

It would be possible to approach this registration problem using image-based metrics. In our hands these approaches 
have proved unsatisfactory as the numerous small spot features result in a search space with many local minima. 
Instead we have adopted a point-matching approach, as a rough segmentation of the protein spot features is easy to 

                                                           
1 Current address:  Image Metrics, 1 Portland Street Manchester 

Figure 1. Examples of 2-DE gel images and 
synthetic deformations. (a, b) are real gel 
images showing the distortion that can occur 
between gels. (c.d) are synthetically deformed 
versions of (a) showing the type of distortion 
used in the evaluation experiments. In the 
experiments reported here, only synthetic point 
sets, rather than gels are used. These figures are 
included to indicate the scale of distortion 
applied. See text for mechanism of synthetic 
deformation. 
(c) significant deformation (deformation energy 
E = 0.275)  
(d) large deformation (E = 0.5). 

a b 

c d 
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achieve. Our general approach has been outlined previously [1]. In this paper we describe an evaluation of candidate 
point-matching algorithms. Point-matching of protein spot features presents all of the technical difficulties that beset 
similar applications: large numbers of points with varying densities, large non-rigid transformations between point 
sets, significant numbers of unmatchable points (outliers) in either set and paucity of structural information to help 
identify correspondences. We use synthesised point sets and control image deformation and outlier proportions to 
evaluate how each component of the matching algorithm is affected by them. 

Point matching algorithms 

There are many point-matching algorithms, and a complete review is beyond the scope of this paper. We concentrate 
on the class of algorithms derived from Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [2]. ICP is attractive because of its simplicity 
and good convergence properties; however it is a local refinement technique and requires a reasonable starting point. 
Granger and Pennec [3] developed an algorithm called EM-ICP which uses Gaussian-weighted multiple matches. 
Their algorithm was developed within a rigid transformation framework. Closely related to this is the SoftAssign 
point matching method [4] in which Gaussian weighted matches are normalised to produce probability estimates for 
each possible correspondence. An alternative to closest point correspondence estimation is optimal Bi-partite Graph 
Matching (BGM). Belongie et al. [5] used BGM to produce a one-to-one correspondence at each iteration of their 
algorithm. They also used rich descriptors of the distribution of points called shape context as an alternative distance 
measure to Euclidian. Robust statistical methods have also been applied to address the presence of outliers. Zhang 
[6] used M-estimators on the residual distance distribution to estimate parameters of a rigid transform.  

Evaluation of point-matching algorithms. 

The nature of the gel-matching process means that sensitivity of the algorithms to both shape deformation and the 
presence of unmatchable outliers is of central importance. While basing our investigation on the class of algorithms 
derived from the ICP method, we extend this comparative framework to include algorithms that apply deterministic 
annealing. 

In constructing our registration algorithms we explicitly separate the procedure into components: distance measure, 
dij giving an estimate of which points are candidates for correspondence in the two sets, methods of estimating 
correspondence in the form of the correspondence matrix m, and calculating transformation parameters which 
perform non-rigid warps of one set onto the other. Each of these components can be evaluated in terms of its 
contribution to the effectiveness of the overall algorithm. For the purpose of systematic nomenclature, we provide 
below a labelled list of the techniques we have implemented for each component of the algorithm together with the 
values of the most important adjustable parameters that we have used in this study. Each registration algorithm will 
be described in terms of these labels, for example, standard ICP is called Euc-CP-CF: Euclidian distance measure 
(Euc), Closest Point correspondence estimation (CP) and Closed Form transformation estimation (CF); whereas 
robust M-estimator ICP would be Euc-CP-Mest. We now briefly describe each component option. 

 

Distance: Euclidian (Euc). 2ij i jd x y=| − | , where 2…| |  is the 2-norm of a vector.  

Distance: Shape Context (SC). The shape context measure [1, 5] assesses similarity between the local arrangement 
of points in the two sets (fig. 2). We use 16 radial and 4 annular bins.  

Correspondence: Closest Point (CP). CP produces a binary correspondence matrix. For each i, mij = 1 if dij is the 
minimum for all j, and 0  otherwise. This procedure does not guarantee one-to-one correspondence.  

Correspondence: k-Closest Points (kCP). kCP correspondence also produces a binary matrix. We use k = 4. 

Correspondence: Bi-partite Graph Matching (BGM). We have used an efficient implementation of the unit-

Figure 2  The Shape Context (SC) metric provides a 
localised description of the spatial distribution of 
points by counting the number of points in radial 
regions forming a histogram . The local region of a 
point can be compared against a candidate 
corresponding point using the χ2 statistic as a distance 
measure. 

Spatial Distribution Histogram 
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supply transportation algorithm [7] to calculate an optimal BGM solution. The result is a binary matrix with 
guaranteed one-to-one correspondence between sets if they have equal numbers of points. If they are unequal extra 
"slack" rows or columns are added to m , to represent null, or outlier, correspondences. These "slack" variables have 
a high transportation cost to ensure a maximal graph matching is obtained.  

Correspondence: Gaussian Weighted (Gauss). Also known as Softmax (see [4]). Each possible correspondence is 
weighted by a normalised Gaussian term. The Gaussian scale parameter, σ, can be decreased in an annealing 
schedule, and for each i, the mij  corresponding to the minimum distance, dij, approaches 1 while all others approach 
0.  We use σ = 0.025 for static registration and 0.025 ≤ σ  ≤ 0.1 in annealing schedules. 

Correspondence: SoftAssign (SA). In the same way as Softmax, SA uses a Gaussian-weighted correspondence 
matrix. SA forms a double stochastic matrix using Sinkhorn’s method of repeated row and column normalisation[4]. 
If  there are different numbers of points in the two sets extra "slack" rows or columns can be added to m, 
representing null, or outlier, correspondences. These "slack" must be initialised with a distance value. An annealing 
approach, similar to that in Softmax, is applied. In annealing schedules,  0.0013 ≤ σ  ≤ 0.02. 

Transformation: Closed-Form (CF). Given the correspondence matrix, m, transformation parameters can be 
calculated analytically.  

Transformation: M-estimator (Mest). The closed-form solution is a least-squares model parameter estimation 
method and therefore assumes a Gaussian distribution of residuals. This is only appropriate when no outliers are 
present in the data, i.e. when m contains only correct correspondences. We have used an M-estimator approach, 
iteratively re-weighting each correspondence to reduce the influence of outlying values, making the residual 
distribution conform more closely to a Gaussian model. We have applied Huber’s  [8]weighting function.  

Each evaluation experiment uses two synthesised point sets: a source set consisting of 100 points drawn randomly 
from a uniform distribution within the unit circle and a target set which is a copy of the source set, giving us a 
ground truth correspondence. Varying degrees of deformation can be introduced by transforming the target set using 
a random Gaussian RBF spline with a fixed transformation energy, E. Figure 1 illustrates the amount of deformation 
resulting from a spline transformation with E = 0.275 and E = 0.5 (fig. 1(c,d)).  This may be compared with a typical 
gel distortion (fif. 1 (a,b)). Figure 3 shows that deformations up to E = 0.5 were applied in the evaluation 
experiments, a range considerably larger than that commonly observed between comparable gels. Outliers have been 
introduced to either set by removing or adding points in the target at random. During gel registration, outliers are 
likely to occur in both sets simultaneously. For this reason, outliers are generated by both adding a percentage of 
random points to the target set and removing a percentage of the target set. In all experiments, 100 alignments of 
random source and target pairs were performed for each method at each deformation energy or outlier level.  

Results 

Each figure in this section shows residual mean-squared Euclidian distance, r with 1 s.d. error bars, between ground-
truth and corresponding points after alignment. These values are either plotted against deformation energy, E, or 
against percentage outliers. Perfect recovery of the deforming transformation at the data points results in r = 0. 

Effect of Image Deformation:  Figure 3(a) shows the effect of increasing deformation with no outliers. CP is the 
most sensitive to deformation. BGM and SA are the least sensitive to deformation and have similar performance 
when the SA scale parameter is set to discount all but local correspondences. This equivalence demonstrates the fact 
that both algorithms produce a local optimal solution w.r.t. initialisation.  

Figure 3(b) shows results using annealing methods. BGM results are repeated on the figure for visual comparison (in 
the figure Euc-BGM-CF is almost co-incident with Euc-Gauss-CF (Anneal)). The key observation here is that, for 
SA, the initialisation value of the slack row and column has a bearing on performance. Setting this value (OCR) to 0 
has the effect of disallowing outliers, and produces the best performance of any algorithm evaluated, as it matches 
the data, which has no outliers. Our data is expected to contain a large proportion of outliers, so this parameter 
choice is not appropriate. Choosing a value allowing outlier estimation (OCR = 10-12 ) and propagating the slack row 
and column values throughout the iterations results in a performance less accurate than BGM.  

Figure 3(c) shows the effect of replacing the Euc distance measure with SC in the CP and BGM methods. Euc-
BGM-CF has been repeated for visual comparison as the best-performing method in figure 3(a). The performance of 
BGM is unaffected by the distance measure, but the CP method using SC produces similar performance to BGM.  
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Effect of Outliers:  Several of the algorithms from the deformation study have been evaluated for sensitivity to 
outliers (additional and missing points) (fig. 4). Correspondence methods used were the simple CP method, BGM 
and SA with annealing using both Euc and SC distance measures in the presence of significant deformation (E = 
0,25). 

Where outliers from only additional or missing points are present, BGM is able to find correct matches even at quite 
high outlier proportions (data not shown). However, the presence of “unmatchable” points on both reference and 
target images corresponds more closely to the real situation in gel matching and BGM shows sensitivity to outlier 
proportion using either distance metric. We have previously shown this to be the case even when no deformation is 
present [1] (data not shown). Inspection of these results shows "chains" of incorrectly assigned, but relatively 
consistent correspondences which introduce error into the global transformation. In contrast, CP matching is largely 
insensitive to outlier proportion, being affected mainly by distortion. Using the Euclidian distance measure (Euc), 
SA is the best performing correspondence method in terms of robustness to outliers. However, as in the case of 
sensitivity to distortion (fig. 3), use of the SC distance metric can allow the CP algorithm to produce equivalent 
results. When deformation is small (data not shown) Euc-CP-CF and Euc-SA-CF are the best performing algorithms 
and are both insensitive to the percentage of outliers. When deformation is large SC-CP-CF and Euc-SA-CF with 
annealing are the best performing algorithms in terms of alignment accuracy. 

 

Robust calculation of transform parameters (M-estimation):  The above outlier sensitivity experiments were 
repeated using M-estimation (Mest) to reduce the influence of outliers on the CP and BGM schemes. Figure 5 shows 
results from these experiments using the SC measure in the presence of significant deformation. Results from Euc-
SA-CF are repeated on the figure to aid visual comparison. Mest results improved alignment over CF for each 
method, using both Euc (data not shown) and SC measures. This improvement is greatest for BGM methods, where 

Figure 4. Registration residual as a function of proportion of outlier (unmatchable) candidates (see text). 
Significant distortion has been introduced to the images (E=0.25, see figure 3). Euclidean (a) and Shape 
context (b) distance metrics have been used.

Figure 3. Registration performance (residual, r) as 
a function of introduced distortion (E) using the 
Euclidean (Euc) distance measure).  
(a)  Algorithms without annealing schedules.  
(b) Using annealing in those algorithms that allow 
it (see text). (c)  The effect of replacing the 
Euclidean distance measure with shape context 
(SC) in the CP and BGM matching algorithms 
(see text). Euc-BGM-CF performs well in (a) and 
is present in all tests as a benchmark. 
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Mest removes most of the chains of erroneous correspondences. Both SC-CP-Mest and SC-BGM-Mest produce more 
accurate alignments than Euc-SA-CF and show no significant increase in residual with respect to increasing numbers 
of outliers. Unlike SA, Mest separates the measure used to determine correspondence from the measure used to 
determine consistency with the transformation model. Therefore, we are able to use a non-Euclidian distance 
measure to determine correspondence more effectively, whilst still imposing consistency constraints in terms of 
Euclidian residuals. 

 

A further advantage of the use of Mest transformations is that there is no need to apply an inverse-consistency 
constraint (generating identical matches when source and target sets are swapped). Johnson and Christensen [9] 
showed that more correct correspondences could be produced using inverse consistency constraints in the context of 
intensity-based image registration.  Comparison of the results of Mest, with and without the application of an inverse 
consistency constraint show almost identical registration accuracy (data not shown). 

Conclusion and Discussion 

The choice of point-matching metric is affected by the amount of image distortion and outlier proportion that exists 
between images. In the presence of very small distortions, CP methods (using any distance metric) are highly robust 
to outlier proportions. In the presence of large deformations, but few outliers, bipartite graph-matching is 
recommended. BGM is, however highly sensitive to the presence of unmatchable points in both sets. SoftAssign 
deserves its reputation as a robust point-matching method, achieving good performance in the presence of moderate 
distortion and large proportions of outliers. Judicious choice of a descriptive distance metric (in our case shape 
context) and the use of robust estimation of transformation parameters, results in a matching method that 
outperforms SoftAssign in the presence of large distortion and outlier proportions, using the algorithmically 
straightforward closest-point algorithm. 

We have presented elsewhere [1, 10] a gel-matching approach based on the above evaluation and demonstrate that a 
distance metric that extends the shape-context method to make use of image values leads to highly robust and 
accurate matches. A more complete description of the above evaluation appears in [10]. 
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Figure 5  Registration residual as a function of outlier 
proportion using robust (M-estimation) calculation of 
transform parameters and shape-context distance 
metric. Significant distortion has been introduced in 
this figure (E = 0.25). Softassign with a Euclidean 
metric (Euc-SA-CF) performed well in figure 4; this 
result is included in this figure as a benchmark. 
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Abstract. We present a mechanism for improving the recovery of 3D cine models of human surface anatomy 
acquired by means of stereo-photogrammetry. The accuracy of the model surface relies on the initial quality of 
recovered disparity values. However, current matching algorithms often produce noisy and blurred disparities due 
to inherent physical limitations of the stereo-cine acquisition process. An approach to grouping disparity values 
post-matching, based on intensity gradients, is presented. This method uses the anisotropic diffusion 
regularisation technique known for its noise suppression and edge localisation characteristics. To preserve 
disparity map features while simultaneously suppressing disparity noise, the proposed method utilises anisotropic 
diffusion guided by edge information extracted from a co-registered intensity image. Experimental results based 
on synthetic data show that the proposed approach improves the quality of the disparity maps in terms of noise 
suppression and local discontinuity preservation. A significant qualitative improvement in quality of a 
reconstructed 3D face model is observed when applying the proposed algorithm to real data.   

 

Keywords: Image processing, Stereo matching, Disparity maps, Nonlinear filter, Anisotropic diffusion  
                                                                             
1 Introduction 

1.1 Disparity Map Regularisation 

Clinical photographers are increasingly adopting stereo-photogrammetry as the preferred means of recording human 
surface anatomy such that quantitative and objective measurements can be extracted to inform clinical assessment 
and intervention, e.g. in the assessment of facial clefts. This trend towards quantitative 3D surface anatomy 
measurement is now being extended into the temporal domain, and cine systems capable of capturing 3D surface 
models at 25 frames/second are currently being marketed [1]. The primary objective of this development is to assess 
the functional dynamics of repaired anatomy: while a repaired facial cleft may have symmetric and natural 
appearance, the intervention is not considered adequate if the patient is not able to animate their facial muscles in a 
similarly symmetric and natural manner. Hence the need for quantitative assessment of facial animation based on 
dynamic 3D surface capture.  

While static 3D surface capture is now a mature technology, based on very high resolution digital camera technology 
(involving camera sensor resolutions > 10Mpixels), moving image sensors are some way behind in terms of spatial 
resolution. As a consequence, these sensors are less able to resolve the fine skin detail required to ensure successful 
cross–correlation and thereby recover accurate disparity (parallax) maps used as an intermediate step in computing a 
complete 3D surface model. This situation is further exacerbated by the lower absolute numbers of photons available 
for capture by the cine sensor. In the case of static capture, it is comparatively simple to arrange for a single high-
power illuminating flash that allows small lens apertures to be set, ensuring good depth of field, while still providing 
ample numbers of photons to minimise shot noise. It is currently difficult to achieve similarly high power strobe 
flash illumination at 25Hz repetition rates, therefore, image signal-to-noise ratios degrade as does available sensor 
depth-of-field. 

This paper describes a method to combat the above deleterious effects found in cine stereo-photogrammetry capture 
systems by post processing the disparity maps produced by stereo-matching.  The goal is to regularise these disparity 
maps such that noise introduced during image capture is suppressed while important depth features, such as 
discontinuities, are preserved. To this end, our proposed method applies nonlinear regularisation, known as 
anisotropic diffusion, coupled to information specifying important spatial features, such as edges, extracted from the 
original stereo-pair of images.  

Formally, if we have a stereo-pair of images Il and Ir, then the disparity D(x, y) between each pixel in both images, 
when they are matched, maps the right image Ir to the left image Il.  Hence,    

                                                           
1 maha@dcs.gla.ac.uk 
2 psiebert@dcs.gla.ac.uk 
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Il (x, y) = Ir (x + Dx(x, y), y + Dy(x, y)) (1) 

where Dx(x, y) is the disparity in the horizontal direction and the Dy(x, y) is the vertical disparity. Recovering these 
disparity maps is a difficult task that requires the correspondence problem to be solved. Two major stereo matching 
schemes are proposed in the literature: feature-based approaches where significant features in the image are matched 
and area-correlation-based algorithms where correspondences are found between every pixel in the stereo-pair [2]. 
In the context of 3D clinical photography only the latter technique is appropriate, since complete surfaces must be 
recovered to support clinical interpretation and measurement. Although the area-based methods do indeed produce 
dense matches (hence complete surfaces), they are sensitive to noise and produce errors in areas where there is 
insufficient image texture information or discontinuities caused by occlusion. Furthermore, as a result of the iterative 
match-interpolation stage at the core of many adaptive matching schemes [3], the disparity maps may also contain 
significant blur [4].  

Linear regularisation techniques, such as Gaussian smoothing, can be used to apply low-pass filtering to the disparity 
maps which suppresses noise, identified as high frequencies. While such techniques are indeed capable of effectively 
reducing noise, this comes at the expense of suppressing image detail, likewise represented by high spatial 
frequencies. On the other hand, nonlinear regularisation methods have the potential to overcome the limitations of 
linear methods by suppressing noise while preserving important features in the disparity surface such as 
discontinuities [5].  

1.2 Anisotropic Diffusion 

In 1990, Perona and Malik [6] introduced a nonlinear regularisation technique known as anisotropic diffusion which 
regularises grey-valued images while preserving important discontinuities that often contain edge information. The 
algorithm is built on the idea that progressive smoothing of an image surface can be modelled by heat flow in an 
anisotropic medium. In this case that the heat equation can be written in a divergence form:  
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Larger values of the time t correspond to greater integration intervals and hence smoother images. The diffusion 
coefficient c is a function of the image gradient magnitude, i.e. I∇ , allows the regularisation process to be 

controlled. This could be achieved by setting c to be 0 at surface discontinuities (edges), signified by high gradients, 
to inhibit smoothing and to be 1 otherwise. Therefore, edges are preserved over time. Perona and Malik suggested 
two types of the diffusion coefficients: 
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where K is a fixed gradient threshold. A discrete form of anisotropic diffusion is implemented by: 
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EWSN IIII ∇∇∇∇ ,,, refer to the nearest neighbour differences for North, South, West and East orientations. The 

parameter λ  controls the rate of convergence to the final solution and it takes values 25.00 ≤< λ for numerical 
stability. Anisotropic diffusion can be ill-posed especially when the noise gradient is similar to that of an edge 
depicting structure in the image. Hence, the diffusion process yields undesirable results.  

To be able to discriminate between true disparity gradients and those gradients emanating from noise, an additional 
information source is required. It is hypothesised that gradients in the reference intensity image of a captured stereo-
pair may signal the presence of a similarly co-located gradient in the disparity map generated from this image pair. 
For example, a real surface discontinuity is likely to give rise to an intensity gradient. Therefore, we should inhibit 
smoothing those pixels in the disparity map that are co-located with strong intensity gradients, to avoid blurring 
potentially valid disparity surface features. Conversely, where a disparity map pixel is not co-located with a strong 
intensity gradient, we want to apply smoothing to this (featureless) disparity surface locale.  In the case of disparity 
maps, the signal-to-noise ratio of the original stereo-pair of intensity images is usually considerably better than that 
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of the disparity map generated by matching these images. Therefore, information specifying edge locations within 
the original reference image (intensity image) of the stereo-pair can be incorporated with the anisotropic diffusion 
operator used to regularise the disparity maps. For example, Alvarez et al. proposed a method to overcome the 
limitations of area-based matching by estimating a dense disparity map incorporating a regularisation term which 
combines techniques developed in the context of optic-flow estimation with techniques developed in the context of 
dense disparity map estimation that takes the original image into account [7]. In the context of post-processing 
disparity maps, nonlinear smoothing coupled by intensity information is used in [4]. In addition, Yin and 
Cooperstock also proposed a method to regularise the disparity maps using anisotropic diffusion guided by edge 
information extracted from the input stereo-pair, rather than the disparity map itself [8]. The novel contribution of 
this paper is to provide a standard framework for coupling intensities to disparities in the context of post-processing 
disparity maps and to verify that the metric values of the regularised disparity maps are preserved. This work 
distinguishes itself by applying a pre-normalisation processing stage to the intensity images to standardise the 
estimation of edge locations and their ranges. We also provide verification of metric measurements for the obtained 
results, quantify the performance of our algorithm in terms of error to ground-truth using synthetic data and present a 
regularisation applied to real data.  

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the proposed method and the designed 
experiments. Section 3 provides an analysis for the results obtained. We conclude by summarising our results and 
make suggestions for further work in section 4.  

2 Algorithm Design and Validation 

Our approach to diffusing disparity maps applies anisotropic diffusion guided by edge information extracted from 
original intensities. The amount of smoothing influences the contrast range in the regularised images. Therefore, to 
ensure quality control, both the intensity image used to guide diffusion and the disparity map itself are first 
normalised, using standard Z-normalisation (equation (6)) so that their pixel values fall into the range [-1, 1]. Once, 
the diffusion process is completed, the normalisation process is inversed (equation (7)) to recover the original 
dynamic ranges. In addition, for robustness and efficiency, our algorithm applies the standard anisotropic diffusion 
filter to the intensity image before extracting edge information from it. As illustrated in Figure 1, the conduction 
coefficients used in the diffusion of the disparities are calculated from the pre-processed intensities, thereby coupling 
the intensity gradient values to guide the disparity map smoothing process.   
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Where Iµ and Iσ are the means and standard deviations respectively of the map or image being normalised/de-
normalised. 

 

Figure 1: Intensity-edge-guided anisotropic diffusion filtering process. 
To validate the intensity-edge-guided anisotropic diffusion method, we designed an experiment to investigate the 
filtering process shown in Figure 1. The objectives of our validation are to determine to what degree it is possible to 
reduce the levels of noise typically observed in the disparity surfaces we capture, whether is it possible to maintain 
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the metric integrity (dc and ac signal components) of the underlying signal using our new filter and to observe if the 
filter as formulated makes any significant qualitative contribution to de-noising real stereo-pair data. To answer the 
first two of these questions, our filter was applied to synthetic image data to determine its effect on a single step 
edge. This synthetic data comprises an intensity image (simulating the reference image of the stereo-pair) and a 
synthetic disparity map (in registration with the reference image), each of 500 x 500 pixels in size. Gaussian 
distributed random noise of standard deviation = 0.45 was added to the intensity image and Gaussian noise of 
standard deviation = 0.9 was added to the disparity map.  To answer the third of our questions, the filter was applied 
to a real dataset comprising a stereo-pair of images, depicting a human face, which had been captured using a pair of 
digital cine-resolution cameras (1920×1080pixel resolution, VIPER cameras produced by Thomson [9]) configured 
with a horizontal stereo-baseline. Only the horizontal disparity component was filtered in this case. The diffusion 
parameters used to filter both the synthetic and real datasets are as follows: diffusion constant = 0.1, diffusion 
iterations applied on intensity = 100, diffusion iterations applied on disparity = 2500, diffusion function 
implemented as equation (3).  

3 Results and Analysis 

The performance of the filter when applied to synthetic data is quantified by measuring the Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) between the smoothed and the original (ground truth) signal. We first computed the RMSE between the 
original and the diffused intensity image to evaluate to what degree applying the basic anisotropic diffusion process 
suppresses noise, in this case an RSME of 4.2458×10-4 was obtained. Thereafter, the RMSE between the original 
disparity map and the diffused map was computed to be 8.1351×10-5. Given input noise standard deviations of 0.45 
and 0.9, the above results indicate that the noise levels for the step signal profile have been reduced to negligible 
levels in both cases.  

 

(a) original disparity 

 

(b) disparity + noise 

 

(c)disparity diffused 

 

(d) original intensity 

 

(e) intensity + noise 

 

(f) intensity diffused 

 

(g) conduction 
coefficients map (2D) 

 

(h) coefficients gating 
disparity signal 

 

Figure 2: 1D profile plots for the step edge synthetic data results 
 
Figure 2 shows the 1D profile plots for the step signal data during the experiment. From the results presented, it is 
clear that the signal is preserved under diffusion while the noise component is suppressed. Figure 2 (g) illustrates an 
edge map, computed as the sum of the diffusion coefficients generated from the diffused intensities, which in effect 
indicates that the edge location in the intensity image is in alignment with the disparity signal. In addition, Figure 2 
(h) shows how the conduction coefficients, obtained from the intensity gradients, gate the signal in the disparity map 
such that it is preserved during the diffusion process.  
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In the real data case, in which there is no ground truth on which to base a quantitative evaluation, the performance is 
evaluated by comparing subjectively the 3D surface (metric calibration data was available) generated from the 
diffused disparity map with the original prior to filtering. Figure 3 illustrates the imperfections visible in the original 
horizontal disparity map, which clearly results in a noisy 3D surface (i.e. “bumpy”). In comparison, the post-
processed map gives a much more satisfactory 3D surface, as it is smoother and yet retains sharp surface details.  

 

(a) original disparity 

 

(b) 3D surface reconstructed from (a) 

 

(c) diffused disparity 

 

(d) 3D surface reconstructed from (c) 
Figure 3: Results for real data  

 
4 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a disparity map regularising framework that couples the basic anisotropic diffusion process to 
edge information extracted from a co-registered intensity image. The results presented indicate that a 3D surface 
reconstructed from a disparity map filtered as we describe is significantly improved in terms of noise suppression, 
while local surface structure and the metric properties of the imaged 3D surface are preserved. Metric signal 
preservation is an essential requirement if the filter is to be applied in the context of any real 3D measurement 
system. However, a disadvantage of this algorithm is its computational cost since it is iterative in formulation. The 
authors are currently couching this scheme within a multi-resolution approach in order to increase its efficiency, 
flexibility and robustness that could ultimately be embedded within a multi-scale stereo-pair matching scheme. In 
order to obtain an optimal regularisation for a given degree of noise corruption, it will be necessary to determine 
criteria to set the number of diffusion cycles required, the best diffusion function, and the most appropriate diffusion 
constant. 
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Abstract. The diagnosis of radicular cysts and odontogenic keratocysts is an important aspect of oral medical
examination. In this paper, we investigate the novel use of cascaded Haar classifiers for this task. We present
preliminary experimental results showing the success of these classifiers in locating individual cells/nuclei and in
classifying the cyst sub-types. The results illustrate well the future potential for the application such data driven
machine learning approaches into this arena.

1 Introduction

Cysts are pathological cavities filled with a fluid or semi-fluid contents and usually lined by epithelial tissue. Odon-
togenic cysts of the jaws are cysts in which the lining epithelium is derived from cells of the tooth forming tissues.
With regards to the aetiology of these lesions. they are traditionally classified into two main groups: developmental
(dentigerous, keratocysts, gingival cysts, etc.) and inflammatory (radicular, residual, paradental cysts). Radicular cysts
are the commonest (in general arising from complications ofdental caries), followed in frequency by dentigerous and
odontogenic keratocysts (OKs) [1].

There are two important issues in relation to OKs. Firstly, they commonly show active epithelial growth and for this
reason, some researchers believe that they should perhaps be regarded as neoplasms rather than cysts. Secondly, they
are known to occur in two fashions: solitary (or sporadic) and as part of the Basal Cell Naevus (also known as Gorlin-
Goltz’s) Syndrome (BCNS). This syndrome is autosomal dominant with complete penetrance, variable expressivity
and is characterised by the presence of multiple nevoid basal cell carcinomas of the skin, multiple Not necessarily
synchronous) odontogenic keratocysts of the jaws, skeletal abnormalities, ectopic calcifications and plantar or palmar
pits. The diagnosis of an OK is therefore an important event that should flag the need to further examination of other
possible BCNS signs. It would be also useful to know whether the difference between the solitary and syndrome
keratocysts can be achieved from their morphological/microscopical appearance, but this has remained an elusive
problem in histopathology.

Landini [2] analysed epithelial lining architecture in radicular cysts and odontogenic keratocysts applying image pro-
cessing algorithms to follow a traditional cell isolation based approach. This formed the basis for later estimation of
tissue layer level and architectural analysis of oral epithelia [3,4].

Recently, with the rapid development of machine learning algorithms, some medical image processing applications
have adopted machine learning techniques to improve classification performance. Rahmanet al. [5] applied Support
Vector Machines to medical image annotation and retrieval.El-Naqaet al. [6] applied Support Vector Machines to
detect microcalcifications in mammogram images, which outperformed all the other methods related.

In this paper, we will introduce a machine learning based approach (cascaded Haar classification [7]) to explore the
feasibility of using such algorithms to classifyK: solitary odontogenic keratocysts,S: basal cell naevus syndrome
associated odontogenic keratocysts, andR: radicular cysts. In the preliminary results we present, this method shows
successful detection of individual cell nuclei within the pathological slides in addition to promising classificationrates
on the cyst subtypes (K, S andR).

∗j.w.han@cranfield.ac.uk
†toby.breckon@cranfield.ac.uk
‡d.a.randell@bham.ac.uk
§g.landini@bham.ac.uk
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2 Using Haar cascade classifiers

2.1 Haar cascade classifier

The Haar cascade classifier was firstly proposed by Viola [7] and later improved by Lienhart [8] with a primary ap-
plication domain for the detection of faces within the visual surveillance domain. The concept is to use a conjunctive
set of weak classifiers to form a strong classifier - in this instance, a cascade of boosted classifiers applying Haar-like
features (Figure 1). These Haar features are essentially drawn from the response of Haar basis functions to a given type
of feature at a given orientation within the image (Figure 1). Individually, they are weak discriminative classifiers but
when combined as a conjunctive cascade a powerful discriminative classifier can be constructed capable of recognising
common structure over varying illumination, colour base and scale [7].

Figure 1. Haar-like features. A. Edge features. B. Line features. C. Centre-surround features.

This cascaded Haar classifier is trained using a set of multiple positive object (i.e. cell, face, car ...) and negative object
image images (i.e. no cell, face, car etc.). The use of boosting techniques then facilitates classifier training to select
a maximally discriminant subset of Haar features to act as a multi-stage cascade. In this way, the final cascaded Haar
classifier consists of several simpler (weak) classifiers that all form a stage in the resultant complex (strong) classifier.
These simpler classifiers are essentially decision-tree classifiers (with at least 2 leaves) that take the Haar-like feature
responses as input to the weak classifiers and return a boolean 0,1 pass/fail response. A given region within the image
must then achieve a pass response from all of the weak classifiers in the cascade to be successfully classified as an
instance of the object the overall strong classifier has beentrained upon. Figure 1 shows the Haar-like features used as
the basis for the weak classifiers in this approach.

The Haar cascade classifier thus combines successively morecomplex classifiers in a cascade structure which elimi-
nates negative regions as early as possible during detection but focuses attention on promising regions of the image.
This detection strategy dramatically increases the speed of the detector [7,8]. It has been successfully applied to solve
some challenging computer vision tasks, such as real-time face detection [9] and pedestrian detection [10], both areas
in which variations in illumination, scale and colour (clothing/race) are common problems for other techniques.

2.2 Training data

For our nuclear classification task the training data forK, S, andR cysts are images of lining epithelial cells, which
include cytoplasm and nucleus (however the physical limitsof the cytoplasms are in general not clear cut and so the
limits of contiguous cells may not be precisely defined). Thedata was gathered from 150 colour digital images (x40
objective, pixel width=0.31 micrometres) of histopathology slides from the archives at the School of Dentistry at the
University of Birmingham. The images (all containing epithelial cell lining) were from 9 cases of radicular cysts
(R:45 images), 13 cases of solitary keratocysts (K:65 images) and 8 BCNS keratocysts (from 5 patients,S:40 images).
These images were subdivided into individual cell/nuclearsub-images for training purposes (Figure 2) according to the
location and size of the epithelial cells, using bounding rectangles. This was driven from information acquired using a
prior watershed segmentation based method [2–4, 11]. Figure 2 shows the procedure of generating the sub-images for
training from the prior watershed approach.

Most of these acquired sub-images could then be used as positive training samples, but due to factors like the variabil-
ity in the intensity of the nuclear stain and the mismatch between the watershed segmented basins and the rectangular
subimage frame, some of poor quality content images were manually removed. These unsuitable samples most fre-
quently contained no contrasted nuclei or more than one nucleus inside the frame. Our rule of selecting positive samples
was to include only one cell nucleus per sub-image. Other sub-types of architectural cell arrangements (i.e. more than
1 cell nucleus in the sub-images) will be dealt in future work. The negative training samples required were produced
using randomly cut regions, of non-cell positions, from thewhole cyst slides images. In addition positive training data
from one cyst class can be utilised as negative training datafor another (each ofK, S, andR). An additional requirement
of the algorithm was that all the training data images were normalised to a common size - in this preliminary study
this was simply set as the mean size of the samples. Figure 3 shows some samples of accepted and rejected training
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sub-images. Table 1 shows quantity and size details of training data used to train classifiers. When the classifiers are
being trained, all training samples are resized to their average sizes shown in this table.

Figure 2. Generation of sub-images for training. A. Original cyst picture. B. Segmentation using watershed algorithm.
C. Cell areas and their centre of mass (yellow dots). D. Extracted sub-images.

Figure 3. Selection of sub-images. A. Samples of accepted sub-images. There is normally only one nucleus in a
sub-image. B. Samples of rejected sub-images. More than onenucleus or no nucleus in the sub image.

Cyst Number of Sub-images Average sub-image size
Positive Negative (Width×Height)

R 576 144 16× 14

K 1254 144 14× 15

S 478 144 15× 15

Table 1. Training Data details. Training samples will be resized to the average sub-image sizes when classifiers are
being trained.

2.3 Experimental method

We performed a primary exploration of the feasibility of using machine learning algorithms to classify Radicular cysts
and Odontogenic Keratocysts based on the nuclear images. Using the previously detailed cascaded Haar classification
approach three separate classifiers were created, respectively for K: solitary odontogenic keratocysts,S: basal cell
naevus syndrome associated odontogenic keratocysts,R: radicular cysts. In operation all three classifiers then processed
unseen histological images in turn to return a statistical count of the number of each corresponding cyst lining nuclei
type present. From this, in a similar vein to manual human classification of such slides, we took the majority vote to
classify the slide as containing pathological features corresponding to a given cyst type.

The training samples used were taken as sub-images from 18K, 6 R, and 6S cyst images. Separate images were then
used for training validation and testing. MoreK cyst samples were used than the other two types of cysts because
initially there were more false negative detections (cellscould not be detected) than the other cyst types during the
training and validation phase. We added more samples to improve the performance ofK classifier to a level equal
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to that of the other two classifiers - as a result - 19K, 13 R and 11S cyst images were used to test classifiers. The
negative training samples from all three types of cysts werecomposed by background image patches without cells. The
classifiers were trained using the data mentioned in 2.2. There were 14 stages in each classifier and the classifiers each
used various types of Haar features including vertical and45

o angular features [7,8].

In the testing phase, we changed the classifier sizes to scan the image several times to find nuclei of different sizes by a
factor of 1.1, which means the difference between two sequent classifier sizes is 10%. In addition, spatial clustering of
co-incident nuclei detections was performed to eliminate repeated detection on the same nuclear region. A minimum
number of 4 consistent neighbouring detections was required to confirm the presence of a given classification type.

2.4 Results

In the experiment, 30 cyst images were used to provide training data and 43 pictures were then used to test the classifiers
based on the statistical majority of cell type present. The results showed to be promising at this preliminary stage. A
total of 37 images were correctly classified as keratocysts (includingK andS classes) or radicular cysts. Among them,
11 out of 13R, 26 out of 30K andS cysts were correctly classified giving a total correct classification rate of 86%.
The classification rate betweenK andS cysts was 53.8% with 14 out of 26 were correctly classified. These results
are comparable to those reported in [2], 100% correct classification rate between keratocyst and radicular cyst images
but only 60% betweenK andS cysts, and seem to confirm that there are no characteristic morphological differences
between the 2 OKs types. Figure 4 shows samples of nuclei detection in two samples ofK cysts.

Figure 4. Detection of single nuclei. TP: True Positive. FP: False Positive. Both A and B areK cysts. The structure
of B is more complex than that of A and in cyst A, detection of nuclei is relatively superior. More nuclei are missed in
cyst B and more multiple nuclei per frame FP detections are present.

3 Discussion & Conclusions

The classifiers used were able to successfully find most of theindividual epithelial cell nuclei, but there were many
false positive detections. Notably, the classifiers could not discriminate individual nuclei when they formed tight
clusters and therefore multiple nuclei false positives were common. In addition, we noted that it is difficult for the
classifiers to detect nuclei successfully when the nuclear shape and orientation are extreme variants from the class
norm. These false detections have a negative influence on theoverall classification results of the technique. We hope
that future work using an improved training data set (especially the negative examples) can help overcome this problem.
Currently the methods of [2] consider tissue structural properties in addition to information on individual cells to give
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a high overall correct classification result. However, the performance of this technique against that of [2] is based on
lesser information. This is a promising result that guarantees further investigation and shows the potential for machine
learning approaches in histopathology imaging problems.

4 Future work

Current training data is governed by the rectangular separation of cells from the original slide images. As such it is
inevitable that the rectangles include parts of other neighbouring cells which are likely to influence the training and
produce many false positive detections as a result (notablymultiple nuclei false positives). This will be overcome by
preprocessing the training data to remove such artefacts based on thea priori watershed segmentation of the training
images instead of using rectangular sub-images. Secondly,we intend to introduce a secondary constraint related to the
distance between cells. So far, we only used the individual cell/nuclear information without considering tissue structure
information [4]. Our future work will combine both of these aspects to improve overall classification performance of
the technique.
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Abstract. Mammographic density plays an important role as indicator of breast cancer risk, as proven by several
approaches based on histogram information which have recently been developed. However, discrimination between
complex density classes may need more than only greylevel information. In this work, a combination of intensities
and texture features based on a multiresolution histogram technique has been tested as an alternative feature space.
Although the ability of such multiresolution histograms to discriminate between images, as well as their robustness to
noise has been proven in the past using databases of natural textures, the obtained results when using mammographic
images suggest that the multiresolution histogram information suffers from the image complexity when dealing with
mammograms. The Mammographic Image Analysis (MIAS) and the Digital Database for Screening Mammography
(DDSM) databases have been used to evaluate the agreement between automatic and expert radiologist manual
classification.

1 Introduction

Mammographic density has been identified as an important risk factor for breast cancer development [1]. Also changes
in density may be related to breast cancer risk [2]. This has lead to investigation of the use of automatic breast parenchy-
mal pattern classification methods. Tissue that appears as dense on a mammogram is a combination of connective
tissue structures and epithelial tissue, together referred to as fibro-glandular tissue. Their attenuation properties along
the path of the x-rays give different mammographic image appearance, resulting in brighter appearance for glandular
tissue. Representative examples of different mammographic densities can be seen in Fig. 1

mdb009ll mdb121ll mdb129ll mdb137ll

p4576r p4501r p1901r p1153r
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Eight examples of mammographic densities taken from the MIAS database (top row) and DDSM database
(bottom row): (a) The breast is almost entirely fatty (BIRADS I), (b) There is some fibro-glandular tissue (BIRADS II),
(c) The breast is heterogeneously dense (BIRADS III), (d) The breast is extremely dense (BIRADS IV). The tags under
the images indicate the file names from the associated databases.

∗Email: joan.marti@udg.edu
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However, overall classification results, mostly in comparison with expert assessment, tend to be low. The study by
Zhouet al [3] showed that there were some typical histogram patterns (fatty, glandular and dense) for each density class.
See Fig. 2 for three distinct histogram patterns from the MIAS database [4]. In practice, radiologists assess the breast
density not solely based on brightness. They also take into account the breast tissues patterns and distribution (textures).
So, it is expected that the inclusion of texture information in the classification process will lead to improvements. This
is supported by recent work by Oliveret al [5], who used texture based information from fatty and glandular regions
as their feature space and on the MIAS database achieved 86% correct classification.
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Figure 2. Example histograms for the MIAS density classes. The three histograms represent fatty, glandular, and dense
mammographic examples from the database, showing good separation with respect to greylevel.

In addition, a recently published paper by Hadjidemetriouet al [6] showed the ability of a multiresolution histogram ap-
proach to discriminate between different generic texture images with similar histograms. The approach was extensively
tested with three databases; namely, a database of synthetic images, a database of Brodatz textures [7], and a database
of CUReT textures [8]. The high performance of the multiresolution histograms was demonstrated experimentally, as
well as their effectiveness in class matching and robustness to noise.

The main aim of this work is to investigate whether the multiresolution histogram technique proposed by Had-
jidemetriouet al [6] does capture a combination of intensities and textures features which would enable to automatically
classify mammographic densities into the four BIRADS mammographic density categories [9]. The remainder of this
paper is outlined as follows: data and the proposed methodology are described in Section 2, while Section 3 gives
results of the proposed method and a discussion on our findings. Finally, conclusions appear in Section 4.

2 Methods and Data

2.1 Multiresolution histograms

Histograms have been used widely in object recognition and are an important tool for the retrieval of images and video
from visual databases. They are efficient, and robust to local area preserving transformations [10]. They suffer, how-
ever, from the inability to encode spatial image information. Spatial information can be incorporated into histograms
simply by taking histograms of an image at multiple resolutions together to form a multiresolution histogram. Note
that it is an image representation since multiresolution is applied to the image. It is different from the histogram
representations where multiresolution is applied directly to the histogram.

2.2 Multi-resolution histogram technique

The main aim is to obtain a feature space which can be used to discriminate between the various mammographic density
classes. We followed Hadjidemetriou’s algorithm [6] to form the feature vectors:

1. Construct an image pyramid. A five-level Gaussian pyramid [11] of the breast area of digitized mammograms
has been built. Pectoral muscle and background areas have been ignored. In such pyramyd structure, level0 is
the original image (base).

2. Compute the histograms{h0, h1, h2, h3, h4} wherehi is a row vector related to the histogram of resolutioni
(i = 0 is the highest resolution). In total, the combined histogram length was 1280 (i.e. 5 x 256).

3. Normalize histograms withL1 norm to become independent of the size of the original image and the sub-
sampling factor of the pyramid. This is similar to normalize the histograms with respect to the breast area.
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4. Compute the cumulative histograms corresponding to each image resolution. Prior to this, the histograms are
smoothed with a Gaussian filter of window size of 5.

5. Compute the differences between the cumulative histograms of consecutive image resolutions. The difference
histograms are proportional to the discrete versions of the Fisher information measures. The difference histogram
has a length of 1024 (i.e. 4 x 256). The difference histogram is smoothed with a Gaussian filter (window size
equal to 5) to prevent aliasing.

6. Sub-sample difference histograms and re-normalize. The sub-sampling factor of the intensity resolution of the
histograms in a multi-resolution histogram is given by the ratio of the bin widths between histograms of images
of consecutive pyramid levels. The appropriate bin width for the histogram of an image depends mainly on
the number of pixels in the image and on the standard deviation of the histogram. According to the used algo-
rithm [6], a sub-sampling factor of2

2
3 was used. It means that the consecutive histogram lengths were shorter

by the factor of2
2
3 . To normalize with respect to the length of the histograms, the amplitudes of the histograms

need to be multiplied by their intensity sub-sampling factors.

7. Concatenate the normalized difference histograms to form the feature vector. The dimensionality of the resulting
feature space is equal to 579.

Examples of the various parts (levels 1-4) of the feature vector can be found in Fig. 3, which gives results for the MIAS
mammograms shown in Fig. 1. The larger the difference between columns, the better classification according to the
four BIRADS classes. Notice that higher levels (lower rows) provide more discriminant ability than lower levels (top
rows).
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Figure 3. Examples of parts of the feature vectors. Columns (a) to (d) correspond to BIRADS I to BIRADS IV, while
rows (1) to (4) correspond to levels 1 to 4.
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2.3 Data

We evaluate the proposed technique on 320 mammogram images (case mdb295ll has not been included for historical
reasons, along with its associated right mammogram mdb296rl) from the Mammographic Image Analysis Society
(MIAS) database, and 831 mammogram images from the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) [12]
[13].

The MIAS database provides three class categories (Fatty, Glandular, Dense). It should be noted that de database
has equal proportions for these three classes. In addition, three breast screening experts have classified all the MIAS
mammograms according to BIRADS categories and the consensus among them (using a majority vote) were obtained
as the gold standard. The DDSM database directly provides such BIRADS categorization for each mammogram.

2.4 Evaluation

For classification, an automatic method is developed based on the feature vectors in combination with a multi-class
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [14]. Some other non linear classifiers which can also deal with multi-class data, such
as k-Nearest Neighbors and Decision Tree classifiers were also tested, with poorer results. It is known that mammo-
graphic intensities vary with exposure levels and film characteristics [15] [16], and in an imaging session a woman is
likely to have had the mammograms taken using similar films and/or exposure levels. The MIAS database consists
of pairs of mammograms; hence, to minimize bias, we treated the left and right mammograms independently. Thus,
we trained the classifier on all the left (right) mammograms according to a leave-one-image-out methodology (and as
such this approach is equivalent to a leave-one-woman-out evaluation methodology). For evaluation, we combined
the results of the left and right mammograms in the dataset. Since the DDSM database consists on the single right
mammogram for each case, no further steps were needed to train the classifier according to the leave-one-woman-out
evaluation methodology.

The results are presented in the form of confusion matrices. Percentage agreements and linear-weighted Kappa val-
ues (κ) were calculated [17].

3 Results

The results of the SVM multi-class classifier for the multihistogram feature is shown in Table 1 for both MIAS and
DDSM database.

Ground truth

MIAS DDSM

I II III IV I II III IV

Auto I 74 9 3 1 46 43 15 2

Classi- II 18 57 22 5 7 292 27 10

fication III 3 23 66 2 6 94 141 14
IV 1 5 7 24 1 33 46 54

Table 1. Confusion matrices for the multiresolution histogram based BIRADS MIAS and DDSM classification. The
proportion of dense tissue is represented as I: BIRADS I, II: BIRADS II, III: BIRADS III, and IV: BIRADS IV

The agreement based on multihistogram information was 69.06% (κ = 0.657) for the MIAS database, while agreement
obtained for the DDSM database was 64.14% (κ = 0.508).

4 Discussion

In comparison with published results on histogram-based density classification using the MIAS database, Maseket
al [18] reported an agreement of 62.42%, and Bynget al [19] reported an agreement of 71.5%. In addition, Muhimmah
et al [20] used a similar multi-histogram based approach showing significantly better results than reported here. These
results could only be reproduced using a biased leave-all-in methodology. Our results based on the multi-class SVM
classifier and multiresolution histogram information do not show an important improvement over existing techniques.
Such lack of improvement can be partially explained by the inherent complexity of mammographic images, as well as
the fuzzy limits among the four BIRADS classes when classifying.
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In addition, it is reasonable to think that multiresolution histogram information not only models breast intensities and
textures, but also noise coming from the acquisition and later transformation processes. As an evidence, some attempts
to avoid such noise and its effect to the classification have been made, with no significant improvements on the results
reported in Table 1:

• Select some relevant patches from the breast region instead the whole breast area to perform the multiresolution
histogram information algorithm. Such selection should favor areas where information to noise ratio is higher.

• Neglect first difference histogram when building the feature vector, since it is likely to be the one that most
models the noise.

Therefore, further investigation on the suitability of the method when using mammographic data instead of classical
texture data is needed, which would indicate the exact limits of the method.
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Abstract. Methods to capture the morphological variability of the human brain are needed to improve the diagnosis
and treatment of neuro-degenerative diseases. This work presents an approach for local shape modelling that models
self-similar curves to derive shape information. The method is based on two main techniques: Curvature Scale Space
(CSS) as a way to represent contours and obtain a set of meaningful shapes to be analysed, and Statistical Shape
Models to characterise the shape variation. The evolution of the curve in the CSS is used to partition the contour
into locally similar parts which are then aligned and their variability modelled by PCA. We present the method and
demonstrate results on a set of white-matter brain contours.

1 Introduction

Computational Anatomy has emerged as a new discipline with the objective to create algorithmic tools to help in the
analysis of biological and anatomical structures, in particular, brain substructures. Fundamental features of the brain
structure or function (in health and disease) are revealed by medical imaging, but due to the complexity of the human
brain, quantitative analysis is a challenging area of research [1]. Identification of structural brain changes is associated
with different neuro-degenerative diseases, so identifying such variation can bring valuable information in the diagnosis
and treatment of many pathologies [2]. This has led to the creation of brain atlases to model the variability of neuro-
anatomical structures across a population, e.g. [3] amongst many others. In [2] an approach called deformation-based
morphometry is used to characterise differences in macroscopic anatomy among structural brain images. Statistical
Shape Modelling (SSM) [4] is the basis of a number methods described for brain morphometry. Shen et al. [5], presents
a deformable model for segmentation and definition of point correspondences in brain images using an adaptive-focus
deformable statistical model based on affine-invariant attribute vectors, minimisation of an energy function and PCA.
Techniques have also focused on the brain surface, e.g. [6], where a conformal mapping and correction are used to
map accurately the cortex to an intermediate surface. Shape modelling has shown that brain shape variation can be
successfully captured [7], in which an approach for shape representation that utilises medial representations derived
from a spherical harmonics boundary description to study Hippocampus schizophrenia is described. Xue et al. [8]
propose an automatic segmentation algorithm for neonatal brain MRI using a knowledge based approach to identify
and reduce MLPV in the EM-MRF scheme. More recently, Rao et al. [9], have used canonical correlation analysis
and partial least squares regression to quantify and predict correlated behaviour in sub-cortical structures.

Work on shape modelling is constrained by many unsolved problems such as how to segment structures, dependency on
manual data preprocessing, finding correspondence between similar structures and difficulties in modelling local versus
global variation. Much of the work on brain surface atlases have used global approaches. The correspondence problem
can be dealt with by elastic registration, or if landmarks are used, by optimising the locations of landmarks to construct
compact shape models. The locality of the shape modelling has been investigated by considering the evolution of the
shape over scale, such as by using wavelet decompositions or Gaussian scale-space representations. Here, we present
a method for analysis of local variation in brain structures, based on the use of a SSM and the Curvature Scale Space
to localise and partition the shape into similar parts. The novel contribution of this work is the creation of a descriptor
that provides a simple way to cut-up a self similar contour, obtain a set of meaningful shapes, obtain the shape variation
and reconstruct the contours without explicit correspondence being given. We present results on white-matter contours
and describe how the method can be incorporated into a supervised analysis of local shape variation. After a discussion
of the results, we make proposals on how this work can be taken forward.

2 Method

The input to the method is a set of contours, Si, defined as collections of points: Si = {(x, y)j}, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . We
define a partition, Pk, of any given shape, Si as a subset of ordered points along part of the shape

Pk = {pj} = {(x, y)j+0, (x, y)j+1, ..., (x, y)j+M−1} ⊂ Si, 0 < M ≤ N. (1)

We assume that N is large enough to allows a reasonable piece-wise-linear approximation of the shape and that the
partitions can capture local shape variation. Any partition is defined in S by picking its end points {pj+0,pj+M−1} to
be closest to two given points {γk, γk+1}. In this way, Pk is ‘cut out’ of a given Si.
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Figure 1. Overview CSS based Local Shape Modelling: (1) Contours segmented from MRI brain data; (2) CSS is used
first to obtain a reference shape from the smoothing of a target contour at some large scale, σ. A pair of zero-crossings
selects a prototype section and all others are ranked accordingly by search and rigid alignment; (3) Statistical Shape
Modelling and reconstruction based on selected modes.

An overview of the proposed method is shown in figure 1. The contours from the input data, S, are decomposed into
a Curvature Scale Space representation and extrema of curvature are calculated at each scale, σ. A particular pair of
extrema at a very smooth scale is picked to mark a reference or prototype local shape. Then, all consecutive pairs of
extrema, {γk, γk+1} are used to partition every shape. Partitioned shapes are aligned to the reference shape and scored
by their distance. The closest shapes, nearer than some user threshold, are used to build the shape space.

2.1 Curvature Scale Space Zero-Crossings

Curvature Scale Space is a technique for object representation, invariant under pose variations and based on the scale
space [10]. To build the CSS representation the curve needs to be considered as a parametric vector equation Γ(t) =
(x(t), y(t)), then a series of evolved versions of Γ(t) are produced by increasing the scale parameter, σ, from 0 to ∞.
Every new evolved version is defined as Γσ = (X(t, σ), Y (t, σ)), where

X(t, σ) = x(t) ~ g(t, σ) , Y (t, σ) = y(t) ~ g(t, σ).

Here, ~ denotes the convolution operator and g(t, σ) is a Gaussian of width σ. Since the CSS representation contains
curvature zero-crossings or extrema points from the evolved version of the input curve, these are calculated directly
from any Γσ by:

k(t) =
Ẋ(t, σ)Ÿ (t, σ)− Ẏ (t, σ)Ẍ(t, σ)

(Ẋ(t, σ)2 + Ẏ (t, σ)2)3/2
,

where

Ẋ(t, σ) =
∂[x(t) ~ g(t, σ)]

∂t
= X(t) ~

(

∂g(t, σ)

∂t

)

, Ẍ(t, σ) =
∂2[x(t) ~ g(t, σ)]

∂t2
= X(t) ~

(

∂2g(t, σ)

∂t2

)

. (2)

Similar equations are used to compute Ẏ (t, σ) and Ÿ (t, σ). The final step is the construction of the CSS image, but
only the generation of evolved versions of the curve and the locations of the curvature zero-crossings are relevant for
this work, for further details see [10]. The generation of evolved versions of the curve (Figure 2-(2)), produces a set of
zero-crossings of the second derivative where there is a change on the curvature of the contour. These points provide a
basic but efficient way to create meaningful partitions contours that exhibit self-similar variation.

2.2 Local Pose Alignment and Ranking of Partitions

Each partition is ranked after pose alignment with the prototype partition (Figure 3-(1)). Thus an affine alignment is
done over the set, where each shape is aligned to the selected reference shape.

Rigid body transformation parameters can be used to transform the points from any partition to the frame of the
reference partition, this relationship can be expressed as W = APk + t where W is the reference shape and Pi any
partition from the data contours. To determine both the rotation matrix A and the translation vector t a least squares
method is used and the problem is equivalent to minimising:

1

M

M
∑

j=1

(Akpkj + t−wj)
T (Akpkj + t−wj) . (3)

By first moving the shapes to the origin, the solution is obtained in the standard way using SVD. We retain the pose
parameters of each partition, {Ak, tk} and re-use them for reconstructing from the resultant local shape model.
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Figure 2. CSS evolution of a white-matter brain contour. At some appropriate level of smoothing, a set of meaningful
partitions can be identified. Pairs of zero-crossings (red points) are used to search and rank local parts on the original
shape.

The main reason to use the CSS is that the curvature zero-crossings are constant over the scale, ie, as σ increases no
new zero-crossings can appear on the contour [11] (Figure 2). Also, since the brain contours exhibit self-similarity,
using the CS, at certain scales the potential partitions derived from the extrema points look the same (Figure 3-(2),
upper right). This provides a natural way to identify consistent parts in the the contour by their local variation. Note
that the evolved contours (Figure 2) can be regarded as an early version of active contours (snakes) as they present
similar behaviour in the absence of external constraints. In this case, both tend to shrink and minimise their curvature.

Figure 3. (1) Calculation of the MSE for each of the shapes results in plot used for ranking; (2) A manual threshold
selects the number of shapes to be used in statistical shape analysis (pose alignment is already done); (3) Selected
shapes from (2) along with the original positions in the smoothed and non-smoothed version of a given shape.

2.3 Statistical Shape Analysis and Shape Blending

A Point Distribution Model [4] is used to analyse the variability of the local shapes obtained from the CSS partitioning
scheme outlined above. Having obtained a set of ranked and pose-aligned partitions, P , we apply principal component
analysis after resampling the partitions to the same dimensionality vector space. Now under correspondence free
conditions, the modes of variation of the aligned shapes can be found by applying principal component analysis.
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A deviation, Dk, from the mean shape is calculated as Dk = Pk − P and the point covariance matrix, C =
1

NP

∑

k DkDT
k , is then decomposed to obtain M modes of variation, Ek and corresponding eigenvalues λk. The

principal axes of this decomposition are the most significant modes of shape variation, E ′ . We can now take appropri-
ate linear combinations of these modes, to reconstruct an approximation of the partition in the local frame, and then
affine transform it to return it to the coordinate system of the original shape [12]:

P̂k = A−1

k

[

(E
′T (Ak(Pk − P ) + tk)E

′

− tk

]

+ P . (4)

For visualisation purposes, we can blend the modelled partitions back into the original contour at any level of the scale
space, Γσ . This enables us to examine the variability against a ‘defocussed’ version of the original. The blending
is performed by a suitable window function, such as a cosine squared centred on the contour and the neighbouring
partitions. Each window is made to overlap by 50% so that they sum to 1. For example, if Q and R are neighbouring
partitions, we can use a window ω(j) centred on the vertex qM/2 and on vertex rM/2, of size M , such that each blended
point, vj , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3M/2− 1, is given by

vj = ω(2π(j −M/2)/M)qj + ω(2π(j −M)/M)rj−M/2, ω(x) = cos2(x),−π/2 ≤ x ≤ π/2. (5)

3 Experiments and Discussion

A set of 40 simulated digital brain phantom images from normal subjects was used in this study. Each digital brain was
created after registering and averaging four T1, T2 and PD-weighted MRI scans from normal adults. For further details
see [3]. We have use the white-matter regions from these data sets as the source of our input contours to demonstrate
the CSS based local modelling process. Note that a 2D slice-by-slice approach is valid for this particular data as they
have been pre-registered.

Figure 3 illustrates the supervised prototype selection and ranking process. The two figures on the right-hand-side
show the smoothed CSS contour and the corresponding extrema based partitions are mapped to the original contour.
Any of these coloured partitions can be used as a prototype. The centre figure is a selected set of pose aligned partitions
based on the ranking error plot shown on the left. The interface allows any given partitions to be selected and ranked
against all remaining partitions. Figure 4 shows modal reconstructions from the local shape model, with the partitions
blended back into a smooth version of the original. The method works well in general in two ways: the local parts
are similar and localised according to the prototype selection; the shape space is kept relatively compact by the MSE
ranking. We have not yet fully investigated how the MSE ranking relates to the compactness of the shape-space. If
the space is convex, then the ranking error should be equivalent to the reconstruction error, but this would assume that
there is no mixing of dissimilar local partitions. It is important to mention that the use of the brain phantoms is only for
illustration purposes. This is because they are suitable to generate realistic simulations where for instance, inter-subject
anatomical variabilities can be considered [3].

The main feature of this work has been the use of the consistency of the curvature extrema at low resolutions of the
contour to partition and pose-align locally similar parts of a irregular shape, such as brain contour. This localisation
allows a linear shape space to be used directly on the aligned parts. We have introduced a simple windowing and
blending technique which allows the modelled parts to be reconstructed back into the original global shape but it is
also useful for visual feedback. A limitation of the presented method is the need to resample the partitions to have
the same length in order to align and perform PCA. Unless the original contour has many points, any small local part
does not have enough to do simple piece-wise-linear resampling. Here, a basis representation would help. In [12], we
used Legendre functions to both represent and align parts. The CSS itself is a wavelet representation (by Gaussians),
so it could be used directly in a parametric, dimensionless way. An un-supervised version of the this method can be
envisaged if the prototype selection and ranking step is replaced by an unsupervised clustering. The clusters could
be used to build a set of shape-models, or, alternatively, a non-linear shape learning could be used [13]. The method
needs to be extended to surfaces to be properly validated with clinical data but it is not clear a this time how the local
partitioning could be easily extended to surface patches.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of the chosen set of shapes, by added a sequence of principal modes of variation: 0, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32. The modelled partitions are blended back into a smooth scale of the CSS, Γσ defocussing the general, irrelevant
shape variations for the purposes of visualisation.
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Abstract. We present novel methodologies for compounding large numbers of 3D echocardiography volumes. 
Our aim is to investigate the effect of using increased number of images, and to compare the performance of 
different compounding methods. Eleven 3D echocardiography images are acquired of a volunteer.  These are 
registered using external tracking followed by image registration.  Four compounding methods are investigated, 
mean, maximum and two methods derived from phase-based compounding.  Results indicate that signal-to-noise 
and contrast could be improved by using more images, and that a coherent, high contrast, compounded image can 
be produced using a large number of images. 

1 Introduction 

Echocardiography is a powerful tool for diagnosis and evaluation of many heart conditions.  Over the last five 
years, 3D echocardiography transducers have improved greatly, and are now routinely used in cardiology. However, 
echocardiographic imaging has some disadvantages: it has a limited field of view, and it has a lower image quality, 
and more artefacts, than other commonly used image modalities. Image compounding is a method to improve the 
image quality whereby multiple image frames are combined. It can be used to provide the echocardiographers with 
a compounded volume of higher quality (e.g. to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, reduce the speckle and artefacts, 
increase the contrast and resolution, etc.), and an extended field-of-view. As some anatomical structures are too 
large for a single image volume, the use of extended field of view can be beneficial for the echocardiographers to 
understand the spatial relationship among anatomical structures. 

This research focuses on compounding 3D echocardiography images. Image compounding is a technique whereby a 
number of co-registered images from different views are merged. Proposed methods have been based on generic 
statistic methods such as mean (Leotta and Martin 1999) and maximum (Soler et al. 2005), or more ultrasound 
specific methods such as incidence angle weighting (Leotta and Martin 1999), generalized averaging (Soler et al. 
2005) and phase-based methods (Grau and Noble 2005). However, these previous publications have only been 
applied to compound a few (i.e. 2 or 3) images. 

Compounding large numbers of images have been demonstrated effective for improving the signal-to-noise ratio 
( SNR ) (Rohling et al. 1997). We propose methodologies which easily allow a current state-of-the-art phase-based 
compounding algorithm to be applied to a larger number of images. These methodologies are tested on volunteer 
echocardiography data, and we show the effect of increasing the number of images on SNR  and contrast. 

2 Method 

2.1 Compounding Methodology 

Firstly we define our notation: )(xI  is the intensity value at the voxel location x ;  iT , Ni ,.....,1= are rigid body 
transformation matrices  (where N  represents the number of images to be compounded) between image i  and a 
target image (image 1 was used as the target for the experiments described in this paper).  These matrices were 
calculated using the image registration methodology described in section 2.3. So for each voxel position in our final 
volume fx , the relevant location can be matched back to the source image fii T xx ⋅= −1 . Therefore, we have N  

intensity values )}(),...,({ 11 NNII xx  from the different images for which the intensity value in the final volume 
)( ffI x  is derived using a chosen compounding method.  

 
In this paper we have used the phase-based method (Grau and Noble 2005) to compound our images.  This method 
uses phase to obtain the weighting information. Local phase can be calculated using phase congruency (Morrone 
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and Owens 1987). When images are combined, the weight iλ  for image i  is determined using a function which 
depends on two parameters:  feature significance )(xnS , and orientation )(xnM  (Grau and Noble 2005). The final 
volume is produced using a weighted mean: 

∑
∑

=

=
⋅

= N

i i

N

i iii
ff

I
I

1

1
)(

)(
λ

λ x
x       (1) 

The extension of phase-based compounding to use a large numbers of images is non-trivial (due to the process 
required to calculate the weights iλ ). In this paper we propose using two methods: 
 

1. Phase Grouped compounding. We propose to divide the images into groups of 3 and combine each group 
of images using the standard phase-based method (Figure 1.a). This procedure is then repeated until we 
end up with a single image. 

2. Phase Selection compounding method which uses an image selection step (Figure 1.b). This has some 
analogies with the “Lucky Imaging” techniques, which have been used in astronomical photography for 
decades (Law 2006). For each voxel the strategy selects the most “representative” intensities from 

)}(),...,({ 11 NNII xx , which are then combined using the standard phase-based method. In our case, the 
selection criteria was to choose the 3 highest intensity values.  

 

   
    (a)       (b) 
Figure 1. Compounding methodologies illustrated using 9 images. (a) Phase Groupd: repeatedly grouping images 

into sets of 3 images; (b) Phase Selection: select the 3 most “appropriate” images for each voxel fx . PBC stands for 

the phase-based compounding method. 

2.2 Data acquisition 

Eleven echocardiography volumes were acquired of a volunteer using a Philips iE33 ultrasound system with a 3D 
X3-1 matrix array transducer.  An array of light emitting diodes was attached to the echocardiography transducer 
which was tracked using a Northern Digital Optotrak (NDI, Ontario, Canada).  Probe calibration was performed 
using the method described in the paper (Ma et al. 2008). The volunteer was instructed to hold their breath at 
exhale and remain as still as possible during each acquisition. Triggered by ECG gating, wide sector acquisitions 
were taken from parasternal and apical views with the volunteer positioned in the left lateral decubitus position. 
The angle and position of the probe was slightly changed for each acquisition to vary the content of each dataset. 
All the data contains 224 × 208 × 201 voxels with a voxel size of 0.8345 × 0.82235 × 0.75495 mm3.  

2.3 Image alignment 
 
Images from different acoustic windows were aligned using an independent implementation of the registration 
method proposed by (Grau et al. 2007). All the images were matched back to first image and the Optotrak 
information was used as a starting estimate. An anisotropic diffusion filter (Perona and Malik 1990) was used to 
reduce image noise, and then the images were reduced in resolution to 2 mm cubed voxels by blurring and 
subsampling in order to decrease computation time, N.B. these image processing steps were only applied for 
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registration not for the compounding experiments. All the registrations were found to be successful using visual 
inspection, except for the last registration which is needed to be restarted using a manually defined starting position 
due to movement of the volunteer. 
 
2.4 Compounding experiments 
  
These experiments had two main aims, firstly to investigate the effect of using increased numbers of images, and 
secondly to compare the performance of different compounding methods.  We implemented mean, maximum, phase 
grouped and phase selection methods to combine the 11 image datasets we acquired from the volunteer. 
 
The mean method (Leotta and Martin 1999) averages the value at fx : 

)](,...,)([1)( 11 NNff II
N

I xxx ++=     (3) 

The maximum method (Soler et al. 2005) calculates the highest intensity value at fx : 

 )}(),...,(max{)( 11 NNff III xxx =      (4) 

 
Experiments were carried out combining different numbers of images (1, 3, 6, 9, 11), and using the different 
compounding methods.  The final images were analysed using visual inspection and by calculating the signal-to-
noise ration (SNR) and contrast values on three different features. Points are manually defined on three features 
from two of the original images by an experienced echocardiographer: five points on the left ventricle lateral wall, 
five points on the ventricular septum and one point on the attachment between anterior mitral valve and septum 
(Figure 2). A series of points were also picked within the blood pool of the left ventricle so that they were 
approximately within 10mm of each picked feature point. Regions of 3× 3× 3 voxels around each point were used 
in the following analysis. 

  

Figure 2. Manually defined points are used to validate our proposed methods. Feature 1 is left ventricle lateral wall; 
Feature 2 is ventricular septum; Feature 3 is attachment between anterior mitral valve and septum. 

We define the SNR  as 
N
SSNR = , where S  is the mean value of the intensities around the manually defined points 

on the features, and N is the standard deviation of intensities around the points picked in the blood pool next to 
each feature. The contrast is defined as BSC −= , where B is the mean value of intensities around the blood pool 
points. Final values show an average of SNR  and C  calculated over all the points picked on each feature.  
 
3 Results 

Numerical results are shown in Figure 3 and example sections through the compounded volumes, for each feature, 
are shown in Figure 4.  The final compound volumes have 311 × 312 × 309 voxels with the same voxel size as 
stated in section 2.2.  The numerical results show a general increase in the SNR as the number of images increases, 
but the trend does not appear to be significant and varied between features.  The maximum and phase-selection 
measures performed well in terms of contrast. 

From figure 4 we can observe that the mean image has less noise but looks blurred. The maximum image has very 
good contrast, but has higher noise. The phase grouped and phase selection both maintain the contrast of image 
features and have lower noise than the maximum image.  The phase grouped appears to have slightly lower noise, 
whereas the phase selection has slightly better contrast. 
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Figure 3. The SNR  and contrast on three different features when compounding with increased number of images. 
Results shown for compounding methods: mean, maximum, phase grouped and phase selection. The error bar 

shows the standard deviation of results from the 11 images to present the situation when only one image is used.  
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Figure 4. Examples of reformatted cross sections through the final 3D compounded images produced using 
different compounding methods. Features 1, 2, 3 are zoomed in views of the features defined in Figure 2. 
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4 Discussion 

We have presented novel methodologies to compound large numbers of 3D echocardiography volumes together.  
Two of these methodologies work with the phase-based algorithm.  The first uses all the images and relies on the 
compounding process to select the useful (and filter out the less useful) intensities.  The second relies upon an 
image selection step which is carried out for each voxel position to determine which images are the most suitable 
for compounding that voxel.  The advantage of the first method is that all the image data is used for each particular 
voxel, and so the images should have a higher SNR.  Possible advantages for the second method are a reduction in 
computational processing, and the selection step can be specifically tailored towards particular image features e.g. 
high contrast features.  In this work we have only looked at a very simple method to select the three most suitable 
images, many more complex methods could be used.  In particular we are interested in using a selection step that is 
specifically designed to reduce the possibility of including echocardiography image artefacts in the final 
compounded volume.   

Our hypothesis was that increasing the number of images should improve image SNR and contrast.  The results in 
figure 3 show some evidence for this occurring, however, the results are very preliminary.  Placing a numerical 
value upon image “quality” is a very difficult task.  In this paper we have calculated SNR and contrast values from 
observed features. This method has been used in the previous publications and so it is possible to compare results. 
However, these values only capture particular aspects of image quality. In future work, we’d like to evaluate the 
methods in relation to clinical practice, e.g. measuring ventricular volume to validate which algorithm gives more 
consistent/accurate results.  

Currently, we use only use rigid registration, and all the images are aligned to a single target volume.  Including 
more degrees of freedom in our registrations and using more sophisticated, simultaneous, registration strategies 
(Wachinger et al. 2007) may improve results.  

This paper presents an initial step in analysing possible advantages to compounding large numbers of 
echocardiography volumes.  Although more work is required on image alignment, compounding and validation, we 
show that from a single volunteer large numbers of images can be merged to produce a compounded image which 
looks good using visual inspection. 
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Short-Term Habituation Detection in fMRI with EM algorithm
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Abstract. Habituation can be considered as an extremely simple form oflearning. The study of short-term habitua-
tion could contribute to the understanding of mechanisms underlying learning and memory. Short-term habituation
occurs when the same stimulus is given repeatedly for minutes or hours. In fMRI, it can be expressed as the changes
of the strength of hemodynamic responses. In many data processing methods and experiments, the hemodynamic
response function is considered as constant during one experiment. In this work, a flexible Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) for Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) model is introduced. Based on the model, a method
for detecting short-term habituation signal is presented.With this method, hemodynamic response function and
habituation can be estimated simultaneously. Some experiment results on artificial data and fMRI data scanned with
a 7 T scanner are presented and discussed.

1 Introduction

Habituation, which can be considered as an extremely simpleform of learning [1], is the decrease in the strength
of a behavioral response that occurs when an initially noveleliciting stimulus is repeatedly presented. The study of
short-term habituation could contribute to the understanding of mechanisms underlying learning and memory. Early
research on habituation is based on invasive experiment on animal or human PET scans [2–4]. With the development
of the fMRI techniques, researchers are able to study habituation in an non-invasive way. [5,6] The measurement of the
brain activity using fMRI is indirect: neuronal activationincreases the cerebral blood flow of the local region, which
changes the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal and such change can be detected by T2 weighted MR
imaging [7]. Due to the large distortion and noise in the fMRIdata, computation techniques are developed to remove
the artifacts and analyze the data. With the General Linear Model (GLM), the habituation signal can be analyzed under
the condition that the model of the habituation signal is assumed. In [8], a Gaussian Mixture Model is constructed
for fMRI data. With this model, the mean and covariance of Hemodynamic Responses Function (HRF) are estimated
under the assumption that the amplitude of HRF is constant during the experiment. Meanwhile the covariance of events
is estimated. In this work, the assumption of the HRF is relaxed, so that the variation of the HRF amplitudes during
the experiment can be estimated, which represent the habituation signal. The model is applied to fMRI data which
contains habituation signal [9]. The results are compared with the models in [8] with Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [10]. The paper is organized as follows, the models areintroduced in section 2, and the algorithms for calculation
the parameters are given in section 3. Experiment results onartificial and real fMRI data are shown in section 4. Finally,
the conclusion and future work is discussed in section 5.

2 Gaussian Mixture Model for fMRI

For slice-timing and realignment, the dataset is first preprocessed with SPM5 toolbox (The Wellcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). A multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model is constructed to describe
the preprocessed fMRI data. The signals of the voxelsi, yi (i = 1, 2, ..., V ), are considered as random vectors ofN

dimension.N is the number of scans. As shown in equation 1, if the voxel is activated, then the signal vector of that
voxel is drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with the meanµ1 = βi ⊗ h and covarianceΣ1 = ΣE ⊗ΣT ;
if the voxel is unactivated, the signal vector of that voxel is drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean
µ2 = 0 and covarianceΣ2 = σ2IN . So the model can be expressed as

yi ∼

{

N(βi ⊗ h, ΣE ⊗ ΣT ) activated
N(0, σ2IN ) unactivated.

(1)

Here,⊗ represents Kronecker product.T andE are numbers of scans in events and the number of events in one
experiment.βi is a vector of lengthE. Each element of the vector represents the strength of the HRF for that events
andh is a vector of sizeT , which is the model of hemodynamic response function.ΣE andΣT are the covariance
matrix represents the variety between and within events.0 is zero vector of dimensionE × T . σ is the noise variance

∗yxj@cs.nott.ac.uk
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and the noise is considered as independent.IN is N ×N identity matrix If the possibility of the voxel is activatedis p,
then Gaussian Mixture Model is

yi ∼ pN(βi ⊗ h, ΣE ⊗ ΣT ) + (1− p)N(0, σ2IN ). (2)

After constructing the model, the next step is to estimate the parameters that fit the data. EM algorithm can be used to
estimate the parameters of Gaussian mixture model [11].

3 The EM algorithm

If Θ = (p, β,h, ΣE , ΣT , σ2) are the parameters to be estimated using the EM algorithm, with dataY, the EM algo-
rithm maximize the log likelihood:

l(Θ|Y) =
V

∑

i=1

{log[pf1(yi|βi,h, ΣE , ΣT ) + (1− p)f2(yi|σ
2)]}

where, f1 ∼ N(βi ⊗ h, ΣE ⊗ ΣT )

f2 ∼ N(0, σ2IN ). (3)

To calculate the parameters that maximize the likelihood inequation 3, an iterative algorithm is developed according
to the EM algorithm introduced in [11]. First, latent variableszi, which are missing data, are assignment to each voxel.
If the voxeli is activated,zi = 1, yi ∼ f1, otherwisezi = 0, yi ∼ f2. Then the log likelihood is:

l(Θ|Z,Y) =

V
∑

i=1

{zi log[pf1(yi|βi,h, ΣE , ΣT )] + (1− zi) log[(1 − p)f2(yi|σ
2)]}. (4)

Each iteration in the EM algorithm has two steps: E-step (expectation) and M-step (maximization). In the E-step the
expected value of the log likelihood in equation 4 with respect to latent variableZ is calculated, as shown in equation
5.

Q(Θ, Θi−1) = E[l(Θ|Z, Y)|Y, Θi−1] (5)

In equation 5,Θi−1 is the current parameter set andΘ is the new parameter set that we want to optimize for the next
step of the iteration in order to increaseQ. The second step (the M-step) of the algorithm is to maximizethe expectation
computed in the first step. So, we need to findΘi = arg maxΘ Q(Θ, Θi−1). After calculating the new parameter set
Θi, we takeΘi asΘi−1 and go back to the E-step. These two steps are repeated until the log likelihood in equation 3
is maximized.

3.1 E-Step

From equation 4 and 5, we can get

Q(Θ, Θi−1) = E[l(Θ|Z, Y)|Y, Θi−1] =

V
∑

i=1

{E(zi|Y, Θi−1) log[
pf1(yi|Θ)

(1− p)f2(yi|Θ)
] + log[(1 − p)f2(yi|Θ)]},

where, E(zi|Y, Θi−1) =
pf1(yi|Θ

i−1)

pf1(yi|Θ
i−1) + (1 − p)f2(yi|Θ

i−1)
(6)

If introducing a new parameter̃pi = E(zi|Y, Θi−1), which represents the possibility of the voxeli is activated, then,

Q(Θ, Θi−1) = E[l(Θ|Z, Y)|Y, Θi−1] =

V
∑

i=1

{p̃i log[pf1(yi|µ1, Σ1)] + (1− p̃i) log[(1− p)f2(yi|µ2, Σ2)]}

= C +

V
∑

i=1

{p̃i log(p)−
p̃iE

2
log |ΣT | −

p̃iT

2
log |ΣE | −

1− p̃i

2σ2
(yi)

T (yi) + (1− p̃) log(1− p)− ...

−
p̃i

2
(yi − βi ⊗ h)T Σ−1

1 (yi − βi ⊗ h)−
(1− p̃i)ET

2
log(σ2)}. (7)

whereC is a constant.
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3.2 M-Step

In the M-step, theQ in equation 6 is maximized on the current values with respectto all the parameters by find the
parameters that setting the derivative of Q to zeros which can be expressed as:

∂Q

∂p
= 0 =⇒ p(new) =

1

V

V
∑

i=1

p̃i (8)

∂Q

∂βij

= 0 =⇒ β
(new)
ij = (hTh)−1hTBj (9)

where, B = Σ−1(IT ⊗ h)[(IT ⊗ h)T (IT ⊗ h)]−1(IT ⊗ h)T Σ[yi]

Σ = (Σ−1
1 )T + Σ−1

1 .

Here,yij corresponds to thejth events from voxeli. Bj are submatrices ofB which corresponds to thejth events.
After that, compute the new HRF:

∂Q

∂h
= 0 =⇒ h(new) =

∑V

i=1

∑E

j=1

∑E

k=1 p̃iejk[βij(yik)− βik(yij)]

2
∑V

i=1

∑E

j=1

∑E

k=1 p̃iejkβikβij

, (10)

whereejk is the element at thejth row and thekth column of the inverse matrix ofE. The constrains|h| = 1 is added
to h. So that the variation of the HRF strength can go to theβij . After that, the covariance matrices are computed as
follow:

∂Q

∂ΣT

= 0 =⇒ Σ
(new)
T =

1

E
∑V

i=1 p̃i

V
∑

i=1

p̃iRiΣ
−1
E RT

i , (11)

∂Q

∂ΣE

= 0 =⇒ Σ
(new)
E =

1

T
∑V

i=1 p̃i

V
∑

i=1

p̃iR
T
i Σ−1

T Ri, (12)

∂Q

∂σ2
= 0 =⇒ σ2(new) =

1

ET
∑V

i=1(1− p̃i)

V
∑

i=1

(1− p̃i)(yi)
T (yi), (13)

where,Ri is a matrix with thejth columnyij − βijh. And the initial parameters of the iterative the EM algorithm
should be close to the convergence points to shorten the computing time.

4 Experiment

4.1 Results on artificial data
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Figure 1. Artifitial data.

The artificial data is generated with the Gaussian Mixture Model and the parameters are the estimated from real fMRI
data in [8] with habituation signal embedded in the activated voxels. The mean signal of the activated voxels are shown
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in Figure 1 (a). In Figure 1 (b) and (c) are the signals from activated and rest area. The habituation signal is described
with exponential decreasing signal as can be seen in Figure 1(a). In order to test the how the high pass filter can
influence the result of the estimation, the artificial data isfiltered with a high-pass filter with cutoff frequency 1/128
Hz. In Figure 2, (a) is the estimated HRF and (b) is the estimated habituation signal. From Figure 2 (b), it can be
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(b) Estimated habituation signal plotted agains events

Figure 2. Results of the estimation on artificial data.

seen that the middle part of the signal is flattened by the high-pass filter which makes the estimation lose the shape of
exponential decreasing. But the decreasing trend is still detected.

4.2 Results on fMRI data

The data was obtained using the 7 T Philips Achieva system. Inthis experiment, 2 Hz non-painful median nerve
stimulation (MNS) consisting of a 0.5 ms square wave pulse was performed [9]. TR is 0.3ms. Each trial has 18s with
9s stimulus and 9s OFF period. There are 24 trials in the wholeexperiment. The data were first preprocessed with SPM
(realignment, slice-timing, and spatial smoothing). High-pass filter is used to remove the drift. After that, 8 models

Σ1 = IE ⊗ IT Σ1 = IE ⊗ ΣT Σ1 = ΣE ⊗ IT Σ1 = ΣE ⊗ ΣT

Constant HRF amplitude 3.3979× 107 1.8761× 107 2.1736× 107 1.8677× 107

Variant HRF amplitude 3.4147× 107 1.8729× 107 2.2427× 107 1.8637× 107

Table 1. AIC values for each model constructed.

were constructed and AIC values are calculated for each model. The results are listed in Table 1. The results in the
columns are from models with different covariance assumptions. And the results in the first row are from models that
assume constant HRF amplitude as in [8], and the results in the second row are from models that consider the variation
of HRF amplitude as discussed in this work. From the result ofAIC, the models withIT give larger AIC values. This
means that the covariance matrix of HRF should not be assumedas identity. Meanwhile, when covariance matrix of
HRF is assumed as identity, the GMM with variant amplitude gives higher AIC values. Figure 3 shows the area of the

Figure 3. Activation area (p value< 0.05).

activation detected. The left image is the result from general linear model in SPM. The image in the middle is from
the result of GMM with constant HRF amplitude and the image onthe right is the result from GMM with variant HRF
amplitude. The left graph in Figure 4 shows the amplitude of HRF in one activated voxel. In the graph, we can see
the decrease of the amplitude. On the right graph in Figure 4,the activated fMRI signal is plotted with the blue line.
The GMM with constant HRF amplitude is plotted with green line and the red line shows the GMM with variant HRF
amplitude. The amplitude change can be seen.
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Figure 4. Amplitudes of HRF of one activated voxel plotted agains events (left) and fMRI signals with fitted models
plotted against scans (right)

5 Conclusion and future work

In this work, a method for detecting short-term habituationsignal in fMRI is introduced. In this model the habituation
signal is described as the weights of the hemodynamic responses over the events. Using the EM algorithm, the HRF
and habituation signal can be analyzed at the same time. Using artificial data, the method can estimate the shape of the
habituation signal change. In fMRI experiment data, although the signal estimated is noisy, the trend of the strength
change can still be detected. From the AIC values of different models, we can come to the conclusion that, relaxing
the assumption on constant HRF amplitude can give similar orbetter results. As the preprocessing of the data follows
the pipeline of the SPM, the high-pass filter may distort the habituation signal while removing the scanner shift. From
another perspective, as the hemodynamic responses and habituation signal is estimated at the same time and there is
no constrains on the shape of HRF, the estimation can result into biologically irrational HRF shapes and the structure
of the habituation signal can also goes to the shape of the hemodynamic response. Therefore, in the future, more
advanced preprocessing method, for instance, nonlinear filter, that could preserve the habituation signal can be applied
to improve the detection result. Meanwhile the constrainedbasis sets for HRF can be used to limit the variation of HRF
to be biologically rational.
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STACs - a mathematical model of the spatiotemporal distribution of
dynamic PET data
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Abstract. Dynamic PET data is conventionally analyzed using compartment modeling techniques. We propose
a novel model, termed a Space Time Activity Curve (STAC), for describing PET data which characterizes the
relationship between tracer kinetics and underlying biology in the spatial as well as the temporal domain. We
motivate its application both for the assessment of clinical and preclinical images and for the regularization of
reconstructed PET data. As an illustrative example, we use this model to characterize the relationship between
oxygen distribution and the tracer kinetics of the hypoxia tracer, Fmiso.

1 Introduction

The functional imaging modality Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is used increasingly clinically to characterize
the biology of cancers. The advent of dynamic PET technology has further enabled this characterization by adding a
temporal dimension. The temporal profile of activity is known as a time-activity curve (TAC). This provides informa-
tion about the kinetics of tracer uptake.

Low resolution remains a major limitation in PET imaging. TAC modeling can provide a priori knowledge to reduce the
inter-frame noise level. Spatially, most PET image reconstruction algorithms utilize Gibbs functions as part of Markov
Random Field theory as spatial constraint which is based solely on image physics (pixel wise smoothness). [1] If we
could similarly model the Space Activity Curve (SAC) of a tracer’s distribution we could use it as a priori knowledge
to enhance the spatial signal to noise ratio. We contend that this biologically based spatial regulariser would be a good
supplement to MRF theory and will potentially improve PET-image’s spatial resolution.

Most current TAC models are based on compartment modeling techniques, which typically model the tracer as moving
through a set of states (or compartments) according to some kinetic rate constants. An example two-tissue compartment
model is shown in Figure 1. These models make the assumption of pixelwise independence; actually, we contend the
spatial and temporal activity profiles of a tracer are codependent, i.e. that tracer activity varies smoothly across tissue.

Figure 1. Standard 2-tissue compartmental model.

Conventionally, the space factor is left out in compartmental models and the distribution of diffusible tracer is con-
sidered to be homogeneous across the space. This is an oversimplification of the real kinetics within an in vivo en-
vironment, because the strikingly disordered vasculature is found to be a key phenomenon in tumorigenesis. In this
paper, we combine the temporal and spatial variations into a single model which we term Space Time Activity Curve
(STAC). We extend the model of Kelly and Brady [2] to incorporate a theoretically-sound term relating Fmiso binding
kinetics and oxygen concentration. Our STAC model enables simulation of a tracer’s distribution in microscopic voxels
(0.25mm×0.25mm). In relative macroscopic scale (eg. PET image, ca. 2mm×2mm), we contend that the parameters
of vasculature geometry vary smoothly across such a spatial scale. The micro-voxels could be sampled and described
with statistical methods. Using vasculature structure as bridging information it is then possible to obtain the space
profile of tracer’s distribution at the coarse scale of a PET scan.

As an important case study, we investigate the spatial distribution of the hypoxia tracer Fmiso in the one dimensional
case and show that our model can reproduce experimental in vitro data. We also generate a STAC in microscopic
voxel to illustrate the spatiotemporal behavior of tracer’s distribution which we propose would be an alternative spatial
reguliriser in PET reconstruction.

∗Email: wangpo@robots.ox.ac.uk
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2 MODEL

2.1 Fmiso

The standard two-tissue compartment model shown in Figure 1 assumes that the tracer exists in three different states,
each of which contributes to the final PET signal (F ). In our proposed STAC model, we define these states to be:
perfusive (P ), diffusive (D) and static (S), which correspond in a biomedical sense to blood vessels, tissue, and
intracellular. The final signal is expressed as the weighted sum of the amounts of tracer in these 3 different groups:

F (s, t) = ζ1MP + ζ2MD + ζ3MS (1)
= ζ1VP CP + ζ2VDCD + ζ3VSCS (2)

where ζ1,ζ2,ζ3 stand for different contributions of each dynamic tracer group to the final signal formation and MP ,MD

and MS denote tracer’s amount in these dynamic groups. The amount of tracer can be further expressed as the product
of the compartmental volume (V ) and concentration (C). We contend that VP is a space function (i.e. it varies through
space), VD,VS can be treated as constants, CP is a time function and CD,CS are functions of both time and space.
This notion of dual-functionality is the cornerstone of our STAC model.

Since the binding of Fmiso is approximately irreversible, we can write the following PDEs:

∂

∂t
CD(s, t) = (k1CP − k2CD) + DFMISO∇2CD − k3CD (3)

∂

∂t
CS(s, t) = k3CD (4)

where k1 and k2 denote the rate constants determining movement of Fmiso movement between the blood vessel and
the diffusive compartment, k3 is the net binding rate of Fmiso and DFMISO is the rate of diffusion of Fmiso in tissue.
The relationship between the rate of binding and oxygen concentration has been proposed previously by Casciari [3]:

k3 =
kakb

O + kb
(5)

where ka is the maximum rate of Fmiso binding and kb is the concentration of oxygen at which binding is half-maximal.
Kelly [4] proposes that as only viable cells may bind Fmiso and because the proportion of viable cells is closely linked
to oxygen concentration, the net rate of binding must consider this:

k3 =
(

O

O + kc

) (
kakb

O + kb

)
(6)

where O is partial pressure of oxygen (mmHg), kc is the concentration of oxygen at which half the cells tissue popula-
tion is viable. Equation 6 makes explicit the relationship between the rate of Fmiso binding and oxygen concentration.
Given an oxygen distribution, we may now can calculate CD and CS distribution by solving Equations 3 and 4, and
express the final signal according to Equation 2.

2.2 Oxygen

If we similarly define OP as the oxygen concentration in blood vessels, OD as free oxygen diffusing through the tissue
and OS as oxygen consumed by the cells, we can use similar PDEs as Equation 3 to describe oxygen’s delivery in vivo.
As oxygen is in a gaseous state, which means it can diffuse across the vessel freely, so Equation 3 can be simplified to:

∂

∂t
OD(s, t) = DO2∇2OD − qOD (7)

q is the consumption rate of viable cells. q has the following expression:

q =
(

O

O + kc

) (
VmaxO

O + Km

)
(8)
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where O
O+kc

denotes the proportion of viable cells in the cell population and VmaxO
O+Km

denotes oxygen consumption rate
in viable cells. Vmax denotes the maximum oxygen consumption rate and Km denotes the oxygen pressure when the
oxygen consumption is half the maximum rate.

3 Parameterisation and validation

To validate our method, we use our model to fit empirical measures of misonidazole (unfluorinated Fmiso) and oxygen
in tumour spheroids [5]. In this dataset, EMT6/Ro multi-cell spheroids were immersed in a medium containing tritiated
misonidazole. After 90 minutes, the spheroids were washed to remove diffusive misonidazole and radial profiles of
misonidazole and oxygen were obtained.

3.1 Trapped misonidazole distribution

In our STAC model, the amount of tracer trapped inside the cell is expressed as:

Mstatic = VSCS (9)

= VS

(∫ t

0

CDdt

) (
O

O + kc

) (
kakb

O + kb

)
(10)

In Equation 3, we consider the influence of diffusion on Fmiso/misonidazole distribution. In the case of PET, where
tracer concentration is very low, it is reasonable to assume that the rate of diffusion is slow relative to binding and
may therefore act as a rate-limiting step. In the case of a spheroid bathed in high-concentration medium (50µmol/l
misonidazole), however, the rate of diffusion will be higher and thus binding will become the rate limiting step. Under
this assumption, the concentration of diffusing misonidazole in the spheroid will be uniform and we may neglect
diffusion. Suppose T as the incubation time

∫ T

0
CDdt is constant, which we denote by C0. The volume of spheroid,

VS would not vary great around the average size, which we denote by V0. Letting M0 = C0V0, Equation 10 becomes:

M = M0

(
O

O + kc

) (
kakb

O + kb

)
(11)

3.2 Oxygen distribution

In spheroids, oxygen is diffused from the surface to the core. At steady state, the concentration of oxygen is a space
function. At each layer in the spheroid, the amount of oxygen diffused in equals to the amount that is consumed by the
innermost cells [6], Equation 7 becomes:

4πr2DO2

dO

dr
=

4π

3
q(r3 − r′3) (12)

where r denotes the radial distance from the spheroid core and r′ denotes the radius of the necrotic core. The oxygen
concentration in that region is 0. Substituting equation 8 into 12 and integrating the resulting expression, we have:

O + (Km + kc)lnO − Kmkc

O
=

Vmax

3DO2

(
r2

2
+

r′3
r

+ C) (13)

The left side of equation 13 can be approximated with a power function aOb, where a,b are determined by Km and k.
Thus we get an explicit expression of O’s space function:

O =
(

Vmax

3aDO2

)1/b (
r2

2
+

r′3

r
+ C

)1/b

(14)

where C is constant and is determined by r′.

4 Results

Figure 2 shows the results of fitting Equation 11 and 14 to the experimental data. From a qualitative perspective, our
model depicts the trends of oxygen and misonidazole concentrations well. Furthermore, our parameter estimates are
close to those measured experimentally [3], further supporting the accuracy of the model.
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Figure 2. Oxygen’s distribution (left) and MISO’s distribution (right) in Gross’ spheroids: experimental data are
plotted with open circles and fitted function plotted with solid triangles. r′ = 50µm, Km = 2.5mmHg, kc =
2.8mmHg, D = 2000µm2/s: Vmax = 18.5mmHg/s, a=3.166, b=0.796,(R2 = 0.9918),ka = 0.008s−1,kb =
2.114mmHg,M0 = 8375.

Having validated our model (semi-quantitatively), we now present the spatio-temporal profile - i.e. the STAC - for the
spheroid data. Figure 3 shows the bound STAC, i.e. the temporal uptake of misonidazole at every location within the
spheroid.

Figure 3. Simulation of spatial-temporal distribution (STAC) of bound misonidazole (CS) in Gross’ experiment.

The above data is generated on the assumption that the concentration of misonidazole in the surrounding medium
remains constant (or is sufficiently high that it is effectively constant). In PET, the tracer is administered as a bolus
injection. The amount available to the tissue is thus not constant, rather it is characterised by a rapid peak in activity,
followed by an exponential decay. The nature of this input function is a key determinant of the form of TACs. To obtain
a more realistic STAC for our spheroid tissue we substitute the constant medium concentration for a real plasma input
function, obtained experimentally [7] (Figure 4 A). Using this as input to Equations 3 and 4, we may obtain STACs for
diffusive and bound tissue (Figures 4 B and C respectively), in addition to that for the whole tissue (Figure 4 D).

The simulation data have given us an 3D image of STAC curve at microscopic voxel(0.25mm×0.25mm). Although
still statisctical analysis is needed to generate a PET scan scale STAC, this image gives us a visualized information of
the tracer’s distriubtion within a spatial region. This may be utilized for image reconstruction in the later stage of our
research project.

5 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In this paper, we have proposed that because the temporal and spatial evolution of tracer concentration in tissue are
interdependent, they should be considered jointly. We have developed a spatio-temporal model of Fmiso distribution
which depicts the hypoxia tracer’s space time activity curve (STAC) in vivo.
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Figure 4. A:Input function,CIn = 50e−0.13t, B:distribution of MISO trapped inside the cells,CS ; C:distribution of
free diffusible MISO in spheroid,CD; D:weighted sum of CS and CD,10CS + 0.1CD.

For validation, we use our model to parameterise in vitro tumour spheroid data. We show that our model fits the
experimental data closely. In the one dimensional case, we can solve the PDE for oxygen explicitly by assuming radial
symmetry - simplifying the generation of the Fmiso STAC.

However, an explicit solution for the oxygen distribution in vivo is less straightforward as one must consider the
complex 3D vascular geometry associated with tumours. We plan to extend our current work to include a statistical
model of oxygen distribution based on observed distributions of vasculature such as those of Konerding [8]. Our
eventual aim is to use STACs as spatio-temporal regularizers in dynamic Fmiso-PET image reconstruction.
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Improving the Accuracy of MR Image Segmentation through the use
of Local Gradient Information

P. A. Bromiley∗and N.A. Thacker
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Abstract. Segmentation is a core technology in medical image analysis, providing a route to tissue volume esti-
mation that can be used in a wide range of applications, such as monitoring the progress of, or the effects of drug
therapies on, tumour growth or the effects of atrophic diseases. In general, the more image information we can
extract to use in segmentation, the more accurate the results will be. In previous work we have proposed a unified
mathematical framework for incorporating local image gradient into feature-space based segmentation algorithms.
In this paper we demonstrate, using simulated MR images of the normal brain, that the additional information present
in the gradients can significantly improve segmentation accuracy.

1 Introduction

The physical processes underlying medical imaging equipment such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) result in the production of images in which the contrast between tissues is determined by
their physical properties, such as X-ray attenuation or proton density. Accurate segmentation of images offers the
opportunity to produce parametric images of tissue type (i.e. grey matter, white matter, tumour etc.) that are more
relevant to clinical investigation. Once the images are segmented and tissue models obtained they can be used for
extraction of tissue boundaries or quantitative estimation of volume.

One of the most significant artefacts associated with medical images in relation to segmentation accuracy is the partial
volume (PV) effect, where image voxels contain a mixture of pure tissues. Such data cannot be analysed using a set
of mutually exclusive, pure-tissue hypotheses; for example, [1] demonstrated that consistently misplacing the tissue
boundaries in a segmentation of a 1mm isotropic MR brain image by a single voxel in each slice resulted in errors of
approximately 30%, 40% and 60% on the estimated volumes of white matter, grey matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
respectively. In common with most aspects of image segmentation, the development of probabilistic PV models for MR
imaging can be tackled either in the image plane or in some feature space, most commonly the intensity histogram. The
first approach was initiated by Choi et al. [2], assuming thatthe tissue mixing proportions varied smoothly across the
image and introducing these spatial interactions using a Markov Random Field model. However, feature-space based
approaches have a significant advantage in that they can be easily extended to utilise multi-dimensional data, simply by
adding the intensities of additional images as extra dimensions of the feature space. This is particularly relevant in the
case of MR imaging, where multiple images of the same subjectwith different contrast information for each tissue can
be obtained using different pulse sequences. Additional features, such as local image gradient, can also be added to the
feature space in the same way, further increasing the quantity of information available to the segmentation algorithm.

The development of feature-space based approaches to PV models for medical image segmentation was initiated by
Santago and Gage [3], based on the observation that the physics of the image formation processes in a wide variety
of medical imaging modalities allows PV distributions for paired tissue combinations to be modelled as a simple,
linear process [4]. Relative fractions of different tissues therefore contribute proportionately to the intensity ina
given voxel. In previous work [5–9] we extended the density model proposed by Santago and Gage to generate a
unified mathematical framework incorporating both intensity and local image gradient, representing image intensities
as vectors in a multi-dimensional feature space to allow simultaneous segmentation of multiple image volumes from the
same subject. The parameters of the multi-dimensional probability density models are estimated using the Expectation-
Maximisation (EM) algorithm. Bayes theory is then used to estimate the most probable proportions of each tissue
within each voxel, rather than a hard classification to a single tissue type. In this paper we apply the proposed algorithm,
both with and without the utilisation of local image gradients, to simulated MR images of the normal brain from
Brainweb [10–13]. The results are compared to the tissue phantoms used to generate the simulated data, in order
to quantitatively demonstrate the improvements in segmentation accuracy gained through the addition of gradient
information to the feature space in segmentations of uni-spectral data.

∗E-mail: paul.bromiley@man.ac.uk
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2 Method

A complete description of the proposed algorithm is provided in our previous papers [5–9]; we provide only a brief
overview here. The approach proposed by Santago and Gage is based upon two main assumptions. The first is that,
in the absence of noise and artefacts such as intensity inhomogeneity, each tissuet has a well-defined signal intensity
Mt. The probability density distributiondt(g) describing the intensityg (which may be a vector of intensities from
multiple image volumes of the same subject) of voxels containing pure tissues is therefore given by a delta function
located atMt convolved with some noise distribution. The physics of image formation in MR, and some other medical
imaging modalities such as CT, is linear and so the intensityof PV voxels is given by the sum of the intensities of the
pure tissues they contain, weighted by the proportions of each tissue in the voxel

g =

N
∑

i=1

qiMi + η where

N
∑

i=1

qi = 1

whereMi is the signal intensity of tissuei, qi is the volumetric proportion of tissuei in the voxel such that0 < qi < 1,
N is the number of tissues, andη is some noise distribution. The second assumption made in the Santago and Gage
approach is that all values ofqi are equally likely. Limiting consideration of partial voluming to pairs of tissuest andr,
the probability density distributiondtr+rt(g) describing the intensities of PV voxels is therefore a uniform distribution
linking the intensitiesMt andMr of the pure tissues, again convolved with some noise distribution. Assuming the
noise to be Gaussian gives

dt(g) = αte
−

1
2
(g−Mt)

T C
−1

t
(g−Mt) and dtr+rt(g) =

∫ 1

0

βtr+rte
−

1
2
(g−Mtr+rt)

T C
−1

tr+rt
(g−Mtr+rt)dqt

whereMtr+rt = qtMt +(1− qt)Mr is the expected intensity of a PV voxel containing a proportionqt of tissuet and
1−qt of tissuer, Ctr+rt is the covariance matrix in PV voxels (estimated in the same way),Ct is the covariance matrix
of tissuet, andαt andβtr+rt are constants that provide unit normalisation. In practice, we divide the PV distributions
into two componentsdtr(g) anddrt(g), each describing the volumetric contribution of one of the pure tissues to the
PV voxels i.e.dtr(g) describes the contribution of tissuet to PV voxels also containing tissuer. These are triangular
distributions convolved with Gaussians, which sum to reproduce a uniform distribution convolved with a Gaussian.

We define the multi-dimensional local image gradient as

s =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

k=1

∇xI2
k +∇yI2

k

σ2
k

− λ

where∇xIk is the local gradient of imageIk in thex direction,n is the number of image volumes in the data,σ is
the standard deviation of the image noise andλ is a fit parameter. Thez component, i.e. the gradient in the inter-slice
direction, is deliberately omitted so that the algorithm can be applied to single slices as well as image volumes. The
probability density distribution describing the gradientat each voxelρn(s,g) must clearly be a function both of gradient
and intensity. However, the algorithm can be considerably simplified if the explicit dependence ong is removed by
using a power law dependent on an empirically determined shape parameterγ

ρn(s,g) = ρn(s, a) =
sγ

aγ+1
exp−

s
2

2a2 where a2(qt) = n(qtat + (1− qt)ar)
2 + a2

trw(qt)

n
∑

k=1

(Mkt −Mkr)
2

σ2
k

whereat andatr form a matrix of scale parameters for each pure tissue and PV component. The power law is based
on a set of logical constraints: the first term in the equationfor a establishes a linear baseline between the pure tissue
intensities. The gradient distribution must meet these intensities asqt → 0 andqt → 1, must peak atqt = 0.5, and must
vary smoothly withqt i.e. in the most general case the distributions must be elliptical. This dependency is introduced
by definingw(qt) = 1− 4(qt − 0.5)

2.

Having defined probability density distributions for the intensity and local gradient features, Bayes theory can be used
to determine the most probable generation mechanismn, either pure tissue or PV, for each voxel(g, s)

P (n|g, s) =
fndn(g)ρn(s,g)

f0 +
∑

t ftdt(g)ρt(s,g) +
∑

t

∑

r ftrdtr(g)ρtr(s,g)

Thefn are prior probabilities describing the frequency of occurrence of each mechanism;f0 is an outlier class that
can be used to account for pathological or other unmodeled data generation mechanisms. The parameters of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1. Example images and intensity histograms of the Brainweb T1 (a,b) T2 (c,d) and PD (e,f) images at 5% noise.

distributions (Mn, Cn, fn andan) can then be obtained through fitting the distributions to the image data in feature
space using the EM algorithm. The result is a set of probability maps showing the volumetric contribution of each pure
tissue to each voxel. In addition, since the algorithm is designed to operate on images in which the formation process
is linear (i.e. the intensity of each voxel is given by the sumof the signal intensities of the pure tissues it contains,
weighted by their volumetric proportions) and the fitting process provides estimates of the mean intensities of each
pure tissue, noise-free reconstructions of the original images can be produced by multiplying the volumetric maps for
each tissue with the estimated mean intensity of that tissueand summing the results. This process can be utilised for
evaluation purposes, since it produces a spatial representation of the model that has been fitted to the data, which can
be compared directly to the original images using standard statistical techniques such as theχ2 metric.

2.1 Evaluation Methodology

The 1.0mm slice thickness Brainweb phantoms were downloaded, and nine structure-rich slices (142 to 150 inclusive)
from an area of the brain expected to show significant partialvoluming were chosen for analysis. Only the tissues
within the brain (i.e. cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF), grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM)) were considered: the glial
matter class was treated as white matter. The phantoms were scaled to lie between 0 and 1, such that they represented
the estimated tissue volumes within each voxel. The noise-free, inhomogeneity-free, 1.0mm slice thickness Brainweb
simulations of T1-, T2- and PD-weighted images were then downloaded. Pure CSF, WM and GM voxels were identified
manually and their intensities measured, scaled such that the highest intensity tissue had a value of 250 grey levels.
The scaled phantoms were then multiplied by these values andsummed. Finally, the summed images were blurred by
convolution with a Gaussian kernel ofσ = 0.8 pixels in order to produce simulated MR images. This replicated the
point spread function simulation included in Brainweb. Thekernel size was determined by matching the edge gradients
in the re-simulated images to those in the Brainweb simulated images.

A series of Monte-Carlo simulations was then performed, in which Gaussian noise was added to the simulated images at
values were chosen to match the absolute values of the noise present in the Brainweb 3%, 5% and 7% noise simulations,
taking account of the scaling applied, such that results derived using the re-simulated images can be directly compared
to those derived on Brainweb simulated images. Example images and intensity histograms at 5% noise are shown in
Fig.1. A Gaussian noise distribution was used here, in contrast to the Rician noise present in Brainweb simulations.
However, this was justified since only WM, GM and CSF were considered, and in these tissues the signal-to-noise
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(a) T1 % Misclassification (b) T2 % Misclassification (c) PD % Misclassification

(d) T1χ
2 per DOF (e) T2χ

2 per DOF (f) PD χ
2 per DOF

Figure 2. Misclassification rates andχ2 per DOF for segmentations of the Brainweb T1, T2 and PD images.

ratio never fell below 4.2; the difference between Gaussianand Rician noise is insignificant at SNR’s above 3. 50
segmentations were performed for each set of images at each noise level and both with and without the use of gradient
information in the feature space.

Two performance metrics were applied to the results. First,PV maps of the CSF, GM and WM+glial tissues were pro-
duced, and binarized at the 0.5 level to produce tissue classifications (i.e. voxels were classified as the tissue comprising
the majority of their volume). These were compared to the original phantoms, and the number of misclassified pixels
was counted. Misclassification rate considers all tissues present in the images, and so provides a more easily inter-
pretable measure of performance than alternatives such as the Dice coefficient, which only consider single tissues [14].
However, since the algorithm was designed to measure tissuevolumes accurately, and the additional information pro-
vided by including gradient in the feature space is most relevant to estimating tissue proportions in PV voxels (since
these occur at tissue boundaries i.e. high gradient locations), simple classification-based measures obscure much of the
increased accuracy of segmentations performed using gradient terms in the tissue model. Therefore, a second perfor-
mance metric was also applied. Noise-free estimates of the original images were produced as described above, and a
χ2 metric was calculated by summing the squared differences between these and the original images, divided by the
square of the added noise.

In order to provide a benchmark for the misclassification rate, the Bayes error was measured. This was done by
measuring the number of voxels in each re-simulated image that were moved across the midpoints between pure tissue
mean intensities by the Gaussian blurring and Gaussian noise addition, therefore representing the minimum number of
misclassifications for a perfect fit of an intensity-only model (i.e. without using gradient information).

3 Results

Fig. 2 shows the misclassification rates produced by the segmentation algorithm, as percentages of the number of CSF,
GM and WM voxels (i.e. ignoring voxels in the background). The Bayes errors for intensity-based segmentations of
these images are also shown. When gradient terms are not used, the proposed segmentation algorithm achieves almost
optimal misclassification rates. The difference is due to errors on the tissue model parameter estimation introduced
by the presence of image noise. In the cases of the T1- and T2-weighted images, inclusion of gradient terms does not
reduce the misclassification rates. However, in the PD-weighted images the pure tissue intensity distributions overlap
to a considerable extent (see Fig.1), obscuring the PV distributions. The inclusion of gradient information in the tissue
model disambiguates the pure tissue and PV distributions inthis case, since PV voxels may have the same intensity
as pure tissue voxels but will occur at tissue boundaries andso have higher gradients. This leads to an improvement
in misclassification rates of around 2% when segmentation ofthe PD-weighted images is performed using gradient
terms in the tissue model compared to when they are not used, exceeding the Bayes error rates for intensity-only
segmentations. Fig. 2 also shows theχ2 between images reconstructed from the fitted tissue model and PV maps and
the original image data. This is a more sensitive measure of algorithmic performance for the reasons outlined above.
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Note that the absolute value of theχ2 measure contains little information (other than the fact that it is close to unity in
all cases, as expected), since the EM algorithm optimises a correlate ofχ2. However, relative values for segmentations
with and without gradient terms can safely be compared, and demonstrate significant improvements in accuracy when
gradients are used: the average improvement is 31.7%.

4 Conclusion

Segmentation algorithms form a core technology in medical image analysis, providing a route to tissue volume esti-
mation that can be used in a wide range of circumstances, suchas monitoring tumour volume changes or the progress
of atrophic diseases, and measuring the effect of drug therapies on these processes. In the most general terms, it is
clear that the more image information we can extract to use insegmentation, the more accurate the results will be.
Increasing segmentation accuracy will therefore increasethe statistical power available to measure volume change,
potentially allowing size of subject groups in clinical trials to be reduced whilst retaining the same confidence limits
on the conclusions.

The results presented here show that the inclusion of local gradient information in feature-space based segmentation
algorithms can significantly improve the accuracy of segmentations. Since the high-gradient locations in images occur
primarily at tissue boundaries, the gradient information is most relevant in PV voxels. Therefore, the improvements in
accuracy are most marked in situations where PV distributions are obscured beneath overlapping pure tissue distribu-
tions. Gradient information disambiguates the pure tissueand PV data generation mechanisms in such circumstances,
significantly increasing the accuracy of the segmentation result. The results also demonstrate the drawbacks of us-
ing voxel classification measures in segmentation evaluation: such measures ignore the majority of any error on the
estimation of tissue proportions in PV voxels.
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Abstract. Conventional non-linear diffusion methods are useful in removing image noise and in the same time
preserving object edges. However, in some applications it is required not only to remove noise but also to remove
unwanted structures (e.g. structured light fringes used to acquire the scene depth information). In this paper, a
new diffusion filter has been proposed to attain this goal. The method is based on the local gradient’s field spatial
coherence measure. The diffusion coefficient is chosen based on the angular information between gradient direction
within a specified neighbourhood. The diffusion coefficient varies spatially and it has a higher value where there are
structures with a predominant orientation of the gradient. The developed filter has been applied on both synthetic
and real data captured by a fringe projection 3D scanner used to monitor patient position and to track skin surface
deformations during radiation therapy. Experimental results show that the new method is able to eliminate both
random and structured noise.

1 Introduction

Modern curative radiation therapy often uses highly collimated high-energy x-ray beams that are spatially conformed
to the shape of a localised malignant disease. The high gradient of the radiation dose distribution requires precise
targeting of the tumour to increase the chances of eradicating the disease and reducing a probability of complications.
This is only possible if the position of the patient in the treatment room will match the position of the CT scan assumed
during treatment planning. Additionally in a clinical radiation therapy it is assumed that the patient does not move
during the treatment delivery, lasting between 20 to 30 minutes, which effectively requires enlargement of the target
volume. Sensing of 3D body surface information is becoming currently accepted as a tool to address the patient setup
and the subsequent patient position monitoring.

Image filtering is one of the most common steps in image processing, which helps in removing redundant information
such as noise. Removal of noise facilitates subsequent image processing operations such as edge detection, image
segmentation or pattern recognition. The traditional methods of de-noising, using simple filters as a Gaussian filter,
not only smooth the noise in the image but also, blur the edges and change their location. Alternative methods based
on partial differential equations [1], [2] , [3] and wavelets [4], [5] have been proposed to address this problem. Mrazek
et al [6] established correspondence between non-linear diffusion based on the use of partial differential equation and
wavelet shrinkage.

The focus of this paper is on the use of non-linear diffusion techniques for removing random and structured noise from
images. In the application introduced in this paper the structured noise present in the images is due to projected fringes
used to recover 3D information. The recovered textural information can be subsequently used to link the points on the
reconstructed surface with their physical positions. This can be seen as an extension and reformulation of the method
proposed in [7]. Rojo and Harrington [8] proposed a wavelet based approach to remove fringes but only from ”flat”
(evenly lit) images. The method makes use of the linear property of the wavelet transform. The fringe image is obtained
by taking the inverse transform of the isolated fringe pattern. This image is then subtracted from the original image to
obtain the fringe free image. The proposed, in this paper, diffusion filter is capable of removing fringes from flat and
non-flat (textured) images in a presence of random noise. The diffusion coefficient is chosen based on a distribution of
the angular information between gradient direction within a specified neighbourhood. The diffusion coefficient varies
spatially and has a higher value where gradient field exhibits a predominant direction.

The paper is organized as follows. A brief overview of the diffusion methods is presented in Section 2. The new
diffusion filter is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 contains experimental results using this filter applied to both
synthetic and real data. Finally, a brief summary of the work is given in Section 5.
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2 Overview of diffusion methods

The linear homogeneous and isotropic diffusion process where image intensity I is being diffused is described by:

∂I

∂t
= ∇. [c∇I] (1)

where the diffusion coefficient c has a constant value in the given domain, ∇. and ∇ are the divergence and gradient
operators respectively. Perona and Malik [1] introduced into image processing non-linear isotropic diffusion process,
where the diffusion coefficient c (x, y, t) is dependent on the image structure

∂I (x, y, t)
∂t

= ∇. [c (x, y, t)∇I (x, y, t)] (2)

c (x, y, t) is the non-linear conduction function which determines the behaviour of the diffusion process and is a func-
tion of the gradient magnitude of the image. The purpose of the function c is to stop the diffusion in the image at the
regions of object boundaries. Perona and Malik [1] also suggested following choice for c function

c (x, y, t) = exp

[
−

(‖∇I (x, y, t)‖
κ

)2
]

(3)

Several other diffusivity functions have been suggested by others based on regularised version of the image to calculate
the gradient [9], [10] and on image gradient histogram [11]. Non-linear isotropic diffusion can effectively eliminate
noise inside homogeneous regions. However, it can not successfully eliminate noise at edges due to large gradient
magnitude at the edge pixels. To address this Weickert [9] proposed an anisotropic diffusion which allows diffusion
to be different along different directions defined by the local geometry of the image. It does not only take account of
the magnitude of the gradient, ‖∇I (x, y, t)‖ but also its direction. To identify corners or to measure local coherence
structures Weickert [12] proposed the coherence enhancing diffusion using a structure tensor. This method considers
the gradient changes within the vicinity of specific points, where the structure tensor is calculated using matrix J0

resulting from the tensor product of a smoothed version of the original image

Jρ (∇Iσ) = Kρ ∗ [J0 (∇Iσ)] := Kρ ∗
(∇Iσ∇IT

σ

)
(4)

where componentwise convolution with a Gaussian kernel Kρ is applied to the tensor product J0 (∇Iσ).
Tschumperlé and Deriche [13] have shown the link between divergence and oriented Laplacians formulation of the
diffusion process, arguing that the later is more intuitive. They have also proposed a new numerical technique for
solving these equations using spatially distributed anisotropic Gaussian convolution stencils.
All these non-linear filters have been designed and used to eliminate noise and preserve (enhance) the object edges. A
new type of the non-linear filter, which is capable of not only removing the noise but also removing locally parallel
structures (structured noise) from images, is introduced in the following section.

3 Proposed diffusion filter

The proposed diffusion filter calculates the diffusion coefficient function c(x, y) using a gradient’s field spatial co-
herence measure which is estimated within some neighbourhood of each pixel. This measure could be interpreted in
terms of the entropy exhibited locally by the gradient field, with low entropy corresponding to a uniform gradient field.
Although this measure could be constructed in different ways (e.g. by calculating eigenvalues of the structure tensor
similarly to [12] or using a histogram of the image gradient) for the purpose of this paper the measure using a simple
geometrical reasoning is used. It is derived from the observation that for any parallel or uniform structure, the direc-
tions of the gradient vectors are similar. Whereas in the case of non-uniform structures (e.g., an arc or circle), the angle
between the gradient vectors are non-zero. The proposed filter is designed in such a way that, the diffusivity coefficient
is high where the angles are close to zero and will be lower for the bigger angles. To achieve this the normalised dot
products of the gradient vectors within a specified window are calculated first.

cos (θ) (x, y, i, j) =
a (x, y) .a (i, j)

‖a (x, y)‖ ‖a (i, j)‖ i = 1, . . . , p j = 1, . . . , q (5)

where a is the gradient vector, a is an average gradient calculated within the window, {i, j} is the index of the pixel
within the window, {x, y} indicates the center pixel of the window and p and q specify the size of the window. An
additional procedure is used to reduce the influence of any noisy pixels within the window on the measures’ value.
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Simplifying, this is achieved by a gradient magnitude thresholding technique to eliminate the contribution arising
from noisy pixels. Only those pixels are accounted for to calculate the cosine function whose gradient magnitude are
non-zero after applying thresholding. The sine is then calculated and normalised with the number of non-zero pixels
N within the window. This function is subsequently used in the numerator of the Perona-Malik diffusion function
(equation (3)) with diffusion equation described by equation 2.

f (x, y) =
1
N

p∑

i=1

q∑

j=1

√
1− cos2 (θ) (x, y, i, j) (6)

c (x, y) = exp

[
−

(
f (x, y)

κ

)2
]

(7)

4 Experimental results

The proposed diffusion filter has been applied on both synthetic images (noise free and noisy) and real image sequence
acquired from an optical sensor for the purpose of deformation tracking used in a context of radiation therapy. The
synthetic image contains parallel structures (modelling structured noise) and objects of different shapes. The noise
free and noisy versions of the images are shown in Figure 1(a and b). Figure 1(c) shows an image of a breast patient
showing skin markers and fringes, partially suppressed using the method described in [7]. The proposed diffusion filter
is applied on these images to remove random and structured noise. The results obtained from the standard and the
proposed diffusion filters are shown for comparison. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show respectively the images after applying

Figure 1: (a) noise free synthetic image, (b) noisy synthetic image and (c) image of the breast patient with fringes and
markers.

non-linear isotropic and anisotropic diffusion filters on the image shown in Figure 2(b). The magnified version of the
edges are shown next to the images. It can be seen from the figures that non-linear anisotropic diffusion filter, contrary
to the isotropic diffusion filter, can remove noise located close to the edges. However, both of them are not able to
remove the structured noise, though this should not be surprising as these filters were not designed for this purpose.

Figure 2: Noisy image smoothed with non-linear isotropic diffusion (a), and with non-linear anisotropic diffusion (b)
filters.

4.1 Results: synthetic image

The results of using the proposed diffusion filter on the synthetic images are shown in Figure 3. The value of κ was
kept fixed at 0.0005. The algorithm was running for 1000 iterations. Figure 3(a) shows the smoothed version of
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the noise free synthetic image with the diffusion coefficient calculated using 5 × 5 window. The parallel structures
were successfully removed with non-uniform structures preserved. For the case of noisy synthetic data, the window

Figure 3: (a) smoothed noise free image after 1000 iterations. (b) smoothed noisy image after 1000 iterations.

size was chosen to be 7 × 7. A gradient magnitude threshold of 0.2 was selected before calculating the diffusion
coefficient. Figure 3(b) shows the smoothed image after 1000 iterations. Both the parallel structures and random noise
were smoothed.

4.2 Results: real images

For the breast patient image (Figure 1(c)), the features (e.g., markers) needed to be extracted for the purpose of the
tracking breast deformation occurring during radiation therapy treatment. Since calculating the gradient using a noisy
image is an ill-posed problem, a smoothed version of the image was used (this is standard approach used in most
applications of the diffusion filters). A gradient threshold of 0.3 was then applied before calculating the diffusion
coefficient using equation (7) with the 5× 5 window.

Figure 4: (a) magnified version of the markers taken from the original image, (b) and (c) smoothed images of the
markers using non-linear isotropic and anisotropic diffusion filtering (d) smoothed noisy image after 200 iterations
using proposed diffusion filter with 5× 5 window size.

Figure 5: Sample of simulated markers superimposed on the images of the real fringes (top); Corresponding results
obtained after applying proposed filter (bottom)

Figure 4(a) shows a magnified version of the two markers taken from the original image. Figure 4(b) and 4(c) show
the markers after applying non-linear isotropic and anisotropic diffusion filters. From these images it is clear that,
conventional non-linear diffusion filters can remove random noise but can not eliminate the structured noise. The same
markers after applying the proposed filter are shown in Figure 4(d). The algorithm was running for 200 iterations. Both
the structured and random noise were smoothed leaving the markers clearly visible compared with the other methods.

To investigate if the proposed diffusion filter does not change position of features in the image a series of simulations
were performed where known, typically shaped, markers were superimposed on randomly selected images showing
original fringes (Figure 5). Subsequently the centre of mass (CoM) for the simulated markers and the markers seg-
mented from the smoothed images, shown at the bottom of Figure 5, were calculated and compared to investigate their
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Figure 6: Sample markers from the original images (a-c) and the markers from the smoothed images (b-d), with the
corresponding binary images.

displacements. Using a sample of 20 markers the maximum observed displacement error was just above one pixel with
standard deviation of 0.4 pixels. There were no evidence of a systematic error. The experiment was repeated with real
markers from a sequence captured in radiotherapy treatment room. The methodology proposed in [14] was used for this
purpose. First the original and smoothed images were converted to binary images by manually selecting thresholds for
both of the markers. The non-zero pixels in the binary images were then used to calculate the CoMs. Figure 6 shows
markers and their corresponding binary images with corresponding CoMs shifted by less than 0.2 of a pixel. Based on
this evidence it can be assumed that the proposed method does not change significantly position of the features.

5 Conclusion

The experimental results confirm that the proposed filter is capable of smoothing both structured and random noise
in the images without disturbing the centre of mass of the features. The diffusion coefficients for the new filter were
calculated using the angular information between gradient directions using a fixed window. The method can further be
improved by choosing spatially adaptive window and by using more elaborate measure of the gradient’s field coherence
(e.g., the orientation histogram of the image features within the window).
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Abstract. Fractal analysis of the human retinal vasculature may act as an early marker of disease. All previous investigation 

has involved vessel patterns traced by hand, a time consuming and laborious activity that is high unlikely to ever be 

implemented in large clinical studies. We have implemented a wholly computerized technique based on post-processing 

digital fundus images to automatically segment blood vessels and measure fractal properties of the binary structure.  40 retinal 

images were analysed in this study using multifractal and monofractal techniques. The hypertensive sub-group (n=20) 

exhibits lower fractal dimension than the non-hypertensive sub-group (n=20) with both monofractal and multifractal analysis. 

However, if a difference does exist between retinal vascular patterns from the two sub-groups and at the level seen in the data, a 

sample size of 180 per group for multifractality or 285 for monofractality would be required to show a statistical significance. The 

multifractal approach appears the more sensitive technique compared to monofractal analysis and therefore the more feasible for 

detecting small changes to the retinal vasculature. 

 

1 Introduction 

Measuring fractal dimension has previously attempted to quantify small changes to the human retinal vasculature, not 

immediately apparent by human observation, and act as an early marker of disease [1-4]. Hypertension is associated 

with arteriolar narrowing and focal vascular changes while retinal microvasculature changes are associated with 

stroke.  Monofractal analysis as an indicator of vascular change or disease has achieved limited success as retinal 

vessels may have different properties in different regions and different characteristics can be found depending on the 

location or scale of the measurement considered. Greater success has been reported by considering the retinal 

vascular pattern to be a geometrical multifractal characterized by a hierarchy of exponents rather than a single fractal 

dimension [5].  

 

To date, all investigation with fractal analysis has involved blood vessel patterns traced by hand, a time consuming 

and laborious activity that is high unlikely to ever be implemented in large clinical studies. Thus, to further evaluate 

fractal analysis we have combined it with a previously developed automatic vessel segmentation procedure [4]. In this 

paper we investigate the feasibility of a wholly computerized approach to fractal analysis, consider its sensitivity as a 

potential marker of vascular change and disease, and compare multifractal and monofractal results. The remainder of 

this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the algorithm for segmenting blood vessels, and for performing 

monofractal analysis and multifractal analysis. Section 3 presents results while sections 4 and 5 offer discussion and 

conclusions, respectively. 

 

2 Methods 

Processing was performed on the green channel of the colour fundus images as this typically exhibits the greatest 

contrast between vessel and background. All algorithms were implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., USA). 

 

2.1 Segmentation 

Fundus images are often non-uniformly illuminated and exhibit local luminosity and contrast variability. See Figure 

1(a). This may have an adverse affect on vessel segmentation and so each image is corrected by first estimating 

background illumination using a median filter with a mask of size greater than the expected maximum diameter of 

vessels (50 x 50 pixels) and then calculating correction coefficients by dividing the maximum grey-level value in the 

median filtered image by the grey-level value of each pixel in the filtered image. The green channel is then multiplied 

by the correction coefficients. See Figure 1(b). Noise and non-vessel structures are removed by filtering with a linear 

structuring element in multiple directions. Gaussian filtering with a 1D convolution kernel in multiple directions 
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smoothes and reduces noise while filtering with the second derivative (the Laplacian of Gaussian) filter emphasises 

blood vessels. Application of a second multi-direction linear morphological filter removes non-vessel areas 

inadvertently highlighted by the previous step. See Figure 1(c). Thresholding produces the binary vessel map. 

Experiments revealed that the median µ of grey level intensities estimates peak position in the grey-level histograms 

of the processed images and that using a threshold level of Th=µ+σ, where σ is the standard deviation, is sufficient to 

distinguish vessel pixels. See Figure 2(d). This algorithm has been tested on the DRIVE database which contains a set 

of colour fundus images and corresponding hand segmentations [6]. Segmentation accuracy is defined as the total 

number of correctly classified vessel and non vessel pixels and the algorithm described here was found to perform 

with an average accuracy of 0.9417 (with standard deviation 0.0080) for the 20 test images in the database. Although 

this compares favourably with other segmentation methods tested on the database there is room for improvement as 

very small vessels are frequently missed off the final binary image and some vessel paths are occasionally broken. 

 

 
  (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 1.  (a) Green channel of colour fundus image. (b) After illumination correction. (c) After morphological and 

Gaussian-based filtering. (d) After Thresholding. 

Fractal analysis may be more sensitive to changes in vascular patterns when skeletons rather than the segmented 

images are considered [7]. In order to investigate whether vessel width does exert influence, we skeletonise the 

segmentations using Matlab’s bwmorph algorithm, which is based on iterative deletion of pixels [8]. The skeleton 

contains many small branches, some of which correspond to noise. To remove noisy elements all branches shorter 

than 10 pixels, an experimentally determined value, are removed while longer branches are left unchanged [4]. In the 

monofractal approach, fractal dimension is measured using the box-counting technique: the binary object is overlaid 

with a series of boxes of increasing size l and the number of boxes N containing at least one white pixel is counted 

[2]. The slope of ln N(l) versus ln(l), obtained by least squares fitting,  yields the estimate of fractal dimension Dbox 

and associated uncertainty. See Figure 2(a). The main disadvantage of this method is that it does not consider the 

number of white pixels inside a box and is therefore not able to resolve regions with high or low densities. 

Multifractal techniques are well suited to characterizing complex spatial arrangements because they can resolve these 

local density variations.  Such an approach is introduced in the following section. 

2.2 Multifractal analysis 

Consider a structure with mass, i.e. number of white pixels, M0 and linear size L, covered with a grid of boxes of 

linear size l. From the formalism for fractal measures it follows that the generalised dimension Dq for the mass 

distribution is 
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~      (1) 

 

where Mi is the mass or number of pixels within the ith box, and q is a continuous and adjustable variable that makes 

it possible to examine fractal properties of the binary object at different scales [9]. Application of (1) to calculate Dq 

for q < 0 is hindered by the fact that boxes containing a small number of white pixels give anomalously large 

contribution to the sum on the left hand side of (1), and so it is not possible to get reliable results. This problem is 

solved by using the generalized sand box method which involves randomly selecting N of the M0 points belonging to 

the structure, and for each point counting the number of white pixels Mi(R) inside boxes of increasing linear 

dimension R, centred at the selected pixels.  The sum on left hand side of (1) becomes the average of (Mi(R) / M0)
q-1

 

according to the spatial probability distribution Mi(R) / M0. When the box centres are chosen randomly the averaging 

is made over this distribution and therefore  
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Since in this method the boxes are centred on the structure there are no boxes with too few white pixels in. D0 is often 

referred to as the capacity dimension, D1 the information dimension and D2 the correlation dimension. 

 

For a segmented retinal image, typical structure size M0 is in the region of 30 000 to 40 000 pixels and linear size L is 

approximately 600 pixels. To calculate the generalized dimension spectrum Dq versus q,  1000 random points on the 

structure were selected, and the numbers of white pixels Mi inside boxes of linear size R and centred at the selected, 

were counted. Box sizes ranged from 10 to 300 pixels in steps of 2 pixels. The counts were then used to calculate and 

plot ln ‹(Mi(R) / M0)
q-1

› / (q-1) versus ln (R/L) for a range q values, where the slope of the straight lines, obtained by 

least squares fitting, corresponds to Dq. See Figure 2(b). The procedure was repeated 100 times, with different 

random choices of 1000 points, for each structure. The final values of Dq were calculated as averages over these 

repetitions. See Figure 2 (c). As the error bars do not overlap on the full range of q and D(q) is a decreasing function 

of q, we can deduce that the segmented vasculature demonstrates multifractal scaling [9]. If the structure were a 

simple monofractal, D(q) would be constant.  

 

 
  

 (a)  (b) 

 
  

 (c)  (d) 

 

Figure 2.  (a) Plot of ln N(l) versus ln(l) for the image shown in Figure 1. Dbox is calculated from the slop of the best 

fit straight line. (b) Plot of  ln ‹(Mi(R) / M0)
q-1

› / (q-1) versus ln (R/L) to estimate Dq. (c) Generalized dimension 

spectrum Dq versus q calculated for the image in Figure 1. (d) The f(α) spectrum. 

With multifractal analysis it is common practice to evaluate the f(α) spectrum [5,9,10]. N(α) = L 
–f(α)

 represents the 

number of boxes N(α) such that the probability Pi of finding a white pixel within a given region i scales as Pi = L
α

i 
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and f(α) may be understood as the fractal dimension of the union of regions with singularity strengths between α and 

α + dα. The relationship between the D(q) spectrum and the f(α) spectrum is made via the Legendre transform 

 

)()())(( qqqqf ταα −=     (3) 

 

where  
dq

qd
q

)(
)(

τ
α =    and  

qDqq )1()( −≡τ  is the mass correlation exponent of the qth order.  

For a simple fractal, the fractal dimension is independent of q and therefore represented by a single point f(α) = α = 

D on the f(α) spectrum. Multifractal structures produce a non-trivial spectrum.  See Figure 2(d) which shows the f(α) 

spectrum for the binary image in Figure 1(d). The derivatives are calculated as dτ(q)/dq  ≈ (τ(q+ε)-τ(q))/ε where 

ε=0.001, except at q = 1 where dτ(q)/dq ≈ (τ(1+ε)-τ(1-ε))/2ε was used. The error bars in the f(α) spectrum are 

calculated from the uncertainties associated with the values of Dq in the generalized dimension spectrum. The shape 

of the spectrum may provide valuable information regarding small changes to the retinal vasculature. 

    

3 Results 

The computerized approach was used to segment a set of fundus images obtained from a study on lacunar stroke. 

These images were captured with a 45
o
 field of view using 8 bits per color plane at 3504 x 2336 pixels, but reduced 

in size to 685 x 584 pixels for processing and analysis. This image set consisted of 2 sub-groups, hypertensive and 

non-hypertensive patients, and both containing 20 photographs. Monofractal and multifractal analysis was performed 

on the segmented images as well as on skeletonised version and the results are given in Table 1. 

 

Object Status Dbox σbox D0 σ0 D1 σ1 D2 σ2 f(α) peak σpeak 

Non 1.605 0.044 1.687 0.094 1.668 0.048 1.652 0.050 1.743 0.063 Binary 

Network HT 1.604 0.039 1.678 0.048 1.656 0.045 1.638 0.045 1.744 0.072 

Non 1.422 0.036 1.697 0.053 1.688 0.053 1.678 0.053 1.693 0.056 Unpruned 

Skeleton HT 1.414 0.031 1.696 0.028 1.685 0.029 1.673 0.030 1.699 0.031 

Non 1.403 0.032 1.691 0.051 1.684 0.051 1.675 0.051 1.685 0.051 Pruned 

Skeleton HT 1.399 0.029 1.691 0.027 1.681 0.029 1.670 0.030 1.691 0.034 

 

Table 1.  Average box counting (Dbox) and generalized dimensions (Dq) measurements with standard deviations (σ). 

Second column indicates sub-group (non-hypertensive and hypertensive).  Average peak position in the f(α) spectrum 

and standard deviations are also given. 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the hypertensive sub-group seems to exhibit lower fractal dimension than the non-

hypertensives for both monofractal and multifractal analysis. Analyzing the skeletons showed that only 13 from the 

non-hypertensive sub-group and 14 from the hypertensive sub-group displayed multifractal properties, i.e. Dq is a 

decreasing function of q. Skeletons that did not display multifractal properties were excluded from multifractal 

analysis. Table 1 suggests that monofractal analysis may be more sensitive to skeletons rather than the segmented 

images, whereas the opposite of this is the case for multifractal analysis. Although, to show this conclusively further 

investigation with a larger sample size is required.   

 

We found the biggest difference between mean Dbox for the two sub-groups when the unpruned skeletons were 

subjected to monofractal analysis. To determine if there is a significant difference in Dbox between the two groups a 

two-sample t-test was used.  For the sample size in this study we found no evidence of a difference. The difference 

between groups is 0.008, 95% CI for difference (-0.014, 0.030), p = 0.46. With the multifractal approach, the largest 

difference between the two sub-groups is for D2 measured on the segmented images. A two-sample t-test was again 

used and for the sample size we found no evidence of a significant difference. The difference between groups is 

0.014, 95% CI for difference (-0.016, 0.044), p = 0.36. 

 

For a single measurement of fractal dimension using the box counting (monofractal) technique the uncertainty 

associated with the value is approximately ±25% (95% CI).  For a single measurement of generalized dimensions D0, 

D1 or D2 using the sand box (multifractal) technique the uncertainty associated with the value is approximately ±1% 

(95% CI).  This suggests that multifractal analysis is far more sensitive than multifractal analysis. However, for the 

sample size used here the standard deviations of all the mean fractal dimension measurements, regardless of 

measurement technique, are of a similar magnitude.  
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Peak positions in each f(α) spectrum were estimated by fitting a second degree polynomial in a least squares manner. 

The typical uncertainty in this measurement is approximately ±10% (95% CI). The difference between average peak 

positions for the two sub-groups is very small compared to the standard deviations, however, hypertensives appear to 

have spectrums shifted slightly towards to the lower α range in comparison to non-hypertensives. A more accurate 

method of determining peak position may yield a more useful measurement. 

 

4 Discussion 

If a difference does exist between retinal vascular patterns from the two sub-groups and this is reflected in Dbox at the 

level seen in the data then we would need a sample size of approximately 285 per group to show a statistical 

significance. This calculation is based on a 5% level of significance and an 80% power with a two-sided two-sample 

test.  However, for D2 a sample size of approximately 180 per group would be required to detect a statistically 

significant difference. The multifractal approach appears the more sensitive technique (requiring approximately 100 

less images per sub group) and is therefore more likely to be successful in detecting small changes to the retinal 

vasculature than monofractal analysis.  

 

Problems exist with our computerized segmentation algorithm: the edge of the optic disk is sometimes wrongly 

detected as a vessel, spurious side spurs are occasionally detected off major vessels, incorrect detections result from 

the underlying choroidals, and some vessel paths are broken.  More importantly, very small vessels are frequently 

missed off the segmentation.  All of these issues lead to a reduction in segmentation accuracy and mask the true 

fractal properties of the retinal vasculature. Improving segmentation performance, by increasing the number of true 

vessel detections and reducing artefacts, would generate a binary object that better reflects the true retinal vascular 

pattern in the image, and thus increase the likelihood of multifractal analysis detecting small changes associated with 

disease.  

5 Conclusions 

We have described a wholly computerized technique to measure the fractal properties of the retinal vasculature based 

on post-processing digital fundus images to automatically segment blood vessels. Monofractal and multifractal 

methods were compared and measurements with the latter found to have a much smaller associated uncertainty than 

with the former. Fractal dimension appears smaller for the hypertensives than for the non-hypertensives, though if a 

difference does exists between the two groups a larger sample size would be required to show a statistical 

significance. Multifractal analysis appears feasible as an early marker of disease and further investigation is underway 

to improve segmentation and with a large sample size. 
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Abstract. Dynamic texture analysis (TA) of contrast-enhanced (CE) computer tomography (CT) may provide a 
novel approach to non-invasive quantification of tissue vascularity. This may aid in early diagnosis of malignancy, 
(eg. liver metastases). For each colorectal cancer patient (Dukes A, B or C classification) having apparently 
normal hepatic morphology, dynamic TA evaluated temporal texture changes within CE-CT image series. Hepatic 
texture was assessed using independent and relative TA. Independent TA comprised a) selective-scale filtration 
using 2-D Laplacian of Gaussian filter to highlight fine, medium and coarse texture using different pass-band 
regions followed by b) quantification of texture. Quantification of texture without filtration was also performed. 
Relative TA assessed the relative contribution made to the image by texture features at two different scales. 
Hepatic tissue vascularity and heterogeneity (quantified as entropy) increased after injection of contrast media. 
The temporal texture changes from baseline were greater for Dukes A and B than Duke C patients. Unfiltered 
images quantified as entropy showed significant differences between Dukes A and B from Dukes C patients in the 
hepatic arterial phase of enhancement (21-30s). Of all dynamic TAs, fine texture showed greatest ability in 
differentiating the two groups for entropy and mean intensity. Fine entropy demonstrated texture differences in 
both arterial (21-30s) and portal phases (31-40s). Relative texture fine to medium mean intensity demonstrated 
moderate difference in the arterial phase (26-30s). This feasibility study demonstrates that dynamic TA of CE-CT 
represents a promising research and perhaps diagnostic tool.   

1 Introduction 
Dynamic contrast-enhanced CT (DCE-CT) using contrast agents are incorporated into conventional CT to assess 
tissue vascularity. Yet even with contrast enhancement and multi-detector CT systems metastases smaller than 5 mm 
in diameter cannot be detected reliably. However these small tumours eg. occult liver (hepatic) metastases, may alter 
the liver haemodynamics producing blood flow changes detectible by quantifying contrast enhancement on CT [1]. 
However, specialized image acquisitions are needed to assess these blood flow changes on CT, increasing the 
radiation burden and cost beyond routine CT protocols. Therefore developing a novel physiologically sensitive tool 
to quantify tissue vascularity in DCE-CT images may have greater potential as a clinical and research tool. The liver’s 
dual blood supply provides two routes of delivery for contrast media resulting in an initial arterial phase of 
enhancement followed by a later portal phase. Generally the presence of small tumours increases the enhancement in 
the arterial phase but reduces enhancement in the portal phase. Computer simulations and human studies indicate that 
liver texture from single CT image may reflect hepatic vascularity [2-4]. Selective-scale texture analysis (TA) could 
extract and quantify texture features based on scale and intensity variations. Relative-scale TA assesses relative 
contributions made by texture features at two different scales (eg. fine/medium texture ratio). These may quantify 
visually imperceptible diagnostic information regarding tissue vascularity. In this feasibility study we assess the 
potential of dynamic TA as a novel non-invasive approach to quantify DCE-CT for assessing tissue vascularity in 
classifying patients with colorectal cancer but having normal hepatic morphology.  
 

2 Method  
This feasibility study comprised using archival diagnostic imaging data of colorectal cancer patients who had 
undergone a DCE-CT study of the liver as part of a conventional CT of the chest, abdomen and pelvis. This group 
consisted of 27 patients (7 women, 20 men; age range: 45-79 years; mean age: 64 years) with no evidence of hepatic 
metastases having apparently normal hepatic morphology as determined by a specialist in radiology. Pathological 
staging by Dukes classification based on histological assessment of primary tumour (degree of invasion), regional 
node involvement and presence of metastasis resulted in Dukes A (n=4), Dukes B (n=4) and Dukes C (n=19) patient 
sub-groups. Patients with Dukes A and B classification have better prognosis (curability due to less aggressive 
disease) than Dukes C and form the two diagnostic patient groups in this study.   
 
2.1 Image Acquisition 
Images comprised a dynamic single location contrast-enhanced sequence for assessment of hepatic haemodynamics 
(CT Twin: Elscint, Haifa, Israel). Prior to imaging, intravenous iodine contrast medium was injected. Patients were 
instructed not to take deep breaths but to breathe quietly for the entire duration of the sequence. A 10 mm section of 
mid liver was selected to reduce potential movement artifact. The first image in the series was obtained at the same 
instant the contrast medium was injected. This unenhanced image was used to determine baseline attenuation values. 
Data acquisitions of 1s duration were performed every 3s for approximately 36s. Images obtained were reconstructed 
and then transferred to a personal computer for further analysis. The whole image sequence was used to assess 
hepatic texture. The in-plane pixel resolution for the liver images used in this study was 0.84mm.  
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2.2 Dynamic Texture Analysis  
For each patient, temporal changes in hepatic texture from baseline was assessed within CE-CT image series obtained 
at regular time interval. Hepatic texture within each image of this dynamic sequence was assessed using independent 
(without filtration and selective-scale) and relative TA which is described in detail below.    
 
Independent texture analysis 
The 2-D Gaussian distribution (g ) is formulated as follows:  
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where ( )yx,  is the spatial coordinates of the image matrix, σ  is the standard deviation. 

g2∇  is the 2-D Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter [5], whose distribution in spatial domain is given below: 
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From the expression for this circularly symmetric filter at different sigma (σ ) values, the number of pixels 
representing the width between the diametrically opposite zero-crossing points in this filter can be calculated. The 
lower the sigma value, the smaller is the width of the filter in the spatial domain and the larger is the pass-band region 
of the filter in the frequency domain, highlighting fine details or features in the filtered image in the spatial domain. 
Thus the filter can be tuned so as to highlight fine (σ = 0.5, filter width: 2 pixels or 1.68 mm), medium (σ = 1.5, 
filter width: 6 pixels or 5.04 mm) and coarse (σ = 2.5, filter width: 12 pixels or 10.08 mm) textures or features within 
the hepatic CT image. This width can be considered as the scale at which the structures in the image will be 
highlighted and enhanced whilst structures below this scale will become blurred. Frequency domain filtration reduces 
computational time. The Fourier transform of the LoG filter and the CT liver image were computed by taking the 

Fourier transforms of the spatial filter ( g2∇ ) and the CT liver image ( )h  along the x-y directions. The inverse 

Fourier transform of the filtered spectrum gives the resultant filtered image in the spatial domain as expressed below. 

( ) ( ){ }),(),(),( yxhFyxgFFyxh f ∗∇= − 21                                                                        (Equation 3) 

Quantification of Texture 

The following statistical parameters were used to evaluate texture within the hepatic region of interest (ROI), both for 
unfiltered images as well as filtered images highlighting fine, medium and coarse texture respectively: (a) Mean grey-
level intensity )(m , (b) Entropy (e) is a parameter indicating intensity and inhomogeneity (irregularity), and (c) 

Uniformity (u) indicates how close the image is to a uniform distribution of the grey-levels.  These parameters are 
defined below where R  is the region of interest within the image( )yxa , , N  is the total number of pixels in the 

region of interest R , l  is the number of grey-levels (for example l =1 to k  indicates grey-level from 1 to k ) in R  
and )(lp  is the probability of the occurrence of the grey-level l  based on the image histogram technique: 
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Relative texture analysis 
In addition to quantification of fine, medium and coarse textures using different band-pass filter applied to a ROI; we 
computed ratios of texture parameters, i.e. fine/medium, fine/coarse and medium/coarse texture ratios, as follows: 
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3 Results 
The temporal texture changes in contrast enhancement between colorectal cancer patients (Dukes A and B versus 
Dukes C classification) were assessed using non-parametric two-tailed Mann Whitney statistical test. Figure 1 
provides an illustration of dynamic TA of CE-CT in a colorectal cancer patient having apparently normal liver. 
Hepatic tissue vascularity and heterogeneity increased after injection of contrast media as observed from an 
increasing trend shown by entropy on texture without filtration (Figure 2A). The temporal texture changes from 
baseline were greater for patients with Dukes A and B than patients with Duke C classification (Figure 2). For 
unfiltered images the greatest significant difference between Dukes A and B from Dukes C patients was observed for 
entropy (Figure 2A, Table 1). Generally differences in the unfiltered images were observed for all texture quantifiers 
in the time interval of 16-30s after injection of contrast media. This phase is considered as the hepatic arterial phase 
of enhancement i.e. when the contrast media reaches the aorta, enhancing the hepatic arteries on the CT image. 
Significant difference was also observed for unfiltered m in the portal phase i.e. enhancement of the hepatic portal 
veins (31-35s). These differences between the diagnostic groups were greatly enhanced for selective-scale TA. Of all 
dynamic TAs, fine texture showed greatest ability in differentiating the two for e and m. Fine e demonstrated texture 
differences in both arterial (21-30s) and portal (31-40s) phases (Figure 2B, Table 1) while m showed significant 
differences predominantly in the arterial phase (11-30s). Medium and coarse texture quantifications were less 
significant than fine texture. Relative texture fine to medium m demonstrated moderate difference in the arterial phase 
(26-30s, Figure 2C, Table 1) while differences between the diagnostic groups were also observed in the very early 
arterial phase (6-10s) for fine to coarse e and u, and medium to coarse m. 
 

Time after contrast medium injection Texture  

Method 1-5s   6-10s 11-15s  16-20s 21-25s 26-30s 31-35s 36-40s 

m - - - 0.0466 0.0414 - 0.0128 - 

e - - - - 0.0074 0.0102 - - 

Without 

Filtration 

u - - - - 0.0193 0.0143 - - 

m - - 0.0316 0.0135 0.0099 0.006 - 0.0232 Fine  

e - - - - 0.0414 0.006 0.0188 0.0232 

m - - - 0.0466 0.0238 0.0102 - - Medium 

e - 0.0316 - - - - - - 

m - - - - - 0.0232 - - Coarse 

e - 0.0238 - - - - - - 

Fine to Medium m - - - - - 0.0424 - - 

e - 0.0357 - - - - - - Fine to Coarse 

u - 0.0466 - - - - - - 

Medium to Coarse m - 0.0357 - - - - - - 

Table 1. Significant differences (p-values from Mann Whitney test highlighted in bold) between Dukes A and B from 
Dukes C patients at various time points in CE-CT image sequence obtained from different texture methodologies. 
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Figure 1 A rapid series of CE-CT images (around 13 slices, top row) for a colorectal cancer patient (Dukes B) and 
subsequent dynamic TA derived from hepatic region of interest at fine, medium and coarse feature scales.  

 

 
Figure 2 Expressing temporal changes in liver contrast enhancement from baseline as texture parameters (A) without 

filtration (e), (B) selective-scale fine filtration (e), and (C) relative-scale fine to medium texture ratio (m) 
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4 Discussion 
Our feasibility study on dynamic TA of hepatic CE-CT indicated the potential of this novel approach in reflecting 
hepatic haemodynamics and classifying patients with colorectal cancer having apparently normal morphology. Such 
measurements may have diagnostic capabilities that are comparable or greater than simple measurements of hepatic 
attenuation or enhancement and/or specialised CT perfusion (blood flow) imaging. Perfusion imaging has shown the 
potential for earlier detection of hepatic metastases [6]. But this technique is complex and do not form part of routine 
imaging protocols. Dynamic TA of CE-CT images may not require additional contrast media, reduces radiation dose 
and cost, and therefore can easily form part of routine imaging protocols. This study demonstrated textural changes 
predominantly in the arterial phase of enhancement between the diagnostic groups. Alterations to arterial phase 
enhancement and texture without filtration on CT have been previously shown to predict hepatic metastases and 
overall and disease-free survival [7-10]. In this study selective-scale fine filtration demonstrated greater sensitivity in 
predicting textural differences between these patients in both arterial and portal phases. Furthermore greater temporal 
changes from baseline were observed for less aggressive disease (Dukes A and B) may seem less biologically 
intuitive. However greater vessel and tissue enhancement within the liver having aggressive pathology (possibly due 
to occult metastases) produces an increased number of bright features or pixels which may result in greater area of 
uniform brightness within the entire liver ROI. Thus aggressive disease may result in lower temporal changes in 
texture (Figure 2). Previous TA studies of hepatic CT images have focussed on segmentation and classification of 
visible focal lesions into benign and malignant [11-14] using Wavelet techniques and ANN based decision algorithms 
while others have employed probabilistic modelling techniques for vessel enhancement in lung images [15]. Simpler 
densitometry and attenuation measurements including statistical analysis applied in diagnosing liver diffuse diseases 
have not shown to be very sensitive to the local spatial variations that produce texture features such as coarseness and 
irregularity arising from image brightness [16]. Furthermore a limitation of these uninformed (black-box) analytic 
classification approaches including ANN is their abstract nature; using combinations of measurements lacking any 
biological rationale for optimal diagnostic group separation. Our TA methodology has been previously shown to 
predict hepatic blood flow and reduced survival in colorectal cancer patients using only a single portal-phase CT 
image [3]. This feasibility study showed the potential of dynamic TA of CE-CT liver images using non-orthogonal 
Wavelet based LoG filter for selective- and relative-scale assessment of hepatic haemodynamics in patients with 
colorectal cancer. Fine texture may correspond to occult blood vessels or tissue parenchyma while medium to coarse 
may reflect small to large blood vessels or tissue response. Quantification of these features using relevant intensity- 
and distribution-based entropy and uniformity measurements described tissue vascularity. The future potential of 
using a more sophisticated technique like probabilistic modeling for effective vessel enhancement in liver TA needs 
to be assessed. In summary dynamic TA of CE-CT represents a promising research and perhaps diagnostic tool.  
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Abstract. A novel method for simultaneous segmentation of multiple interacting surfaces belonging to multiple
interacting objects is reported. The approach is based on representation of the multiple inter-relationships in a single
volumetric graph, followed by graph optimization that yields a globally optimal solution. The method’s utility and
performance are demonstrated on a knee-joint bone and cartilage segmentation task. The method’s performance was
assessed in 17 3D MR datasets.

1 Introduction

Substantial effort has been devoted to developing automatic or semi-automatic image segmentation techniques in 3D
[1]. Recently, approaches appeared for optimal segmentation of single and multiple interacting surfaces in 3D, 4D and
n-D [2,3]. Despite a pressing need to solve multi-object segmentation tasks that are common in medical imaging (e.g.,
multiple organ segmentations), the literature discussingsuch approaches is very limited.

We report a novel approach for optimal multi-object multi-surface segmentation. Our method is motivated by the
pressing need to accurately segment multiple bone and cartilage surfaces in osteoarthritic joints, including knees,
ankles, hips, etc. A typical scenario includes the requirement to segment surfaces of the bones and surfaces of the
cartilages with high accuracy and in a globally consistent manner. Despite the knee-joint focus of this paper, the
presented method is general and applicable to a broad range of segmentation problems.

2 Methods

The multi-object multi-surface segmentation reported here is based on our previously reported method for optimal
segmentation of multiple interacting surfaces (optimal with respect to the constructed graph and employed cost func-
tion) [4]. Following a presegmentation step, a graph is constructed in which desired surfaces are detected in a narrow
band around the presegmentation surface while the topological properties of the segmented surfaces and their inter-
actions are considered. The overall approach consists of the following main steps in which segmentation of cartilage
surfaces simultaneously for the femur, tibia, and patella bones of a knee joint is performed. Application to other
multi-object multi-surface segmentation tasks would be analogous.

2.1 Presegmentation

Femur, tibia and patella bones need to be segmented first. Forrobust presegmentation using a fully automated approach,
an iterative graph search method was employed that utilizedshape models of the individual bones forming the joint. To
form the shape models, 11 3D MR datasets depicting femur, tibia and patella were segmented using interactive level-set
segmentation that was manually edited as necessary. The resulting objects were used to compute mean shapes of the
bones using automated surface landmarking and Procrustes analysis. The mean-shape bone surfaces were triangulated
and represented as meshes consisting of more than 2000 vertices per joint.

When segmenting never-before seen MR datasets, the shape models were approximately fitted to the 3D images and
used for initialization of the bone presegmentations. Eachof the three bone models (femur, tibia and patella) was
fitted independently to cope with different joint positionsand angles. Using these fitted models, a separate volumetric
graph was formed for each of the three bones. An optimal graphsearch algorithm was applied to each of these graphs
iteratively yielding presegmentations of the three bones.

2.2 Simultaneous Segmentation of Femoral, Tibial and Patellar Cartilage

The main goal of this step is to determine the bone and cartilage surfaces of each of the three bones forming the knee
joint. Since the cartilage generally covers only those parts of the respective bones which may come to direct contact

∗Correspondence to milan-sonka@uiowa.edu
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with another bone of the joint during joint motion, double surfaces (cartilage & bone) must be defined at appropriate
locations while single surfaces must be detected in non-cartilage regions. To facilitate a topologically robust problem
definition across variety of joint shapes and cartilage disease stages, two surfaces are detected for each bone and the
single–double surface topology differentiation reduces into differentiation of zero and non-zero distance between the
two surfaces. To identify bone regions in which cartilage may or may not exist, a priori knowledge of knee joint
anatomy is used. In this respect, the non-cartilage regionsalong the bone surface were identified as regions in which
zero distance between the two surfaces was enforced so that the two surfaces collapsed onto each other effectively
forming a single bone surface. In the cartilage regions, thezero-distance rule was not in place.

The non-cartilage and cartilage regions were defined based on cartilage distribution in a training set of knee joint data.
For each of the three bones forming the knee joint, these non-cartilage and cartilage regions were associated with
vertices of the mean shape meshes. The mesh vertices were labeled as definitely belonging to a non-cartilage region if
the vertex in question has never been associated with a cartilage region in the training set. Similarly, the vertices were
labeled as belonging to a cartilage region if the vertex in question has always been associated with a cartilage region
in the training set. The regions that were associated with both the cartilage and non-cartilage label in the samples
from the training set were labeled as transitional regions.The transitional regions were located along the edges of the
bone cartilage regions to allow smooth transitions from cartilage (typically non-zero distance of the two surfaces) to
non-cartilage (required zero distance between the two surfaces).

In addition to multi-surface segmentation that must be performed for each individual bone, the bones of the joint
interact in the sense that cartilages from adjacent bones cannot intersect each other, cartilage and bone surfaces mustbe
coinciding, the maximum anatomically feasible cartilage thickness is incorporated, etc. The regions in which adjacent
bone cartilages come into contact are called the interacting regions. Such interacting regions exist between femur and
tibia and between femur and patella. It is indeed desirable to find these interacting regions automatically. Utilizing the
bone presegmentations in 3D, distance transform is computed and a distance threshold employed to find median sheets
between each pair of adjacent bones in the interacting regions. By mapping the median sheets back to the bone meshes,
the mapped regions define the interacting areas.

With single/multiple surface as well as cartilage/non-cartilage region definitions, multi-object multi-surface graph can
be built that is well suitable for knee cartilage segmentation. The resulting graph must be a proper-ordered multi-
column graph, so that the segmentation task can be represented as a search for a V-weight net surface as defined in [2].

2.2.1 Graph Construction and Optimization

A graphG = (V, E) is a collection of verticesV and arcsE. If an arce1 ∈ E connects a vertexv1 ∈ V with v2 ∈ V ,
v1 andv2 are called adjacent and the arc can be written as< v1, v2 >. In a graph with undirected arcs,< v1, v2 > and
< v2, v1 > are equivalent. In a graph with directed arcs,< v1, v2 > and< v2, v1 > are different.

In a multi-column graph, an undirected graphB = (VB , EB) in (d− 1)-D and is called the base graph. An undirected
graphG = (V, E) in d-D is generated byB and a positive integerK, where each vertexvi ∈ VB has a setVi of K

vertices inV . Vi is also called thei-column of G. An i-column and aj-column are adjacent ifvi andvj are adjacent in
B. The construction of a directed graph̃G = (Ṽ , Ẽ) from G was reported in [2] where lemmas are presented showing
that a V-weight netN in G corresponds to a non-empty closed setS in G̃ with the same weight. Consequently, an
optimal surface segmentation problem can be converted to solving a minimum closed set problem iñG. Especially,
whenG is proper-ordered, the optimal V-weight net inG can be computed inT (n, mBK), wheren is the number of
vertices inV andmB is the number of arcs inE.

2.2.2 Multi-object Multi-surface Graph Construction

Multi-surface graph construction for multiple closed surfaces was given in [4]. Maintaining the same graph structure
for the individual objects (femur, tibia and patella in the knee joint), the base graph is formed using the presegmented
surface meshM. VB is the vertex set onM andEB is the edge set. In the multiple closed surface detection case,
this base graph is duplicated each time when searching for anadditional surface. The duplicated base graphs are
connected by undirected arcs to form a new base graph which ensures that the interacting surfaces can be detected
simultaneously. Additional directedintra-column arcs, inter-column arcs and inter-surface arcs incorporate surface
smoothness and surface separation constraints into the graph.

Pursuing multi-object graph construction and consideringthe three bones forming the knee joint, the base graphs of
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these three objects need to be connected to form a new base graph. Interacting surface separation constraints are
implemented by addinginter-object arcs at the interacting areas. Inter-object surface separationconstraints are also
added to the interacting areas to define the separation requirements that shall be in place between two adjacent objects.
The inter-object arcs can be constructed in the same way as the inter-surface arcs. The problem of this step is that
no one-to-one correspondence exists between the meshes of the interacting object pairs. To overcome this problem,
corresponding columnsi andj need to be defined between the interacting objects. The corresponding columns should
have the same directions. Considering offsetd between the vertex setsVi andVj of the two objects, inter-object arcs
Ao between two corresponding columns can be defined as:

Ao ={〈Vi(k), Vj(k − d + δl)〉|∀k : max (d− δl, 0) ≤ k ≤ min (K − 1 + d− δl, K − 1)}

∪ {〈Vj(k), Vi(k + d− δu)〉|∀k : max (δu − d, 0) ≤ k ≤ min (K − 1 + d− δu, K − 1)} (1)

wherek is the vertex index number;δl andδu are inter-object separation constraints withδl <= δu.

Nevertheless, it may be difficult to find corresponding columns between two regions of different topology. The ap-
proach presented here offers one possible solution. There is an infinite number of points on the median sheet identified
between the pair of interacting objects. For each median point, using the shortest distance criterion, two nearest vertices
of the meshes of the two interacting object presegmentationsurfaces are connected and this connecting line defines the
connecting column between the two objects for each such pairof points. Consequently, the multiple surfaces can
be simultaneously segmented for the multiple objects by searching the resulting single graph, the optimization being
performed in a single optimization process as described in more detail in the following paragraphs.

A simple inter-object arc example is given in Fig. 1 in which one and only one graph cut exists for bothVi andVj .
These cuts represent the surface locations and all the vertices below the cuts form a closed set. Suppose the graph cut is
between vertices 2 and 3 forVi in Fig. 1(a). Then, graph cut forVj must be above vertex 3 forVj , so that the minimum
separation isδl. Likewise, if the graph cut forVi is between vertices 2 and 3 in Fig. 1(b), then the graph cut forVj must
below vertex 5, so that the maximum separation isδu.
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Figure 1. Example showing inter-object arcs usage in segmentation ofinteracting objects.

2.2.3 Cost Function and Graph Optimization

Needless to say, the resulting segmentation is driven by thecost functions associated with the graph vertices. For
solving the knee bone/cartilage segmentation task, our cost functions assigned a combination of image gradient and
image intensity to the graph vertices. LetI be an image smoothed by a curvature-driven anisotropic diffusion filter [5].
The edge information is obtained fromI by computing magnitude of 3D image gradient|∇I|. The corresponding edge

cost is defined asCg = e−
|∇I|

2 . Since the cartilage intensity is usually higher than that of the surrounding tissues, the
desired intensity properties are preferred by subtractinga positive value from the cost. Likewise, undesired intensity
changes are penalized by adding positive values to the graphvertices. Let the positive value in question beCi. Then,
the cost functionC for cartilage areas can be defined as:















Searching toward cartilage, ik−1 < ik < ik+1 : C(k) = Cg(k)− Ci;
Searching toward cartilage, ik−1 > ik > ik+1 : C(k) = Cg(k) + Ci;
Searching away from cartilage, ik−1 < ik < ik+1 : C(k) = Cg(k) + Ci;
Searching away from cartilage, ik−1 > ik > ik+1 : C(k) = Cg(k)− Ci.

After the step of cost translation [3], the constructed interacting graph is a directed graph̃G derived from a proper-
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ordered multi-column graphG. As stated before, a V-weight net problem inG can be converted to finding the minimum
non-empty closed set iñG. This can be done by ans-t cut algorithm.

3 Experimental Methods

Our method was tested in MR images of knee joints. The goal of the performance assessment was to simultaneously
segment 6 surfaces in full 3D (femoral bone, femoral cartilage, tibial bone, tibial cartilage, patellar bone, patellar
cartilage). We attempted to assess, in a preliminary fashion, the percent surface of the individual joint bones and
cartilages that required manual editing after automated segmentation using the presented approach.

To perform a preliminary evaluation of the reported method’s performance, 17 datasets from a publicly available
Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) database [6] were segmented using our approach. The 17 datasets included images from
7 subjects from the incidence cohort and 10 subjects from theprogression cohort. These two cohorts differ in the
severity of the cartilage disease – our 17 samples were selected to cover the full range of disease severity. The image
data originated from 3 T MR scanning with the following imaging parameters: image size384 × 384 × 160 voxels,
voxel size0.3645× 0.3645× 0.70mm3, images were acquired using DESS imaging sequence.

The only user-interactive step was to roughly fit the mean bone shapes to the 3D MR images. Since the OAI data
have a consistent orientation of image acquisition, the operator only needed to define rectangular regions of interest
roughly encompassing the femur, tibia and patella bones. Following this interactive step, the mean shape models were
automatically oriented and scaled. The user interaction process is simple, and took less than a minute per dataset.
Following this initialization, the remaining processes ofiterative graph-search presegmentation and the subsequent
multi-object multi-surface segmentation were fully automated. No surfaces determined by the computer method were
edited prior to the preliminary performance assessment.

The segmentation quality of the obtained cartilage segmentations was quantitatively assessed based on the visual deter-
mination pf the of the cartilage and bone surface area percentages that required manual editing in the cartilage regions.
The segmentation results were labeled as belonging to the following categories:

• Successful segmentation, if less than 10% of the surface required border or surface editing.
• Sufficient segmentation, if more than 10% but less than 25% ofthe surface required border or surface editing.
• Failure, if more than 25% of the segmented cartilage or bone surface required manual editing.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. MR image of a knee joint – slice from a 3D MR dataset. (a) Original image data. (b) Segmentation result –
the segmentation of all 6 surfaces was performed simultaneously in 3D. A single slice shown.

4 Results

In the iterative graph search yielding bone presegmentation, the number of iterations of 5 were used. For graph
construction,K = 61; these 61 vertices were sampled in a narrow band[−15, 15] voxels along the normal direction
around the presegmented surface. The inter-column arc parameters were set to 2 vertices and 6 vertices for the bone
and cartilage surfaces, respectively. The inter-surface arc parameter values were set as3 vertices minimum and30
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vertices maximum. Using a distance threshold of 9, the inter-object arc parameters wereδl = 0 andδu = 30 (due
to anisotropic voxel sizes,δu ranged from 1.5 to 2.8 mm based on direction in the 3D volume).Finally, the intensity
modifier value wasCi = 30 (determined experimentally).

Fig. 2(a) shows an example of a knee joint contact area slice from the 3D MR dataset. Note the close contact of the
femoral and tibial cartilages as well as the close contact between the femoral and patellar cartilages. Furthermore, there
is an area of high intensity fluid between the femoral and patellar cartilages which is not part of the cartilage and shall
not be segmented as such. Fig. 2(b) shows the resulting segmentation demonstrating very good delineation of all six
segmented surfaces and correctly excluding the synovial fluid. Since our segmentation is performed simultaneously for
the 6 bone/cartilage surfaces in the 3D space, computer segmentation can be used to determine cartilage thickness for
all bone surface locations. Fig. 3 shows 3D renderings of the3D knee-joint segmentation with color-coded cartilage
thickness.

Quantitative analysis of the resulting 3D knee bone/cartilage segmentation revealed that 94.1% of segmentations were
judged as “successful”, 5.9% as “sufficient”, and 0.0% as failures. Segmentation of the 17 datasets used for the
preliminary performance assessment required 3 minutes perdataset on average, using a Windows XP computer with
Core 2 Duo 2.6 GHz processor and 4GB of RAM.

(a) (b)
Figure 3. 3D segmentation of knee bone and cartilage performed simultaneously for all three bones forming the joint.
Color bars indicate local cartilage thickness inmm.

5 Conclusion

The presented method yields optimal segmentation of multiple surfaces and multiple objects simultaneously allowing
the respective constraints and a priori information to be incorporated in a graph. Since a statistical model is only used
for presegmentation, the model-introduced bias is virtually eliminated. The final segmentation is achieved in a single
optimization step for all detected surfaces. A proof-of-concept application for knee-joint cartilage segmentation was
reported demonstrating the applicability of the novel method.
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Simultaneous Reconstruction and Segmentation Algorithm for
Digital Breast Tomosynthesis
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Abstract. We present a new algorithm for tomosynthesis reconstruction. The algorithm performs maxi-
mum likelihood reconstruction and doubly stochastic segmentation simultaneously. The new technique
allows the incorporation of explicit variational models on a local scale, where the regions of applica-
bility are identified by the simultaneous segmentation. In this work, we apply the new algorithm to
the reconstruction of piecewise constant phantoms. The resulting reconstructions show promising edge-
preservation as well as suppression of measurement noise.

1 Introduction

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women worldwide, accounting for almost one in
four of all female cancers [1]. Since the early detection of breast cancer significantly improves prognosis,
many countries have established regular screening practices for women within a certain age range.

The method of choice for breast cancer screening is currently standard mammography. While cost effective,
the projective nature of the modality results in a superposition of tissue structures. This can lead either
to the obscuration of cancers (false negatives), or to suspicious appearances under unfortunate viewing
angles (false positives). In addition, mammography can be very painful, deterring some women to return
for subsequent screenings [2].

Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT) has been proposed as a cost effective improvement on mammography.
By taking a set of ten to twenty images over a limited angular range (as opposed to just the CC and MLO
views of mammography), tomosynthesis promises to alleviate standard mammography’s loss of depth
information, and to make the scanning procedure more comfortable.

Several reconstruction methods have been explored for tomosynthesis, including filtered backprojection
(FBP) [3–7], algebraic reconstruction (ART) [8–10] and maximum likelihood (ML) techniques [11, 12]. Per-
haps the most common reconstruction algorithm is FBP. However, this technique suffers from an under-
representation of low frequency content (resulting in low contrast for larger masses), sensitivity to noise, and
the formation of streak artifacts in its reconstructions. Several filter designs have been proposed to alleviate
these problems, but due to the incomplete angular sampling of tomosynthesis, FBP inevitably yields recon-
structions that are unfaithful to the original projection data. Algebraic reconstruction techniques do produce
solutions that are faithful to the original projection data, but offer only limited opportunities for noise and
image modeling. Finally, ML techniques arguably perform best in the presence of imaging noise, not least
because they enable statistical noise modeling, and enable image modeling through the imposition of reg-
ularizing MRF constraints. To our knowledge, most previous work on penalized ML reconstruction has
applied such constraints to pixel intensities, using either quadratic or alternative, edge-preserving penalty
functions [13–16]. A notable exception is [17], which uses a hybrid level set (nonlocal) and MRF (local)
approach to estimate region boundaries and pixel intensities simultaneously. In this work, we will apply a
local MRF constraint to class labels of the object pixels, and develop a new simultaneous reconstruction and
segmentation (SRS) algorithm.

∗Corresponding author: Dominique Van de Sompel. Email: dominique.vandesompel@new.ox.ac.uk.
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2 Methods

2.1 Objective Function

Our objective is to maximize the joint posterior probability P(x, p, θ|r), where p is the hidden Markov measure
field proposed by Marroquin [18], x is the attenuation map of the imaged object, r is the observed projection
data (photon counts), and θ is a vector containing the model parameters that characterize the tissue classes
or concentration levels in the object. Using Bayes’ rule and the definition of conditional probability, the
posterior probability can be decomposed as

P(x, p, θ|r) =
1
Zr

P(r|x)P(x|p, θ)P(p)P(θ) (1)

where we have assumed a uniform distribution for the projection data r, and P(r|p, x, θ) = P(r|x) since the
projection data depends only on the object’s attenuation map.

The data likelihood term P(r|x) can be expressed in the following general form:

log P(r|x) =

M∑

i=1

hi(li) + constant (2)

where each hi(li) is concave and given by

hi(li) = −
(
r0e−li + bi

)
+ ri log

(
r0e−li + bi

)
(3)

where li =
∑N

j=1 ai jx j. The N-dimensional vector x is the attenuation map of the object, ai j is the length of
traversal of the ith ray through the jth pixel, ri is the photon count observed by the ith detector, r0,i is the
number of photons leaving the source for the ith ray, and bi accounts for scatter events.

Assuming conditional independence of the pixels, we can express the conditional probability P(x|p, θ) as

P(x|p, θ) =

N∏

j=1

P(x j|p, θ), (4)

where

P(x j|p, θ) =

K∑

k

v j,kp j,k = v j · p j (5)

and K is the number of possible classes in the image. The actual class labels f j of the pixels x j have been
marginalized out as described in Marroquin [18]. The kth entry of the K-dimensional vector p j gives the
prior probability that the jth pixel belongs to the kth class. The kth entry of the vector v j, in turn, specifies the
probability that the jth pixel belongs to the kth class, given the current reconstructed pixel intensity x j and the
class parameters θ. Assuming that the intensities of each tissue class follow a Gaussian distribution1 with
mean µk and standard deviation σk, the probabilities v j,k are written as

v j,k = PG,µk ,σk (x j) =
1

σk
√

2π
exp

−
(x j − µk)2

2σ2
k

 (6)

1Of course, alternative variation models are possible as well. In other words, the SRS framework allows us to model the intensity
variations within each tissue class explicitly.
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Next, the prior probability P(p) is subject to a Markov Random Field distribution. In other words, we
believe that each vector p j should be similar to its neighbors. The probability density function is given by
the Gibbsian penalty function

P(p) =
1

Zp
exp

−
∑

C

VC(p)

 (7)

where Zp is a normalizing constant, C denotes the cliques, and VC is a desirable potential function. Following
Marroquin [18], we will use a simple quadratic potential function:

Vr,s(pr, ps) = λ||pr − ps||2 = λ
K∑

k

(pr,k − ps,k)2 (8)

where r and s are neighboring pixels in a given clique, and λ is a hyperparameter determining the strength
of the prior. In this work, finally, we will assume a uniform distribution for P(θ).

2.2 Optimization

The expression given by Eqn. 1 can be optimized by maximizing its natural logarithm, yielding the cost
function

ψ(x, p, θ) = log P(r|x) + log P(x|p, θ) + log P(p), (9)

where any constant terms have been dropped. Note also that the optimization problem is subject to the
nonnegativity constraint for x, and the following constraint for p:

p j ∈ SK =

p j ∈ RK :
K∑

k=1

p j,k = 1, p j,k ≥ 0, k = 1, ...,K

 (10)

In the design of our algorithm, we pursue the following strategy for maximizing ψ(x, p, θ):

1. initialize x, p, and θ

2. holding p, θ fixed, optimize over x (image update)

3. holding x, θ fixed, optimize over p (measure field update)

4. holding x, p fixed, optimize over θ (parameter update)

The proposed algorithm cycles between steps 2, 3 and 4, until convergence is reached2. The completion of
one such cycle will constitute one iteration of the algorithm. The second step is a reconstruction step, and
can be performed using an interative scheme much like the paraboloidal surrogates algorithm developed
by Erdogan [13]. The optimization problem in steps 3 and 4 is similar to the problem faced in [18], and can
be solved using the Gradient Projection Newtonian Ascent approach outlined therein.

3 Results

In practice, it is conceivable that the attenuation properties of the different tissue classes that may be
encountered in the breast are known a priori. For example, the breast could be modeled as composed of
adipose and fibroglandular tissue, for which experimental attenuation values have been published [19,20].
This allows us to set the parameter vector θ accordingly, and to skip the parameter update. Of course, the

2Note that the algorithm cannot guarantee convergence onto a global optimum - it may converge to a local maximum.
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(a) original

(b) SART (noiseless projections) (c) SART (projections with Poisson
noise)

(d) SRS (noiseless projections) (e) SRS (projections with Poisson
noise)

Figure 1. SRS reconstructions from (d) noiseless and (e) noisy (Poisson, 10,000 incident photons) projections.

success or failure of such a method in clinical practice would depend on the degree of variability in the tissue
attenuation coefficients from patient to patient, which is currently still unknown. Here, we will illustrate
the results of such reconstructions using a simple piecewise constant breast phantom, where the means
were known a priori, and the standard deviations have been set to some small number. Fig. 1 compares the
performance of SRS to that of the SART algorithm, which is currently being actively considered for use in
breast tomosynthesis. The reconstructions were generated from 16 views, distributed equally over a ±60o

angular range about the vertical direction. The left column shows reconstructions for noiseless views, and
the right column shows reconstructions for noisy views, where the noise was Poisson distributed, and the
number of incident photons along each ray was 10,000. The reconstructions by SRS appear promising in
terms of edge preservation and noise suppression. Note, however, that the algorithm failed to reconstruct
the top-most of the three small structures on the left of the phantom in both cases. This is likely to be due to
the quadratic smoothness constraint on the measure field p. It is possible that the performance of SRS could
be improved by using edge-preserving penalty functions for the field p.

The exact update steps of the optimization algorithm, as well as quantitative assessments of reconstruction
accuracy and an analysis of the sensitivity to the hyperparameter values are given in [21]. We intend to
explore the stability of the algorithm when the parameter vector θ is not kept constant. However, we
anticipate that the algorithm will be most effective when the class parameters are assumed known, since the
purpose of the SRS algorithm is to bring the most specific a priori knowledge as possible to the reconstruction
task. Note that if the number of tissue classes K is overdeclared (e.g. we declare a tumorous tissue class in
a breast where there is none), the HMMF model is capable of eliminating any extraneous classes, as was
noted in the original paper on segmentation by Marroquin [18].
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4 Conclusion

The SRS algorithm provides a convenient way to incorporate explicit a priori models of the expected tissue
classes in attenuation map reconstructions. Given the excellent noise suppression and edge-preserving
properties of SRS, the new technique could be promising for tomosynthesis reconstruction.
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Illustration, quantification and a solution to the problems in imaging
moving and deformable regions of interest

Olivier Noterdaemea∗and Michael Bradya
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Abstract. To avoid image blurring, many Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) sequences of the liver are acquired
in short breath holds, each covering a portion of the liver. Multiple breath hold images are designed to cover the
entire region of interest contiguously. However, there is no automated feedback confirming that the set of breath
hold images satisfy these properties. Indeed, in practice they may not be contiguous, and we present an example of
liver imaging where non-contiguous MR images resulted in aninaccurate assessment of the number of lesions. A
geometrical model of the liver is used in Monte Carlo simulations to assess the impact of variations in breath hold
imaging. We find that lesions are incorrectly staged in 24% ofimaging studies. This motivates the presentation of
a two-stage method where a reference image covering the whole region of interest (ROI) is first acquired. Second,
individual breath hold images, each covering an unknown part of the ROI are registered to the reference image and a
representation is built up to identify those areas of the ROIthat have been covered, perhaps multiple times. Finally,
we illustrate and highlight the need for such a system with two examples.

1 Introduction

The tissue properties fundamental to Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are theT1 andT2 relaxation times and
images can beT1- or T2-weighted. To fully characterise liver lesions, differenttypes of MR images are necessary
andT2-weighted images are particularly helpful. Benign cysts are of very high signal, metastatic disease of less high
signal, and often benign disease is of intermediate signal.MRI of moving organs, such as the liver, is subject to several
deteriorating factors, mainly due to breathing, which may cause ghost artifacts and blurring. To reduce such effects, it
is common practice to partition long sequences into severalshorter breath hold acquisitions [1], during which the tissue
is approximately static. The multiple breath hold images, each of which covers only a portion of the region of interest
(ROI), aredesigned to be contiguous and to cover the entire ROI, in our case the liver. Breath hold acquisitions of the
liver are done on exhalation as it is the longest pause in the breathing cycle [2] and most reliably recreates the position
of the liver on subsequent occasions [3]. However, the internal organs do not always return to the same position for the
same lung volume or at the same point in the breathing cycle [2]. Techniques which rely on the monitoring of the lung
volume, either through externally applied bellows or navigator echoes [4] can thus not fully compensate for variations
in the organ position. In addition, free breathing or respiratory triggered techniques suffer from lower signal to noise
ratio (SNR), inferior image quality and reduced lesion clarity while significantly increasing the scan time [1,5]. Breath
hold imaging is thus the preferred acquisition method for abdominal imaging. Though the set of multiple breath hold
images are designed to be contiguous and cover the entire liver, no automated feedback is currently provided to the
clinician that the set of breath hold images satisfy these two properties. Variations in organ position due to the variable,
unpredictable, and unmeasured levels of inspiration and expiration may result in areas of the liver that are imaged
repeatedly, and others that are not imaged at all. This can result in under- or overstaging of cancer, for example by
suggesting an erroneous estimate of tumour size and lesion count.

This paper begins by illustrating the problem with a clinical dataset in which three radiologists identified different
number of lesions. Section 3 describes a geometrical model of the liver used in Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the
impact of variations in breath hold on the staging of lesions. Section 4 presents a two-stage method to identify flawed
regions and correct for these deficiencies. We illustrate the technique using examples from clinical liver imaging.
However, the idea is more widely applicable to the imaging ofmoving and deformable organs. The article does not
present a novel image registration algorithm (much of the registration work presented here was to demonstrate the
usefulness of the concept and has been manually), but a frequently occurring problem in clinical imaging. We quantify
the impact of such datasets on decision making and propose a solution to circumvent this problem.

2 The clinical problem

Figure 1 shows a selection from four consecutive slices of aT1-weighted MR dataset. Images 1(a) and (c) were acquired
in the first breath hold, while images (b) and (d) were acquired in the second breath hold. Inspection of the full stack
of 2D slices reveals that there is a shift of the internal organs between the two image sets acquired in separate breath

∗email: olivier@robots.ox.ac.uk
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Four “consecutive” axial FSPGR images showing two distinctlesions (circled). The dotted lesion in (d) was
incorrectly counted as a third lesion by two radiologists.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Coronal view of reformatted axial images from Figure 1 before ((a), (b)) and after ((c), (d)) correction.
The corrected reconstruction shows that each circled lesion is one continuous large lesion, rather than multiple distinct
lesions.

holds, but the degree of this shift cannot be determined by simply looking at the 2D image series. Three radiologists,
with together over 25 years of experience in abdominal MRI, were asked to highlight every major lesion a single time
on the original image sequence. This patient has five hypointense lesions, two of which are circled in Figure 1(a).
However, several of these lesions, such as the one marked with a dashed circles in 1(d) were incorrectly taken for
additional lesions by radiologists. The correct number of lesions was determined by the radiologists after presentation
of a correctly ordered dataset. To explain why radiologistsmiscounted some of the lesions, it is helpful to reformat
the axial images into the coronal plane. Figure 2(a) and (b) shows that the shift between the interleaved image sets
causes discontinuities. After re-sorting the images the visual appearance of the reformatted images, shown in Figure
2(c) and (d), is improved with smoother boundaries for the liver and tumours (hypointense areas inside the circles). In
the original dataset each lesion appears to consist of multiple distinct parts. If a lesion seems to start and finish, it may
be perceived as two distinct lesions. However, if the imagesare correctly ordered, ie. they are actually in anatomical
order, then what previously seemed to be distinct lesions now appears as a single lesion in the reformatted images.
It is worth noting that all of the medical image viewers we tried (GE Advantage Workstation, ITK-Snap1, VolView1,
AMIDE1) failed to deal correctly with inconsistently spaced imageslices. They eitherassume constant slice spacing,
or, if the images are acquired with a known overlap, fail to reconstruct reformatted images because they lack the ability
to deal with overlapping data.

Variations in breath holds pose a real clinical problem and can result in misdiagnosis through missing lesions, double
counting them or the erroneous estimate of their size. Radiologists may not be aware either of the fact, or the extent,
of missing or overlapped data. Section 3 presents a geometrical model to compute the errors in estimated liver tumour
volumes resulting from variations in the liver position on subsequent breath holds.

3 Monte Carlo simulation

3.1 Geometrical model

Figure 3 shows that an ellipse is a reasonable approximationfor the shape of the liver when viewed in the sagittal plane.
We assume that the liver is ideally covered by two contiguousrectangular breath hold acquisitions (see Figure 3(b)),
each consisting of multiple 2D slices. The tumour is marked by a circle placed centrally between the two breath hold
acquisitions. Solitary spherical liver lesions enable thesimulations in 2D while retaining full validity of the modelin
3D. Consistent with the variations in liver position we haveobserved in clinical datasets, the allowed cranio-caudal
translation are±10mm, with rotations about the centre of the image of±3.4 deg (both normally distributed). For
comparison, a review article on liver motion [2] gives cranio-caudal translations of up to 75mm in deep inspiration,

1http://www.itksnap.org/; http://www.kitware.com/products/volview.html; http://amide.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 3. (a) Sagitally reformattedT1W 3D FSPGR image and (b) the corresponding geometrical modelshowing liver,
tumour and two rectangular breath hold acquisitions. (c) One of 3 million simulations where the liver returned to a
different position on the second breath hold, which is equivalent to a rotation of the red breath hold acquisition.
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Figure 4. (a) Percentage of tumour volume visually covered as a function of true tumour radius and (b) the resulting
staging classification according to [6].

and anterior-posterior and left-right motions of up to 12mmand 9mm, respectively. Figure 3(c) shows one of 3 million
image acquisitions for which the tumour radius ranged from 3mm to 15mm. For each simulation the covered tumour
volume was computed. The real impact of inconsistent breathholds on the computed tumour volume can only be
assessed with a full clinical trial, which is outside the scope of this paper. However, because we use clinically observed
data in our simulations, it is possible obtain an indicationof the severity of the problem.

3.2 Staging of lesions according to visual lesion coverage

Accurate tumour volume quantification requires measurements on a 3D image set. In the simulations, the exact tumour
volume is known and the visually covered tumour volume is determined. In a clinical setting, the “true” tumour volume
would correspond to the baseline volume estimated from a previous study using semi- or fully automatic segmentation
techniques. The patient is re-scanned (without change in lesion size) and the lesion is measured again. Lesions are
classified as responding if the volume decreases by 65% and progressing if the volume increases by 73% [6]. As the
simulations are based on noiseless images, a lower bound on the accuracy of segmentation techniques can be estimated.

Figure 4(a) shows a boxplot of the variation in volumetric lesion coverage as a function of tumour radius. As expected,
the median is centred at 100% lesion coverage. The interquartile range, ie. deviation from the true tumour volume,
decreases with increasing lesion size. Overall, 2.7% of alllesions would not be imaged at all, and using the above
staging criteria, 10.4% of lesions would be classed as “responding” while 10.6% would be classed as “progressing”
despite not having changed in size (Figure 4(b)). Using the visually covered tumour volumes, without compensating for
variations in breath hold, can result in only 76% of lesions being correctly staged. For volume estimation techniques
to be clinically useful, it is vital to reduce the uncertainties in estimated tumour volumes. This can be achieved by
enhancing the precision of the underlying data, predominantly by developing a clear understanding of missing and
overlapping data. The next section will present a method to do this.

4 Quantification of missing and overlapping data in abdominal imaging

In the proposed method a single reference image covering thewhole region is first acquired. The primary criterion
being that the image acquisition period of the reference image should be sufficiently short that the tissue imaged can
be considered to be essentially static. In the case of liver imaging, we use aT1-weighted 3D FSPGR sequence, as the
reference image to manually segment the liver. This type of MR sequence can acquire a full 3D image of the liver in
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) 2D Accumulator representation in which the ROI is depicted schematically as an ellipse. Two breath
hold images, depicted as rectangles, have been acquired. The multiply imaged region corresponds to those voxels with
value2; those not yet imaged to voxels with value zero. (b) The flowchart describes the complete image acquisition
process, ensuring full coverage of the ROI.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. Fat-saturated sequence for slices 9/10 taken at the same anatomical location, showing the alteration in liver
position due to differing breath holds. Registration of fat-saturated sequence to the liver shows uncovered areas.

less than 20 seconds, ie. within a single breath hold, duringwhich the liver will not move. Next, we consider the partial
breath hold images, in this case aT2-weighted fat-saturated sequence, consisting of three blocks of nine slices each.
Each image block takes approximately 20 seconds to acquire.The intention of the acquisition protocol is that the last
slice of one image block is identical to the first slice of the following image block. Accordingly, Figure 6(a) and (b) as
well as Figure 7(a) and (b) should be identical. However, they are not, and these examples have been chosen as they
are also obvious to non-radiologists. There is no method to determine the extent of this displacement, the amount of
missing or overlapping information directly from 2D slices.

Our proposed method registers each of the acquired breath hold images to theT1-weighted reference volume. Con-
current with this sequence of registrations, a representation is built up to identify those areas of the ROI that have
been covered, perhaps multiple times. In particular, areasthat havenot been covered can easily be determined and
acquired in additional scans. In the pilot implementation,we use a simple accumulator representation (Figure 5(a)) in
which the counter for a voxel is incremented each time that the voxel is determined (following registration) to belong
to the current breath hold image. The figure depicts, schematically, an accumulator representation in which the ROI is
represented as an ellipse. Two breath hold images, depictedas rectangles, have been acquired. The regions acquired
multiple times corresponds to voxels with value2; those not yet imaged to voxels with value zero. The accumulator
representation provides immediate visual feedback to the operator. If the system were implemented at the scanner
console, then areas that havenot been covered could be (automatically) acquired in additional scans (Figure 5(b)).
After the acquisition and alignment of all partial images, there can be regions where the accumulator has got a value
of 2. The combination of independent acquisitions of nominallythe same piece of tissue enables the improvement of
the SNR, eg. by averaging. Indeed, we have found improvements in the SNR of 39%, corresponding closely to the
theoretical improvement of 41% (

√
2).

For the first case presented, we see that alignment of each group of T2-weighted images to the hand-segmented liver
(Figure 6(c) and (d)) highlights a gap and relative rotationbetween the two breath hold image sets [7]. The third
acquired block is not shown because it did not contain any part of the liver. For the second case, Figure 7(c) and (d),
we observe that there is a larger than intended degree of overlap between two of the breath hold acquisitions (arrow).
For the interface between the other two breath hold acquisitions the overlap is as intended (triangle).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7. Fat-saturated sequence for slices 18/19 taken at the same anatomical location, showing the alteration in
liver position due to differing breath holds. This resultedin a larger than intended overlap between two breath hold
acquisitions (arrow). The overlap between the other two breath hold acquisitions (triangle) is of the desired, smaller,
extent.

Through alignment of individual breath hold images to a reference volume it is apparent that what werea priori
believed to be contiguous blocks (with a single slice in common) is in fact not true. In this case, significant portions of
the liver remain unimaged or were imaged multiple times, complicating clinical reporting. Our technique enables the
accurate determination and correction of such areas.

5 Conclusions

We have presented an application of image registration to a clinical problem that represents a fundamental challenge in
liver MRI. Section 2 illustrates that variations in the level of breath hold can result in non contiguous datasets, which
can cause errors in the accurate staging of a disease. It was also noted that medical image viewers can not correctly
deal with the representation of inconsistently spaced datasets. Based on a geometrical model of the liver, Section 3 uses
Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the extent of this problem and we find that up to 24% of scans could be incorrectly
staged. To account for the variations in breath holds, we acquire a reference image and delineate the region of interest.
Subsequent images are automatically aligned to this reference image. An accumulator representation is constructed
during the succession of registrations, and highlights anyparts of the ROI that are not imaged. Radiographers are for
the first time able to evaluate their work plan. The identification of unimaged areas directs further acquisitions to yield
complete coverage of the ROI. We believe that liver MRI wouldgreatly benefit from aligning individual images to a
reference volume and describing the covered region with an accumulator representation.
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A Guided Tour of Splines for Medical Imaging
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Abstract

Splines, which were invented by Schoenberg more than fifty years ago, constitute an elegant framework for dealing
with interpolation and discretization problems. Our purpose in this talk is to motivate their use in medical imaging,
emphasizing their ease of use, as well as their fundamental properties. In particular, we will describe efficient dig-
ital filtering algorithms for the interpolation and spline-based processing of signals and images. We will show that
splines are intimately linked to differentials and identify B-splines as the exact mathematical translators between the
discrete and continuous versions of the (scale-invariant) operator. This partly explains why these functions play such
a fundamental role in wavelet theory. Splines may also be justified on variational and/or statistical grounds; e.g., they
provide Wiener (i.e, MMSE) estimators for fractal processes such as fractional Brownian motion. We will illustrate
spline processing with applications in biomedical imaging where its impact has been the greatest so far. Specific tasks
include high-quality interpolation, snakes, and various types of image registration. There is now compelling evidence
(several independent studies in medical imaging) that splines offer the best cost- performance tradeoff among available
interpolation methods.

Software and demos are available at: http://bigwww.epfl.ch/
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In the early stages of articular cartilage disease, the most prevalent of which is osteoarthritis (OA), changes occur in 

the cartilage matrix, where a loss of proteoglycans and changes to the network of collagen fibrils in the extracellular 

matrix are observed [1]. This occurs before any morphological changes to the cartilage, and therefore both thickness 

and volume measurements are insensitive to the initial stages of disease progression. The current clinical standard for 

evaluating the progression of OA involves examining the joint space width from x-ray images, and is therefore 

insensitive to early stage disease. In order to clinically monitor early stage disease and potential treatments, methods 

to determine changes to the cartilage matrix need to be developed. MRI techniques have shown promise in 

evaluating the constituents of the cartilage matrix. 

 

The mechanical properties of articular cartilage are determined by contributions from both the collagen fibrils and 

the proteoglycans. These properties differ throughout the depth of the tissue due to changes in the concentration of 

both collagen and proteoglycans, and in the orientation of the collagen fibrils. Articular cartilage is thin, resulting in 

a significant partial volume effect (PVE), with the image resolution limited by field strength, typically 1.5T in the 

clinical case. The PVE results in the unresolved averaging of the depth dependant constituent concentrations. 

 

Suggested MRI acquisition techniques to evaluate the constituents of the cartilage matrix include delayed 

gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage (dGEMRIC) [2] and T1ρ mapping [3] which have both been shown to be 

sensitive to proteoglycan concentration, and T2 mapping [4] which has been shown to be sensitive to the orientation 

of the collagen fibrils. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has also been shown to be sensitive to the orientation of the 

collagen, but currently the method is only applicable at higher field strengths [5] and involves lengthy acquisitions. 

The role of DTI in the imaging of cartilage is yet to be established, but it remains a promising technique for 

determining collagen fibre orientation. These studies have shown that while there are MRI sequences which are more 

sensitive to particular matrix constituents, there is no single parameter which is able to quantitatively describe the 

condition of the cartilage matrix, and techniques for the clinical assessment of cartilage matrix integrity are yet to be 

developed. 

 

Clinical evaluation of the cartilage matrix is a significant challenge, required to provide evaluation of early stage 

cartilage disease, and to monitor surgical or pharmaceutical treatment for cartilage disease or disorder. None of the 

sequences currently explored is capable of fully evaluating the structural integrity of the cartilage, and the 

interpretation of such images is limited by uncertainty on how interactions with other matrix components influence 

the signal intensity. It is likely a combination of acquisition sequences will be required to provide methods for 

analysis, resulting in the need to develop methods by which information from a range of imaging methods and/or 

modalities can be combined. The MRI appearance of articular cartilage is governed by its underlying matrix 

microstructure of collagen fibres, proteoglycans and water. We believe that in order to evaluate early stage cartilage 

disease images obtained at clinical resolution, knowledge of the interactions between matrix components, their 

distribution and orientation must be incorporated into the analysis, as part of a multi-scale imaging technique to 

relate observations at a clinical scale to those obtained at the microscopic level. Our proposed multi-scale imaging 

framework utilises mathematical modelling techniques to relate the microscopic structure of cartilage to images 

obtained at clinical resolution, providing a clinically applicable technique to diagnose disease and monitor its 

progression. 
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Abstract. Tendon is composed of tenocytes, blood vessels and extracellular matrix, all of which are pieced together
to form a vital component of the musculoskeletal system, attaching muscle to bone and thus enabling movement.
There is a growing need for functional imaging of tendon, for example to provide non-invasive biochemical and
biomechanical insight into injured, diseased or repairing tendon. Whilst the future of in vivo tendon functional imag-
ing is promising, this study focuses on ex vivo imaging techniques, specifically magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and multiphoton microscopy. We have imaged ex vivo porcine and bovine lower limb tendons using 7 Tesla MRI,
which has revealed high signal intensity corresponding to surrounding tissues and some intra-tendinous regions.
Multiphoton imaging has showed that collagen, polysaccharides and cells are visible in tendon sections stained with
Texas Red-Wheat Germ Agglutinin. Moreover, the composites appeared blue, red and green, respectively, enabling
comparison with the histological staining procedures used to validate our methods. Our findings suggest that differ-
ent imaging modalities can reveal complementary and corresponding information about tendon microstructures at
different scales. We provide insight into how these biochemical properties are related to biomechanical properties,
and thus consider the future of functional MR imaging of tendon.

1 Introduction

Tendon is a type of connective tissue which connects muscle to bone, constituting a vital component of the muscu-
loskeletal system, by enabling movement. Tendons suffer from a wide range of disorders, including different mechan-
ical injuries and degenerative diseases. Consequently, there is a growing demand for methods to functionally explore
tendon in injury and disease, and monitor the tissue during subsequent healing and repair.

Tendons comprise tenocytes (tendon cells), blood vessels and extracellular matrix (ECM), where the collagen (65-80%
dry weight) and proteoglycans (PGs) (0.2-5.0% dry weight) are located [1]. The ECM provides structural support
for cells, occupies the intracellular space and helps provide mechanical support during tensile and compressive tissue
strains. Despite the small percentage of ECM occupied by PGs, they can hold water about 50 times their weight
because of their abundant negatively charged, hydrophilic, polysaccharide glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side-chains [1].

The hierarchical organisation of tendon is important for understanding its function. Collagen fibrils, the smallest
structural sub-units, are composed of aggregated collagen molecules, and a bundle of fibrils forms a collagen fibre, the
basic functional unit within tendon. When longitudinal sections of tendon are viewed under a polarised microscope,
the characteristic crimp waveform can be seen at the fibre level. Fibres and fibrils are discontinuous units, held together
by collagen cross-links and supporting ECM, which maintain the structural integrity of the tissue by transferring strain
load and preventing fibre sliding [2]. Composites of fibres are called fascicles, which can be teased out and isolated as
biomechanically testable specimens. Finally, the macroscopic tissue is made up of many fascicles. The interactions at
different levels of the hierarchy govern the functional properties of the tissue.

Current functional assessment of tendon tissue is primarily clinical and symptomatic, although non-invasive imaging
techniques such as elastography and ultra-sound are becoming more widespread as functional tools. The major limita-
tion of ultra-sound, however, is that it is limited to tendon tissue which is superficial. Elastography, on the other hand,
requires external mechanical or vibrational stimulation. The full potential of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), in
providing functional insight into tendon tissue, has scarcely been realised. This is perhaps because the MR signal in-
tensity from tendons under most clinical protocols is low, so much so that tendons appear as dark bands in MR images,
making it difficult to extract any physiologically meaningful information.

Since the biochemical and functional properties of connective tissue are intricately linked, it is possible to obtain
functional information from biochemical parameters. Specifically in tendon, the biomechanical properties can be
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closely correlated to the biochemical components, primarily collagen and PGs [2]. Moreover, the ECM high negative
fixed charge density (FCD), dominated by GAGs, has an interesting property which can be exploited using a relatively
novel MRI approach: FCD quantification to measure tissue degradation in cartilage, by examining the distribution of a
charged gadolinium-based contrast agent within the ECM [3]. Since tendon has similar ECM composites to cartilage,
this FCD hypothesis could be exploited in tendon imaging. By using imaging techniques to localise these biochemical
microstructures, it is therefore possible to extract biomechanical information from MR images, providing a rigorous
physiological framework and valid underpinning assumptions related to the tissue physiological properties.

Our work is currently focussed on functional imaging of ex vivo tendon tissue using high magnetic field MRI and
multiphoton microscopy (MPM). Both of these techniques also have in vivo and three dimensional applications, making
them more potentially powerful functional imaging tools. We investigate whether MR imaging and MPM could provide
physiological insight into tendon tissue properties, by identifying tenocytes, blood vessels, surrounding sheaths and
ECM components, within the tissue. Our work is aimed at providing a physiological understanding of the signals
produced by MRI of tendon. We validate our imaging techniques using histological staining.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Tissue Specimens

Adult bovine and porcine lower limb tendons were extracted, soaked in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and then
wrapped in cling film to retain moisture. Tendons were stored at −20◦C until further use. Tendon samples used
for MRI were defrosted immediately before imaging. Tendon samples used for microscopy and histology were fixed,
dehydrated, cleared and then embedded in wax. Sections were cut using a wax microtome at transverse and longitudinal
orientations. Sections were then de-waxed and rehydrated before staining for different biochemical composites.

2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Tendon samples were set in agarose gel to keep them rigid within a perspex specimen holder, specifically designed
for imaging ex vivo tendon samples. Experiments were carried out using a 300 MHz horizontal bore 7 Tesla magnet
interfaced to a Varian Inova console (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA) using a transmit receive quadrature birdcage coil
(55 mm) diameter at room temperature. T2-weighted imaging was performed using a fast spin echo sequence with a
repetition time (TR) of 0.3 s and an echo spacing (TE) of 0.015 s. T1-weighted imaging was performed using a fast
spin echo sequence with TR 0.1 s and TE 0.0125 s. Transverse and longitudinal slice images were acquired.

2.3 Multiphoton Microscopy

After dewaxing and rehydration, MPM sections were stained with 100 µg/ml Texas Red (TR)-Wheat Germ Agglutinin
(Molecular Probes) for 30 minutes. Sections were prepared for fluorescence imaging by mounting in fluorosave and
covering with a coverslip. A near infrared-multiphoton laser scanning microscope (NIR-MPLSM) [4,5] was employed
to image second harmonic signal generated from collagen strands in tendon tissue. In NIR-MPLSM, exogenous and
endogenous tags in tissues are non-linearly excited by ultra-fast pulsed lasers within a sub-femtoliter focal volume.
The NIR-MPLSM employed consists of a diode pumped Ti:Sapphire crystal laser (Mira-Coherent, UK) coupled to
a BioRad Radiance 2100 MPD laser-scanning system (Carl Zeiss GmbH, Germany) and a Nikon E600 FN upright
microscope (Nikon UK Ltd, UK). The laser provides 150 fs pulses of NIR light, tuneable between 700 and 980 nm.

Laser excitation was conducted with either 800 nm or 900 nm pulsed radiation. Second harmonic and fluorescence
emissions were captured in three channel setups: blue (400− 430 nm), green (500− 530 nm) and red (610− 650 nm).
Second harmonic signal, representing collagen I fibres [6], in tendon was recorded in the blue channel with 800 nm
excitation. Emission from samples stained with TR-Wheat Germ Agglutinin, specific for polysaccharide residues [7],
was recorded in the red and green channels with 900 nm excitation. LaserSharp software (Carl Zeiss, UK), provided
online control for image acquisition. Imaris software (Bitplane) was used to analyse and quantify the MPM images.

2.4 Histology

After dewaxing and rehydration, histological sections were stained with cationic dyes, Safranin-Orange (Safranin-O)
and Alcian Blue, both of which bind to GAG polyanions. Counter-staining with Nuclear Fast Red was performed on
the Alcian Blue stained sections. After rinsing away the dye, the sections were mounted in DePeX and covered with a
coverslip. Histologically stained sections were viewed with a polarised light microscope.
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3 Results

3.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Tendon MR images and the corresponding histologically stained sections are shown in Figure 1. The surrounding
epitenon sheath in the transverse MRI slice (Figure 1A) appears bright, which can be attributed to fat, known to have a
high signal intensity in MR images. The intra-tendinous signal may represent biochemical components of the ECM or
partial visualisation of the paratenon, another fascicular and fatty sheath. Histological staining reveals cross-sections
through blood vessels in the fatty epitenon (Figures 1B and D), and fascicular bundles (Figures 1B and C). Moreover,
these stains show transversely and longitudinally penetrating blood vessels. The longitudinal slice in Figure 1E shows
the asymmetric setting of the surrounding tissue in agarose gel. Longitudinal fibre directionality can be identified, and
is confirmed by the longitudinal fibre integrity in the histological sections (Figures 1F and G).

Figure 1. Tendon MR images (A and E) and anatomically corresponding histological sections stained with Safranin-O
(B, C, D, F and G). Transverse slice revealing surrounding sheath, blood vessels and fascicular bundles (top panel).
Longitudinal slice showing fibre directionality and integrity (bottom panel).

3.2 Multiphoton Microscopy

Figure 2 shows MPM images (Figures 2 A, B, D and E) of a tendon section stained with TR-Wheat Germ Agglutinin,
and the corresponding histological sections stained with Alcian Blue (C) and Safranin-O (Figure 2 F). At 800 nm
excitation, the collagen I fibres emit blue light, via second harmonic signal generation (Figure 2 A). At 900 nm, the
polysaccharide residues emit red light (Figure 2 B) and the tenocyte nuclei emit green light (Figure 2 D). The red,
green, and blue channel images are merged to generate a more accurate anatomical description of the interactions
between the physiological microstructures (Figure 2 E). Histological staining confirmed the presence of GAG at the
relevant concentrations, and also highlights the cellular and fibrillar microstructures at the same scale, thus validating
this type of multiphoton investigation of tendon tissue. All images in Figure 2 clearly indicate the characteristic crimp
waveform of the tendon, a vital structural and functional feature.

Figure 3 shows that MPM image stacks can be reconstructed to provide three dimensional representations of the
tissue, and quantified to obtain biochemical parameters. The volumes occupied by collagen I fibres (blue chan-
nel = 6, 535, 000 µm3), polysaccharide residues (red channel = 3, 538, 000 µm3), and tenocytes (green channel =
314, 000 µm3) can be quantified. Tenocytes in the green channel (Figure 3A) were segmented using a region-growing
algorithm (Figure 3B) and quantified in terms of tenocyte number per section (398), cell density ( 44, 000 /mm3), and
sphericity (average = 0.75) (Figure 3C). Co-localisation of blue (Figure 3D) and red (Figure 3E) channels revealing
the interactions between collagen and polysaccharide residues is important for examining the biomechanical properties
of the tissue (Figure 3F). In turn, the spatial distributions of collagen (Figure 3G), polysaccharides (Figure 3H) and
tenocytes (Figure 3I) can be examined relative to the co-localisation result.
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Figure 2. Tendon multiphoton microscopy images of a single slice (A, B, D and E) and anatomically corresponding
histological sections stained with Alcian Blue (C) and Safranin-O (F). At 800 nm, the collagen I fibres in the section
emit light in the blue channel, via second harmonic signal generation (A). At 900 nm, the polysaccharide residues (B)
and tenocytes (D) emit light in the red and green channels, respectively. The red, green, and blue channel images are
merged to highlight the different biochemical components of the tissue (E). Histological staining also highlights the
cellular and fibrillar microstructures at the same scale. Safranin-O stains the tenocytes darker pink, and the matrix
GAGs a shade of pink according to their concentration (F). With Alcian Blue staining and counterstain Nuclear Fast
Red, the tenocytes appear red, and the GAGs are stained blue (C).

4 Discussion

The results we present here show that different imaging and staining techniques can reveal complementary and corre-
sponding tendon tissue microstructural detail at different and comparable scales. We have shown that intra-tendinous
signal can be attained using high magnetic field MRI, although further work is required to explore the source of the
contrast more rigorously, before physiological or functional correlates can be assumed. Histological and MPM images
clearly distinguished the cellular, blood vessel and fibrillar ECM organisation found within tendons.

Although the histological and MPM images can provide similar information at high magnifications, a major benefit of
using a multiphoton system is that image stacks can be reconstructed in three dimensions, an important consideration
for examining the biomechanical properties and interactions of the tissue. Another benefit of using an MPM system is
that specific excitation of collagen fibres generates endogenous fluorescence, via second harmonic signal generation,
thus requiring no stain and representing the intrinsic properties of the tissue. Combined with the TR-Wheat Germ
Agglutinin stain, the second harmonic generation enables three components (collagen, cells, polysaccharideresidues)
of the tendinous tissue to be identified in the same section. However, it is clear that a more specific stain or probe
is required for identifying GAGs. For example, a fluorescently labeled antibody specific for tendon GAGs could be
used to image the GAG more selectively. Since the Safranin-O and Alcian Blue staining protocols for GAGs are well
established, they lend themselves well as validation tools for the other imaging modalities, and results can be reinforced
with standard biochemical assays.

Intact vasculature is important for tendon health and repair, and the geometry of the blood vessels can influence the MR
signal, for example in the administration of intravenous contrast agent. Therefore, our results showing blood vessels in
the surrounding epitenon, and intra-tendinous longitudinal vessels, are vital consideration for future MRI work.

The results we present here are primarily concerned with imaging different physiological properties of tendon tissue
at different scales using a variety of imaging techniques. We have focussed on identifying and quantifying the tissue
biochemical properties. We have begun to show that MR imaging followed by biochemical analysis can be performed
on the same specimen, which would greatly improve correlation accuracy. It has been shown that the biochemical and
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Figure 3. Quantification of MPM images using Imaris (Bitplane) software. Section dimensions are 600 µm x 600 µm
x 25 µm. Green channel MPM image showing tenoctyes (A), region-growing algorithm result (B) and final tenocyte
segmentation (C). Blue (D) and red (E) channel co-localisation and co-localisation result in yellow channel (F). Co-
localisation result merged with blue (G), red (H) and green (I) channels.

biomechanical properties of tendon are intricately linked ex vivo [2, 3]. However, the link between biochemical and
biomechanical properties in vivo is more difficult to examine. Therefore, the natural progression from this work is to
investigate the relationship between MR signal and biomechanical properties, using ex vivo testing, thus bridging the
gap between correlating MR with biochemical properties. Further downstream, this concept will enable exploration of
a non-invasive in vivo MR-based functional imaging tool for clinically assessing tendon injury, disease and repair.
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Abstract. It has been proven that Logarithmic Image Processing (LIP) models provide a suitable framework for
visualizing and enhancing images acquired by digital photography of analog scenes. To the well-known existing
models, we add a new one and, by means of comparison, we shall prove its superior behaviour in tools that allow
enhancing the dynamic range and the feature visibility for photographed analog X-ray images of uncemented total
hip prostheses.

1 Introduction

Medical investigation has become a major application area for computer-aided decision, especially as interpretation
aid in medical imaging. X-ray images (radiographs) are the primary imaging source used in the investigation of the
bone system and orthopedic prostheses. Although modern technology provides means and apparatus for direct digital
X-ray acquisition, such an option may not be feasible due to its high cost and lack of backward compatibility with
existing patient record film radiographs. Sometimes even scanning the radiographic film is too expensive. Under these
circumstances, we assumed a low-cost alternative acquisition scheme for the digitization of total hip prostheses X-rays,
which implies photographing the radiographic film with a fixed, tripod mounted digital still camera (DSC).

This proposed acquisition setup has the obvious drawback of loosing information, from the initial 75dB to the 48dB
provided by the DSC. The trivial solution for overcoming this loss of information is to combine frames acquired with
different exposures and to posteriorly process the results. It has been proven [1] that Logarithmic Image Processing
(LIP) models can provide a suitable framework for the mentioned image fusion. Yet, the use of LIP is not limited to
bracketing and we claim that image visual analysis and automatic segmentation can be enhanced by the use of image
feature maps derived by a exposure variation estimation under such LIP models. Moreover, we shall extend the known
set of LIP models by a new, non-logarithmic, LIP-like model that we currently propose.

We continue the remainder of the document as follows: we shall begin by describing the existing logarithmic image
models and we shall detail our proposal here. A discussion on the use of the LIP models in the bracketing tech-
niques and comments on the obtained results follow, and the second part of the current paper focuses on the means of
constructing under LIP a feature map that is useful in better image visualization and segmentation. We shall end by
commenting on differences between the mentioned logarithmic models and their use in exposed work.

2 Logarithmic image processing models

The starting point of the logarithmic image processing model lies in the homomorphic theory introduced by Oppenheim
[2]. The key is a homomorphic function, which exhibits a logarithmic behavior, transforming the product into a sum.
Also, it should be clear that the image functions are bounded (say, they take values in a bounded interval [0,D]). During
the image processing, the following problem may appear: the mathematical operations on real valued functions use
implicitly the algebra of the real numbers i.e. on the whole real axis and we are faced with results that do not belong
anymore to the interval [0,D] – the only ones with physical meaning. Notable implementations of the LIP models are
given by Jourlin and Pinoli [3] (that we will subsequently call ”classical” model) and respectively by Pătraşcu [4] (that
will be named ”homomorphic” model).

2.1 The classical LIP Model

In the classical LIP model [3], [5], the intensity of an image is completely modelled by its gray tone function f (which
has the physical interpretation of an absorption function), with f ∈ [0,D). The usual convention is that D represents
the maximum absorption (perfectly black image) while 0 represents the total reflective object. In the LIP model, the
addition of two gray tone functions f1 and f2 and multiplication of f by a real number λ are defined in terms of usual
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R operations as:

f1 ⊕ f2 = f1 + f2 − f1f2

D
(1)

and respectively:

λ⊗ f = D −D

(
1− f

D

)λ

. (2)

The underlying homomorphic function is:
F (x) = − log(1− f). (3)

2.2 The homomorphic LIP model

The logarithmic model introduced in [4] works with bounded real sets: the gray–tone values of the involved images,
defined in [0,D), are linearly applied onto the standard set (−1, 1). This interval plays the central role in the model: it
is endowed with the structure of a linear (moreover Euclidean) space over the scalar field of real numbers, R. In this
space, the addition between two gray-levels, f1 and f2 is defined as:

f1 ⊕ f2 =
f1 + f2

1 + f1f2
(4)

while the multiplication of a gray level, f with a real scalar, λ ∈ R is:

λ⊗ f =
(1 + f)λ − (1− f)λ

(1 + f)λ + (1− f)λ
. (5)

The underlying homomorphic function is:

F (x) = log
1 + f

1− f
. (6)

2.3 The pseudo-logarithmic LIP model

We propose the use of a logarithmic-like image model in which we restrict the gray tone definition to [0, 1] range. The
addition of two gray levels, f1 and f2, is defined as:

f1 ⊕ f2 = 1− (1− f1)(1− f2)
1− f1f2

(7)

and the multiplication with a scalar constant is:

λ⊗ f =
λf

1 + (λ− 1)f
(8)

The underlying homomorphic function is:

F (x) =
f

1− f
. (9)

As observed from the equation (9) above, the proposed homomorphic function is not logarithmic, but it closely mimics
that behaviour, which justifies the “pseudo-logarithmic” name proposed for the model.

3 Bracketing: retrieving high dynamic range images from multiple exposures

The straightforward solution to the reduced dynamic range of the DSC problem is to combine multiple images of the
same scene, taken under various exposure time settings. By analysis of camera response function (CRF) we determine
the weights of the mixture parts. This approach is a particular case of super-resolution and is generally known as
bracketing. The underlying idea is that each of the images that are to be combined captures with high quality only
a certain part of the scene gamut. Bracketing algorithms select (under the assumption that the multiple images are
perfectly aligned), for each pixel of the spatial support scene image, the combination of frames that provide the best
value. Thus, an implementation of the dynamic range increase works as a sequence, with a first step of rough CRF
estimation followed by the actual image combination (or fusion) that computes the enhanced image.
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3.1 Rough estimation of camera response function

The CRF is the mapping of the device recorded brightness to the scene radiance. The relation between the scene
radiance and recorded brightness, if considered the physics of the image acquisition, system should be linear. However
this is not the case. It has been proven, [6], that complete recovery of the CRF is an ill posed problem; therefore
additional restrictions have been made. Mann and Picard [7] proposed a gamma-like function for CRF, while Mitsunaga
and Nayar [8] used low degree polynomial regression.

To achieve the proposed goal, one may assume a much simpler approach. The underlying idea is that, depending on
the frame exposure value, the camera outputs the scene brightness differently: over–exposed images are not reliable
near the saturation level, while under–exposed images values (due to noise and quantization errors) are not reliable
in the lower part of the range. This interpretation is encoded by a set of weights, μ(EV, u) defined for a each frame
exposure value (EV ) and respectively gray-level (u). The actual finding is quite simple: acquire images of a chart
containing known values (like Macbeth Color Checker) and compute the error between the measured intensities and
expected values. The weights are given by a fuzzy negation of the normalized error.

3.2 Image fusion

The image fusion step is the actual dynamic range increasing procedure. A simple approach for fusing a set of N
frames taken by a digital camera under several exposures is to discard the pixels with saturated values and to average
the remaining values [8]. Taking into account the confidence value computed in the previous subsection, a more
informative approach is to consider the weighted average (or the convex combination of the pixel values). The weights
encode the confidence that a value is outputted correctly. By this approach, the resulting image, out of N frames,
I1, . . . IN is computed as:

IHDR(l,m) =

N∑
i=1

μ (EV (i), Ii(l,m)) · 2EV (i) · Ii(l,m)

N∑
i=1

μ (EV (i), Ii(l,m))
. (10)

3.3 The Logarithmic Image Fusion

The image values represent, in the case of an X-ray image, the transparency (or opacity) of the real objects imaged
by any given pixel. Under this assumption the use of logarithmic model is reasoned. The actual implementation uses
logarithmic addition and multiplication instead of real operations in equation (10). By their use, the number of different
levels resulted after logarithmic implementation is in the order of D2

2 . By these means the corresponding dynamic range
value for D = 256 is, roughly:

DR = 20 log
(

D2

2

)
≈ 90DB .

Thus, implementing the image fusion in a logarithmic space (or, shortly, by applying log-bracketing) the resulting
image will exhibit largely increased number of different brightness levels so to restore, even with some redundancy,
the original analogue radiography dynamic range of 75dB.

3.4 Bracketing Results

The proposed methods were used to enhance images acquired with a digital still camera from a hip prostheses X-ray
film placed on a standard negatoscope. For each film, a set of images with various exposures were acquired (as shown
in figures 1 a) to c)). High dynamic range images were produced by using the three described logarithmic models. The
resulting intensity values were quantized with 12 bits per pixel (bpp) precision. Figures (1 d) to f)) presents examples
of such high dynamic range X-ray images. The 12 bpp gray level images were displayed on usual RGB color displays
using an extension of the classical gray level map via highly unsaturated colors that match the needed luminance
levels that uniformly sample the luminance range. Indeed, the human visual system is unable to distinguish colors for
which the difference within the maximal and minimal RGB components is small (less than 5 units on the 256 units
scale).Consequently, the 4096 gray levels needed for the 12 bpp representation are obtained from the 256 classical (and
exact) gray levels and 3840 highly unsaturated colors.
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a) b) c) d1) e1) f1)

d2) e2) f2) d3) e3) f3)
Figure 1. Originally acquired images and logarithmic bracketing enhanced images : a) under-exposed acquired image
(EV=-1 , with 238 different gray–values); b) correctly exposed acquired image (EV=0 , 245 different gray–values);
c) over-exposed acquired image (EV=1 ,with 232 different gray–values), d) Classical LIP model improved image, e)
Homomorphic LIP model improved image, f) Pseudo-logarithmic LIP model improved image. Each of the enhanced
images has 38044 different gray–values. In figures d2)-f3), we present crops from the enhanced images

The criteria used for choosing the best picture is the number of visible details of the prosthesis and the distinction
between its parts (figure 1, subplots d2-f2), the visibility of the channel surrounding the prosthesis tail (figures 1,
subplots d3-f3) and the visibility of the bone fibres structure. Under such criteria the image computed using our
logarithmic image model is better due to more contrast and details in the femoral bone area, while the homomorphic
model enhances the semitransparent part of the prosthesis acetabular component.

4 Image Analysis by Camera Exposure Prediction

The LIP classical model is proved to be consistent with Weber’s law as showed in [5], in the sense that has a logarithmic
response to a linear variation of the intensity of the incident light. This is also a feature of the CRF of any DSC,
which implies that the CRF and the LIP multiplication operation are similar. This is underlined by the gamma shape
approximation of the CRF proposed by Mann and Picard [7]. Thus, we can approximate different exposures starting
from any single initial image, by LIP model scalar multiplication of the image with a convenient scalar. If computed,
one will notice that in the lower part of the gray level range, the multiplication via LIP is a good estimation of the CRF.
Some differences appear on the upper part of the gray level range (which for our case corresponds to the bone area).
The near saturation range (prostheses) is almost the same in both cases, so the differences in this part are also null.

One can show that subtraction of a lower exposed image from a highly exposed image may exhibit features of interest.
For example let us consider a pair of images, I1, I2 with exposures given by Ev1 = −1 and Ev2 = 1. If the resulting
image is considered, it will contain a set of features of interest like: a better contrast between the prostheses and
the bone, an enhanced visualization of the femoral bone structure and a more suitable input for a later segmentation
algorithm. However, such an approach, as well as the bracketing algorithm, has the disadvantage of being sensible
to registration problem; if instead composing different images, we use one input and logarithmic multiplication the
problem disappear. The actual implementation is performed by computing:

I = I1 × k − I1 (11)

where I1 image is under-exposed, having Ev=-1. The results obtained may be seen in figures (2 a), b), c)).

One of the final goals of our research consists in automatic hip prosthesis analysis and grading. A mandatory part is
the segmentation of the clinically relevant parts of the radiography: the prosthesis, the bone and the background. The
segmentation is not a simple procedure. The classical adaptive thresholding methods (like Otsu, Lloyd, Kittler) do
not provide good results. We found that for most of the radiographs in our database the Expectation-Maximization
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a) b) c) d) e) f)
Figure 2. Hip prosthesis X-ray analysis by feature map visual inspection and feature map segmentation; the feature
maps are obtained using a) the classical LIP model, b) the homomorphic LIP model, c) the pseudo-logarithmic LIP
model. EM segmentation results of the feature maps from images a) - c) are shown in figures d) - f) respectively.

(EM) algorithm ( [9]) with 3 classes performance is acceptable. The typical input for the EM can be the normally
exposed image or the bracketed image obtained by our model. Yet our database contains radiographs where even the
EM segmentation fails. For such poor images, the results are better if the input of the EM segmentation is the feature
map. Under these circumstances, the classical logarithmic model provides the best results as one can notice in figures
(2 d) - f)).

The showed segmentation results are representative for our database. In figures (2 d) - f)), the outputs of the 3 class EM
algorithm are post–processed by a redefinition of convex classes (required because, in the feature map, the prostheses
had the same grey level as the background) and by a morphological smoothing of the individual classes. As one can
notice, all the methods provide accurate results in the femoral part, which is of interest if a score of prostheses fit will
be computed .

5 Conclusions

In this paper three logarithmic image processing models were investigated: the classical model, the homomorphic
model and the proposed pseudo-logarithmic model. It has been shown that they provide suitable framework for com-
pensating the loss of information due to reduced DSC dynamic range. For this problem, the best results were obtained
by using the proposed pseudo-logarithmic model. Furthermore, by exploiting the similarity between the logarithmic
multiplication and the camera CRF function, we were able to provide a tool for better visualization and segmentation
of image features.
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Abstract. This paper describes a method that allows one to recover both components of a 2-D vector field based
on boundary information only, by solving a system of linear equations. The analysis is carried out in the digital
domain and takes advantage of the redundancy in the boundary data, since these may be viewed as weighted sums
of the local vector field’s Cartesian components. Furthermore, a sampling of lines is used in order to combine the
available measurements along continuous tracing lines with the digitised 2-D space where the solution is sought.
The potential of the proposed method is demonstrated by presenting an example of vector field reconstruction.

1 Introduction

In recent years the Hough transform [1] and the related Radon transform [2] have received much attention. Theoretical
ideas found in Radon’s early work apply in conventional tomographic reconstruction, very common in medical imag-
ing. Functions that are reconstructed by using traditional tomography are scalar functions describing e.g., absorption or
scattering coefficients. However, over the last few decades there has been a growing demand for similar techniques that
would perform tomographic reconstruction of a vector field, rather than a scalar one, when having integral information.
The problem of recovering a vector field from its line integrals has generally been regarded as an ‘underdetermined’
problem. This seems to be clear from the fact that a scalar function is determined uniquely from its Radon transform,
whereas a vector field requires two (in 2-D) or three (in 3-D) component functions to be determined.1 Several applica-
tions of vector field tomography have been considered in the literature. These include: fluid-flow imaging [3], [4]; fluid
mesoscale velocity imaging in ocean acoustic tomography [5], [6]; electric field imaging in Kerr materials [7]; imaging
of the component of the gradient of the refractive index field, which is transversal to the beam, in Schlieren tomog-
raphy [8]; velocity field imaging of heavy particles in plasma physics [9]; density imaging in supersonic expansions
and flames (beam deflection optical tomography) [10] and non-destructive stress distribution imaging of transparent
specimens in photoelasticity [11].

2 Literature survey

During the short history of 2-D vector field tomography, many attempted to solve the reconstruction problem [4], [8],
[11], but the result has always been the same: only one component of the vector field could be recovered from the
tomographic measurements. The component that could be recovered was either the curl-free (irrotational) part or the
divergence-free (solenoidal) part, depending on the physical principle of the measurements, namely the interaction
between the obtained set of measurements and the investigated vector field. One possible solution to this problem
would be to collect data using both types of interaction between the measurements and the examined vector field for
every application. Indeed, such an amount of information would be sufficient to allow for a full reconstruction of the
vector field as Braun and Hauck demonstrated in [8]. Unfortunately, there are only very few specialized applications
(mainly in optics), where it is physically realizable to have all these measurements available. Moreover, as Norton
showed in [4] we may have a full reconstruction based only on longitudinal measurements as long as apart from the
longitudinal measurements, supplementary information about the vector field, especially boundary conditions and a
priori information about the source distribution is available as well. However, all the work accomplished in vector field
tomography has been carried out in the continuous domain and it does not take into consideration the redundancy in
the data used to reconstruct the field. Although along each line we measure only one component of the field (along
or perpendicular to the direction of the line), we may use many line orientations passing through every point and,
then, view their recordings as weighted sums of the local vector field’s Cartesian components. Besides, in the discrete
domain, we want to recover the field only at sampling points. We may exploit then the redundancy in the data to recover
the vector field at all sampling points of the 2-D domain. We shall discuss this method next.
∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail address: maria.petrou@imperial.ac.uk
1This analysis deals only with vector fields that have two components.
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3 The proposed methodology

We formulate the vector field reconstruction problem in terms of Cartesian vector components required at sampling
points of a 2-D domain. We wish to recover all components of a vector field f̄(x, y) based only on integral data. In
order to achieve the full vector field recovery, we exploit the redundancy in the integral data, since these data may
be viewed as weighted versions of the local vector field’s Cartesian components. The whole treatment in this section
is performed in the digital domain. The bounded 2-D domain, within which we want to recover the vector field, is
divided into tiles of finite size. The values of the components of the vector field in every such tile are the values of
the components of this field at the centre of the tile, namely the sampling point. Similarly, the available redundant
line-integral (boundary) data are not in the continuous domain either. There is only a finite number of pairs of points,
that reside on the boundary of the 2-D domain, where we may obtain the line-integral data. These points are assumed
to be the locations of ideal point sensors. Consequently, the solution to the reconstruction problem will be based only
on these line-integral data. The ultimate objective of this analysis is to recover both components of the vector field at
every sampling point of the bounded 2-D domain by solving, this time, a system of linear equations. In order to form
this system of linear equations we assume that our sensors integrate only the component of the field projected on the
line. Then, every line-integral (Ji) that is available gives rise to an equation. Hence, by using all available line-integrals
we obtain the required system of linear equations, the solution of which is expected to give all the components of the
vector field at all sampling points of the 2-D domain. It must be noted that we have two unknowns per sampling point
of the 2-D space, namely the components (fx, fy) of the vector field. As the number of the available line-integrals
(equations) is determined by the number of boundary points, where we measure the potential, we may select the value
of the latter so that the number of linear equations is twice the number of sampling points of the 2-D space. If more
equations are available, the solution will be obtained in the least-square error sense.
In order to combine the measurements along continuous tracing lines with the digitisation of the 2-D space where
the solution is sought, we consider regular sampling points along the tracing lines. Let us assume that we have the
digitised square 2-D domain shown in Fig. 1 and we wish to recover the vector field f̄(x, y) at (the centre of) every tile
of this space. The length of each side of the square domain is taken to be equal to 2L and the origin of the axes of
the coordinate system is chosen to be at the centre of the domain. The size of the tiles with which we sample the 2-D
domain is P , so that 2L/P is an integer. Let us consider a line section AB crossing this domain as shown in Fig. 1.
The coordinates of points A and B are (xA, yA) and (xB , yB), respectively. Therefore, the equation of line AB is
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Figure 1. A line segment between two boundary
points, A and B, that goes through a digital square do-
main of side length equal to 2L. The angle between the
line segment and the positive direction of the x-axis is
w. The size of the tiles, with which we sample the 2-D
space, is P . Point Q is the foot of the normal of the
considered line segment from the origin of the axes.
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Figure 2. An example of sampling a line segment. The
sampling step was taken to be equal to the tile size P.
The sampling points that were identified are marked
with a diamond. Also shown are the integer coordi-
nates (i, j) with i, j = 1, . . . , 2L

P of the tiles of the 2-D
domain.

y = λx + β (1)

where
λ ≡ yB − yA

xB − xA
and β ≡ yA − yB − yA

xB − xA
xA (2)

The unit vector ŝ along the line (and with direction from A to B) is:

ŝ = cos wx̂ + sin wŷ (3)
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where w = arctan λ is the angle between the line and the positive direction of the x-axis (Fig. 1). The next step is to
perform a sampling of the line segment. The starting point of this sampling will be the foot of the normal of this line
from the origin of the axes (point Q in Fig. 1). The coordinates of the starting point Q for the calculations along the
line are:

xQ = − β(
λ + 1

λ

) , yQ = − 1
λ

xQ (4)

The sampling along the line section will be performed on either side of Q and we assume that the sampling step is ∆s.
The maximum number of sampling intervals that we can fit in this line section is determined by the intersection points
between the line and the border of the 2-D domain. The distances between the starting point Q and intersection points
A and B are dA and dB respectively. Consequently, the numbers lA and lB of ∆s, that we may fit in the line segment
between the foot of the normal, Q, and the boundary points A and B are, respectively:

lA =
⌊

dA

∆s

⌋
, lB =

⌊
dB

∆s

⌋
(5)

where b·c is the symbol for the floor operator. Therefore, the sampling points we shall consider along the line section
will have coordinates

xl = xQ + lxinc, yl = yQ + lyinc for l ∈ [−lA, lB ] (6)

where the increments xinc and yinc of the coordinates, between successive sampling points are given by:

xinc = ∆s cos w, yinc = ∆s sin w (7)

The total number of sampling points along the line segment is lA + lB + 1. An example of a sampling of the line
segment AB with sampling step ∆s = tile size is shown in Fig. 2, where the estimated sampling points are marked
with a diamond. After having worked out the coordinates of the sampling points of the line, we must assign them
values from the vector field. We use nearest neighbour interpolation for that. Hence, we need to determine for each
sampling point of the line, the tile the centre point of which is its nearest neighbour. For this purpose, we use the integer
coordinates (i, j) with i, j = 1, . . . , 2L

P , of each tile of the 2-D domain as shown in Fig. 2. Then, the tile (i, j) that
corresponds to a sampling point (xl, yl) is identified by using the formulae:

i =
⌈

xl + L

P

⌉
, j =

⌈
yl + L

P

⌉
(8)

where d·e is the ceiling operator. In the case that the line segment is parallel to the x-axis (y = yQ), then, the tile with

centre point nearest to a sampling point has coordinates (i, j) where: j =
⌈

yQ+L
P

⌉
and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . 2L

P }. Similarly,
if the tracing line segment is parallel to the y-axis (x = xQ), the nearest tile centre to a sampling point will be (i, j)

where: i =
⌈

xQ+L
P

⌉
and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . 2L

P }. The next step is to form the equation that corresponds to the line-integral
measurement Ji between points A and B. This may be achieved by considering the sampling points of the line that
we obtained as the centres of linear segments of length ∆s, apart from the sampling points with l = −lA and l = lB
which are special cases. We then convert the integral into a sum by projecting the value of the field at each sampling
point of the line onto the vector that represents the corresponding integrating element:

Ji =
lB−1∑

l=−lA+1

f̄l ·∆s + f̄lA · ŝ∆A + f̄lB · ŝ∆B (9)

where f̄l, f̄lA and f̄lB are the vector field values at sampling points l, lA and lB respectively, ∆s = ∆sŝ, and

∆A =
∆s

2
+ dlA, ∆B =

∆s

2
+ dlB (10)

where dlA is the distance between the sampling point with l = −lA and the boundary point A, whereas dlB is the
distance between the sampling point with l = lB and the boundary point B.

4 An example: Electric Field Imaging

In this section we consider the case where the vector field that we want to recover is the electric field created by a static
charge. There are many ways to recover the electric field from boundary data. However, here we use the electric field
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to demonstrate our method only. In order to avoid problems with singularities, this section only treats the case where
the source of the vector field that we aim to recover is outside the bounded 2-D area. In a real physical system, we do
not expect to have to deal with real singularities. Again we stress that the problem we solve is intentionally kept simple
in order to demonstrate the method. So, instead of using a realistic version of Coulomb’s law where the source of the
field is finite, we place the source outside the domain of interest and make it infinitesimally small. For this electric field
recovery, the data we shall rely entirely on are line-integral data taken at the border of the 2-D area. A fundamental
property regarding the electric field, resulting from the fact that the electric field created by static charges is irrotational,
is that the voltage difference between any two stated points, A and B, is given by the integral of the projections of the
electric field onto any curve uniting these two points. By letting points A and B to range over the boundary of a domain
within which we want to recover the electric field and, also, by restricting the integration curves to be the line sections
uniting any two such points, we may deduce that every voltage difference between any two points that reside on the
boundary of a domain may be treated as a line-integral when trying to recover the electric field within this domain. We
may also say that these voltage differences give the vectorial Radon transform of the electric field. It must be noted
that the electric field is irrotational, so according to [4], only transversal measurements would be helpful to recover this
field. However, the only realizable measurements for this application are longitudinal.
To exemplify the theory, two different cases for the location of the source, outside the domain, were treated. The
geometry we employed for the digital domain is (as shown in Figs. 1-2) a square domain of size 2L × 2L where
2L = 11 and the tile size P was taken equal to 1. Hence, the domain consists of 121 (= 11 × 11) tiles. The
electric field reconstruction was based only on a number of voltage differences obtained between points that lie on the
boundary of this domain. In order to acquire these data, we assumed that there are ideal point sensors (electrodes)
regularly placed in known positions of the border of the domain (these are, the middle points of the boundary edge of
all boundary tiles). Hence, we used 11 sensors in every side of the boundary of the square domain. In all these known
and predetermined points we acquired the simulated potentials by using the governing Coulomb’s law. After that, we
considered all possible voltage differences between any pair of these boundary points and we formed the system of
linear equations according to the description of the previous section. However, voltage differences between boundary
points that reside on the same side of the square boundary were not used. Moreover, the sampling step along the line
sections, that unite boundary points, was selected to be equal to the tile size in all cases. The number of equations
(available voltage differences) of the system was 726, whereas the number of the unknowns (Ex, Ey components for
every tile of the domain) was 242 (= 11× 11× 2).
The reconstruction results, namely the solution of the over-determined system of linear equations, are shown in Fig. 3.
For the shake of comparison, Fig. 3 also depicts the respective electric fields that are obtained by using directly the
theoretical Coulomb’s law. The relative differences between the magnitudes of the two vector fields (i.e., the absolute
values of the differences between the magnitudes of the reconstructed field and the theoretical field as acquired by
Coulomb’s law divided by the theoretical magnitude) are also shown, as well as the angular differences (in degrees)
between the reconstructed vector field values and the theoretical ones. By careful inspection of Fig. 3, we may say
that the direction of the vectors that were reconstructed, based on the boundary voltages, is almost identical with the
direction of the vectors that are obtained by using Coulomb’s law, since in both cases the vectors are oriented towards
the source of the field. Furthermore, vectors in both fields degrade with the distance from the source, even though
the recovered vectors degrade a bit more slowly. However, in some regions of the 2-D domain there are significant
differences in the magnitudes of these two fields. The above described inconsistencies between the recovered vector
field and the theoretical electric field obtained by using Coulomb’s law were expected since the field is digitized and
the nearest neighbour interpolation we used to compute the integrals along the lines introduces errors. Future work
will be focused on how to further decrease such errors by employing sensor geometries that result in more uniform
distributions of projection data as functions of the two Radon domain variables, normally designated as the radial and
angular coordinates. This is justified by the fact that the linear algebra based method described in this paper is a matrix
formulation of the vectorial Radon transform scheme.

5 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, the vector field tomography problem was discussed. In previous attempts to map integral measurements
obtained along tracing lines onto a vector field, conventional (scalar) tomography theory had invariably been applied
[4], [6]: this had led to an under-determined problem. However, in this paper a new analysis was presented that aimed
at the recovery of all components of a vector field at the sampling points of a 2-D digitised bounded domain by solving,
this time, a system of linear equations. Again, the reconstruction was based only on boundary data. We took advantage
of the redundancy in boundary data with a view to recovering the vector field fully, since these data may be seen as
weighted sums of the local vector field’s Cartesian components. In the approach we followed, emphasis was placed
on the use of sampling lines with a view to achieving better accuracy in expressing the integrals, that refer to the
redundant available measurements along continuous tracing lines, in terms of the finite number of the values of the
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vector field at the centres of tiles. The reconstruction results we obtained for a number of simulations demonstrate
that we may achieve full reconstruction of a vector field through this approach. The application we have in mind is
Electro-encephalography (EEG), where instantaneous static electric field of the human brain may be computed and
treated as an “effective” state of the brain, replacing the inverse EEG models that in order to work require very detailed
anatomical models of the human head.
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Figure 3. Simulation results for the cases where the location of the source of the electric field (marked with a diamond)
is at 1)(0, 10) and 2)(9,−9) : a) The recovered vector field (solution of the system of linear equations), b) The electric
field as computed from Coulomb’s law, c) The relative error in magnitude, d) The absolute angular error (in degrees).
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Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI) is a genetic disorder characterized by bones that break easily, often following minimal
or no apparent trauma. Sillence’s classification system is commonly used to differentiate the types of OI, which vary
in clinical severity from the perinatally lethal Type II to the relatively mild Type I. Currently, 8 known types of OI
have been reported. The majority are caused by a dominant mutation in a gene coding for type I collagen (types I, II,
III and IV), while a type I collagen disorder has not been discovered for OI types V and VI. More recently
discovered types VII and VIII are inherited in a recessive manner. Autosomal recessive inheritance has also been
described in some families with Type II OI. Patients with type III OI (the most severe of those compatible with life)
may be severely debilitated and wheelchair bound as a result of multiple fractures and severe scoliosis.
Unfortunately, no cure has been found for OI [1], however bisphosphonate therapy has been shown to reduce the
incidence of fractures and reverse changes in the spine [2]. The dramatic clinical presentations have put OI on the
leading edge of discovery of the methodologies and principles that apply for inheritable diseases of connective tissue.
Quantification and interpretation are clearly needed in order to provide a better understanding of OI, which may
possibly lead to improved prognosis.

Imaging to provide clinical diagnosis of OI is normally based on x-rays, with other modalities used as
problem-solving methods, e.g. MRI for neurological symptom [3]. However, such imaging techniques are practically
limited to the resolution of ~1mm. The special nature of OI requires much more detailed information associated with
tissues and cells to visualize the structural changes. Such information has the potential to help the quantification of
severity of OI status, leading to more suitable care for patients. Finer level information may assist the
clinically-achieved coarser level images to provide better quantitative diagnosis of OI subtypes, and enable more
appropriate care via a model-based imaging procedure. For this reason a multi-scale modelling and imaging method
is being developed.

In general, multi-scale methods aim to relate information from different scales (molecular, genetic, cellular, tissue
and organ) by scale bridging to achieve a better understanding of complex systems such as human organs. In the
hierarchical self-organization of organs, the macroscopic appearances are the accumulations of underlying layers,
while the microscopic structures are significantly affected by the macroscopic level interactions. OI is a good
example with great demands and potential to benefit from this approach as the distinct structural changes at the
cellular level have been demonstrated using second harmonic generation (SHG) imaging microscopy [4]. In this
multi-scale method, data will be acquired from cellular level to macro level through different imaging protocols (T1,
T2, and DTI/DWI MRI) and resources (ultrasound, and SHG imaging microscopy). Based on these data, a fine
model representing microscopic structural properties of bone will be built to combine the acquired data via modelling
techniques including finite element methods (FEM). However, multi-scale modelling and imaging is difficult as it
explores the bridging across scales, and seeks mathematical models to define morphological and physiological
differences, and also requires progressive improvements of the imaging and modelling techniques. Computation
complexity, data acquisition, and validation are also challenges in multi-scale methodology.
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With increasing demands on screening programs it might become essential that automatic cancer risk assessment
methodologies are developed and clinically implemented. There are currently cancer risk assessment models that
take personal information (e.g. family and environment) into account, but the tendency is that the available image
information is not fully integrated in this process. However, the correlation between the morphology and appear-
ance of anatomical tissue types and risk has been established. Limited automatic cancer risk estimation approaches
have been developed based on simple histogram image information, but although this provides acceptable corre-
lation with risk; this does not provide additional understanding between tissue types and their relation to cancer
risk. It seems essential that automatic methods are developed which will enhance the understanding of image
based cancer risk assessment. For full understanding, it isexpected that such methods will need to establish the
correlation between radiological image information and histological data (see Fig. 1 for mammographic exam-
ples). Clearly, registration covering different resolutions for such images will be needed, which in the first instance
will need studies that cover histological information fromthe full anatomical structure under investigation. Once
understanding of the registration of full anatomical structures is understood, local aspects can be investigated. In
the mammographic case (but this will be widely applicable toother application areas), there are a few fundamental
tissue building blocks (nodular densities, linear structures, homogeneous densities and radiolucent areas [1]). It
is our belief that segmentation methods will need to be established that determine the probability of such tissues
types within the images, and might have to do so at both radiological and histological image resolutions. These
segmentation methods will be expected to rely on a mix of existing statistical methods in combination with novel
topological data analysis and visualisation techniques. E.g. Fig. 2 visualises simple diemsionality reduction results
from high dimensional data, where the different colours represent different image structures (tissue types) and
location on the individual strands provides information onthe morphology/contrast of the image structure. Such
visualisation techniques need to be fully integrated within segmentation methods. However, significant work will
be needed to link the representation of the data to the tissuetypes.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Mammographic linear (a) and nodular (b)
example images [1], covering radiological (left) and
histological (right) information.

Figure 2. Visualisation (two PCA related components)
of high dimensional data, where it is expected that the
various strands/colours are related to tissue types.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a fully automated method to individually classify patients with Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD) and elderly control subjects based on anatomical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Our approach 
relies on the identification of gray matter (GM) atrophy patterns using whole-brain parcellation into anatomical 
regions and the extraction of GM characteristics in these regions. Discriminative features are identified using a 
feature selection algorithm and used in a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for individual classification. We 
compare two different types of parcellations corresponding to two different levels of anatomical details. We 
validate our approach with two distinct groups of subjects: an initial cohort of 16 AD patients and 15 elderly 
controls and a second cohort of 17 AD patients and 13 controls. We used the first cohort for training and region 
selection and the second cohort for testing and obtained high classification accuracy (90%). 

1 Introduction 

Due to aging of the population, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is increasingly becoming a crucial public health issue [1]. 
Early detection and diagnosis of AD is an important task which would enable more effective treatment of patients 
with currently available medication such as cholinesterase inhibitors. AD is characterized by progressive gray matter 
(GM) loss which occurs presymptomatically in some neuroanatomical structures [2]. Thus, magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) measurements, primarily in the GM, could be sensitive markers of the disease and assist early 
diagnosis.  

MRI studies in AD have demonstrated that volumetry of medial temporal lobe (MTL) anatomical structures, such as 
the hippocampus, the amygdala and the entorhinal cortex can be useful in the diagnosis of AD [2],[3],[4],[5],[6]. 
However, in AD, even though atrophy starts in the MTL, it is not confined to these regions and patients present with a 
distributed spatial pattern of atrophy. Moreover, MTL atrophy is not specific of AD and is also present in other forms 
of dementia. There has thus recently been a growing interest for high-dimensional classification methods that can 
combine information from anatomical regions distributed over the whole brain to discriminate between individual 
subjects [7],[8],[9].  

In this paper, we propose a method to automatically discriminate between patients with AD and elderly control 
subjects based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10] classification from whole brain anatomical MRI. Our 
approach is based on a parcellation of the MRI into different regions in which tissue characteristics are estimated. We 
introduce a feature selection approach which aim is to identify regions contributing to the pattern of atrophy of AD. 
We compare two different types of parcellations corresponding to two different levels of details.  Moreover, we 
introduce a bootstrap procedure in order to obtain more robust estimates of the classification results. We validate our 
approach in two distinct cohorts of subjects composed of AD patients and elderly healthy controls matched for age 
and gender. 

2 Method 

Our approach is composed of the following steps. Individual MR images are first parcellated into anatomical regions 
of interest (ROI) using registration with a labeled template (Section 2.1). In addition to a standard parcellation based 
on the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) [11], we also propose a refined parcellation which corresponds to a 
more specific level of anatomical details (Section 2.2). Tissue characteristics of gray matter (GM), white matter 
(WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are then extracted separately in each of these ROI (Section 2.3). The most 
discriminative regions are then identified using a multivariate feature selection step (Section 2.4). Individual subjects 
are finally classified using a non-linear SVM (Section 2.5). Robust estimates of classification results are obtained 
using a bootstrap approach.  
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2.1 Brain parcellation into 90 regions using AAL 

The first parcellation that we propose relies on the AAL introduced by Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. [11]. MR images were 
automatically parcellated into 90 anatomical ROI using the spatial normalization module of SPM2 (Statistical 
Parametric Mapping, University College London, UK). The 90 anatomical regions correspond to all cortical 
structures included in the AAL atlas except the cerebellum. In the first step, the MRI of each subject was warped to 
the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space applying 16-parameters affine registration followed by 
nonlinear deformations (linear combination of cosine transform basis functions). The SPM2 default parameters were 
used. Then, the inverse transformation was applied to warp the anatomical atlas AAL to the individual’s space 
resulting in the parcellation of the original MRI into 90 regions.  

2.2 Refined brain parcellation into 487 regions 

The AAL atlas provides an anatomical driven parcellation. However, certain structures are very large compared to 
others. Early AD is characterized by local alterations in some sensitive regions such as the hippocampus and medial 
temporal lobe. These early changes, relatively well identified in group voxel-based analyses, could go undetected 
when extracting parameters from a too large region. The effect of the local damage is then “diluted” and is not 
revealed at the scale of the whole region. It is thus of interest to assess whether a refined parcellation would provide 
increased sensitivity to subtle alterations. 

To address this issue, we propose a refinement of the AAL atlas with the two following constraints: 1) the volume of 
the new regions should not be less than that of the smallest structure in the AAL, namely the amygdala, (250 voxels 
with voxel size=2x2x2mm3) and 2) the presence of the three brain tissues (GM, WM and CSF) should be preserved in 
the new structures.  The first constraint led to the subdivision of 80 from the 90 ROI into 477 smaller regions. Thus, 
the new atlas contained 487 ROI (Figure 1). The second constraint was necessary to ensure good separation of the 
Gaussian models, i.e. the correct parameter extraction (see Section 2.3). To that purpose, we aimed at subdividing the 
regions following the axis that was approximately orthogonal to the cortical surface. Anatomical structures in the 
anterior and posterior portions of the brain were divided in sub regions following the inferosuperior direction, 
whereas structures in the superior and lateral portions were parcellated following the anteroposterior direction.  

  

Figure 1.Regions of AAL parcellation (left panel) and refined parcellation (right panel) illustrated on the same 
sagittal slice of the MNI MRI single-subject brain. 

2.3 Parameter extraction  

Local tissue parameter extraction was performed in each ROI using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) where 
Gaussians describe the voxel intensity distribution of the three brain tissues: GM, WM and CSF.  The first Gaussian 
corresponds to the CSF, the second to the GM and the third to the WM. This Gaussian mixture can be represented as:   

α1* Ν (µ1, σ1
2) + α2 * Ν (µ2, σ2

2) + α3  * Ν (µ3, σ3
2), where α1 + α2 + α3 = 1 and where αi is the weight coefficient, µi the 

mean, and σi the standard deviation of each Gaussian.  

These parameters were estimated with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The weighted ratio α2*µ2/σ2 

between the mean and the standard deviation of the GM Gaussian was used for the subjects’ classification. The 
feature vector for each subject was thus constituted by the weighted ratio for each of the 90 regions. 

As an example, voxel intensity histograms in the left hippocampus of a control subject as well as the separation of the 
Gaussian models are shown in Figure 2. The histograms correspond to the hippocampal region of the original 90 ROI 
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parcellation (left panel) and to one of the three hippocampal sub-regions of the new 487 ROI parcellation (right 
panel).  

 

  

Figure 2.Voxel intensity histograms and Gaussian models. X-axis: voxel intensity, Y-axis: probability density. 

2.4 Feature Selection  

The aim of this step is to identify the most relevant features (or parameters) for the classification. The SVM-
Recursive Feature Elimination (SVM-RFE) [12] algorithm estimates at each step the features’ weights (using linear 
SVM) and retrieves the features with the least weights keeping in the end the most relevant features. In order to 
determine the optimal number of features to select, we applied recursively the SVM-RFE eliminating at each iteration 
only one feature and calculating the classification accuracy of the selected ones. To obtain a more robust feature 
selection, we embedded a bootstrap with 500 resamplings in this procedure. To this purpose, we drew without 
replacement approximately 75% of each group to obtain a training set. The remaining 25% were used as a test set. 
The procedure was repeated 500 times. We thus obtained the correct classification rate for the 500 drawings. Thus, 
for each level corresponding to the number of selected features, the eliminated feature was the most frequently chosen 
one within the different resamplings and the cross-validation (CV) error was estimated as the mean of the 500 
samples’ CV errors. The level with the least CV error gave the optimal number of features and the set of the selected 
features.   

In our application, the selected features correspond to MRI measurements in anatomical structures. The parameters 
extraction being based on the GM distribution in the ROI, we hypothesize that the feature selection will identify brain 
structures altered by the neurodegenerative pathology.  

2.5 Classification method 

Subjects’ classification was performed using nonlinear SVM [10] with RBF (radial basis function) kernel. To obtain 
robust estimates of the classification accuracy, a bootstrap with 5000 resamplings was added in the learning and 
cross-validation steps. Bootstrap is a generalization of the leave one out (LOO) method. The large number of samples 
insures that every subject’s data have participated in the cross-validation step. Accuracy was evaluated for every 
subset of data and global accuracy was evaluated as the mean of the 5000 resamplings. 

3 Experiments and Results 

3.1 Validation Data 

The validation of the algorithm was performed using two different cohorts. The initial cohort (Cohort 1) included 15 
AD patients (mean age±standard deviation (SD)=70.2±6, mini-mental score (MMS)=23.6±2.5, five males, ten 
females) and 16 elderly healthy controls (age=71.0±4, MMS=29.0±1, six males, ten females). A second cohort 
(Cohort 2) included 17 AD patients (age=74.5±5, MMS=23.6±2, five males, twelve females) and 13 controls 
(age=70.0±7, MMS=28.3±1.4, four males, nine females). Patients were recruited at the Research and Resource 
Memory Centre of the Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital. The local ethics committee approved the study and written informed 
consent was obtained from all participants. In each subject, a T1-weighted volume MRI scan was acquired using the 
spoiled gradient echo sequence (SPGR) (TR/TE/flip angle: 23ms/5ms/35°, 256×256 matrix; voxel 
size=0.859x0.859x1.5mm3) on a 1.5T scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA). 

3.2 Cross-validation Results with Initial Cohort 
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The SVM-RFE algorithm identified 12 regions from the original 90 ROI atlas and 43 regions from the refined 487 
ROI atlas as being the most relevant for the discrimination. Selected regions included (but not only) the hippocampus, 
the parahippocampal gyrus, the precuneus, the calcarine, the posterior cingulate gyrus, the inferior and the polar 
temporal regions.  

The following classification experiments were performed: 

- to assess the added value of our local tissue segmentation method, we compared the results obtained with the 
features extracted from the EM algorithm (α*µ/σ in each region) to those obtained with the mean GM 
concentration in each region i.e. the mean probability of the voxels to belong to the GM given by the 
standard tissue segmentation procedure in SPM2; 

- we compared the results obtained using the original 90 ROI parcellation to those obtained using the refined 
487 ROI parcellation; 

- we compared the results obtained using all regions to those obtained using only the regions selected by the 
SVM-RFE algorithm. 

Results are summarized in Table 1.  

MRI measurement Nb features Parcellation type Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) Accuracy (%) 
GM concentration 90 Original 90 ROI 66.1 65.8 66.0 

GM α*µ/σ 90 Original 90 ROI 74.3 78.7 76.5 
GM α*µ/σ 12 Original 90 ROI 98.8 99.0 98.9 
GM α*µ/σ 487 Refined 487 ROI 66.0 53.6 59.8 
GM α*µ/σ 43 Refined 487 ROI 99.8 99.9 99.9 

Table 1.Classification results obtained for Cohort 1 with different MRI measurements, different number of features 
and different types of parcellations. 

3.3 Evaluation on Data from Another Cohort 

In Cohort 1, feature selection allowed achieving very good classification results (close to 100%). However, it is 
unclear whether the selected regions are representative of the atrophy distribution in AD or if they are specific to this 
particular group of subjects. In other words, it is necessary to assess the generalization ability of the feature selection 
step. To that purpose, we used the regions selected from Cohort 1, trained the SVM using Cohort 1 and used Cohort 2 
as a test dataset. This was done with both the 12 regions selected from the original 90 ROI parcellation and the 43 
regions selected from the refined 487 ROI parcellation. The results are presented in Table 2. 

MRI measurement Nb features Parcellation type Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) Accuracy (%) 
GM α*µ/σ 12 Original 90 ROI 96.0 84.3 90.2 
GM α*µ/σ 43 Refined 487 ROI 62.3 85.9 74.1 

Table 2.Classification results obtained for Cohort 2 performing feature selection and SVM training on Cohort 1. 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a method to discriminate between patients with AD and elderly controls based on SVM 
classification, whole-brain anatomical parcellation and multivariate feature selection. 

In order to derive an index of local brain atrophy, we estimated tissue characteristics in each of the parcelled regions. 
This index provided a good discrimination between patients and controls, indicating that it is a sensitive marker of 
early AD. In particular, it proved superior to a standard measurement of GM concentration (76.5% instead of 66%).  

We introduced a feature selection approach based on the SVM-RFE algorithm. Though the selection was data driven 
and not based on prior knowledge, selected regions comprised structures such as the hippocampus, the 
parahippocampal gyrus, the precuneus and the temporal lobes which are known to be early altered in the degenerative 
disease. The feature selection provided increased classification accuracy on Cohort 1 (98.9% instead of 76.5%). It 
should be noted that the added value of the feature selection step might be accentuated by the fact that the subjects 
groups were relatively small. Importantly, results showed a good generalization ability of this feature selection step as 
a high classification accuracy was maintained when using a different cohort for validation (90.2%) while using the 
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regions selected from the initial one. This suggests that the selected regions are representative of the pattern of 
atrophy in AD.  

We proposed a refined brain parcellation which aim was to divide the large regions of the AAL atlas into smaller sub 
regions while preserving the presence of the three brain tissues. Our purpose was to assess whether a refined 
parcellation would allow detecting more subtle alterations of the gray matter. While this refined parcellation provided 
good classification results on Cohort 1 (when combined with the feature selection step), this was not the case for the 
inter-cohort validation where the classification accuracy dropped to 74%. This seems to indicate that the selected 
regions of the refined atlas do not have good generalization ability and are rather specific of the cohort which has 
been used for selection.  

We chose to keep two separated cohorts in order to provide a completely unbiased evaluation of the classification. 
However, this resulted into smaller validation groups. Future validations on larger groups of participants are required 
to confirm the results of the present study. 

Recently, several groups have used SVM classification to discriminate between patients with AD and elderly controls 
based on whole-brain anatomical MRI. Klöppel et al. [7] achieved 92%-95% accuracy on AD patients with average 
MMS of about 16 but the result dropped to 81% when considering more early patients (mean MMS equal to 23.5). 
Vemuri et al. [8] obtained about 89% accuracy when combining MR data with demographical and genetic 
information (median MMS between 20 and 22). Fan et al. [9] achieved 94% accuracy between AD patients and 
controls (mean MMS equal to 23). Our best inter-cohort validation results reached 90.2% accuracy.  

In conclusion, we have introduced a method to automatically discriminate between patients with AD and elderly 
controls. Using separate learning and test datasets, we obtained high classification accuracy. This new approach has 
potential to become a useful tool to assist in the early diagnosis of AD.  
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Abstract. Breast-tissue microarrays facilitate the survey of very large numbers of tumours but their scoring by
pathologists is time consuming, typically highly quantised and not without error. Automated segmentation of cells
and intra-cellular compartments in such data can be problematic for reasons that include cell overlapping, complex
tissue structure, debris, and variable appearance. This paper proposes a computationally efficient approach that
approximates the density of colour and local invariant features by clusters in the feature space, and characterises
each spot by a frequency histogram of nearest cluster centres. Spots are classified into four main types based on their
histograms. This approach does not rely on accurate segmentation of individual cells. Classification performance
was assessed using 344 spots from the Adjuvant Breast Cancer (ABC) Chemotherapy Trial. A two-layer neural
network yielded better classification results than a nearest-neighbour classifier or a single-layer network. Some
reasons for classification results in disagreement with pathologist-provided labels are discussed and include the
existence of spots containing large proportions of different tissue types.

1 Introduction

Tissue microarrays (TMAs) are an array-based high-throughput technique proposed by Kononen et al. [1], to facilitate
gene expression and the survey of very large numbers of tumours. Hundreds of cylindrical biopsies (named cores) from
individual tumours can be distributed in a single microarray block. Sections of the block provide targets for parallel
in situ detection of DNA, RNA, and protein targets in each specimen on the array, and consecutive sections allow the
rapid analysis of hundreds of molecular markers in the same set of specimens. Camp et al. [2] have concluded that
two cores per patient are sufficient to adequately represent the expression of three common antigens in invasive breast
carcinoma.

The assessment by pathologists of breast-TMA sections starts with the classification of each spot into one of several
types, namely: tumour, normal, stroma, fat, blood, and invalid. Each tumour or normal spot subjected to nuclear stain-
ing is then assigned a Quickscore [3] that reflects the estimated proportion of epithelial nuclei that are immunopositive,
and the estimated strength of staining of those nuclei. Applying this procedure to breast-TMA sections from large
numbers of individuals is time consuming and suffers from inter- and intra-observer variability, perceptual errors, and
severe quantisation that leads to the loss of potentially valuable information. Thus, there is strong motivation for the
development of automated methods for quantitative analysis and grading of breast-TMA image data.

Accurate segmentation of cells and intra-cellular compartments in such data can be problematic for reasons that include
cell overlapping, complex tissue structure, debris and variable appearance. This paper explores the hypothesis that
automated classification of entire tissue spots need not rely on the detection and segmentation of individual cells
and intra-cellular compartments. Rather we propose a computationally efficient system that approximates the joint
probability distribution of local features by clusters in the feature space, and then characterises the appearance of each
spot by a frequency histogram of nearest cluster centres. Spots are classified into four main types based on their
histograms. Thus, our work follows an approach similar to that developed by Varma et al. [4] for statistical texture
classification, although we use rotation-invariant features of a different type and a different classifier.

The spatial orientation of cells, sub-cellular compartments, and arrangements of such structures in breast-tissue histo-
logical sections varies greatly. This suggests that the use of local features invariant to rotation could lead to a better
use of the training data, in that features computed for a given training pixel based on its neighbourhood would help
teach the system to deal with any test pixels with a similar neighbourhood, regardless of the orientation. In our work,
the luminance signal is characterised through differential invariants computed as combinations of Gaussian partial
derivatives, as discussed by Schmid et al. [5] and theoretically studied by Koenderink et al [6].

Perhaps the most closely related work to that described here concerns automated Gleason grading of prostate tissue
images. Specifically, Tabesh et al. [7] reported the use of colour-channel histograms with texture features transformed to
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(a) Tumour (b) Normal (c) Stroma (d) Fat

Figure 1. A spot characteristic of each type.

achieve rotational invariance, and Doyle et al. [8] used morphological and texture features for this purpose. Differential
invariants were used by Ranzato et al. [9] for recognition of several categories of biological particles (but not for tissue
analysis). In recent work on breast-tissue analysis reported by Kostopoulos et al. [10], colour textural features are
used in the assessment of the oestrogen receptor’s status of breast carcinomas, through an approach that involves the
pre-segmentation of nuclei.

Section 1.1 presents a summary of our previous related work. Section 2 describes the available data and the methods
involved. Section 3 details the experiments carried out and presents the results. In section 4 some specific results are
discussed. Section 5 provides some conclusions and recommendations for future work.

1.1 Previous work

Our previous work included the classification of breast-TMA spots into two classes, as to the presence or absence of
immunopositive epithelial nuclei (regardless of the type of spot) [11]. The analysed data consisted of 110 spots (2 for
each of 55 participants) subjected to progesterone-receptor (PR) nuclear staining and whose immunostates (positive or
negative) were assigned by a pathologist. In addition, the contours of several hundred epithelial nuclei were marked
within randomly selected sub-regions and labelled as immunopositive or negative. In a first stage, the pixels within
annotated sub-regions were used to estimate the likelihoods of RGB and differential invariant features (computed for
two scales up to the 2nd order) for three classes, namely: epithelial positive, epithelial negative, and background.
Assuming these features to be independent, their likelihoods were then used to classify the pixels of whole spots
into the three considered classes, using Bayes’ rule. In a second stage, the previously classified pixels were used
to compute features for each spot that aimed to formalise the two Quickscore values assigned by pathologists. A
generalised linear model (GLM) was then trained to classify spots as to their immunostate, based on the two computed
features. A leave-2-out experiment was carried out, in order to assess the ability of the system to deal with data from
new participants. Different combinations of features were tested, leading to the conclusion that the use of differential
invariants in addition to colour yielded a small improvement in accuracy. The most favourable combination of features
resulted in a correct-classification rate of 84%.

2 Data and methods

The data used in this work consist of colour images of breast-TMA spots originating from the National Cancer Research
Institute’s Adjuvant Breast Cancer (ABC) Chemotherapy Trial [12]. A total of 344 spots subjected to PR nuclear
staining were used, 86 for each of 4 spot types. The considered types were tumour (T), normal (N), stroma (S), and
fat (F), and the assignment by a pathologist of each spot to one of these types was known. Figure 1 shows a spot
characteristic of each type, although they are highly variable in appearance. The images have a resolution of 0.23 µm
/ pixel and a typical spot has a diameter of 700 µm (i.e. about 3000 pixels).

The original image is first converted to grey-scale and down-sampled to both a 4th and a 16th of its size through
REDUCE operations [13], in order to build a 3-level Gaussian pyramid. (A REDUCE operation corresponds to the 2D-
convolution of the input image with a [1 4 6 4 1]/16 pattern of weights, followed by down-sampling to half the input
size on both dimensions.) A set of Gaussian derivative kernels with a standard deviation σ = 8 pixels are convolved
with the whole pyramid. In the case of spots containing epithelial cells (i.e. spots of types T and N), these kernels are
expected to focus on parts of cells at the pyramid’s base level, on whole cells at the 2nd level, and on cells and their
immediate surroundings at the 3rd level, as the average cell radius is about 16 pixels. The filter responses are then used
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to compute the 1st- and 2nd-order differential invariants defined in (1), where Gi and Gii are the 1st- and 2nd-order
derivatives of a Gaussian kernel along direction i, respectively, I is the luminance (grey-scale) function of the image,
and * and • are the convolution and scalar product operators, respectively [5].

dA = (Gx ∗ I) • (Gx ∗ I) + (Gy ∗ I) • (Gy ∗ I) (1)
dB = (Gxx ∗ I) + (Gyy ∗ I)

The 2nd and 3rd levels of the resulting differential invariant pyramids are subjected to the necessary EXPAND opera-
tions. (The effect of an EXPAND operation is to expand an (M +1)-by-(N +1) array into a (2M +1)-by-(2N +1) array
by interpolating new node values between the given values, making use the same pattern of weights as in REDUCE.)
Thus, 9 features become available for each position in the image, namely the R, G, and B colour values, and dA and
dB for each of the 3 considered scales. We call this vector of 9 features a jet. Each feature is then normalised to zero
mean and unit variance, the normalisation constants being computed based on a training set of images.

K-means clustering is applied to the jets of a randomly selected subset of image positions from the training set, so
as to determine the centres of a number of clusters in the 9-dimensional feature space. The obtained set of centres
constitutes essentially a texton dictionary, given the nature of the extracted features. Nearest-neighbour classification
is then applied to the jets of a randomly selected subset of image positions (much larger than that used at the clustering
stage) from the complete data set, in order to assign each jet to the nearest texton. For each image in the data set, a
normalised histogram is then computed to reflect the distribution of jets over the clusters.

In the final stage, a two-layer neural network [14] (i.e. a multi-layer perceptron, or MLP) is trained with the training
spots’ histograms and used to classify the test spots into each of the four spot-type classes. The learning algorithm
used was scaled conjugate-gradients (SCG) optimisation, and softmax was chosen as the activation function. For each
spot, this function outputs four values that can be interpreted as the posterior probabilities of the spot belonging to
each class. As discussed later in sections 3 and 4, the choice of a classifier with this type of output proved to be
useful. In the learning stage, regularisation was used to penalise weights becoming too large. This means that a
term with weight-decay penalty α is added to the entropy error function E = −

∑
n,k tnk ln yn

k (where tnk and yn
k are

respectively the target binary code and the softmax output value, for the kth class and nth input vector), which becomes
Er = E +α

∑
w2

i (where wi is the ith weight). Each test spot was classified as belonging to the class with the highest
softmax value. As an alternative to the two-layer network, a nearest-neighbour classifier and a single-layer network (a
GLM) were also used to classify spots based on the normalised texton histograms.

3 Experiments

The 344 available spots were divided into two subsets of 172 spots, suitable for running leave-172-out experiments.
The size of the texton dictionary was set at 160 centres, so that the implementation of k-means that was used could still
process a relatively large number of data points from the training set, specifically 610,000 points, representing 0.06%
of the total. In turn, the nearest-neighbour algorithm used to compute the texton histograms was based on 3.95% of
each spot’s data points. The number of hidden units was fixed at 3, and different values for α were tested. All the code
was implemented in Matlab, making use of the Sussex convolution function [15] and the Netlab [16] implementations
of k-means, k-nearest-neighbour, and neural networks.

For each of the two passes of a leave-172-out experiment, 10 runs of training and testing with the two-layer network
were executed. Table 1(b) shows the resulting minimum, average, and maximum correct-classification rates over the 20
runs, for four different choices of α. Table 1(c) shows the confusion matrix for the best case (α = 0.1). For comparison,
Table 1(a) shows the average classification rates obtained using not the two-layer network, but a nearest-neighbour
classifier (with χ2 and Euclidean distance metrics) and a single-layer network trained through SCG optimisation with
α = 0.1.

The spots shown previously in Figure 1 are typical examples of correctly classified spots. In turn, Figure 2 shows
four examples of misclassified spots. Below each image, the values of the softmax activation function (i.e., the output
posterior probabilities) are presented for each class. The entropy of the posteriors distribution for each spot can be used
as a simple measure of classification confidence (the lower the entropy, the higher the confidence). Table 1(d) shows
the fractions of test spots that can be classified below different entropy thresholds, averaged over the experiment’s 20
runs. Also shown are the mean classification rates and the mean rates of misclassified T (tumour) spots.
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Table 1. Correct-classification rates using (a) nearest-neighbour classifiers and GLM, and (b) two-layer network with
different choices of α. (c) Confusion matrix for best results with two-layer network (α = 0.1), and (d) fractions of
spots classified below different entropy thresholds, with corresponding rates of correct classification and of missed
tumour spots.

(a)
Method Avg.

rate (%)

Nearest-neigh. (χ2) 60
Nearest-neigh. (Eucl.) 59
GLM 67

(b)
α Min. Avg. Max.

0.00 63 70 74
0.01 70 73 74
0.10 73 75 76
0.20 70 70 70

(c)
Truth Predicted

T N S F
T (%) 74 14 12 0
N (%) 21 56 23 0
S (%) 7 11 73 8
F (%) 0 0 5 95

(d)
Entropy Avg. classified Avg. Avg. missed-T

threshold fraction (%) rate (%) rate (%)

1.89 100 75 26
1.69 97 75 25
1.49 85 80 15
1.29 72 84 9
1.09 56 90 5
0.89 41 92 2
0.69 32 95 0
0.49 26 96 0
0.29 17 97 0
0.09 4 100 0

(a) T predicted as N (b) N predicted as T (c) N predicted as S (d) S predicted as N

T N S F
14 49 37 0

T N S F
68 28 04 0

T N S F
05 11 45 40

T N S F
34 49 17 0

Figure 2. Examples of misclassified spots and corresponding softmax values for the four classes.

4 Discussion

The epithelial cells in spot 2(a) are unusually far apart, which may explain the low posterior probability of true class
T and suggest that a model solely based on local features is incapable of capturing some of the relevant information
contained in the spot. Spot 2(b), when compared with the correctly classified spot 1(b), shows similar ring-like arrange-
ments of epithelial cells, but a much larger quantity of scattered epithelials, which seems to have caused the posterior
probability of class T to be much higher than that of true class N. In spot 2(c), large regions of stroma and fat boosted
the posterior probabilities of classes S and F, when what truly counts for the pathologist is the small portion of normal
tissue in the top-right region of the spot. This indicates a difficulty in dealing with heterogeneous spots that contain
large proportions of different types of tissue. The scattered but non-epithelial cells in spot 2(d) seem to have been
perceived as epithelials, leading to a very low posterior for the true class S. This may indicate that the filters used do
not provide enough detail.

As Table 1(d) shows, the system is capable of classifying reasonable fractions of spots with high levels of confidence,
achieving both high correct-classification rates and very low or zero misclassified-tumour rates (as is desirable in this
application). This suggests that the system could be used to automatically classify the more unequivocal spots, while
pointing out to the pathologist the more difficult spots in need of manual assessment.

5 Conclusions and recommendations

This paper presented a system based on texton histograms that classifies breast-TMA spots into four distinct types,
achieving a correct-classification rate of 75%. Higher rates are attainable for fractions of the data, by setting classifica-
tion-confidence thresholds. Some instances of misclassification were discussed.

The underlying model of tissue section may need to incorporate not only local features, but also morphological in-
formation that can reflect arrangements of nuclei (or simply their sparse scattering). A possibility is to model tissue
structures as graphs whose nodes are the centres of pre-detected nuclei [17,18]. The system could also benefit from the
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use of other 2nd-order (or even 3rd-order) differential invariant features, so that more nuclear detail could be perceived
and non-epithelial nuclei would not be mistaken for epithelial. Alternatively, it would be worth testing the system
with the “Gabor-like” filters proposed by Schmid [19], which were shown to perform better than rotation-invariant
combinations of derivatives, in the context of content-based image retrieval. In addition, it would be worth testing the
system with a more perceptually uniform colour space than RGB, given that colour in histological staining is designed
for human evaluation.

The approach described in this paper should be incorporated into a wider system, possibly along with the previous
work described in section 1.1. The goal of this wider system should be to rule out S and F spots, classify T and N spots
into immunopositive and immunonegative, and assign Quickscores to those spots identified as immunopositive.
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Spectral Clustering and Label Fusion For 3D Tissue Classification:
Sensitivity and Consistency Analysis

William R Cruma ∗
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Abstract. Clustering algorithms have found application in tissue classification in MRI. Standard techniques such as
k-means iteratively define intensity clusters based on the distribution of voxels in intensity space. Spectral clustering
is potentially more powerful as it models voxel-to-voxel relationships as opposed to voxel-to-cluster relationships.
Unfortunately for images of n-voxels this leads to an n(n− 1)/2 voxel comparison problem and an n2 eigenvalue
problem which has prevented these techniques being widely investigated in medical imaging. In this paper we report
an empirical evaluation of a stochastic sampling approach to modelling voxel-to-voxel relationships for spectral
clustering. Our approach captures sufficient intensity structure to give plausible tissue classification in 3D brain
MRI. We test the stability of our approach to parameter choice, sample size and stochastic effects in simulated and
real 3D MR images.

1 Introduction

Data-clustering techniques are an important corner-stone of medical image analysis and a key-component of many
techniques for classifying MR images into tissue types [1]. The most common application is in separating Grey-
Matter (GM), White-Matter (WM) and Cerebro-Spinal Fluid (CSF) in brain imaging. Model-based techniques such
as FAST [2] provide powerful alternatives by using prior knowledge, but their performance can suffer when model-
assumptions are broken. Clustering can be used as an unbiased alternative to model-based techniques, to initialise
model-based techniques or for applications where adequate models do not exist. The simplest techniques, such as K-
Means [3], model the intensity relationship of each voxel to a set of global intensity clusters (scalars for single image
classification or vectors for multi-spectral classification). Techniques which model voxel-to-voxel intensity relation-
ships directly should in principle be more powerful classifiers as they capture finer-scale voxel intensity relationships.
One such technique which has attracted recent attention is spectral clustering [4] which is closely related to graph
partitioning problems such as RATIOCUT [5] and NCUT [6]. However, when the graph-nodes are the n = 8 mil-
lion or more voxels comprising a 3D MR brain image, naive spectral clustering becomes intractable as it requires an
eigen-analysis of an n×n matrix. In this paper we solve a reduced problem using sparse stochastic sampling of voxel-
to-voxel relationships. We assess the influence of user-supplied parameters and explore whether repeated stochastic
classifications combined using label fusion can further improve results.

2 Methods

2.1 K-Means

K-means (KM) [3] is a simple clustering technique for scalar or multi-spectral data. KM can be summarised as (a)
define initial cluster centres, (b) assign each data-point to the nearest cluster based on a feature distance measure
(c) recompute each cluster centre as the centre of mass of assigned data-points (d) repeat from (b). This process
is guaranteed to converge but not necessarily to the globally optimal clustering. Multiple clustering attempts with
randomised starting conditions can be used to find the optimal clustering by minimising the distortion (cluster encoding
error). In the most common case, the number of clusters is specified in advance.

2.2 Spectral Clustering

Rather than using each voxel intensity (or intensities for multi-spectral voxel combinations) as clustering features,
spectral clustering (SC) generates a new features for each voxel from a model of the relationship between all pairs of
voxels. These (scalar or vector) features, which are no-longer simply related to the intensities of individual points, are
then clustered using standard techniques such as KM. The motivation is that spectral features characterise each point
relative to the global ensemble rather than treating points in isolation. The computational problems are immediately
apparent: first the number of voxel similarity comparisons in the feature generation stage is n(n− 1)/2 and second, as
will be described below, an eigen-analysis of an n× n symmetric matrix is required. When n >∼ 1 million as for 3D
MRI brain images this calculation is impractical.

∗Centre for NeuroImaging Sciences (P089), Institute of Psychiatry, De Crespigny Park, London, SE5 8AF, bill.crum@iop.kcl.ac.uk
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Problems amenable to spectral clustering are described by an undirected complete similarity graph G = (V,E) where
V is a set of vertices vi with one vertex for each of n points in the original data and E is a set of similarities sij = sji

between pairs of points. Complete graphs have connections between all pairs of nodes (i, j). To compute spectral
features, G is expressed as a n × n Laplacian matrix. There are a number of definitions for the Laplacian [4] but we
use the simplest, L = D −W, where W is a n × n symmetric matrix of similarities, sij and D is an n-diagonal
matrix formed from the row or column sums of W. L is symmetric, positive semi-definite with smallest eigenvalue
equal to 0. The eigenvectors associated with the next k smallest eigenvalues of L, are formed into an n × k matrix
F. Spectral features associated with each data-point, di are taken from the ith row of F; see [4] for more detail about
spectral clustering methods. The number of components in the feature vector k can be selected but is often related to
the number of expected clusters; therefore in this work we choose k = 3 for GM, WM and CSF.

2.2.1 Stochastic Approach and Label Fusion

MRI volumes are typically of size n = 256 × 256 × 128 ∼ 8 million voxels total. We solve a reduced problem on
the full-size 3D data, which retains global connectivity properties, by adopting a stochastic sparse sampling approach
for building the Laplacian matrix. We compute the n non-zero diagonal entries of the degree matrix D explicitly. The
similarity matrix W is filled sparsely by computing pair-wise similarities between each point and m other randomly
selected points. Each point is connected to ∼ 2m other points on average; (each point is explicitly connected to m
other points and on average another ∼ m points will connect to it). Therefore, the total storage requirement for W
is ∼ 2mn rather than n2 for the naive case. The number of samples must preserve the connectivity structure of the
data. In particular, spurious disconnections (i.e. bogus cluster structure) must be avoided. A necessary condition to
ensure this is that W must represent a connected graph i.e. there must be a path via non-zero similarities from any
element to any other element. Theory suggests that m ∼ f(n) will ensure a connected graph with f(n) ∼> log n.
The similarity should be a positive symmetric function which falls away rapidly for non-similar points. We adopt a
parametric exponential similarity exp {(−x/p)2} where x is the Euclidean intensity distance between points. For each
point, we stochastically sample l > m other points and use the m largest similarities in W. As l→ n−1, this approach
becomes equivalent to a m-Nearest-Neighbour selection. In all work in this paper we arbitrarily set the total sampled
points at each voxel to be l = 5m. We use a Jacobi-Davidson method [7] to compute the first k + 1 eigenvalues
of L. The sparse eigenvector decomposition and therefore the resulting classification will be affected by stochastic
sampling. We consider consistency of SC and whether combining repeated stochastically sampled classifications using
label-fusion [8] can further improve results.

3 Experiments

We ran two experiments. The first assessed sensitivity to parameter selection on simulated data where the underlying
classification is known. The second assessed consistency of classification in real data when fusing multiple individual
stochastic classifications and compared results against a popular model-based tissue classifier. Software for KM and
SC was written in Python including use of NumPy and SciPy1, and PySparse2. The experiments below required 1− 2
hours compute time per SC classification on 2.8GHz AMD processors. Construction of the Laplacian is currently a
computational bottleneck in Python which will soon be reduced by recoding in ’C’. The eigen-analysis makes use of
optimized library functions from PySparse. We also made use of tools from the FMRIB Software Library3, in particular,
BET (brain extraction), FLIRT (rigid registration) and FAST (model-based brain tissue classification). To measure
overall classification accuracy and consistency in each brain we computed the Total Accumulated Dice Overlap (TOA)
over GM, WM and CSF described in [9]. The TOA is in the range [0, 1] which reduces to the standard Dice overlap for
a single label comparison but allows the overall agreement of multiple labels to be summarised by a single index.

3.1 Parameter Sensitivity in Simulated Data

We used the MNI Brainweb 4 digital brain phantom T1- and T2-weighted 1mm isotropic voxel images [10]. We
added independent Rician (2-channel Gaussian) noise of 2% maximum intensity to each image The images were pre-
processed to leave 4 underlying clusters (background, CSF, grey-matter, white-matter) and cropped to the smallest
encompassing bounding box (dimensions 144 × 184 × 145). As pure intensity clustering does not depend on the
spatial location of voxels a more efficient computation can be applied in data which have been masked as part of a
pre-processing step. Packing each image into a vector containing only voxels which are non-zero in the mask reduces

1http://www.scipy.org/
2http://sourceforge.net/projects/pysparse/
3http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
4http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb
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both the size of the clustering problem and the number of clusters to be determined. We initially set the number of
stochastic samples high at m = 40 to ensure global connectivity and examined the sensitivity of the classification
accuracy to the intensity variances P 2

1 and P 2
2 associated with the T1- and T2- weighted images respectively. We first

experimented with the T1-weighted image alone and set P1 = {1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000} based on the intensity
range in the T1-weighted image ([0, 4095]). From these results we selected an appropriate fixed value for P1 and
repeated the experiment on T1- and T2-weighted multi-spectral images. Finally, we repeated the first two experiments
for the selected values of P1 and P2 and varied the number of samples m = {20, 30, 40}. We then assessed the relative
impact of increasing number of stochastic samples versus label fusion of multiple classification attempts.

3.2 Consistency in Real Data

We applied KM and SC to multi-spectral 3D MRI from 3 normal volunteers acquired as part of an imaging protocol
evaluation on a General Electric 1.5T Signa HDx scanner. The image channels acquired were axial T1-weighted (T1w)
MPRAGE (256× 256× 180) and T2-weighted (T2w) (512× 512× 36). The T1w scans were corrected for intensity
inhomogeneity. The T2w scans were rigidly registered and transformed into the space of the T1w scan using FLIRT
resulting in all scans having voxel dimensions of 0.9375× 0.9375× 1.2mm compared with the 0.46875× 0.46875×
4.0mm original dimensions of the T2w images. All images were preprocessed using BET to remove non-brain/CSF
voxels and cropped to the smallest bounding-box containing the BET mask. Packing masked voxels into a vector for
clustering reduced the nominal dimension of the Laplacian to 1.24 million, 1.39 million and 2.75 million for the three
subjects respectively. We examined the consistency of SC when running repeated classifications with m = 30. For
comparison we produced classifications using KM as described above and using FAST, a model-based tissue classifier.

4 Results

4.1 Parameter Sensitivity in Simulated Data

Figure 1 (left) shows the Total Accumulated Overlap for CSF, GM and WM as a function of P1 for SC of the T1-
weighted MNI BrainWeb image. We chose P1 = 1000 for subsequent experiments. Figure 1 (right) shows the TOA
as a function of P2 for SC of the T1- and T2- weighted BrainWeb images and we chose P2 = 1000 also. Figure 2
shows the TOA as a function of the number of stochastic samples, m, and number of fused classifications. for T1w
alone, and T1w and T2w BrainWeb images. The additional T2w information channel makes the most difference to
the classification accuracy but there is also a weak linear relationship of classification accuracy with number of fused
classifications.

Figure 1. The dependence of spectral clustering accuracy on intensity parameters in simulated BrainWeb images.
Left: T1w image results showing P1 dependence. Right: T1w and T2w image results with P1 = 1000 showing P2

dependence.

4.2 Consistency in Real Data

We assessed stochastic sampling and label fusion consistency by computing (a) overlaps of independent spectral clas-
sifications of the same data and (b) overlaps of classifications formed by fusing increasing multiples of independent
classifications. Figure 3 shows that independent spectral classifications have a steady variation from one attempt to the
next (left) but that fused classifications converge towards a limiting result (right). Figure 4 gives a visual example of
the classification obtained for one subject by KM and SC. We also applied FAST to each T1w image and computed
the TOA of KM and SC with FAST to see whether SC resulted in a classification which more resembled FASTs model
of the brain. The results in subject order were FAST-KM:{0.75, 0.92, 0.75} and FAST-SC:{0.88, 0.93, 0.90} showing
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Figure 2. The dependence of spectral clustering accuracy on number of stochastic samples and fusion of repeated
classifications in simulated BrainWeb images.

that in two out of three cases the SC results were demonstrably closer to the FAST segmentation than KM. Treating
the FAST results as a pragmatic classification standard, this suggests that SC is extracting more biologically plausible
clusterings than KM.

Figure 3. Consistency of spectral classification in 3 subjects. Left: Individual spectral classifications of the same data
showing the effect of stochastic sampling. Right: Comparison of classifications obtained by fusing increasing numbers
of individual classifications

5 Discussion

We presented a stochastic sampling approach which makes spectral clustering analysis of full 3D MRI volumes
tractable. We found that results were consistent across a range of parameter values. Classification accuracy improved
with increasing numbers of stochastic samples but larger gains came from including both T1- and T2-weighted images
in the classification. In real data spectral clustering resulted in biologically plausible classifications which compared
well with a model-based classification algorithm well-suited to the data. Interestingly, adding T2-weighted images into
the classification of real data seemed to reduce consistency. We attribute this to partial volume effects from the 4mm
T2-weighted slices confounding the classification; the simulated T2-weighted images were of isotropic 1mm voxel di-
mensions. Partial volume effects in general have not been explicitly modelled in this work but could be considered by
using (a) fuzzy c-means rather than k-means to generate partial cluster-membership maps (b) inclusion of more clus-
ters to explicitly model partial-volume effects. Another possible confound, intensity inhomogeneity can be corrected
as a pre-processing step. Alternatively, the space from which stochastic samples are acquired could be restricted to a
volume surrounding each voxel. We will investigate these approaches in future work.

We are not the first to apply spectral clustering to MRI data but we believe we are the first to explicitly classify
from complete 3D volumes. Others have approximated or solved other kinds of reduced problem. For instance, in
[11], 15 × 15 pixel windows in ultrasound images were classified independently and the results were combined post
hoc. In [12] voxel-similarity features were computed in 3D but then projected onto a 131 × 256 slice for clustering
using the Nyström approximation. Importantly, researchers can now explore the potential of this class of techniques
without exceptional computing power or over-simplification of their imaging application. Spectral clustering is a
relatively new and potentially powerful clustering approach but there are other methods (see [13] for a review) such as
hierarchical clustering which can also model pairwise relationships. Future work will include a quantitative comparison
of alternative methods.
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Figure 4. Tissue classification of subject 2. A single slice is shown but the classification was fully 3D. Top Row (L-R):
T1-weighted image, KM of T1-weighted image, Single SC classification, Fusion of 9 SC classifications. Bottom Row
(L-R): T2-weighted image, KM of T1+T2 images, Single SC classification of T1+T2, Fusion of 9 SC classifications of
T1+T2
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Abstract. We show that it is possible to construct numerical models of eye colour from first principles. Our initial 
model assumes that the important optical interactions occur only in the anterior border of the iris. Experimentally 
measured values for the size and number density of melanin granules in the anterior border in human irises are 
utilised. The scattering and absorption properties of these granules are obtained as a function of size by using Mie 
scattering theory, and these values are stored as a look-up table at the start of the simulations. These tables are then 
employed in our Monte Carlo simulations in order to determine the reflectance as a function of wavelength of 
light. We employ CIE colour theory in order to produce an RGB value from these reflectance spectra. In 
particular, we investigate an undesirable side effect of iris darkening and colour change following topical 
administration of glaucoma drugs (specifically Latanoprost). We show that small changes in the size-distribution 
of melanin granules in the iris seen in experimental studies are accountable for this dramatic darkening effect 
observed in iris photographs for glaucoma patients. More generally, we find that our initial model provides 
excellent results qualitatively for brown-coloured and hazel-coloured irises. However, we find that this model 
provides less reliable results for blue-coloured eyes, and we believe that a more complex, multi-layered model is 
necessary for these cases. We show that such direct simulation methods can be useful in understanding and 
interpreting photographic images of the eye. 

1  Introduction 

Glaucoma affects between 70 to 90 million people worldwide [1,2] and it is one of the leading causes of blindness in 
the western world. It is disease of the eye in which the optic nerve is damaged, and vision is impaired. The major 
cause of this damage is an increase in the intra-ocular pressure (IOP) caused by defects in the drainage system of 
aqueous humour in the anterior chamber of the eye, shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the anterior section of the eye. 

Over the last decade, a group of drugs know as prostaglandins have been found to be effective at controlling the IOP 
by causing an increase in the outflow of aqueous humour from the anterior chamber of the eye. The main 
prostaglandin drug that is commonly used is the F2α analogue Latanoprost (Xalatan®)[3]. An unusual side effect has 
been observed with all of the topically applied prostaglandin drugs, namely, a darkening of the iris in susceptible 
individuals. As this side effect was first seen with Latanoprost it has come to be known as Latanoprost induced iris 
darkening (LIID). It has been reported that LIID is seen in 22.9% of patients in the UK that received Latanoprost [4] 
and that irises of a mixed colouration (i.e. blue/brown, hazel and golden browns) have a greater tendency to darken. 
Much work has been carried out experimentally in order to understand this darkening effect. 
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Previous experimental studies [5,6] strongly indicate that Latanoprost does not stimulate cell proliferation. One such 
study [5] provided the first morphological evidence of the changes occurring in LIID cases. This study considered 
two cases of LIID, and demonstrated that populations of melanocyte cells in LIID cases were stable. However, a 
detailed analysis of the melanin granules contained in the melanocytes found that there was no increase in the 
number of melanin granules. The only detectable change that was found was a small, but significant, increase in the 
sizes of the melanin granules. It has been postulated that this increase in granule size is responsible for the darkening 
in LIID. However it is still an open question as to whether such a small change could be totally responsible for 
bringing about the, sometimes dramatic, observable change of eye colouration that is seen in LIID cases.   

We show here that we are able to simulate iris colour from first principles by constructing a numerical model of the 
iris. Monte Carlo models have previously been employed in the study of light interactions with homogeneous tissues 
[7,8] we have developed a MC model [9] that allows us to examine the effect of a random polydisperse distribution 
of particles [10]. We utilise the MC simulation to trace the “random walks” of photons of light as they interact with 
melanin granules in the anterior border of the iris. Indeed, it is the “stochastic” nature of this approach that lends 
itself to the title. Most importantly, the error of approximation for MC techniques reduces in a statistically well-
understood manner with the length of the simulation. We use CIE colour theory in order to produce an RGB colour 
from our simulation results which is then matched to those results of iris photography for normal subjects and for 
glaucoma patients. We wish to demonstrate that we can provide a first-principles approach that allows us to 
understand medical images based on optical techniques via MC simulation. In particular, we wish to establish here 
whether Latanoprost induces iris darkening (LIID) in glaucoma patients may be due solely to a relatively small 
increase in melanin granule size in the anterior border of the iris. 

2  Method 

2.1 A Simple Numerical Model of the Iris 

The iris is a multilayered tissue. The uppermost layer is the anterior border, below which are the deep stromal land 
then the posterior pigment epithelium (PPE) layers. The anterior border is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. It is a 
cellular layer that varies in thickness even within individual irises. However, we note that it is generally between 0 to 
4 cells wide. The cells in this layer are predominantly formed from melanocytes, and each melanocyte contains 
melanin granules that are optically active. The size distributions and number densities of the melanin granules were 
established experimentally [5,6,10] for iris tissues samples, e.g., obtained after trabeculectomy. For the hazel- and 
brown-coloured irises, the most important optical processes are believed to occur in the anterior border. In our initial 
model the combined effects of the deep stromal and PPE layers were set to be a ‘perfect diffusely reflecting surface’ 
at the bottom of the anterior border (see Fig. 2). Consequently, a photon reflected from this surface will travel in any 
direction ‘upwards’ with equal probability. 

 
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the anterior border of the iris. Photons enter the anterior border (green arrows) 
from above and are scattered (blue arrows) in by melanin granules (shown as black dots). In our initial model, they 
either exit from the surface of the anterior border (pink arrows) or are absorbed. The stromal and PPE layers are 
modelled as a diffusely reflecting surface at the bottom on the anterior layer. 

2.2 Mie Scattering Theory and Monte Carlo Simulation 

Mie scattering theory [11,12] was employed by us in order to determine the scattering and absorption cross sections, 
σs,i and σa,i, and scattering anisotropies gi as a function of the melanin granule size index, i. Mie theory has been 
established experimentally as a good approximation for these quantities for melanin granules. After calculation, these 
values are stored in a look-up table prior to our MC simulations. The MC approach employed in this study is similar 
to that used in [9] in order to simulate the scattering of light in skin. This approach assumed that skin is a 
heterogeneous system containing granules of varying size (i.e., a polydisperse distribution). We carry out the MC 
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simulations by tracing the “random walk” of a photon as it passes through the tissues of the iris. This may be 
achieved by performing a series of MC ‘moves’, and these are dependant on the photon mean free path in the turbid 
medium [9,10] denoted l

~  and the photon (unit) direction vector u. Thus, the distance a photon travels, d, between 

successive scattering events is given by !ln
~

dl "= , where ξ is a random number in the range [0,1]. In other words, 
the photon is advanced by distance, d, along a photon direction vector u at each MC ‘move’ (see Fig. 3). The next 
step is to sample a probability distribution qi to find the melanin granule size index i. This probability distribution is 
formed from the look-up tables for the scattering cross sections and granule size distributions established prior to the 
MC simulation. Thus, new MC code needed to be written by us to do this. Each photon is assigned a ‘weight’ 
(initially 1) and this ‘weight’ is reduced by a factor α after each photon move, where α is the proportion of light 
absorbed at the interaction and is also given by Mie theory. Once the photon ‘weight’ falls below zero then it is 
terminated. The longitudinal angle of scattering, θ, is provided by the Henyey-Greenstein function and is given by 
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where ξ1 is a random variable in the range [0,1] and where the anisotropy gi is given by Mie theory [11,12]. Again, 
we note that this expression has been established experimentally as a good approximation for the angle of scattering 
for melanin granules. By contrast to the longitudinal angle, the azimuthal angle φ is always uniformly distributed in 
the range [0,2π]. In order to determine the vector of the scattered photon, unit vectors, n1 and n2, are defined as 
orthogonal to u (the vector of the incoming photon), represented graphically in Fig. 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Diagram illustrating the new photon scattering vector. u, n1 and n2 are defined as being orthogonal to the 
original photon propagation vector, u, in order to determine the new vector of the scattered photon, u’. θ is the 
longitudinal angle of scattering and φ is the azimuthal angle of scattering. 
 
The process of scattering is repeated to form a “random walk” for the photon until the photon either leaves the upper 
boundary or is terminated. The total absorption and reflectance were found by averaging over many such photons. 
The simulation was run over the entire visible spectrum (λ of 0.4 to 0.7µm) at 0.01µm intervals. The number of 
configurations used per wavelength was 2x106 and this was found to run in under 20 minutes on a 3 GHz CPU. The 
error bars of values for the reflectance (plotted with respect to wavelength) were small enough to be invisible to the 
naked eye (see below).  
 
2.3 CIE Colour Theory 

CIE colour theory [13,14] was used in order to simulate a perceived colour based on the MC reflectance data. The 
MC simulation was carried out at 0.01µm intervals over the visible spectrum. CIE (X,Y,Z) values were obtained 
[13,14] by integration of the reflectance spectrum with respect to various CIE colour-matching functions. Red, 
Green, and Blue (RGB) values were then found via a standard linear mapping. A normalisation constant was used in 
order to match the predicted CIE theory value for R (i.e., for the red channel only) obtained from the MC spectra to 
that  value for R measured directly from the clinical photograph. This was carried out for the control case, albeit for 
each patient separately. For the sake of consistency however, the same value for normalisation constant was then 
used to form a new RGB value for the LIID eye, although again for each patient separately. We were thus able to 
form a 24-bit digital RGB simulated colour for the appearance of the iris for the control and LIID eyes. The 
interested reader is referred to [10] for more information regarding the detail involved in carrying out our 
simulations. 
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3  Results 

Only two patients in our study group (denoted Patients 1 & 2 henceforth) demonstrated LIID after Latanoprost 
treatment and so we concentrate on these cases first. MC simulations were carried out for an untreated (control) eye 
and an LIID eye. MC simulated values for the reflectance versus wavelength of light are shown in Fig. 4. The overall 
reduction in intensity over the whole visible spectrum for the two subjects was predicted to be 9.8% (±2.4%) for 
Patient 1 and 32.5% (±3.1%) for Patient 2. The results of the MC simulation thus indicate that the LIID iris should 
appear darker than the untreated eye.  Results of in vivo photography indicated that the colour of the irises went from 
hazel (for the control irises) to brown (for the LIID irises). Predictions of the iris appearance for Patient 1 and 2 using 
the simulated reflectance spectra and CIE colour theory were carried out, and the results are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 
clearly shows a darkening of LIID eyes compared to control eyes from our simulations. By visual inspection, we see 
that the simulated colours are in reasonable agreement with the photographs of the control and LIID irises for each 
subject in Fig. 5. Hence, qualitatively similar darkening and colour-change was also seen to occur in the in vivo 
photographs of the patients’ eyes and in our MC simulations. 
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Figure 4: Predictions of the percentage reflectance obtained via Monte Carlo simulation for two patients (1 and 2) 
that demonstrated Latanoprost Induces Iris Darkening (LIID). We observe that the Latanoprost treated (LIID) eyes 
have lower reflectance compared to untreated (control) eyes over all wavelengths of light. 

Average RGB values (for the iris only) were obtained readily for the photographic images of the eye shown in Fig. 5. 
The RGB values for the iris photographs in Fig. 5 for Patient 1 were (105,63,38) and (70,30,24) for the control and 
LIID eyes, respectively. This compares to simulated RGB values of (105,64,38) and (93,58,36). By way of 
comparison, the RGB values for Patient 2 were (118,82,57) and (89,65,46) for the control and LIID eyes, 
respectively. This compares to simulated RGB values of (117,77,47) and (82,50,30). 

     
Figure 5: Diagram comparing in vivo photographs to Monte Carlo simulations for two patients that demonstrated 
iris darkening and colour change. In vivo photography compared to predictions of eye colour via MC simulation and 
CIE theory for: (1C) LIID Patient 1 Control Eye; (1L) LIID Patient 1 Latanoprost-Treated Eye; (2C) LIID Patient 2 
Control Eye; and, (2L) Patient 2 Latanoprost-Treated Eye. 

MC simulations were also carried out for a number of other subjects with blue, hazel, and brown irises, although they 
did not demonstrate LIID. The reflectance spectra were calculated. Again, we note that the experimentally measured 
granules sizes and densities were employed in our MC simulations from the outset. Indeed, our simulations indicated 
that the blue irises should have the highest values for the reflectance (and so should be brightest), whereas the brown 
irises should have the lowest values (and so should be darkest). The results of MC simulations and CIE colour theory 
were compared to those results of photography of the eye, shown in Fig. 6 for the brown, hazel, and blue irises. By 
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visual inspection, we observe that the results for the brown and hazel-coloured irises compare well to the simulated 
colours. Results of photography for the blue irises were found to agree less well with the results of our initial single-
layer model. Indeed, the predicted colours were found to be pale beige rather than blue. 

 
Figure 6: Diagram comparing in vivo photographs to Monte Carlo simulations for: (a,b) the brown iris; (c,d) the 
hazel iris; (e,f) a blue iris; and, (g,h) another blue iris. 

4  Conclusions 

Our initial results are encouraging. We were able to show that iris colour and general appearance may be simulated 
from first principles using the MC technique and CIE colour theory. We were able to employ experimental results for 
the melanin granule size distributions in these first-principles calculations from the outset. The initial model used 
here worked adequately for hazel- and brown-coloured irises. However, the investigations using this preliminary 
model also showed that simulated colours for blue eyes were a pale beige rather than blue. A more sophisticated 
multilayer model that also includes, at least, additional scattering processes in the stromal layer would need to be 
developed for blue eyes. The MC simulations carried out here demonstrated that the small changes in the melanin 
granule size, due to the use of a topical glaucoma drug called Latanoprost, can lead to an observable darkening in the 
appearance of the iris. MC simulation helped us greatly in understanding the causes of this undesirable side effect. 
We have shown that “direct simulation” methods are useful in understanding and interpreting photographic images 
of the eye. In future, such simulations might also be used to detect underlying physiological changes reflected subtly 
in (e.g., hyperspectral and/or colour) iris imaging, e.g., due to iris melanomas [15], at an early stage. 
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Abstract.
Performing segmentation and registration on images of transparent phase objects, such as biological cells from
brightfield microscope images, is a difficult problem due to the lack of observable intensity contrast and noise.
Previous image analysis solutions have used excessive defocusing orphysical models to obtain the underlying phase
properties. Here, an automatic multimodal registration algorithm and an improved cell boundary detection algorithm
are proposed. These use local feature properties derived from themonogenic signal, which renders the algorithms
invariant to intensity, making them ideal for these images. Validation is shownagainst manual expert segmentations
and alignments.

1 Introduction

Cell biologists acquiring microscopic single cell images often combine fluorescence microscopy, for functional imag-
ing, along with a structural modality such as brightfield microscopy with which to localise the fluorescence signals
(a process analogous to PET/CT for whole body imaging). The two image sets are highly complementary and lend
themselves to fusion-based analysis, however this has beenrarely performed to date. This is due to the difficulty in
processing brightfield image data with conventional intensity-based methods because of the lack of intensity contrast
between the cells and background. There exist several hardware solutions for improving contrast, such as Phase Con-
trast and Differential Interference Contrast microscopy,however brightfield remains the most widely used modality.

Figure 1. Two segmentation results (white contours) of HeLa cells observed by brightfield microscopy, using our
method.

Accurate cell boundary segmentation can be used to accurately quantify intracellular fluorescence or provide outer
bounds to intracellular particle tracking, two applications which we are currently working on. It is best performed
on structural image data as fluorescence data can be misleading, particularly regarding the position of intercellular
boundaries. There has been renewed interest in brightfield image cell segmentation in recent literature, which is
summarised in [1]. One interesting approach uses models of light propagation to recover the underlying physical
phase, by solving the Transport of Intensity (TIE) equation[2]

−k∂zI(x, y) = ∇⊥ · [I(x, y)∇⊥Θ(x, y)] (1)

whereI(x, y) is the image intensity,∇⊥ is the gradient operator orthogonal to the image x-y plane, andΘ(x, y) is the
physical phase. The TIE is commonly solved using the Fast Fourier Transform as described in [3], and in theory yields
promising images with higher contrast. Applications of this approach to brightfield image cell segmentation have been
based primarily on thresholding [4] or simple shape fitting [5]. However several reports [6] [7] and our own work
show that recovering phase using this method under sub-optimal conditions can create strong low-frequency bias field
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artefacts. These obscure the cell signal, even after applying periodic boundary conditions and low-frequency filtering,
making consistent cell edge detection difficult.

Another problem associated with multimodal microscopy is the misalignment of the brightfield and fluorescent images,
which can occur if the microscope stage is accidentally shifted whilst switching between the different modalities. Reg-
istration is required to realign the images before the segmentation results can be correctly applied to the fluorescence
data. Some previous work has been done on multimodal microscope image registration [8], however in our experience,
typical multimodal registration similarity metrics such as mutual information do not perform well on contrast-deficient
brightfield images.

Our work describes a brightfield image toolset,sephaCe(www.sephace.com), for performing cell segmentation and
multimodal registration. The segmentation method combines the concepts of physical phase, as used in the TIE ap-
proach, with local phase, an image property computed using the monogenic signal [9], and incorporates these into a
level set framework. It extends our earlier work [10] in several ways, by allowing the segmentation of multiple touch-
ing cells, and by providing greater robustness to conjugateplane noise. Figure 1 shows some typical segmentation
results obtained by our method. The registration method uses another property of the monogenic signal, namely local
energy, in order to extract useful feature information fromthe brightfield images to enable a mutual information-based
algorithm to co-register brightfield and fluorescence images.

The next section outlines the methods used, and Section 3 presents the results and validations. A discussion of the
method and its potential applications is given in Section 4.

2 Method

2.1 Image Acquisition

Transillumination brightfield images were acquired for HeLa immortal cervical cancer cells using an inverted Nikon
Eclipse TE2000E epifluorescence microscope at 40x magnification, illuminated with a mercury arc 100W lamp without
any frequency filters. Two images were acquired symmetrically just above and below the focal plane (∆z = ±5µm).
An in-focus image (∆z = 0) was also acquired for reference. Fluorescence images wereacquired using the Lyso-
Tracker dye (Invitrogen CorporationTM), using a TexRed 600-660nm bandpass filter.

2.2 Local Energy and Local Phase

A common idea in 1D signal processing is that two carefully selected quadrature filters, such as a Difference of Gaus-
sians bandpass and its Hilbert Transform, can be applied to asignal to yield estimates of the signal’s energy and
structure properties, also known as local energy and local phase. Quadrature filter pairs comprise one odd and one
even filter, so-called because of their differential response to signals which have some degree of odd or even symmetry.
Local energy is defined as the magnitude of these filter responses, and describes the strength of the signal, whilst local
phase is defined as the arctan ratio of their responses, and describes the shape of the signal. Local phase is often used as
an intensity-independent feature detector in medical image analysis [11]. A third property, local orientation, can also
be computed, and this describes the direction of maximal signal variance at each point in the signal/image.

The monogenic signal is an nD extension of this theory. In 2D,it requires a spherical quadrature filter triplet to
be established by applying the Reisz Transform to a zero-DC even-symmetric bandpass filter to generate two odd
filters [9]. As our bandpass filter, we use the following scale-invariant filter family defined in [12]:

f(r) =
1

rα+β
−

1

rα−β
(2)

wherer is the filter radius. For our registration,α = 2.25 andβ = 0.25, and for our segmentation,α = β = 0.25.
These values define the filter shape. The segmentation valuesare unusual in that they create a non-zero DC lowpass
filter, however its output yields properties which favourable for segmenting our cells. In fact it can be shown that this
non-zero DC filter is related mathematically to the FFT method for solving the TIE, and they both invert the laplacian
of the physical phase in Equation 1. The relationship between the two will be described more fully in a future paper.
For our segmentation, the lowpass filter approach needs to beapplied to thedzI term in Equation 1, and we therefore
approximate this in Section 2.4 using central differences.
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2.3 Registration

Registration of brightfield images to images from the same ordifferent modality (e.g. fluorescence) is performed in
two stages. First, the brightfield image’s cell-backgroundcontrast needs to be improved. This is done by computing the
local energy property using the monogenic signal, as described earlier. Secondly, rigid registration is performed. This
is developed using the ITK toolkit [13], and uses NormalisedMutual Information as a similarity measure, along with
the (1+1) Evolutionary Optimiser algorithm described in [14]. No initialisation is required to perform the registration.

2.4 Initialisation

In order to initialise the segmentation, a derivative imageacross∆z = 0 is created from the out-of-focus images
(Figure 2B), similar to the first step when solving the TIE. This normalises the background and removes any lens-
based artefacts that will be present in both images (as they will be invariant to defocusing).

∂I(x, y, 0)

∂z
≈ I(x, y,+∆z)− I(x, y,−∆z) (3)

Local phase and local orientation maps are computed using the derivative image (Figure 2C,2D). The local phase map is
thresholded to generate an estimation of the cell regions. Each region is uniquely labelled using connected components
to generate an(n + 1)-class initialisation map (describingn identifiable cell regions plus background). A manual step
is then performed where the user clicks once in each cell (thus definingm cells, wherem ≥ n).

The initialisation process can yield regions which containmultiple touching cells. These are separated by performing
region growing on the labelled initialisation map from eachof the user-defined seed points to givem + 1 classes. This
step, coupled with our level set which prevents region merging (see next section), ensures that each cell is separately
segmented. The level set step is able to compensate for any incorrectly defined boundaries between neighbouring cells
caused by the relative click positions.

Figure 2. (A) In-focus image, (B) derivative image, (C) local phase map, (D) local orientation map (with directional
arrows superimposed). The scale in C and D is−π (blue) to+π (red).

2.5 Level Set Evolution

A narrowband multi-region level set implementation by Gooding et al [15] is used, where a separate class map is
maintained alongside the level set to keep track of different cell regions. A signed distanceφ is generated from the
initialisation map, and the level set PDE below is solved to convergence:

∂φ

∂t
+ F |∇φ| = 0 (4)

where the speed termF is given by

F = αFphase + βForientation + γFsmooth (5)

Fphase is a PDF-based region term [15] computed over the local phasemap. A local window PDFW is sampled at
each point on the zero level set, and compared to the PDFs for the current cell classi and the neighbouring (cell or
background) classj. The region term compares these distributions using the term:
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True Positives (%) False Positives (%) n
vs manual b/f 81.3± 18.7 14.0± 14.9 134

vs manual Lysotracker f/l 87.1± 16.2 n/a 84
Table 1. Comparing our segmentation against manual segmentation results performed on brightfield images and Lyso-
tracker fluorescence images.n is the number of cells tested against.

Fphase =
pdfv(W ) · pdfv(i)

‖pdfv(i)‖
−max

j 6=i

(

pdfv(W ) · pdfv(j)

‖pdfv(j)‖

)

(6)

wherepdfv(.) is the vector form[p1...p255] of the PDF, wherepi is the probability of intensity valuei. This term is
closely related to the Bhattacharyya distance measure for PDFs [16].

Forientation is an orientation specific term. Local orientation is used toguide the level set evolution, by comparing it
at each iteration to the direction of∇ (φ = 0):

Forientation = cos (θ∇φ − θLO) (7)

whereθ∇φ is the angle of the normal vector ofφ, andθLO is the local orientation angle. Where the two are in
agreement,φ experiences a positive expansion force, whilst if the two are opposing thenφ will experience a negative
force.

Fsmooth is a regularising term using the curvature ofφ, andα, β, γ are weighting terms set to 5, 2.5 and 1 respectively
(the algorithm is insensitive to small changes in these values). Finally the level set algorithm also contains an overriding
repulsion term which setsF = −1 if two distinct regions are about to touch, to prevent regionmerging.

3 Results

Table 1 shows the results of our segmentation algorithm compared against expert manual segmentations performed
on brightfield cells and Lysotracker fluorescence cells. True Positives are calculated by the number of overlapping
pixels / total true pixel count. False Positive values are given by the number of non-overlapping seg pixels / true count.
The results against fluorescence images show that the algorithm is effective for capturing most of the intracellular
fluorescence signal.

These results improve upon our previous method [10], as it isnot only more accurate but also more robust against
noise - it is able to work on cell images which our earlier method fails on. We also compared our method against TIE
thresholding, and found that in good cases (where the bias field can be reduced), our method was around 10% more
accurate. However in cases where the bias field was severe, the TIE method could not be used to isolate cells.

Figure 3 shows a segmentation result on a noisy image using the speed term in Equation 5. The results can be seen
to correlate well with the cellular regions in the fluorescence image. There are several touching cells in the image,
however the level set repulsion term successfully keeps them apart. [1] shows additional validation results for the
segmentation algorithm.

The registration algorithm was validated by creating artificial displacements of images that were obtained in correct
alignment, as judged by an expert biologist. It is able to correct misalignments of the order of 100 pixels, to an accuracy
of 2-5 pixels from the correct alignment. Further results will be shown in a follow-up paper.

4 Discussion

Despite the work done to date on brightfield microscopy imageanalysis, there is considerable scope for improvement
by using recent developments from the broader medical visonfield. The monogenic signal is such an example, as it has
been successfully used in similar problems (e.g. breast mammogram feature detection [11]) where there is weak feature
information in the intensity data. We use it to extract localenergy, local phase and local orientation from our brightfield
images, enabling both a robust speed function to be used within a multi-region level set approach for segmentation,
and also robust registration for large misalignments.
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Figure 3. Segmentation result (white contour) overlaid on (A) the brightfield image in Figure 2A, and (B) a Lyso-
Tracker (Invitrogen CorporationTM) fluorescence image.

Our method has been shown to segment cells from challenging image data, and is sufficiently accurate to be able
to quantify intracellular fluorescence and cell structure.We aim to develop the method further, by automating the
algorithm’s seeding and parameter selection to minimise user intervention so that it can be used for high throughput
analysis, and also by using texture information to segment the regions currently being missed, which correspond to
ultra-thin regions of the cells which are being lost during the minimal defocusing currently being performed.

We have developed Matlab user interfaces for these applications which are freely available to cell biologists for their
research. These can be downloaded fromwww.sephace.com.
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Abstract. New sensors allow simultaneous acquisition of 3D shape and colour data ofskin at resolutions theo-
retically approaching cellular structures. We investigate whether the additionof 3D depth information increases
classification rates relative to only using colour information for 5 non-melanoma skin lesions. The paper demon-
strates that there is 6% increase in classification rates.

1 Introduction

There has been much image analysis research dedicated to therecognition of malignant melanoma from the mid-1980’s
(e.g. [1]) and reported classification sensitivities and specificities are now typically over 90% [2]. However, melanoma
is not the only form of skin cancer, or indeed skin lesion, andthere has been almost no image analysis on these other
conditions. This paper presents the results of a classification study of 5 common classes of skin lesions:

AK - Actinic Keratosis BCC - Basal Cell Carcinoma ML - Melanocytic Nevus / Mole
SCC - Squamous Cell CarcinomaSK - Seborrhoeic Keratosis

We omit melanoma for two reasons: 1) other diagnostic methods, particularly the ELM-based methods briefly discussed
below, are very successful already, and 2) melanoma is actually a rather rare, but quite dangerous, condition whereas
other skin cancers are much more common. As we only had a few sample cases of melanoma, we chose to focus on
other classes.

The classification study used two types of information: 1) RGB colour images from a digital SLR camera, and 2)
registered 3D(x, y, z) data at each colour pixel. The addition of 3D data was motivated by the experience of clinical
dermatologists, who touch lesions as part of their examinations. With the addition of depth data, skin shape properties
can also be extracted that are potentially of benefit in the classification process. This leads to the key hypothesis of this
paper:A classification process that uses depth and colour image features has a higher classification rate than the
same process using only colour features.We will show that the classification rate increases from 77% to 83% and
that the null hypothesis can be rejected with significance 0.3. More details can be found at [3].

2 Background

While there is much previous research on automated skin cancer diagnosis (e.g. [4]) that research is primarily concerned
with melanoma, because of its danger, and because of the highlikelihood of recovery given early detection. The
three main techniques used for automated classification arebased on: 1) the ABCD visual diagnostic system, 2)
Epilumiunescent Microscopy (ELM) and 3) physics-based skin modelling. A good survey of classification techniques
is given in [5], from which it can be seen that melanoma classification sensitivity and specificity rates above 90% are
possible.

The ABCD system was originally developed for clinical use, standing for Asymmetry, Border structure, Colour varie-
gation and Diameter of lesions. Several automated classification processes based on different implementations of the
ABCD parameters have been reported (e.g. [4], with sensitivity 87% and specificity 92%). From about 1995, there
has been research into automated classification systems based on ELM imagery, a noninvasive microscopic technique
that uses oil on the skin to make the epidermis more transparent and thus allow observation of deeper skin structures.
For example, [6] achieved sensitivity 93% and specificity 95%. Claridge et al [7] developed a physics-based model of
tissue colouration linking spectral composition to skin structure and the physics of light interacting with skin. Using
several (quantity unclear) measurements in the 400-1000 nmrange, they reported 80% sensitivity and 82% specificity
for melanoma.

We have not identified any previous non-Edinburgh research using 3D depth data for skin cancer analysis. The DERMA
[8] project used registered depth and colour data, where thedepth data was obtained from a laser range sensor. The
DERMA project measured the depth of wounds to investigate the time evolution of wounds. Ravindranath [9] made
initial investigations into the simultaneous use of colourplus lesion height. While that study had only 84 samples, best
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results were achieved (84.6% accuracy) on classifying malignantversusnon-malignant. No evidence for a benefit from
the single depth feature was found. Round et al [10] used the intensity patterns observed from shape texture to seperate
melanoma from melanocytic naevi (moles).

Range and colour data are acquired using a Dimensional Imaging dense stereo image capture system built around a pair
of Canon EOS 350D SLR cameras. Each camera acquires a 3456x2304 image. Given camera placement, lenses and
patient placement, each pixel corresponds to about 0.03 mm skin sample separation. Measurements have determined
an RMS depth error also of about 0.03 mm. An example of the colour (left) and 3D shape (right) capture is:

3 Method

A Bayes Classifier with a unimodal multidimensional Gaussian class model was used. Thirty different colour or depth
based features were computed from the image data. A greedy feature selection method was used to identify the best
N = 10 features for the colour and range+colour classifiers.

Preprocessing consisted of 2 stages:
1. Segmentation of lesion and normal regions: Most of the features require some relative comparison between

properties of the normal skin and the lesion. There has been much research into automatic segmentation of
melanoma lesions [4], but we chose to not reimplement this tosimplify the research. Three regions were marked
by hand using an interactive image markup tool: 1) lesion, 2)“uncertain” boundary region around the lesion, 3)
normal skin. An example of the “uncertain” (left), skin lesion (middle) and “normal skin” (right) masked areas
is here:

2. Rotation to fronto-parallel : As the patient images could be captured with some slant relative to the sensor, the
3D data was rotated to have the normal skin surface parallel to the image plane. This was done by fitting a plane
to the 3D data of the ’uncertain’ (left patch in the figure above) skin patch and then rotating that plane until its
surface normal was facing the viewer.

Six families of features were extracted from the colour (22 features) and depth (8 features) image data, for a total of 30
features. Only the features ultimately used are listed here.

Relative Colour Brightness Features (9): Features 2-10 are the ratios of colour intensities within the lesion relative
to the normal skin. This family of features was implemented in an attempt to automatically compute quantities which
emulate the “colour” aspect of the ABCD clinical diagnosis rule criteria discussed previously. The ratio of mean
colours is used to normalise for global illuminant intensity. The features areµa,S

µb,T
, whereµ is the mean value of

channela, b ∈ {R,G,B} and S=lesion and T=Normal skin patches. The features are numbered (ab): 2:RR, 3:RG,
4:RB, 5:GR, 6:GG, 7:GB, 8:BR, 9:BG, 10:BB.

Relative Variability Features (4): Features 11-14 assess the variability of colours/shape inside the lesion relative to
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the normal skin patch. The relative ratio normalises for scale and human variations. The features areσc,S

σc,T
whereσ

is the standard deviation of channelc ∈ {R,G,B,Z} and S=lesion and T=Normal skin patches. The features are
numbered (c): 11: R, 12:G, 13:B, 14:Z.

Peak and Pit Density Features (12): Image data is convolved with a Gaussian filter with 3 different scales to remove
small features. A peak/pit is defined as a pixel whose value was larger/smaller than the 8 nearest neighbours. The ratio
vc,s = #peaksc+#pitsc

lesionarea
is computed wherec ∈ {R,G,B,Z} ands ∈ {0.5, 1.0, 2.0} is the Gaussian filter standard

deviation. The features are numbered (c,s): 15:R,0.5, 16:G,0.5, 17:B,0.5, 18:Z,0.5, 19:R,1.0, 20:G,1.0, 21:B,1.0,
22:Z,1.0, 23:R,2.0, 24:G,2.0, 25:B,2.0, 26:Z,2.0.

3D Shape Moment Invariant Features (3)

Features 28:J1, 29:J2, 30:J3, characterise the mass distribution of the lesion volume, treating the 3D lesion as the
volume that lies away from the ground plane [11].

Figure 1 left shows the distribution of feature values for the 5 classes for feature 5. There is clearly some difference in
the distributions, but it is also clear that there is considerable overlap in the ranges of feature values. Hence, a statistical
classifier was used.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.4 1.6 1.8 21.1309

AK

BCC
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SK

Class distribution for intensity ratio feature (Red/Green)

Feature values (Mean intensity ratio)
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Figure 1. Left: Pre-normalisation distribution of feature values for the 5 classes for feature 5. Right: top/blue: Increase
in classification rate as new features are added. bottom/red: rate achieved if worst feature is added.

A standard Bayesian classifier with unimodal multivariate Gaussian observation model was used. Visual examination
of the feature value distributions suggests that the Gaussian model is reasonable. All features were normalised so that
their feature values were zero mean, unit standard deviation. Distribution means and covariances were estimated from
the training data subsets.A priori class probabilities were estimated using the incidence rates in the training data.

The only non-standard aspect to the classification was the calculation of the average classification rate. Dividing the
total correct classifications by total classifications biases the results towards the classification rates of the largerclasses.
Here, some classes (AK,SCC) did not have many samples. So, instead, the classification rate is computed for each of
the five classes and the average classification rate is the average of these 5 rates.

Although 30 features were implemented, only 10 of these wereused because the AK class had only 11 examples. Trying
all feature combinations (choose(30, 10)

.
= 3×107) gives optimal feature selection, but at 15 seconds per combination,

this is computationally infeasible. The efficient but suboptimal Sequential forward selection(SFS) [12] algorithm
was used. Starting with an empty set of features, SFS iteratively adds the single feature that maximises classifier
performance when using that feature plus all those previously selected, continuing until the required dimensionalityis
achieved. This algorithm considers only 245 combinations.Figure 1 (right) shows the increase in classifier performance
as each new feature is added (top blue curve) and what it wouldhave been if the worst feature was added to the previous
set of best features (bottom red curve).

4 Experiments and Evaluation

There were 234 samples over the 5 classes, distributed as seen in Table 1. Classes AK and SCC are underrepresented
in the experiments, but were limited by patient availability. These samples were selected from a pool of patients at
the Dermatology Clinic at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. Ground-truth classification was made by one of the authors
(Rees), a consultant dermatologist, based on clinical observation and, in some instances, histopathology. Samples were
excluded if: diagnosis was ambiguous, depth recovery failed or colour image was unsatisfactory.
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Because of the small pool of cases, the cases were not separated into independent training and test sets. Instead, leave-
one-outk-fold cross validation was used (i.e. each classifier is trained on all of the available skin lesionsapart from
the one that is to be classified). The system was trained 234 times on all data except for one sample and a prediction
is made for that sample. This affords us the maximum mileage possible from the available data in terms of model
training.

As there were only 11 samples in class AK, the number of features used in the classification was limited to 10. Features
were selected as described above, selecting the feature at each stage that produced the lowest classification error using
leave-one-out cross validation. The features that were selected follow. Depth based features are in bold.

Feature set Feature pool Feature subset
I Colour only {10,9,8,3,5,25,4,16,13,7}
II Colour and depth {10,9,8,3,22,30,21,25,15,26}

With these features, the final leave-one-out cross validation experiment was performed. Tables 1 and 2 show the clas-
sification results for the colour and depth+colour classifiers respectively. Adding the depth features clearly improves
the combined (using the combination method described above) classification accuracy from 77.3% to 83.7%. The
statistical significance of this difference is discussed below.

The class specific results in Tables 1 and 2, show that the two classifiers performed similarly with the classes AK, BCC,
ML and SK with both feature sets recognising all AK samples correctly and achieving similar accuracies for the other
three classes. Both classifiers had some trouble recognising the dangerous SCC class, displaying their lowest individual
class accuracies. The classifier using depth+colour features is able to outperform the colour features by a considerable
32% recognition rate. Typical SCC lesions were noted to havea “crater like” appearance with raised surroundings and
a central depression. The three features utilising depth asa modality in feature set (II) may be at least partially helpful
in extracting these characteristics. The most severe problems in these classifications are the cases in which malignant
lesions (BCC,SCC) have been categorised as benign lesions (ML,SK) such as the 8 BCC and 5 SCC samples in Table
1. In a similar fashion, Table 2 exhibits 4 BCC and 2 SCC samples categorised as benign lesions. Thus, using the
depth+colour classifier has also reduced the potential costof dangerous misclassifications.

Diagnosis
AK BCC ML SCC SK Number Rate

AK 11 0 0 0 0 11 100%
BCC 0 55 3 2 5 65 84.6%

True ML 0 7 49 0 5 61 80.3%
SCC 0 9 2 11 3 25 44%
SK 0 7 8 1 56 72 77.7%

Overall accuracy 234 77.3%
Table 1. Confusion matrix for feature set (I)

Diagnosis
AK BCC ML SCC SK Number Rate

AK 11 0 0 0 0 11 100%
BCC 0 57 1 4 3 65 87.6%

True ML 0 4 48 2 7 61 78.6%
SCC 0 4 1 19 1 25 76%
SK 0 4 8 5 55 72 76.3%

Overall accuracy 234 83.7%
Table 2. Confusion matrix for feature set (II)

McNemar’s test [13] was used to test whether the difference in results is statistically significant. McNemar’s test
is a relatively simple measure that can be applied to dual system classification experiments. Lets1 be the classifier
based on Colour features only ands2be the classifier based on Depth and Colour features. Letn10 be the number of
examples misclassified bys2but not bys1andn01 be the number of examples misclassified bys1but not bys2. The
null hypothesis is: the two systems have the same error rate. McNemar’s test is based on aχ2 test and essentially
computes a goodness of fit that compares the distribution of counts expected under the null hypothesis to the observed
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counts. This statistic:

φ =
(|n01 − n10| − 1)2

n01 + n10

is distributed (approximately) asχ2 with 1 degree of freedom. Here,n10 = 27 andn01 = 19, soφ
.
= 1.065, which

means that the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 0.3 confidence level. Thus, there is evidence that a classification
system using a combination of colour and depth based image features may be more successful than a system that uses
colour based features alone. A larger test set would give more power to the conclusion.

Most melanoma classification results are reported in terms of specificity and sensitivity, both of which are now better
than 90% typically. However, these criteria are only appropriate for two class decision algorithms (e.g. melanomavs
non-melanoma). Here, the specificity (0.95 average) and sensitivity (0.84 average) of the range+colour classifier is
computed for each class individually, treating all other class samples as true negatives.

Diagnosis AK BCC ML SCC SK Average
Specificity 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.95
Sensitivity 1.00 0.88 0.79 0.78 0.76 0.84

5 Discussion

The key point to make is that the addition of depth features almost certainly gives improved classification results
(83.7%) compared to simply colour features (77.3%). We werelimited to the use of 10 features by having only
11 samples of the AK class. Figure 1 is still showing a pronounced increase in classification rates at 10 features,
suggesting that increased performance could be achieved byusing additional features. Principal Component Analysis
might be usable to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space without significant loss of discrimination ability. The
features that were used were somewhat generic and improved discrimination between commonly confused classes (e.g.
ML & SK) could be possible with additional features designedspecifically for separating these two classes. Another
family of features that were not explored were those using shape and colour simultaneously, which might draw out any
correlations between the properties. Given the clinical use of shape and texture in the classification of lesions, the results
from our preliminary study give weight to the hypothesis that depth measurements can also be useful in automated skin
lesion classification systems. A second important point is that this seems to be the first study to consider a wider class
of lesion than simply malignant melanomaversusmoles. Hence, it has a broader impact. While performance is not yet
near the 90% threshold of melanoma research, this paper highlights one source of information that might help achieve
that level.
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Abstract. Compared to other 3D imaging modalities, 3D echocardiography is a fast, easy-to-use and relatively 
inexpensive way to acquire medical images and offers greater accuracy and potential due to its real-time 
capabilities. It plays an important clinical role in stress echocardiography where the heart is imaged at rest and 
again when it is stressed to try and understand the change in behaviour between these two states. However, 
current clinical analysis is very subjective due to its qualitative nature. This paper aims to overcome this 
limitation and introduces a novel way in which the 3D data can be manipulated to gain more quantitative 
information on heart health and function. The proposed method consists of labelling the endocardium into 16 
segments and following the motion of these through time using optical flow based registration. The results show 
that anatomically based segment division is better than geometrically equal division and that the derived motion 
plots have potential to be used for analysis in 3D stress echocardiography. 

1  Introduction 

Although the care of patients with cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) has improved over the years, they are still the 
leading cause of death in the western world. In 2004, CVDs claimed 869, 724 lives which comprised 36.9% of all 
deaths in the United States [1]. Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the most common of the CVDs and is the cause of 
just over half these deaths. CAD is diagnosed when narrowing of coronary arteries due to fatty deposits results in a 
lack of oxygen supplied to the heart muscles, causing them to be ischemic which leads to a loss of contractility and 
function. 

Real-time 3D echocardiography (ultrasound imaging of the heart) is increasingly used in CVD diagnosis, assessment 
of disease progression, and management through treatment such as image guided intervention therapy. One potential 
area of particular interest is stress echocardiography where heart disease is assessed by imaging at rest and then 
again after exercise or injection of a pharmaceutical drug that makes the heart beat faster and harder. In order to 
improve stress analysis, it is necessary to develop algorithms that can automatically detect important structures in the 
heart’s anatomy and model their behaviour. Although a stressed heart moves very differently to when it is at rest, the 
motion of the two sequences is related and it is this relation that a clinician is trying to infer qualitatively. The goal 
of this research is to carry out this analysis through computers. 

Tsutsui et al. [2] compared myocardial perfusion analysis (MPA) to contrast-enhanced wall motion analysis (WMA) 
with real-time 2D myocardial contrast echocardiography among patients who had chest pain, and evaluated the 
prognostic value of each in predicting cardiac events in the follow-up of patients with possible acute coronary 
syndrome. They found that WMA with real-time myocardial contrast echocardiography significantly improved the 
accuracy for detecting CAD. This shows that cardiac wall motion and deformation are important factors in 
determining whether a patient has or is likely to develop CAD.  

Much research has been carried out on modelling cardiac wall motion through developing biomechanical and 
electromechanical models with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data, the clarity of which allows for more 
physiology to be included [3, 4]. 4D ultrasound (US) presents challenges in image quality and managing speckle 
hence there is less literature using these types of models in US, although models to infer motion between time-
frames using for example splines and inter-frame registration have been developed [5, 6].  

To date, all these techniques have been used to analyse motion of the heart at rest and not when it is stressed. This 
paper introduces a 16 segment based technique for modelling the left ventricle (LV) motion in the rest and stressed 
states. The 16 segment divisions are based on the coronaries supplying blood to the heart muscle hence providing a 
strong link to identifying which arteries may be narrowed/blocked if CAD is suspected [7]. The research aims to 
begin the process of coupling the rest and stressed states to somewhat mimic what the clinicians are doing 
qualitatively to provide quantitative information about heart health and function. 
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2  Methods 

2.1 Data 

The majority of the ethics-approved US data (from healthy volunteers) for this study has been acquired using a 
Philips iE33 echocardiography system (n rest = 4). Only the stressed data used in the analysis of the stress sequence 
has been acquired using the Philips SONOS 7500 system (n stressed = 1), whereby a healthy volunteer was scanned at 
rest and then asked to pedal a bicycle until the heart rate reached 140 Beats Per Minute (BPM) and then scanned 
again (stressed). The output from these systems is Real-Time 3D Ultrasound (RT3DUS) datasets at resolutions in the 
region of 1mm x 1mm x 1mm x 20Hz. Each dataset is for one heartbeat from the end-diastole to end-diastole state as 
seen on the peak in the ECG. The principal axes for the datasets are the Vertical Long Axis (VLA), the Horizontal 
Long Axis (HLA) and the Short Axis (SA) as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Cardiac plane definitions for cross-sections in US data (modified from [7]) 

2.2 Segment Model 

Clinically, the most commonly used labelling systems for the myocardial wall of the LV are the 16- and 17-segment 
models [7]. The 17th segment lies at the apex and is useful for perfusion imaging but not motion analysis, as this 
segment does not contract. Hence for this study, the 16-segment model has been adopted and Figure 2 shows how 
the LV wall segments are divided in the SA planes.  

 

Figure 2 Anatomical labelling of the 16 segments: the 3 SA planes are viewed at the tips of the mitral valve (basal), 
at the papillary muscles (mid) and at the apex where muscle is still contracting (modified from [7]) 

Along the longitudinal axis, the endocardium is divided into three equal sections. In the ring-shaped SA views, one 
way is to divide the LV ring equally using the right ventricle (RV) meeting point as the most-clockwise marker for 
the antero-septal segment, and the other is to use anatomical landmarks i.e. the mitral valve and papillary muscles, to 
guide the segment divisions as defined in [7]. A comparison of these two labelling schemes has been made to 
analyse the difference in motion resulting from each and also to check for consistency in patterns of motion. 
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2.3 Image Processing 

The flow chart in Figure 3 outlines the image processing steps carried out in order to compute the mean motion for 
the 16 segments in each of the principal axes as used in 3D cardiac MRI; VLA, HLA and SA.  

 

Figure 3 Flow chart of the image processing steps involved in computing the 16-segment motion 

Step 1: The initialisation steps are carried out on the first frame i.e. the end-diastolic frame in the sequence and 
consist of a manual segmentation of the LV followed by removal of outliers in the binary segmentation. Following 
this, the 16 segments of the LV may be labelled according to the equal or anatomical division schemes which require 
3 or 16 landmarks respectively to define them. For the purposes of this study, the co-ordinates of these landmarks 
have been acquired manually. 

Step 2: In order to follow the motion of the labelled 16 segments throughout the frames in the RT3DUS dataset, 
inter-frame registration is carried out which results in a deformation field from frame n+1 to frame n. 3D multi-
resolution deformable registration based on Thirion’s ‘demons’ algorithm which uses optical flow has been used for 
this purpose. This is fast due to the multi-resolution approach and inter-frame registration results were found to 
capture boundaries well, which is important when modelling endocardial motion. The assumption here is that any 
one type of tissue has the same intensity, which is to a first approximation true for ultrasound as blood appears dark 
and muscle appears bright. This forms the basis for the computation of motion whereby the root-mean-squared 
(RMS) displacements between frames of all the voxels forming each of the 16 segments are used to arrive at the 
overall segment motion in each of the three principal axes. For a segment consisting of m voxels therefore, the 
motion is described by Equation 1. 
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where ,  and 1, +Δ nnx 1, +Δ nny 1, +Δ nnz are the RMS displacements between frames n and n+1, and 
ixδ , 

iyδ , 
izδ  are 

the displacements from the inter-frame registration for voxel i, in each of the principal axes; VLA, HLA and SA 
respectively. RMS velocities are given by dividing the RMS displacements by the time between frames. 

3  Results 

3.1 Segment Motion 

Figures 4a) and 4b) show the results for the RMS velocities from anatomical divisions, for one of the four rest 
datasets, in the VLA. The first graph represents completely manual segmentation and segment labelling, and the 
other uses the registration technique illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 3 to compute the RMS velocities. The 
results show a similar pattern of motion in either case illustrating that the inter-frame registration technique can be 
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useful in the analysis of endocardial motion. This also holds true for RMS velocities along other axes i.e. HLA and 
SA, and in other datasets. 

Motion in the Vertical Long Axis for the 16 Anatomical Segments for 
Dataset BA_iE33 (Manual Validation)
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Motion in the Vertical Long Axis for the 16 Anatomical Segments for 
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(a) Manual validation of VLA motion for 16 anatomical  (b) VLA motion for 16 anatomical segments 
     segments              from registration based motion recovery 

Motion in the Vertical Long Axis for the Equal 16 Segments for Dataset 
BA_iE33
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(c) VLA motion for 16 equal segments from registration based motion recovery 

Figure 4 Motion along the VLA for one dataset when analysed manually, using anatomical and equal 16 segments 

3.2 Comparison of Equal and Anatomical Segment Division 

Figure 4c) shows the motion for the equal 16 segment divisions. Again, the velocities shown are along the VLA but 
the results for the other axes also show a similar trend. Figures 4b) and 4c) are similar in both cases illustrating that 
using the anatomical divisions makes no significant improvement when looking at overall characteristics of 
endocardial motion. However, on closer inspection between frames 1 to 6 (when the LV is simply filling up with 
blood and there should be no large peaks in the motion), there are some peaks present in Figure 4c) which are not in 
Figure 4b). This was observed for all rest data (n rest = 4) hence for consistency with the dynamics of blood flow, this 
analysis suggests that it is better to use the anatomical 16 segment divisions for endocardial motion analysis. 

3.3 Stress Sequence Analysis 

From the plots of the magnitude of motion in all three directions (Figures 5a) and 5b)), as expected, it is apparent 
that the rest state has smaller velocities compared to the stressed state because the heart beats harder and faster when 
stressed. Whereas the motion in the rest state is quite similar for most segments, particularly following the peak e.g 
frames 14 to 18 in Figure 5a), there is a lot more variation in the motion for the stressed state for similar time frames 
in the cardiac cycle in Figure 5b). This illustrates that the stressed state behaviour consists of more complex 
dynamics than the rest state but there is still an underlying global motion that is common to both from which the 
hypothesis is that it is possible to start modelling and coupling the two states. Figure 5c) shows the motion for the 
equal segments when the heart is stressed, and it is evident that less of the peaks are centred at the main peak here 
than when anatomical segments are used (Figure 5b)). This again shows better consistency in the motion when using 
anatomical segments and illustrates that for stress analysis methods, the 16 segment divisions for the endocardium 
made according to anatomical landmarks could lead to better and more consistent analysis. 
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(a) Motion for 16 anatomical segments from registration    (b) Motion for 16 anatomical segments from registration 
     based motion recovery when the heart is at rest                based motion recovery when the heart is stressed 
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(c) Motion for 16 equal segments from registration based motion recovery when the heart is stressed 

Figure 5 Comparison of magnitude of motion for the rest and stressed datasets for one volunteer 

4  Conclusions 

This paper presents a comparison of endocardial motion from RT3DUS datasets when the analysis is based on equal 
and anatomical 16 segment divisions. The results show that the anatomically based segments are more representative 
of what we expect the motion to be. A comparison of motion between the rest and stressed states for one healthy 
volunteer showed that the two states can be coupled as there is a general underlying motion common to both, but 
there is a need to introduce more complex dynamics to incorporate the greater variations in motion between 
segments in the stressed state. Future directions for this work include modelling the rest and stressed state motions, 
and coupling them to derive a model for use in stress echocardiography analysis. 
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A Quantitative Theory of the Non-Local Means Algorithm
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Abstract. Noise filtering is a common step in image processing, and is particularly effective in improving the
subjective quality of images. A number of techniques have been developed, many of which concentrate on the
problem of removing noise without damaging small structures, such as edges. One recent approach demonstrating
empirical merit is Non-Local Means (NLM). However, an understanding of the statistical basis of NLM is required
before it can be used in quantitative image analysis. In thispaper we investigate this basis in order to understand the
conditions required for the use of NLM, testing the theory onsimulated data and MR images of the normal brain.

1 Introduction

De-noising is a common pre-processing step in many MR image analysis tasks, such as segmentation and registration.
Many filtering methods are based on the signal averaging principle, which uses the spatial redundancy in the image.
Gaussian filters, for example, have been widely used in applications such as fMRI, but have the disadvantage of blurring
edges due to averaging non-similar data. Edge-preserving filters that average data in the direction orthogonal to the
local image gradient, such as anisotropic diffusion [1, 2],have been proposed to avoid this problem. However, such
filters can erase small features and may change image statistics. Wavelet-based filters have also been applied to MRI
de-noising [3], but tend to introduce characteristic artefacts that can be problematic for clinicians.

Non-Local Means (NLM) [4] avoids destructive image modification by averaging only over data that is statistically
similar on the basis of local context. Theath patch ofN2 pixelsA surrounding each voxelga is compared to thebth
patchesB in other locations in the image, and the filtered valueĝa computed by averaging over the central pixelsgb

ĝa =
∑

b

gbw(a, b) ∝
∑

b

gbexp(−d(a, b)/h2) (1)

in patches that are similar on the basis of some measured(a, b), typically

d(a, b) =

N
∑

i

N
∑

j

Gρ(r)(Aij −Bij)
2 (2)

wherew(a, b) are weighting factors,Gρ(r) is a radial Gaussian weighting from the centre of the patch with scaleρ, and
h is a scale factor that determines the required degree of similarity. The effectiveness of NLM has been demonstrated
empirically on clinical data [5], but its statistical foundations have not been investigated. One consequence is the
presence of free parameters (e.g.h,ρ). Whilst this situation might be acceptable in applications where success is
evaluated empirically, the application of NLM has to be carefully analysed in order to be considered adequate for
quantitative or clinical tasks. An understanding of the algorithm as a statistical estimation task must be developed; in
particular, the patch-matching and intensity-weighting processes must be related to conventional statistics.

2 Methods

Eqs.2 and 1 do not map directly onto statistical estimation processes, and so we simplify them in order to make such
as association. The aim here is not to evaluate the modified version in an algorithmic “shoot-out”, but to determine the
statistical characteristics of the original NLM algorithmthrough comparison with the modified version. First, Eq.2 is
modified to conform to a standardχ2 test for independent, identically distributed (IID) data

d(a, b) = χ2

ab =
1

2σ2

N
∑

i

N
∑

j

(Aij −Bij)
2 (3)

where the definition of similarity is scaled by the standard deviation of the image noiseσ. In addition we investigate a
similarity function that allows one degree of freedom for intensity scaleγ (see Appendix A)

χ2 ∝

N
∑

i

N
∑

j

(αAij − βBij)
2 s.t. α2 + β2 = 1 and γ =

α

β
≈

2|A||B|

(|A|2 − |B|2) + (|A|2 + |B|2)
=
|B|

|A|
(4)
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Figure 1. (a) The 2D distribution of difference between central intensity values as a function of the patch similarity
measure, and (b) the equivalent plot for the brain image Fig.3a. (c) The marginal projection of the conditional proba-
bility of the data being drawn from the matching distribution (b=a), and (d) the marginal projection of the brain image
data (blue) with the expected signal distribution (red).

Eq.1 is less straightforward to interpret. However, it is clearly an estimation task and so the weighting factors should
be related to the probability of the intensitiesgb being drawn from the same distribution as the intensityga, based on
the similarity function. This implies that knowledge of thebehaviour of the data in the joint space of intensity residuals
and similarity is required. Fig.1 summarises this, showingdifference between central patch intensities plotted against
the patch similarity measure (

√

χ2/N2 = χ/N ) for corresponding (b = a) and non-corresponding (b! = a) patches.
Theχ2 is a standard chi-square variable with meanN . Therefore, for the distributionb = a, the variableχ/N is drawn
from a distribution that is well approximated by a Gaussian with mean1.0 and variance1/N .

The process of weighted estimation embodied in Eq.1 is directly analogous to the parameter estimation (or Maximi-
sation step) in the Expectation Maximisation algorithm [6]. The location of the mean value forb = a would be the
likelihood estimate of the noise-free data. The condition for convergence of EM requires that a weighted mean is con-
structed using the conditional probability of classification. Here, this corresponds to the intensity being drawn fromthe
signal distributionP (b = a|χab, ga − gb). The constraint this places on the estimated intensity mustalso take account
of how wellgb predictsga (i.e. σab). Clearly, replacing this 2D distribution with a 1D weight factor (Fig.1c), dependent
only upon the similarity function as in NLM, such as

ĝa =

∑

b gbP (b = a|χab)/σ2

ab
∑

b P (b = a|χab)/σ2

ab

rather than ĝa =

∑

b gbP (b = a|χab, ga − gb)/σ2

ab
∑

b P (b = a|χab, ga − gb)/σ2

ab

(5)

involves making a number of additional assumptions regarding the relationship between the full 2D distribution and
its marginal projections. In particular, a 2D conditional probability would select data as a function of both variables
and be likely to reject data with largegb − ga due to the increased breadth of the non-match distribution.We can
therefore justify putting a cut on this difference variable, as is often done in NLM implementations in the interest of
computational efficiency (Appendix B).

Returning now to the standard NLM formulation, there are twosimple cases we should consider as an alternative to
exponential weighting (Fig.1c). If there is no overlap between the two distributions then using a single weighting factor
of 1 for all data below a threshold is valid. However, data drawn from an approximately uniform continuum of possible
patches (such as Fig.1b) has overlap and we can only say that the weight factor should be 1 for high patch similarity and
drop to 0 for statistically dissimilar patches. In either case we can conclude that the exponential distribution embodied
in Eq.1 is suboptimal for both low and high similarity scores.

In general, without knowledge of the non-match distribution (b! = a) we cannot estimatew(b, a). However, knowledge
of the expected match distributionP (χab|b = a) and the total sample distributionP (χab) would allow us to compute
this factorP (b = a|χab) = P (χab|b = a)/P (χab) (red curve divided by the blue in Fig.1d). We may assume
(as in NLM) that the overlap between true signal and background is similar across the image, or estimate the actual
distributions present at each location. In this work we taketheχ2 hypothesis probability (Pab = P (χ2

ab, N
2)) as the

weighting factor, as an approximation that is consistent with what we expect of the required function, and errs on the
side of caution (i.e. it is a less efficient estimator) for situations of no overlap

w(a, b) ∝
Pab

σ2

ab

This can be approximated using error function (erf()), and has the advantage that the weighting factor reduces to
approximately zero for patches that are not equivalent within the expected variation due to noise. Calculation of this
quantity also supports testing of the assumed noise distribution. Numerical implementation of the similarity calculation
requires some care in order to avoid a six-deep nested loop (Appendix B).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 2. Simulated data without (a) illumination change, and the intensity change produced by filtering with Eq.6
(b). Simulated data with (c) illumination change and the intensity changes produced by filtering with Eq.6 (d), and
with Eq.7 (e) using a scaled matching process. The distribution (f) of hypothesis probabilities for the scaled filteringis
uniform for data drawn from the assumed distribution, as expected, with a peak at zero for unique locations.

3 Results

Three experiments were performed to compare the original and statistically based versions of NLM. First, a simulated
image of 256x256 pixels containing 32x32 pixel regions withrandom intensities drawn from a Gaussian distribution
of width 32 grey levels was constructed. Independent Gaussian random noise with a standard deviation of 1 grey level
was added (Fig.2a). NLM was applied using Eq.3 as the similarity function, and filtered values estimated using

ĝa =

∑

b gbPab/σ2

ab
∑

b Pab/σ2

ab

=

∑

b gbPab/χ2

ab
∑

b Pab/χ2

ab

(6)

whereσab is the standard deviation of the difference distribution for gb− ga. For matching patches we expectσab = σ.
The use of an estimate of local variance derived from patch similarity reduces the dependency of the algorithm on
the assumed value of global image noiseσ. Regions that do not match take no part in the weighted average and
Paa/χaa = 1 by definition. Pixels that do not change their value upon application of this filter (ga− ĝa = 0)1 represent
statistically unique locations. Matching image patches were sought in 23x23 locations about the central pixelga. The
relative change in intensity produced by filtering using an 11x11 patches is shown in (Fig.2b). Notice that unique
regions of the image (corners of each square patch) are generally left unmodified as expected.

A second simulated image was then constructed in the same way, but adding a uniform intensity slope (1/4 grey-
levels per pixel) prior to noise addition (Fig.2c). This simulates the processes of spatially varying illumination or field
inhomogeneity in MR. Fig.2d shows the differences between the data and the result of the statistically based NLM
filter; many more pixel locations are statistically unique and are left unmodified. Therefore, a free intensity scale
parameter was introduced in the matching process, as discussed in the previous section

ĝa =

∑

b γgbPab/(χ2

ab(1 + γ2))
∑

b Pab/(χ2

ab(1 + γ2))
where χ2

ab =
1

σ2(1 + γ2)

N
∑

i

N
∑

j

(γAij −Bij)
2 (7)

with γ calculated using|B|/|A| for purposes of computational efficiency.χ2

ab is expected to be aχ2 statistic withN−1

degrees of freedom. The variable
√

χ2/(N − 1) is drawn from a distribution that is approximately a Gaussian with
mean1.0 and a varianceκ/(N−1). A value ofκ = 0.9 was set empirically to adjust for the extra instability introduced
into the variable due to error inγ (a similar problem to that accommodated by the Student t-test). The weighted
averaging takes appropriate account of the accuracy of eachestimate (γgb), such that each data point is weighted by the
expected difference between the sample and the underlying true value. Fig.2e shows the intensity changes produced by
filtering: addition of the scale parameter produces resultscomparable to (Fig.2b), with only unique locations being left
unmodified. The quantitative validity of the method can be tested by observing the histogram of hypothesis probabilities
for the data (Fig.2e). The distribution is uniform, as expected for a hypothesis probability [7], except for the peak at
zero that corresponds to non-equivalent regions. This alsovalidates our choice ofκ and the approximation forγ.

The third experiment involved application of the scale-adjusted filtering scheme to a real 256x256 pixel MR image
of the brain (Fig.3a). Noise was directly estimated from theimage in the region of the brain and patch similarities
computed over a 7x7 region. The magnitude of pixel change dueto filtering is shown in Fig.3b and illustrates that, as
in the simulated data, many locations are left unmodified on the basis of statistical uniqueness. A magnified portion
of this image and the filtered output is shown in Fig.3d and e. This process can be considered a safe strategy for

1Final results are represented as integer values so that thisdefinition identifies unique locations as a lack of change at alevel much less than
intrinsic image noise.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3. MR image of a normal subject taken at the level of the top of thebrainstem (a), and the change in each pixel
(b) produced by statistically based filtering with scale estimation. (c) shows the changes produced by a conventional
NLM filter for comparison. Magnified regions illustrating noise filtering are shown in (d) and (e). Despite many areas
being left unmodified there is little subjective evidence ofunder-filtering.

noise filtering in these images. Data is only modified when each estimate of the central pixel comes from a region
that satisfies the hypothesis test. A less conservative weighting, such as weighting with the likelihoodexp(−χ2), as
suggested in the original papers, removes noise even in unique regions (Fig.3c) even without adjusting for local grey-
level scale changes. This implies that filtered estimates must necessarily include data (γgb) from patches that cannot
justifiably be expected to be from the same distribution as the central pixel.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

The statistically based filtering scheme described here differs from the original NLM method in several ways. First,
spatial Gaussian weighting is not used in the similarity measure, implying a change in the statistical variables. In
order for the new formulation to remain within the realm of conventional statistics (and the principles of quantitative
probability required for scientific validity) the assumption of uniform independent Gaussian noise must be applicableto
these new variables. This is an assumption regarding the differences between matching patches, rather than the intrinsic
measurement process, and can only be justified if an effort ismade to confirm the distributions, which may vary between
data sets, empirically. Second, there is a significant difference in the way that weighted estimates are computed (Eq.5).
Weighting withPab eliminates data that cannot be statistically equivalent and produces extensive regions of unmodified
pixels, where no equivalent data can be found, in both simulated and real images. The situation is exacerbated by
illumination variation. However, incorporating estimation of intensity variation into the intensity comparison proved
sufficient to recover many matches without invalidating thequantitative interpretation of the method.

Even using scale estimation, real data exhibits unmodified regions of pixels, consistent with unique intensity structures.
These areas can be reduced by relaxing the similarity requirements, for example by reducing the region over which
similarity is computed. In previous work we found that the proportion of non-filtered pixels in the brain image could
be reduced from 30% to 15% by reducing the region from 7x7 to 5x5 pixels. However, this is achieved at the expense
of reducing the power of the technique to combine statistically similar data, and so does not necessarily represent an
improvement in performance. More conventional approachesusing exponential weight factors (i.e.exp(−χ2)) and
spatial Gaussian weighting, have fewer regions of unmodified pixels. Our analysis therefore implies that conventional
NLM combines non-equivalent data: intensities are modifiedby averaging over data from different distributions, po-
tentially introducing bias and making the conventional technique suboptimal for clinical or quantitative applications.
The presence of unfiltered pixels in all of the NLM versions studied also implies that the noise distribution in the output
data will be spatially varying. The root cause of this is the demand for strict identicality between image patches. This
could be alleviated by processing the data in a more sophisticated manner, such as constructing an eigenvector model
of patch variation using PCA, as done in appearance modelling. We intend to investigate this in future work.

An analogy can be identified between NLM and biological vision. There is evidence that the brain analyses micro-
textures by identifying common patterns (templates) and representing image data as the conjunction of these. The
idea that matching processes occur early in vision is well established, and this explanation supports tasks such as
“pop-out”, where unusual image structure is immediately identified. If this is the case, then the representation is itself
a noise-filtering process analogous to NLM, although perhaps with some pre-learning of the templates. Otherwise,
the computational processes required by NLM are biologically plausible i.e. computable using the local calculations
though to be supported by neurons. The observation that humans can easily identify the image noise (c.f. Fig.5)
provides additional psychophysical support for this hypothesis. The noise filtering schemes that provide the best em-
pirical performance will therefore be those that, perhaps like NLM, correspond closely to the visual system. In clinical
situations, therefore, such filters will not destroy information that would be considered significant by a radiologist.
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Appendix A: Estimating Normalisation

Application of the variational principle to the problem of matching two scaled noisy image patchesI andJ gives

χ2 ∝
∑

n

(αIn − βJn)2 s.t. α2 + β2 = 1

Puttingα = sin(θ) andβ = cos(θ) we can determine the scaling that minimises theχ2 using

∂χ2

∂θ
∝ 2

∑

n

(cos(θ)In + sin(θ)Jn)(sin(θ)In − cos(θ)Jn) = 0

so that the minimum is defined according to

tan(2θ) =
2

∑

n InJn
∑

n I2
n −

∑

n J2
n

The denominator and numerator of this expression can be considered as the sides of a right-angled triangle, allowing
us to determinecos(2θ) andsin(2θ).

cos(2θ) =

∑

n(I2

n − J2

n)
√

4(
∑

n InJn)2 + (
∑

n I2
n − J2

n)2
and sin(2θ) =

2
∑

n InJn
√

4(
∑

n InJn)2 + (
∑

n I2
n − J2

n)2

The factor we need to rescale imageI by in order to minimise theχ2 is γ = sin(θ)/cos(θ). Using the identities
sin(θ) = sin(2θ)/2cos(θ) andcos(θ) =

√

(cos(2θ) + 1)/2 we get

γ =
sin(2θ)

cos(2θ) + 1
=

2|I||J |

|I|2 − |J |2 +
√

4|I|2|J |2cos2φ + (|I|2 − |J |2)2

whereφ ≈ 0 for similar patches.

Appendix B: Numerical Details

Implementing the patch similarity measure using

χ2

ij =
1

σ2(1 + γ2)

N
∑

n

(γIn − Jn)2 ⇒ χ2

ij =
1

σ2(1 + γ2)

[

γ2
∑

n

I2

n +
∑

n

J2

n − 2γ
∑

n

InJn

]

and computing the quantities

A =
n

∑

I2

n B =
∑

n

J2

n and C =
∑

n

InJn

from differences in precomputed integral images2 of I2, J2 andIJ , allows the efficient calculation ofγ =
√

B/A
(and all other required quantities) for one hypothesised shift of the match patch across the entire image. This allows
implementation as a 4- rather than 6-deep nested loop, reducing execution time from hours to minutes. Additional
efficiency improvements were gained by rejecting scale values that do not lie in the range0.5 < γ < 2.0, and also by
rejecting new estimatesγgi to the weighted sum when|γgi − gj |/σ > 8.0.
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Abstract. Brain tissue segmentation is complicated by noise and partial volume voxels that contain mixtures of
two or more tissue types. We examine three extensions to segmentation methods which may allow more accurate
classification of small-scale structures while still providing robustness to noise. Firstly, the location and orientation
of fine tubular structures can be identified using differential geometry. Subsequent neighbourhood filtering opera-
tions, for ensuring local homogeneity or performing resolution enhancement of the volume, may then operate with
different scales and orientations according to the structure of interest. Finally, dual-channel T2-PD segmentation
can be improved by weighting the information from each modality to better emphasise contrasting tissues. We
present quantitative results on simulated volumes and qualitative assessments on a real dataset, discuss limitations
and improvements to the methods, and examine future application to an Expectation-Maximisation framework.

1 Introduction

The automatic segmentation of brain volumes – usually into gray matter, white matter, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and
blood/background – is necessary for analyses based on tissue type and volume quantification. MRI is able to produce a
range of tissue contrasts, but in clinical practice confounds to successful segmentation include various sources of noise,
low resolution, ambiguous partial volumes (where multiple tissues reside in a single voxel), and poor contrast between
some tissues in certain modalities. Many approaches to limiting the effects of noise enforce local class or intensity
homogeneity (i.e. [1]). An unfortunate consequence of processing neighbourhood interactions at a single scale is that
small details can be smoothed over like the noise. In particular, Diffusion Tensor Imaging can benefit from accurate
and detailed tissue maps in order to provide robust procession and termination criteria for tractography methods.

In this paper we present several extensions to previously-developed methods that aid segmentation; primarily, we
incorporate multi-scale oriented filters for protecting thin structures while still providing robustness to noise, introduced
by Svensson et al. [2]. Brain atlases (as used in [3]) are formed from averages over a population and thus cannot
provide strong priors for the precise layouts of cortical sulci and blood vessels which are unique between brains.
Sato et al. [4] have investigated using differential geometry in general multi-channel segmentation, and Descoteaux et
al. [5] have used similar filters to detect the centrelines of blood vessels. This approach is generally fast and robust,
but morphological methods (such as [6]) have also been used to detect such structures. The majority of segmentation
approaches deal with T1-weighted volumes due to their excellent gray and white matter contrast, but the best modalities
for detecting cortical sulci and blood vessels were found to be T2 and proton density (PD) respectively. Consequently
steps are taken to exploit multi-channel data in segmentation, as investigated by Liang et al. [7]. Finally, in order to
process small structures at more relevant scales, volume upsizing with partial volume reduction [8] is employed. A
further anisotropic smoothing step [9], first investigated in brain MRI by Gerig et al. [10], aims to reduce noise while
also preserving detail.

2 Methods

The implementation of Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering by Ahmed et al. [11] was chosen to demonstrate the following
improvements. Given intensities X (indexed by voxels i) and centroids V for C classes, the objective function J
weights the information gained from a central voxel with that from its 3× 3× 3 neighbourhood N using parameter α:

J =
∑

i∈volume

C∑
k=1

up
ik ‖xi − vk‖2 +

α

numel(N)

∑
i∈image

C∑
m=1

up
im

∑
j∈Ni

‖xj − vm‖2 (1)

In noisy images α should be increased to produce a more homogeneous result. u defines the tissue class memberships
at each voxel, and p is a positive exponent controlling the fuzziness of the segmentation result. The algorithm is fast
and robust, but tends to erode small details due to the drive for homogeneity using a single neighbourhood filter, and it
can perform poorly when contrast is low – such as between background/blood and CSF in T1-weighted volumes.

∗E-mail: s0456265@sms.ed.ac.uk
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Figure 1. Thin structures in brain volumes. (A) Cortical
sulci (bright in T2) can possess complex topology, often flar-
ing near the brain surface. (B) Blood vessels (dark in PD) are
tubular structures that form smooth arcs and junctions.

2.1 Thin structure detection using differential geometry

Tubular structures possess a direction of minimal intensity curvature which coincides with the orientation of the tube,
and an orthogonal direction (or plane in 3D) of maximal curvature where intensity reaches a local extremum at the
medial axis. Blood vessels are naturally tubular but thin cortical sulci also appear as such in 2D (Fig 1). Sulci are
CSF-filled fissures with a tightly-packed and complex 3D structure caused by the folding of the cortex, making 3D fil-
ters that may respond optimally to plate-like shapes slightly less accurate than their 2D counterparts at the appropriate
orientation. The proposed filter for locating both the presence and orientation of tubular structures is based on eigen-
value analysis of the Hessian [12]: the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue λ2 represents the direction
of minimal curvature, and the eigenvector of λ1 gives the direction of maximal curvature. The sign of λ1 discrimi-
nates between local intensity minima and maxima, so MRI modalities can be chosen that best contrast the structures of
interest: CSF is much brighter than other tissues in T2-weighted volumes, and blood is very dark in PD volumes.

Frangi et al. [12] introduce RB , which assesses adherence to an optimal tube profile (λ1 � λ2), and S, the Euclidean
norm of the eigenvalues, which is small for noise and highest in blob-like areas, which include structures proceeding in
the through-plane direction and junctions. A parameter s refers to the scale space level for the Hessian, which allows
structures of different sizes to be optimally detected. The tubular structure filter T (Eqns 2 and 3) took the maximum
response over a range of scales, but because tissue contrasts are dependent on the scan sequences used, a threshold was
set to achieve a ∼99% positive predictive value on labelled data for voxels containing the mapped tissue.

Tsulci(s) =

{
0, if λ1 ≥ 0;
(1− e−S) ∗ e−RB , if λ1 < 0.

(2) Tblood(s) =

{
0, if λ1 ≤ 0;
(1− e−S) ∗ e−RB , if λ1 > 0.

(3)

2.2 Volume resolution enhancement to reduce the relative amount of partial volume voxels

Salvado et al. [8] developed an interpolation scheme where intensity could diffuse between subvoxels on an upsized
volume to reduce the relative amount of partial volume on tissue boundaries. This process, along with a further
anisotropic smoothing step [9], will be referred to as volume resolution enhancement. Gaussian smoothing reduces
both noise and the intensity extrema of thin structures when calculating the diffusion gradients, but the pre-computed
minimum curvature direction is able to bias the filtering: a smaller, tighter, ellipsoid 3D Gaussian oriented in parallel to
the structure can better preserve the intensity (Fig 2). Also, less diffusion occurs than expected around thin contrasting
structures since local rank ordering limits (which dictate the amount of possible flow) can sometimes overlook their
extreme intensties. The limits are set further from the median in these regions.

2.3 Modifications to Fuzzy C-Means clustering

Multi-scale oriented filters can also be applied to neighbourhood schemes for segmentation that aim to homogenise the
local class or intensity. In our exemplar segmentation method (Eqn 1), the intensities of 26 neighbours are considered of
equal importance. A larger neighbourhood can be considered for improved noise reduction by employing a normalised
Gaussian filter G to weight the local information by the distance from the central voxel (dist) in a similar fashion to

Figure 2. Multi-scale oriented filters help to preserve thin structures. (A) The direction of minimal curvature (red
arrows) can be mapped using differential geometry. (B) Thin structures are blurred due to their small size compared to
the isotropic filter dimensions (blue box). (C) By tailoring the filter size, profile and orientation (radial blue ellipse),
the valid neighbourhood is altered and the structures can be better preserved.
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Figure 3. Detection of thin struc-
tures. (A-C) Detection of cortical
sulci in temporal cortex of a Brain-
Web T2-weighted volume. (D-F) De-
tection of sulci in temporal cortex of a
real T2-weighted volume. (G-I) De-
tection of blood vessels in temporal
cortex of a real PD volume. Left:
volume intensities. Middle: Con-
tinuous map of T . Right: Thresh-
olded T in green, non-brain voxels in
blue, and direction of minimal curva-
ture denoted with small blue arrows.

Shen et al. [13]. Thin tubular structures can be protected by orienting the filters and reducing their profile σ in these
areas. The updated form of Eqn 1 uses resolution-enhanced T2-weighted and PD volumes X̄ indexed by subvoxels z:

Jmodified =
∑

z∈volume

C∑
k=1

up
zk ‖wk(x̄z − vk)‖2 + α

∑
z∈volume

C∑
m=1

up
zm

∑
j∈Nz

G(dist(z, j), σz) ‖wm(x̄j − vm)‖2 (4)

The weight matrix W exploits the quality of modality-specific tissue class contrasts: it enforces that well-contrasting
tissue in one modality is more sensitive to deviation from its centroid than poorly contrasting tissue. The tuning of W
could be approached by searching to maximise performance over a labeled dataset, but the values were set intuitively
in the following tests. T2 has a greater weight for its bright CSF but less for white matter, which is poorly separated
from the remaining classes. PD has an increased weight for the well-contrasted white matter, but reduced for CSF,
which can be difficult to distinguish from gray matter. The other weights were set to unity.

3 Results

5 central axial slices of synthetic brain volumes generated by BrainWeb [14] with 3% added noise were used for
quantitative evaluation. The ground truth is already known since the volumes are constructed from a set of constituent
class maps. Real T2-weighted and PD MRI volumes were acquired using a dual-echo Fast Spin Echo sequence on a
1.5T scanner at the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, UK. The voxels were isotropic and other scan parameters
were NEX = 1, TEPD = 15ms, TET2 = 100ms, FOV = 240mm and matrix size 256× 256. As a preprocessing step
the brain was extracted from the volume and BFC [15] was used to correct for the bias field.

3.1 Tubular structure detection accuracy

BrainWeb volumes do not contain blood vessels, and so quantitative evaluation was performed on cortical sulci only
using s ∈ [0.5...0.85], corresponding to the expected range of the shorter dimension of the structures. The evaluation
criterion was the correct presence of any CSF in voxels flagged by a threshold on Tsulci; since the threshold was set
to ensure a ∼99% positive predictive value, the other error statistics are more informative (Table 1). The frequency
of false positives doubles at the 5% BrainWeb volume noise level using the same threshold, but this error rate is still
extremely small. Furthermore, since the small structure maps are not being used as tissue class priors but instead
only as detail filter selectors, errors will only manifest as increasing the influence from immediate (perhaps noisy)
neighbours and ideally have minimal impact on the segmentation result. Only half of the voxels containing CSF are
detected, but a significant proportion of the remainder are found in larger blob-like structures such as the ventricles.
These areas do not display a thin profile and therefore should not be detected. Fig 3 shows the performance of Tsulci

in real and simulated images, and Tblood in real images only. The same threshold was applied to both rounds of sulcal
detection. Blob-like structures tend to scatter the directions of minimal curvature, as would be expected, whereas their
continuity along thin sulci and blood vessels is generally excellent.

Ground truth
CSF present No CSF present

Thresholded 12209 (TP) 192 (FP) PPV: 98.45%
Not thresholded 12613 (FN) 75076 (TN) NPV: 85.62%

Sensitivity: Specificity:
49.19% 99.74%

Table 1. Error statistics of CSF voxels flagged by thin
structure detection against the BrainWeb ground truth.
100090 voxels were examined in total. TP = true positive. FP
= false positive. TN = true negative. FN = false negative. PPV
= positive predictive value. NPV = negative predictive value.
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Figure 4. Improved crispness of resolution-enhanced thin structures. (A) Temporal cortex in a real T2-weighted
volume. (B) Original 2× 2× 2 resolution-enhanced version of (A). (C) Improved resolution enhancement of (A).

Figure 5. Segmentation accuracy. (A & B) Temporal cortex in BrainWeb T2-weighted and PD volumes. (C & D)
Similar area in real volumes. (E) CSF memberships from (A) and (B) using modified FCM. (F) Ground truth CSF
proportions. (G & H) CSF and blood/background memberships from (C) and (D) using modified FCM.

3.2 Changes in volume resolution enhancement quality

The results in Figs 4 and 5 and Table 2 were produced over 30 iterations with the diffusion speed dt = 0.2, using a
2 × 2 × 2 resizing ratio. Resolution enhancement of a real T2-weighted image of temporal cortex is shown in Fig 4;
the ringed areas show particular areas of improvement, in terms of the crispness of tissue borders.

3.3 Improvements in overall segmentation quality

The class centroids were initialised uniformly in the intensity space and clustering continued until the sum of their
changes was less than 0.01. The modified process (Eqn 4) consistently outperformed the original (Eqn 1) in segmenting
dual-channel data (Table 2). Since FCM produces class memberships, rather than physical proportions of mixtures, the
difference between the output and the ground truth is displayed purely for comparative purposes. In real brain volumes
the partial volume effects caused by the thinness of blood vessels mean they appear closest in intensity to other classes.
As FCM is not able to intelligently disambiguate mixtures, the vessels in Fig 5H are mostly labelled as white matter,
with darker regions gaining some contribution from blood, despite their excellent detection (Fig 3H).

4 Discussion

Our applications of eigenvalue analysis include increasing allowed flow during volume resolution enhancement pro-
cesses, using the minimum curvature direction to change neighbourhood filter orientations, and tightening filter profiles
in thresholded areas, in order to encourage the preservation of thin structures such as cortical sulci and blood vessels.
We have presented a unified and simple model for detecting these structures which can achieve a good sensitivity while
maintaining excellent specificity. T2-weighted and PD volumes produce the best contrast for these structures and by
introducing a weighting vector to compensate for the individual modalities’ poor contrasts and to exploit exceptional
ones, then this dual-channel data is able to discriminate well between all four tissue types. T1-weighted volumes typi-
cally have poor contrast between CSF and background/blood, both appearing dark. T2-weighted and PD volumes can
be acquired with a dual-echo sequence, without adding registration artefacts, enabling dual-channel segmentation.

The most costly parameter is the upsizing ratio for volume resolution enhancement: greater reduction in partial volume
at tissue borders comes at the cost of increased the time and memory requirements, so practical concerns limit this ratio

BrainWeb Original FCM Modified FCM
# voxels Diff (±σ) Xlabel Diff (±σ) Xlabel

WM 48732 0.12± 0.09 77.98% 0.11± 0.09 78.63%
GM 65230 0.13± 0.11 64.20% 0.10± 0.09 67.29%
CSF 25947 0.04± 0.06 49.56% 0.03± 0.08 51.87%
All 100090 0.30± 0.21 93.57% 0.26± 0.21 94.67%

Table 2. Evaluation of FCM clustering changes. Diff : mean
difference between class memberships u and BrainWeb ground
truth. Xlabel: frequency of matching the maximum classes in
u and ground truth. # voxels: number of voxels containing any
of this tissue. WM = white matter. GM = gray matter.
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to 3 × 3 × 3. The regular and detail filter profiles (the standard deviation in each axis) were both proportional to this
ratio. Large changes to the rank order limits cause adverse effects on the robustness of the resolution enhancement, so
the change in detail areas was kept small. If the distribution of the widths of sulci or vessels change, due to age-related
effects or altering the imaging resolution, a different range of Hessian analysis scales may be necessary.

Most sulci in the BrainWeb slices studied proceeded through the axial plane and only this 2D plane was considered in
the production of T ; by selecting the maximum response over several planes (i.e. sagittal and coronal) the sensitivity
should improve and the minimal curvature vector should be more realistic. Alternatively, further investigation of 3D
structure measures discussed by Frangi et al. [12] may prove fruitful, and the detection sensitivity of blood vessels
– often badly affected by partial volume – is expected to increase with 3D processing due to their cylindical profile.
Furthermore, their maps could benefit from diffusion processes aiming to reduce noise along the vessels’ lengths [16].
We have shown the intensity curvature to extrema that gives the optimum responses to T is applicable in real volumes
but the resulting orientation field could be made more robust by using a filtering step [17]. In order to further tailor the
structure preservation process the filter profiles could be changed proportionally to the optimal scale for each voxel.

FCM has been shown to perform poorly in the disambiguation of tissue mixtures; the proposed application of this work
is to improve more advanced tools. FAST [1] uses a Markov random field prior to influence the labeling of voxels, that
could benefit from employing multi-scale oriented filters to preserve thin details. Segment [3] uses prior class maps but
only weak priors can exist for the uniquely-positioned blood vessels and cortical sulci. Tsulci and Tblood could provide
stronger priors to help disambiguate the mixture components, if they maintain high positive predictive values.
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Dynamic Segmentation of the Cerebral Cortex in MR Data using
Implicit Active Contours
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Abstract. We propose a dynamic coupled-surface level set approach for the segmentation of the cerebral cortex in
MR images of the human brain. An iterative scheme for the estimations of local intensity distributions is applied to
compensate for artefacts within the data. Results are given for 5 MR data sets acquired on a 3 Tesla Scanner. No
pre-processing is required and a constant set of parameters is used for all data sets. We also present a comparison
to segmentation results created by the standard neuroimaging software BrainVoyager and show advantages of our
approach.

1 Introduction

A precise segmentation of the grey and white matter in anatomical MR data is necessary for a large number of medical
applications, e.g. the analysis of functional organisation of cortical areas.

An automatic segmentation of the cortex is difficult as the human brain has a high inter–subject variability, restricting
the use of general anatomical knowledge. Furthermore, the image data usually includes a number of artefacts due to
magnetic field inhomogeneities, motion and noise. Also, the limited spatial resolution results in partial volume effects
which introduce uncertainties in defining the boundaries of the cortex.

Several methods to (semi)automatically estimate gray and white matter volumes in MRI have been applied in recent
years [1]. Popular methods estimate the intensity distributions for the various tissue types from the image histogram [2].
These estimates are then used in a following tissue classification or region growing approach [3]. Other methods include
the use of active contours and surfaces [4, 5].

2 Method

We propose a dynamic algorithm for the segmentation of the cerebral cortex based on the coupled surface level set
approach first proposed by Zeng et al. [6] and later adopted by Goldenberg et al. [5]. This approach uses two active
surfaces for the segmentation of the cortex. While each of the surfaces may evolve according to different features
within the data, they have to stay in a predefined normal range to each other given by the estimated cortical thickness.

The level set method was introduced by Osher and Sethian [7] and later adopted to image processing [8]. The basic idea
is to calculate the evolution of a closed active contour or surface γ ∈ <n implicitly via a higher dimensional function
Φ ∈ <n+1 by assuming that γ(t) = {x|Φ(x, t) = 0} at each time step t. The method allows for the segmentation of
objects whose shape has many degrees of freedom or large variations between data sets.

In the following description of our method, we denote by Ωwm the set of voxels within the inner surface γin, Ωcsf is the
set of voxels outside the outer surface γout and Ωgm are voxels between γin and γout. At the end of the segmentation
process, voxels x ∈ Ωwm are classified as white matter (WM), x ∈ Ωgm as grey matter (GM) and x ∈ Ωcsf as
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and non-brain-tissue.

It was already mentioned that the original data is affected by magnetic field inhomogeneities. Therefore, each data set
is subdivided into cubic divisions Di of size l3. It is assumed that inhomogeneities are negligible within each division.
All necessary estimations for intensity distributions are made during the propagation process. Since results should be
as exact as possible, no preprocessing steps should be performed on the original data. Nevertheless, the data sets have
been rotated into the AC/PC-plane (for details see section 3) to be able to compare our results to those obtained by the
commercial software BrainVoyagerQX [9].

To start the algorithm, the inner surface γin needs to be initialised within the white matter. The segmentation result
is independent of the location of the initialisation. The outer surface γout is automatically placed around γin and
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may contain voxels representing grey or white matter. While the distance between both surfaces may change during
segmentation, it is set to 3mm for initialisation.

No assumptions about image intensities for grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid are made prior to the
segmentation. Intensity distributions for each tissue class are estimated iteratively from the data within the three
subdomains for each subdivision Di. In our algorithm, we assume Gaussian distributions Pwm and Pgm for white
and grey matter, respectively, and a Poisson distribution Pcsf for the third class containing CSF and non-brain-tissue.
Intensities used for the estimate of Pcsf are limited to grey values g ∈ [0, µwm

2 ], with µwm being the mean value of
Pwm. Especially in the early stages of the segmentation process, it is rather difficult to find a good estimate for Pcsf
since many of the voxels x ∈ Ωcsf actually belong to one of the other two distributions. Based on the available data
sets, we found µwm

2 to be an adequate threshold since it is much larger than image intensities usually belonging to CSF
and still guarantees only a limited overlap with the other distributions. Also, the estimate for µwm is reliable from the
beginning due to initialisation of the algorithm within the white matter.

We use a reliability measure R = min{Rij , Rji} with

Rij = 1−
∑
A

P (x) A = {x|Pi(x) ≤ Pj(x)} (1)

to control if two distributions Pi and Pj , i, j ∈ {wm, gm, csf}, are separated well enough within each division that
the boundary between these classes may have been found. R ∈ [0, 1] gives large values if the distributions are well
separated and smaller values if they intersect.

The propagation speed is based on the estimates of the intensity distribution on the inside and on the outside of each of
the surfaces. To guarantee a smooth transition between neighbouring divisions, the speed of a voxel on the front is not
only based on the division it is located in, but also on the 6-neighbourhood of adjacent divisions. For the inner surface,
we let

Min =
1
N

6∑
i=0

ωi(pi(x|Pwm)− pi(x|Pgm)) (2)

and

Fin =

{
1, if Min > 0,
0, otherwise

(3)

The weight ωi ∈ [0, 1] for each of the involved divisions Di is dependent on three properties: the reliability-measure
R = min{Rij , Rji}, the number of voxels the estimates for the distributions are based on in that division, as well as
the distance of the front-voxel x to the center of that division. That is, ωi is large if the estimated intensity distributions
of divisionDi are well separated, the estimates are based on a large number of voxels and the distance of x to the center
of Di is small. Also note, that the impact of these properties on ωi is not to be adjusted manually but based on the
quality in neighbouring subdivisions.

Likewise, the speed Fout for the outer surface is based on

Mout =
1
N

6∑
i=0

ωi(pi(x|Pgm)− pi(x|Pcsf )) (4)

The final equation for the coupled surfaces is then given by

∂Φin
∂t

= cin(Φout)Fin|∇Φin| (5)

∂Φout
∂t

= cout(Φin)Fout|∇Φout| (6)

where cin and cout are functions depending on the distance d between Φin and Φout. We let

cin(d) =


1, if d ≥ de − dv,
ε(d), if de − 2dv < d < de − dv,
0, if d ≤ de − 2dv

and cout(d)


1, if d ≤ de + dv,

ε(d), if de + 2dv > d > de + dv,

0, if d ≥ de + 2dv.
(7)

The expected distance de between both surfaces is dependent on a cortex thickness map based on [10] that has been
incorporated into the algorithm. That is, de varies from 2.5mm in the occipital cortex to 3.5mm in the pre-frontal lobe.
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(a) BV (b) PA (c) BV (d) PA

(e) BV (f) PA (g) BV (h) PA

Figure 1. Comparison of segmentation results using BrainVoyager (BV) and our proposed algorithm (PA). The first
two columns show examples of axial slices, the last two columns examples of coronal slices. Figs. 1(a)–1(d) depict
the inner cortical boundary. Results are similar for both segmentation methods. The boundary between grey matter
and cerebrospinal fluid is shown in figs. 1(e)–1(h). Results for both methods vary greatly for this second boundary.
While the proposed algorithm actually detects the boundary, BrainVoyager estimates the grey matter by dilation and
smoothing of the white matter segmentation which usually results an undersegmentation as well as an inexact boundary.

Φin is slowed down if the distance between both fronts is too small or Φout is slowed down if the distance is too large.
Both effects only occur if the distance exceeds an accepted variance of dv = 0.5mm. To ensure that cin and cout are
smooth functions, we use a monotonically decreasing sigmoid function ε(d).

Both level set functions Φin and Φout are only calculated within a narrow band [11]. To save computational cost,
estimates for all intensity distributions are recalculated only when a narrow band is re-initialised.

3 Results

We tested the above algorithm on 5 MR data sets with 1mm isotropic resolution acquired on a 3 Tesla Scanner.
The quality of the data varied with respect to signal-to-noise ratio and grey level inhomogeneities. The same set of
parameters was used for all data sets. The size of the aforementioned subdivisionsDi was 20×20×20 voxels. Results
of the above algorithm have been compared with segmentation results created by BrainVoyager QX, a standard software
for the analysis and visualisation of MRI (for details see [9] and http://www.brainvoyager.com). These
segmentations have been created with interaction by an experienced user and are thus more exact than an automated
segmentation using this software. Examples of segmentation results using both algorithms are given in figure 1.

For an analysis using the commercial software, it is necessary to perform an inhomogeneity correction and to rotate the
data sets into the AC/PC-plane defined by the interhemispheric fissure and by the commissura anterior and posterior.
Our algorithm was also applied to the AC/PC-rotated data to allow for a comparison of both methods. Due to the
rotation, an interpolation of the original data cannot be avoided.
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(a) BV (b) BV (c) BV (d) BV

(e) PA (f) PA (g) PA (h) PA

Figure 2. Details of segmentation results for the inner cortical boundary with BrainVoyager and the proposed algo-
rithm. Figures 2(a)–2(d) give results obtained with BrainVoyager. Figures 2(e)–2(h) show results of the proposed
methods. Differences are visible in the enlarged areas within the frontal lobe (depicted in the two leftmost columns)
and the lower temporal lobe (depicted in the two rightmost columns)

The proposed algorithm gives similar results for the inner cortical surface compared to the segmentation using Brain-
Voyager on these rotated data sets in most data sets. However, in two data sets our segmentation results were more
exact than the results of the commercial software. Examples are given in figure 2. Mean distance as well as Hausdorff
distance between both segmentation results for all data sets are given in table 1. A visual inspection by neurobiol-
ogists suggests that the boundary between grey and white matter found by our algorithm is usually more exact than
the boundary found by BrainVoyager. Thin gyral foldings pose a problem to both segmentation methods due to the
aforementioned rotation into the AC/PC-plane. The boundary between grey matter and CSF given by the commercial
software is simply an estimate based on the WM/GM-boundary and cortex thickness. Specifically, the inner boundary
is dilated and smoothed based on the constraint that no voxels with an image intensity below a constant threshold θ
must be included in the grey matter estimate. Therefore, the resulting surface usually underestimates the grey matter.
Again, a visual inspection proved the correctness of our segmentation result. Note, that the segmentation result of our
algorithm is independent of the location for the initialisation of the contour within the white matter. Also, no user
interaction is necessary during the segmentation process.

A number of problems occur with both segmentation methods. Interpolation of the intensities due to the rotation of the
data set into the AC/PC-plane might pose a problem as the thin gyral foldings of the human cortex might be additionally
distorted. Also, in the presence of strong magnetic field inhomogeneities both methods will give an undersegmentation
of the lower temporal lobes and/or the upper part of the frontal lobe (see figure 3). Finally, we cannot guarantee a
topologically correct segmentation of the cortex, as neighbouring gyri may not be separable due to partial volume
effects (see results for the outer cortical surface in figures 1 and 4).

Finally, we want to mention that the proposed algorithm also allows for the segmentation of the original MR data sets.
This is not possible using the commercial software. Obviously, the problem originating from rotation into the AC/PC-
plane does not occur on these data sets. Again, a visual inspection by neurobiologists confirms the correctness of the
segmentation results. Example slices of segmentation results are given in figure 4.

4 Conclusions

We presented an automated algorithm for the segmentation of grey and white matter in the human brain. The proposed
algorithm is independent of any pre-processing of the data sets. It does not require any user-interaction except for
initialisation within the white matter. We compared segmentation results of our algorithm to results created by the
commercial software BrainVoyager. While results for the boundary between grey and white matter were similar in
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Figure 3. Undersegmentation due
to magnetic field inhomogeneities

Figure 4. Segmentation example for white matter (left) and grey matter (right) in
the original MR data.

data set lr64 ik41 kc73 lg38 ra41
dH inner boundary 8.88 10.86 9.98 9.89 6.90
in mm outer boundary 9.77 10.55 15.86 12.24 11.17
dm inner boundary 0.29 0.68 0.50 0.33 0.32
in mm outer boundary 1.35 1.11 0.89 0.82 0.85

Table 1. Distances between the segmentation results of the proposed algorithm and the commercial software. Here,
dH denotes the Hausdorff-distance and dm the mean distance between both surfaces. Segmentation results for white
matter are usually similar. Only in data sets ‘ik41’ and ‘kc73’ results differ significantly (see figure 2 for details). Large
values for dH are usually the result of a different cut-off at the brainstem.

both algorithms, our method gave much more exact results for the outer cortical surface. A visual inspection by
medical experts confirmed the correctness of our results.
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Abstract.
This paper investigates radial trajectories in hyperpolarised 3He MRI. We consider non-uniform sampling along
ramp gradients and compare it with more common schemes that sample uniformly along the constant part of trape-
zoidal gradients. We show that non-uniform sampling is much more advantageous. We also investigate the relation-
ship of SNR and spatial resolution versus number of projections and flip angle, when reconstructed with regularised
iterative reconstruction.

1 Introduction

Dynamic MRI of lung ventilation with hyperpolarised (HP) 3He may be the “killer” application for radial imaging. This
is because first, the oversampling of k-space origin allows fast update of contrast with improved temporal resolution [1].
Second, the short TE mitigates the effect of short T ∗2 and off-resonance from field inhomogeneities caused by the
structure of the lungs. A short TE also reduces diffusion dephasing. Third, HP MRI has non-renewable longitudinal
magnetisation. If the number of views can be reduced, the flip angle may be increased for the same overall signal
depletion, thus maintaining SNR while reducing scan time [2,3]. It is well-known that undersampling in radial imaging
leads to relatively benign artifacts.

However, not all radial sampling schemes are equally good. Three schemes are illustrated in Fig 1 (not to scale). In
Scheme I (Fig 1(a)), a full echo is uniformly sampled from−kmax to +kmax when the gradient is constant and positive.
In Scheme II, only a half echo is uniformly sampled from 0 to +kmax. In Scheme III, a half echo is non-uniformly
sampled from 0 to +kmax on the ramps only. In all cases, the gradients are at maximum slew and maximum gradient
strength.

(a) Scheme I: Uniform full echo (b) Scheme II: Uniform partial echo (c) Scheme III: Ramp sampled partial echo

Figure 1. Various radial sampling schemes. Top: gradient. Bottom: trajectory – data is sampled during the full arrow

First, let us consider the SNR. For a projection, the image pixel variance is given by [4]:

variance =
σ2

∫ T

0
G2(t)dt

(∫ T

0
G(t)dt

)2 (1)

where σ2 is the variance of a k-space sample. For a modern gradient system with maximum slew = 120 T/m/s, gradient
= 30 mT/m, and a required resolution of 3 mm per pixel, Table 1 compares the SNR, sampling time, and waveform
duration. Note that Schemes II and III collect only a half echo, and have been doubled for a fair comparison with
Scheme I. Overall, Scheme III has the highest SNR, because its effective sampling time much longer. However, its
total waveform duration is lowest, because no time is wasted during gradient ramps.

Next, let us consider the effects of diffusion coefficient D and T ∗2 on the HP signal. Their combined effects are
described by a filter factor H(t):

H(t) = exp(−bD) exp(−t/T ∗2 ) (2)

∗Email: k.j.lee@sheffield.ac.uk
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Scheme I II III
SNR 0.75 0.75 1.00

sampling time (s) 3.4× 10−4 2× (1.7× 10−4) = 3.4× 10−4 2× (4.2× 10−4) = 8.4× 10−4

waveform duration (s) 1.4× 10−3 2× (1.0× 10−3) = 2.0× 10−3 2× (4.2× 10−4) = 8.4× 10−4

Table 1. Comparison of SNR, sampling time, and total duration. SNR is normalised to Scheme III.

The b-value is calculated from:

b(t) =
∫ t

0

|k(t′)|2dt′ (3)

where k(t) = γ
∫ t

0
G(t)dt is the position in k-space, calculated from the gradients G and gyromagnetic ratio γ. Fig.

2 shows the filter factor for each of the Schemes, again assuming the same values for maximum slew and maximum
gradients as above. The thicker segments indicate when data is sampled. It is clear that Scheme III suffers least from
diffusion and T ∗2 dephasing.
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Figure 2. Signal attenuation from diffusion (D = 0.2× 10−4m2/s) and T ∗2 = 20 ms.

Having established that ramp sampled radial trajectories are optimal with respect to SNR per unit time, in the rest of
the paper, we investigate, using simulations, the SNR and resolution as a function of number of views N and flip angle
θ.

2 Methods

2.1 Simulations

2.1.1 Generation of simulated k-space

The noiseless 128 × 128 test image is shown in Fig 3(a). It has a uniform half-disc for the measurement of signal.
The lines in the right half, of one pixel width, are used for resolution measurement. Ramp gradient trajectories were
generated for a resolution of 3 mm, using a maximum slew of 120 T/m/s and maximum gradient of 30 mT/m. The
simulated k-spaces were obtained by the inverse gridding method of Rasche et al. [5] using 2× oversampling onto the
radial trajectories. At each time point, the phantom was modulated by e−i2π∆ft to simulate off-resonance. A typical
value of ∆f = 100 Hz over the whole image was chosen. The nth projection, Sn(t), was then multiplied by the factors
for polarisation depletion [3], diffusion, and T ∗2 :

S′n(t) = Sn(t)e−(n−1)TR/T1 sin θ(cos θ)n−1e−bDe−t/T∗2 (4)

where effective diffusivity D = 0.2× 10−4m2s−1, T ∗2 = 20 ms, T1 = 20 s, and TR = duration of 1 projection plus 0.5
ms added for pulse excitation and slice selection.
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Figure 3.

2.1.2 Regularised iterative reconstruction of undersampled data

The reconstruction equation can be written as:

m(k) = Eν(r) (5)

where m(k) is the k-space data stacked into a column vector of length M , ν(r) is the image to be reconstructed, also
stacked into a column vector of length N , and E is the M ×N encoding matrix, with elements Eij = e−i2πk.r. The
cost function for reconstruction is:

Φ(ν) =
1
2
||Eν −m||22 +

∑

i

λiRi(ν) (6)

where Ri and λi are the regularisation functions and parameters respectively. In this work, the regularisation functions
incorporated field-of-view (FOV) and total-variation (TV) constraints, described below. The image ν was reconstructed
iteratively by non-linear conjugate gradient minimization of the cost function Φ(ν), using Brent’s method for line
minimizations (linmin algorithm from [6]). At each iteration j, the residual of Φ is given by:

rj = −∇
[

1
2
||Eνj −m||22 +

∑

i

λiRi

]
= −(EHEνj − EHm +

∑

i

λi∇Ri) (7)

The superscript H symbolises conjugate transpose. In the case of radial imaging, intensity outside a circular field-of-
view can be considered as artifactual [7]. A suitable FOV penalty term is then:

RFOV =
1
2

bH(H . ∗ b) (8)

where H is an N × 1 masking vector with zeros for elements which correspond to pixels within the FOV, and ones for
elements outside the FOV. The “.∗” symbolises element-by-element multiplication. Its gradient is:

∇RFOV = H . ∗ b (9)

Let Dx and Dy be the gradient operators in the x and y directions. Let g = Dx(ν) and h = Dy(ν) be the gradients of
ν in the x and y directions, respectively. The TV penalty function is then the sum of the modulus of the elements, or l1
norm, of g and h:

RTV =
∑

i

(|gi|+ |hi|) = ||g||1 + ||h||1 (10)
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The gradient of R is given by:

∇RTV = −Dx

(
g
|g|

)
−Dy

(
h
|h|

)
(11)

In all reconstructions, maximum number of iterations = 30, λFOV = 10 and λTV = 10−6.

2.1.3 Measurement of parameters

The effective signal S was measured as the mean of the signal over the reconstructed uniform half-disk. The noise
was measured as the standard deviation of a reconstructed noise-only image.The resolution was measured as the mean
full-width half maximum (FWHM) of all lines in the phantom.

3 Results

Figure 4 shows the measured variation of resolution, SNR, and scan time as a function of N and flip angle. Rather
surprisingly, at θ ≈ 2 − 4◦, SNR is approximately independent of the number of projections. Increasing flip angle
further can increase SNR, but this will cost spatial resolution. Fig 4(a) shows that resolution is more affected by flip
angle at large N due to signal depletion filtering. For example, our results indicate that at θ = 6◦, the image at N = 200
(Fig. 3(e)) shows slightly better resolution and SNR than the image at N = 400 (Fig. 3(c)). However, there are some
aliasing artifacts in the N = 200 image which could not be removed by regularised iterative reconstruction (cf Figs.
3(b) and 3(c) versus 3(d) and 3(e) ).

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Pipe and Duerk [4] suggested in 1995 that ramp sampling would result in improved SNR and reduced scan time.
Recently, a few groups have applied this with some success in radial SSFP [8] and cartesian trajectories [9]. We have
compared ramp sampling to uniform sampling in radial HP 3He gas imaging, and have shown that ramp sampling not
only improves SNR and reduces scan time, but significantly reduces diffusion and T ∗2 dephasing.

We investigated the relationship of SNR and resolution as a function of number of projections and flip angle. Our
results show that regularised iterative reconstruction is not able to wholly remove aliasing artifacts from undersam-
pling. However, if some aliasing artifact is acceptable, then undersampling will improve temporal resolution while
maintaining good SNR and spatial resolution.
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Abstract. Diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DT-MRI) is a non-invasive in-vivo imaging technique 

that can be used to generate fibre trajectories in brain white matter. Many current tractography methods assume 

that the fibre direction coincides with the principal eigenvector of a single diffusion tensor. This is, however, not 

the case for regions with crossing fibres. In addition noise introduces more uncertainty and makes the computation 

of the fibre direction difficult. Multi-tensor fibre tracking can alleviate the problems when crossing fibres are 

encountered. Stochastic fibre tracking techniques overcome the uncertainties of deterministic methods by adding a 

degree of randomness to deterministic tractography. We propose an algorithm using a stochastic fibre tracking 

approach based on two tensors. The method is verified on a synthetic dataset and an in-vivo diffusion MRI dataset.  

Initial experiments on the datasets demonstrate the good performance of the algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

DT-MRI is a promising non-invasive method for investigating the human brain in vivo which can measure 

directional information from water diffusion in white matter. Usually, a symmetric second order diffusion tensor 

describes the diffusion of water molecules in a voxel. The voxel-wise principal direction of diffusion can be 

estimated from a diffusion tensor dataset by calculating the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. 

Streamline tracking methods[1,2,3] take this idea one conceptual step further by trying to trace the movement of a 

virtual water-molecule from voxel to voxel by following the principal diffusion direction when the anisotropy is 

high. The main drawback of this approach arises when the tensor has no clear strong directional component. A given 

voxel may contain a distribution of fibre orientations due to, for example, fibre crossing, kissing, or twisting within 

the voxel.  Also, DT-MRI data noise and partial volume effects make the computation of the fibre direction difficult. 

A variety of algorithms have been proposed to reduce the difficulties involved in streamline tracking algorithms. One 

improved approach uses the entire DT to deflect the direction of the tracking line [4, 5]. Fast marching tractography 

[6] is another approach based on the level set theory, which is designed to be less sensitive to local noise.    

These single tensor tracking approaches, however, have difficulties in brain regions where fibre bundles cross, which 

may result in a disk-shape form [7]. In such cases, a single diffusion tensor model is no longer valid. Multi-tensor 

reconstruction techniques can be used to resolve multiple intra-voxel fibre populations corresponding to known fibre 

anatomy. Both Tuch et al.[8] and Bergmann et al.[9] have proposed fitting two diffusion tensors to diffusion 

weighted data. The first approach solves the two diffusion tensors in a multi tensor extension of the Stejskal-Tanner 

equations using high-angular resolution diffusion weighted images. The latter approach uses a weighted linear least-

squares method to estimate the multi-tensor using an interpolated streamline method for fibre tracking.  Other 

approaches to resolve multiple orientations explicitly model multiple tensors. Ref. [10] describes a tractography 

algorithm that uses mixtures of two Gaussian densities in regions where the single Gaussian model is inadequate. 

Ref. [11] also uses a multi-tensor approach for analysing and tracking complex fibre configurations using one 

isotropic and two anisotropic tensors to model the data.   

Probabilistic tractography differs from streamlining methods in that it takes into account the uncertainty in fibre 

orientation when calculating estimates of fibre tracts. These approaches utilise probability density functions (PDF) 

defined at each point within the brain to describe the local uncertainty in fibre orientation. Behrens et al. [12] use the 

PDF of the local fibre orientation derived in a Bayesian framework. This was later extended by Friman et al. [13] and 

Ref. [14] relates this probabilistic diffusion tractography to the case of multiple fibre orientations. Parker et al. 

[15,16] proposed a probabilistic Monte-Carlo method to decide the mapping of brain connections for quantifying 

streamline based tracking methods. Some other stochastic fibre tracking techniques [17,18] introduce randomness to 

the deterministic approach.        

The focus of this work is to investigate the potential of a two-tensor approach with stochastic tractography as an 

alternative to the single tensor approach. Our proposed method assesses the most appropriate fibre directions for the 

data in each voxel, and carries out the stochastic tractography through this complex fibre structure. This new method 

is tested on an in-vivo DT-MRI dataset and a synthetic dataset and we show examples where the multi-tensor 

stochastic approach is more sensitive to secondary complex pathways and also reduces uncertainties in the fibre path. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Two-Tensor Estimation 

Tuch [8] has modelled the relationship between the  unknown tensors , j {1, 2, . . . , k} in a given voxel and the 

 measured ,  values using  

         (1) 

where are non-negative weights, which sum to 1,  are the normalized gradient directions, and b is an acquisition 

specific constant.  In the case of two-tensors, , ,   there are 13 unknown variables including fractional weight     

(f, 1-f) in equation (1). The data analyzed in this work has  measurements per voxel giving more than 3 

measurements per variable. The high number of parameters results in a high level of instability in estimating the 

tensors. The diffusion function (equation (1)) can be presented using finite mixture of Gaussians. We used the 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to fit a mixture of Gaussian densities to the data. The initial step of our two-tensor 

estimation starts from using the least-squares single-tensor fit to the data by linear regression [19].    

2.2 Stochastic Algorithms 

A fibre path can be described as a sequence of points V, where  is a bounded set in the 3-dimensional space, 

. Fibre tracking algorithms determine how to obtain the sequence of points  for a starting point , where 

 , is a given tensor field in . The principal eigenvector of tensor  is denoted by .  

 

Deterministic approaches obtain  values by considering the maximum diffusion direction. Stochastic fibre tracking 

techniques add random perturbation on deterministic differential equations. Some of the algorithms are described in 

Table-1[18]. In these algorithms,  represents independent standard normal random vectors and ,  are 

parameters of the algorithm. The step parameter  is assumed to be less than 1,  defines the intensity of artificial 

noise added to generate stochastic tracks and  is assumed to be greater than zero. The weighting factors and  are 

user defined. Algorithm-S finds the points on the basis of the principal eigenvectors adding some randomness to the 

path. Algorithm-D determines tract direction using the entire DT to deflect the direction of the incoming vector 

( ). Algorithm-TL dynamically modulates Algorithm-S and Algorithm-D’s contributions to steer the tract. 

Algorithm Parameters   
 

 

Algorithm-S 

 
    

Algorithm-D 

 
    

Algorithm-

TL 

 

 
 

 
 

, 

 
 

Table 1. The parameters and steps used by the three stochastic algorithms [18].  is the direction of starting point 

and  is the direction of a point . 

2.3 Stochastic Two-Tensor Tracking 

Our stochastic two-tensor tracking method starts from a given starting position  and estimates one trajectory for 

each of the two tensors. This generates two trajectories per seed point.  

         (2) 

A stochastic algorithm is then used to propagate the trajectories to the next position. We use the two tensors per 

position and also the two principal eigenvectors to determine which of the trajectories (if any) should be followed. 

For each position, we choose the diffusion tensor (  which has the “most similar” principal eigenvector to 

the principal eigenvector calculated from the previous position. The “most similar” eigenvector is the one which has 

the smallest angular difference, ( ). In the case of Algorithm-S, the next direction is defined using   

and in the case of Algorithm-D, the next direction is defined using     

 .  

We allow the two tracts to proceed along both positive and negative directions to obtain the full fibres. This process 

continues until the stopping criterion is met. As in the single tensor case, each of these tracts is terminated when the 

trajectory being followed encounters a voxel in which the corresponding tensor has Fractional Anisotropy (FA) 

lower than a given threshold value. Tracts will always terminate upon encountering background voxels. Local 
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curvature of the reconstructed tract of greater than 80 degrees across the length of one voxel also results in 

termination of the tract. 

2.4 In-Vivo Imaging  

Diffusion-weighted data were acquired from a healthy human brain on a 1.5 Tesla scanner with an image matrix of 

128x128, 60 slice locations covering the whole brain, TE/TR=81/14000 ms and 1.875x1.875x2.0 mm
3
 spatial 

resolution. The diffusion n weighting was distributed along 41 directions using a b-value of 700 s/mm
2
 and there 

were 6 volumes with no diffusion weighting. The total acquisition time was 10min 30s [20]. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Synthetic Data 

In order to evaluate the tracking properties of the proposed algorithms, a synthetic dataset was generated using the 

two-tensor model [see 2.1] in a 128x128x60 grid using a spherical acquisition scheme with 8 measurements at b= 0 

and 61 gradient directions. To make the simulated dataset more realistic and for testing the uncertainties, noise 

[SNR= 6] was added to the data. Low signal to noise ratio (SNR) increased the uncertainty in the eigenvector 

estimation.  

Here, our stochastic two-tensor field approaches are compared to two-tensor deterministic method. Figure 1 shows 

an example of two-tensor tracking algorithms seeding from the same point in a synthetic dataset. The different 

images correspond to the proposed approach Algorithm-S (with ), Algorithm-D (with ,

) and the Algorithm-TL (with , ). In all cases, the tracking stops 

when FA becomes less than 0.2. The total number of points in the streamline of the deterministic, Algorithm-S, 

Algorithm-D and Algorithm-TL are 671, 2026, 5270 and 6261 respectively. The tractography results show that the 

two-tensor stochastic algorithms allow the fibres to extend further even in the noisy data.  In contrast the streamline 

algorithm terminates the fibres when the uncertainty is high. This resulted in early termination of the fibres as shown 

in Figure 1(a).  

 

 

Figure 1: Fibre tracking results on the synthetic data set using the four algorithms starting from the same seed 

point.(a) Two-tensor deterministic tractography (b)  Two-tensor  stochastic tractography (Algorithm-S) (c) Two-

tensor  stochastic tractography (Algorithm-D) (d) Two-tensor  stochastic tractography (Algorithm-TL). 

(a) 

Seed Point 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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3.2 MRI Data 

For, the MRI data tests we placed seeds in known regions of white matter fibre crossing and reconstructed tracts with 

our fibre tracking techniques. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows results around the corpus callosum and corona radiata. 

Figure 2 shows typical example of the two-tensor estimation of the 41 direction MRI data set. Figure 2(a) shows a 

coronal slice demonstrating regions where more than a single orientation of fibre tract is supported. The single tensor 

estimation in figure 2(b) shows the diffusion is disc-shaped indicating the expected crossing fibre trajectories in the 

selected region. Figure 2(c) shows close ups of the two-tensor estimation of the identified region with one fibre 

orientation in red and the second fibre orientation in blue. 

Figure 3(a) shows the results of single tensor fibre tractography seeded through the area of identified fibre crossing. 

Single-tensor fiber tractography results seeded in the area fail to pass through the area. Figure 3(b) and 3(c) show 

tracts generated from the same region and the same threshold by Algorithm-S (with ), and 

Algorithm-D (with , ) respectively. The figure 3(b) and 3(c) show the tracts passing through 

the identified region and additionally indicate some of the crossing fibres. The Algorithm-D found more tracts than 

Algorithm-S, and it generates more smooth and stable tracts in comparison with Algorithm-S. In all cases the 

anatomical structure is properly tracked. From our experiments we observe that the proposed approach performs 

better than deterministic approaches in the fibre crossing areas. 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Two-Tensor fitting (a) Coronal Diffusion FA map. (b) Plot of Single tensor estimation (c) Two-tensor 

estimation coronal close-ups of crossing fibre bundles with fibre orientation one in red and second in blue. 

 

    

Figure 3: Results near corpus callosum and corona radiata around coronal slice (a) Single tensor streamline tracking 

seeded in region (b) Two-tensor stochastic tractography (Algorithm-S) with the same seed points  (c)Two-tensor  

stochastic tractography (Algorithm-D) with the same seed points.  

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 
(b)

  

(c) 

(c) 

(a) 
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4 Summary  

The aim of this work is to investigate and develop algorithms which can be applied to improve the results of 

Diffusion Tensor fibre tracking. We have applied two-tensor stochastic methods to crossing fibre bundles and 

validated the methods using both a software model and in vivo MRI data. Our new algorithm allows the trajectories 

of regions of crossing fibres to be determined within white matter, while also addressing potentially erroneous 

pathways caused by noise and the partial volume effect. Results are compared with single-tensor deterministic 

method and two-tensor deterministic method. Our new methods show good tracking capabilities and are fast and 

relatively easy to implement. Although further work is required with more in vivo datasets to confirm our findings 

the initial results are very promising.  
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Abstract.
Wavelet-based cluster analysis (WCA) is a technique that can be used to separate fMRI and phMRI data into different
clusters, where no model of the neural response is known a priori, based on the similarity of decomposed time
courses at certain temporal scales. Here we extend this iteratively as an interactive step in a data-driven analysis. It
works by removing voxels from further analysis by examining how they are clustered at temporal scales which may
be different to that of any neural response under investigation. This is in contrast to existing techniques that suppress
artefactual effects through excessive smoothing which may also suppress localised drug responses in phMRI. The
method is demonstrated here on an auditory fMRI experiment. We conclude that it will be a useful step in the
preprocessing and further analysis of phMRI data.

1 Introduction

A wide variety of analysis techniques are applied to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. The most
popular of these uses the general linear model to identify voxels whose time course correlates with the a priori experi-
mental procedure, implemented as statistical parametric mapping (SPM) [1]. Recently, pharmacological MRI (phMRI)
has emerged as a development of fMRI. In conventional fMRI the experimental procedure is generally a well-defined
activation task (word generation, finger tapping etc). In phMRI the experimental procedure is the administration of
a drug; consequently the analysis procedure must look to identify voxel time courses correlating with the expected
neural response to the drug. This can be problematic if the expected neural response is not well established or could be
expected to have a number of differing spatial and temporal modes [2]. There is correspondingly greater potential for
data-driven methods in phMRI than in conventional fMRI.

One way to attempt to discover this neural response is to find what components make up the time courses in the data.
Techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA) find mutually
uncorrelated components through maximizing variance and minimizing Gaussianity respectively. A correlation anal-
ysis may subsequently be performed to discover the spatial positions of those voxels which contribute to particular
components. Other techniques attempt to group voxels which exhibit similar behaviour. In wavelet-based cluster anal-
ysis (WCA), coefficients from wavelet decompositions are grouped so that intra-group variance is minimized [3]. It
has been applied to several phMRI experiments on the rat brain with success and promises to be a useful data-driven
method in human phMRI.

However, any data-driven method will detect many effects which are not caused by the neural response of the drug
under investigation, such as cardiac and respiratory signal, scanner drift, mutual partial voluming, and residual motion
artefacts which may remain (or even be introduced) after motion correction. The original WCA processing pipeline
attempts to suppress outlier and artefactual time courses through a smoothing operation [4]. Although it is generally
necessary to do some form of spatial smoothing to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, too large a filter kernel
may suppress a very localised neural response, which may be present in some phMRI experiments. In an exploratory
analysis, it may be beneficial to perform a very low level of smoothing, while fully suppressing only artefactual time
courses.

In this paper we extend WCA iteratively to become a preprocessing step in exploratory data-driven analysis by repeat-
edly performing WCA and completely removing those clusters which appear to the expert user to be artefactual (based
on their position or average time course). In particular, it is not necessary for the temporal scale used in the discovery
of artefactual clusters to be that of any expected response of interest. Since the aim of a data-driven analysis is often
not the testing of hypotheses but the creation of new ones, the method introduced here is based on allowing researchers
to quickly explore the data and refine it using their expert knowledge. This is enabled since each iteration takes only
seconds. For straightforward fMRI experiments it may also be used to do a full analysis and an example is presented
here.

∗Email: mcgonigle@cs.bris.ac.uk
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2 Methodology

Once a 4D (3D + time) dataset has been preprocessed to realign each point so that it may be confidently compared to
itself over time, it may be represented as a matrix of voxels

X =


v1,1 v1,2 v1,3 · · · v1,t

v2,1 v2,2 v2,3 · · · v2,t

v3,1 v2,3 v2,3 · · · v3,t

...
...

...
. . .

...
vx×y×z,1 vx×y×z,2 vx×y×z,3 · · · vx×y×z,t

 (1)

where each column represents a full 3D brain volume at one point in time and each row represents the temporal changes
of one voxel. x, y and z are the spatial dimensions of one brain volume, while t is the number of volumes in the session.
The methods discussed here do not use any knowledge of the spatial position of any voxels until the data is reassembled
for visualisation.

2.1 Wavelet-based cluster analysis

WCA was introduced in [3] and expanded upon to include multiple subjects in [4]. We present here a brief overview
of the method. If the data does not contain a power of 2 number of timepoints it must first be temporally resampled
or some timepoints discarded. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is performed independently on each row of
X, decomposing each time course into coefficients, c, which retain temporal information. This is achieved using the
Haar wavelet equation, ci = si+1−si

2 (with si+1 and si being voxel values, 1 timepoint apart), which acts as a high
pass filter revealing the high frequency components of the original time course. The Haar wavelet scaling function,
ai = si+1+si

2 , acts as a low pass filter, producing a smoothed version, a, of the original time course for use as the input
for the next level of wavelet decomposition. At the first temporal scale the coefficients will be the difference between
the original time course and a smoothed version of itself. This is continued down the temporal scales, so that the result
from an experiment with only 8 timepoints would be 3 scales of wavelet coefficients, λ1, λ2 and λ3, having 4 values,
2 values and 1 value respectively. The DWT is in this case an orthogonal transform. Using some knowledge of the
likely timescales involved in the experiment, several wavelet scales may be discarded, in practice usually the highest
and lowest ones, leaving behind scales which are thought likely to contain signals of interest. K-means clustering
is carried out, whereby the now reduced data (represented by a particular scale of coefficients, λl) is grouped into a
specified number of clusters so that the variance inside each cluster is minimized according to

V =
K∑

i=1

∑
n∈Si

|xn − µi|2 (2)

where there are K clusters, xn is a vector representing wavelet coefficients in this case, and µi is the mean of all the
points n ∈ Si. Following Whicher et al., K is chosen by the user so that there are enough clusters to allow time courses
with a potential response of interest to be grouped into their own cluster, while not so many that they would be split up
into too many clusters [3]. In the case of a single subject between 3 and 6 clusters appears to be a useful guide.

2.2 Iterative WCA

We build upon the method in [3] by repeatedly allowing the removal of whole clusters. The clustered data for the
chosen temporal scale is reassembled into a file and shown to the user as an interactive volume rendering, with voxels
belonging to the same cluster being assigned the same colour. The average time course for each cluster is also displayed,
along with their variances and a measure of their autocorrelation. At this point, using the expert knowledge of the
operator, those clusters showing clear temporal or spatial artefacts may be suppressed and the data reclustered. At
each iteration any temporal scale may be chosen so that those voxels which show artefactual time courses at one scale
may be completely removed from further processing, so that clustering at another scale may better pick out responses
of interest. It should be noted that in this case it is every temporal scale of a voxel that is removed, and not just the
components that were used in its clustering. This acts to form a mask for the data which we may use in any subsequent
processing (Fig. 1). In this way it is possible to suppress artefactual voxel time courses without having to oversmooth
the data, preserving those time courses that may be of interest but are spatially very localised.
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1st Iteration

2nd Iteration

Original Data

Masked Data

Figure 1. The Iterative WCA (IWCA) process. Dotted lines represent discarded clusters. The same voxel may be in
different clusters after each iteration.

As opposed to original WCA, we perform clustering on the data at scales which would usually be ignored. This will
prevent issues such as a mutual partial voluming artefact which appears artefactual at one temporal scale being aliased
into an apparent signal of interest at a different temporal scale. The data may then be analysed using further WCA
or another data-driven approach, where the most powerful components are now more likely to have been caused by a
response of interest, whereas without the preprocessing of IWCA some of the most powerful components may have
been artefactual. Since the method is quite fast and interactive it could also be used as a sanity check on data before
more time consuming processing, or, in the case of a straightforward fMRI experiment, used to perform full processing
with those clusters showing no clear spatial or temporal pattern being removed along with artefactual clusters at each
iteration.

We have found that the order in which the scales are examined does not have a large effect on the results. In practice,
several scales are examined before one is chosen for removal of one or more of its clusters.

3 Experimental Results

The in vivo dataset, used here with permission from the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, is from an audi-
tory stimulation experiment carried out on a modified 2T Siemens MAGNETOM Vision system, with the BOLD/EPI
volumes consisting of 64 contiguous slices, giving a spatial resolution of 64 x 64 x 64 cubic voxels of side 3mm (acqui-
sition time 6.05s, repetition time 7s). The audio stimulation was bi-syllabic words presented once every second during
each of the 42s stimulation blocks, with rest blocks in between.

Of the 96 scans we discarded the first 9 due to T1 effects, leaving 87 which were then realigned and spatially normalised
(to a spatial resolution of 53 x 63 x 46) using the SPM5 software package. Axial slices 14 to 28 of the first 64 of the
remaining scans were used here. Those voxels outside the brain were masked using simple thresholding. Each voxel
time series was reexpressed as the percentage differences from their own mean, with those voxels showing very high
variance being masked. Each was then corrected at every timepoint according to the global mean value of all non-
thresholded voxels in each scan. The DWT was applied to each non-masked voxel time series, producing wavelet
scales λ1 to λ6 of coefficients at each voxel.

Wavelet scale λ1, containing 32 coefficients for each voxel, was chosen for examination and K-means clustering (for
4 clusters), with each cluster being assigned a colour (red, blue, green or yellow)1. The average time course for each
of the clusters was then presented graphically, along with a 3D reconstruction displayed using an interactive volume
renderer developed by the first author [5], showing the spatial positions of every clustered voxel in their original context
as seen in Fig. 2. From examination of the average time course plot it was seen that those clusters coloured green and
yellow had much larger variance than the red and blue clusters. From the interactive volume rendering, shown in Fig.
2 (row 1), it was seen that the green and yellow voxels were found almost exclusively at the interior and posterior brain
parenchyma edges. It was decided using this knowledge of position and signal that these voxels were artefactual, and
so should be removed before any further analysis. It should be noted that the green and yellow clusters removed at this
point have no relationship to any later green or yellow clusters since the colours are chosen randomly at each iteration.
Wavelet scale λ3, shown in Fig. 2 (row 2), was then examined and the blue clusters removed, before moving onto λ2,
shown in Fig. 2 (row 3), where the red, blue and yellow clusters appeared not to show any sensible signal.

1More figures of this process may be viewed in full colour at http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/home/mcgonigle/IWCA/ .
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Figure 2. The average time courses of the clusters at scales λ1 (where the green and yellow clusters were subsequently
removed), λ3 (where the blue cluster was removed) and λ2 (where the red, blue, and yellow clusters were removed),
along with a representative slice and a volume rendering for each. The plotted colours correspond to the rendered
colours. The colour assigned to a particular cluster is random, and bears no relationship to the same colour at a
different scale or iteration.

Scales above λ3 were not used due to having too few points to be useful (since most drift had been corrected for earlier).
With further iterations producing similar signal in all clusters, it was decided that all remaining voxels contained the
same signal of interest, so their time courses were averaged, and their positions shown in Fig. 3. These results are
in agreement with what would be expected from this experimental design, namely bilateral activation in the primary
auditory cortex which is correlated with the activation task.

4 Discussion and Future Work

The technique presented here should not be seen as an excuse to use bad scans or sessions that would normally be
discarded, but as a method which allows a multivariate and data-driven analysis without suppressing the very response
of the drug under examination. In practice this approach is quite similar to the dendrogram sharpening clustering
method of [6], as well as the segmentation of [7] and similar in concept to iterative temporal clustering analysis [8].
Since it is of interactive speed and presents the clusters in a natural way through volume visualisation it shows promise
as a method to quickly sanity check data before further, more time consuming analysis since clear artefacts, either
spatial or temporal will be presented to the user and a decision on whether to continue further made.
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Figure 3. The average time course of all remaining voxels for the full length of the experiment (a), along with their
spatial location shown as a maximum intensity projection of slices 14 to 28 superimposed on a representative structural
slice (b).

It is designed as a research technique, and as such would be used in the initial stages of an exploratory analysis, where
the emphasis is on the possibility of discovering an unexpected effect, which could later be tested using more traditional
approaches. The process is not currently completely automated since it is necessary for decisions to be made which
use the experience of the expert user. Artefactual time courses are often strongly autocorrelated in the same way we
would expect a signal of interest to be, while conversely, what appears to be a cluster of noise at a particular scale may
contain many voxels of a signal of interest which appears at a different scale.

A quantitative comparative analysis is ongoing into the improvement in sensitivity compared to other data-driven
approaches when applied to particular classes of phMRI experimental data. We are also investigating the weighting
of the temporal clusters based on the spatial position of their constituent voxels so that localised responses may more
easily be detected.
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Abstract. In digital radiography oversized images have to be assembled from multiple exposures. As the patient
may have moved in between subsequent exposures, an external feature is exposed together with the anatomy. The
exposures typically have a very small overlap which complicates the registration. We present an algorithm for fast
automatic registration featuring robustness against noise, feature masking and feature displacement. Pivotal for this
algorithm is an actual interpretation of an external stitching feature instead of a simple detection. The proposed
method has been evaluated on 1900 pairs of clinical radiographs.

1 Introduction

When imaging long parts of the human body, e.g. legs or spine, in conventional screen-film technique, special cassettes
and films of extended length are utilized. Migration to digital radiography limits the image size due to the sensitive
area of flat-panel detectors.

In order to reproduce the behaviour of conventional radiography a large image is assembled from multiple exposures
with a small spatial overlap. This technique is commonly referred to as stitching. Due to the high rate of examinations
it is necessary to reduce manual interaction of the operator to a minimum and automatically stitch radiographs.

The patient dose is directly connected to the size of the overlap between subsequent exposures. Hence it is desirable
to reduce overlaps to a minimum size. However, this also reduces the image content contributing to the registration
algorithm. As the detector has to be moved to the next position between subsequent exposures there is a risk that patient
movement or breathing might produce inconsistent content. Refer to Figure 1 for a depiction of an acquisition.

The ruler has to be easily removable for non-stitching exposures and there are various different examinations with
depending ruler positions, e.g. standing/lying patient, centered for leg and lateral for spine stitches, etc. The ruler
therefore can not be fixed with respect to the detector and might occur displaced and even rotated within the images.

detector

X-ray ruler

X-ray tube

(a) Stitching radiograph acquisition (b) Exposures and composite oversized radiograph

Figure 1: (a) Multiple radiograph acquisition. The patient stands in front of the flat-panel detector. While the detector
moves up and down to reach the different exposure positions, the X-ray tube is panned around its rotational axis to
expose the detector. The constant focal point avoids distortions at the image borders. An X-ray ruler brought between
patient and detector serves as the feature for later composition. (b) The oversized radiograph is assembled from multiple
overlapping exposures.

∗andre.goossen@tu-harburg.de
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2 State-of-the-Art

There are various known techniques for automatic registration of images, most of them targeting the creation of
panoramic images [1]. For the given problem of image registration in DR however presumptions of these techniques
generally do not hold. While in photography there are three colour channels, in radiographic imaging the information is
stored in only one intensity channel. Moreover the influence of noise is negligible in photographic image, but certainly
inherent in radiography due to the afford to keep applied radiation doses as low as possible.

The methods for registration of medical images either register target images that are completely contained within the
reference image [2], low-noise images recorded by CCD cameras [3], or images containing considerable and rigid
structure within the anatomy [4].

In radiography stitching, images only have a very small overlapping area, are noisy and might not contain any relevant
structure within the overlapping area. Two methods for stitching of multiple cassette images in computed radiography
(CR) have been published. The method presented in [5] relies on a visible grid that is detected and registered. For
this method there is yet no evaluation on a large number of images. In [6] the authors introduce a series of similarity
measures, but do not achieve acceptable performance in terms of failure rate. Moreover CR acquisition features two
advantages compared to DR: the films are exposed in on single shot and the images have a nearly constant overlap. DR
image acquisition in contrast allows the patient to move in between the exposures and usually have varying overlap
sizes caused by the limited accuracy of the hardware.

Although applicable in computed radiography (CR), feature-matching algorithms are not transferable because of this
possible movement. Plain image-similarity on the other hand has to deal with ambiguities of the similarity measure
within the region of possible solutions, e.g. caused by recurring structure of the spine and rips or smooth structure of
thigh and shank. Even external registration features, e.g. X-ray rulers, typically are periodically and thus do not solve
this problem. The spatial overlap of subsequent radiographs might vary by a few centimetres. Every image-similarity
measure therefore requires a qualified a priori estimation within the large space of possible overlaps. Landmark-
based algorithms depend on known content or extractable features. Hence they are promising for the registration of
an external feature but fail for the arbitrary anatomic content that is considered extremely difficult or impossible to
model [7]. Furthermore the anatomy within the small overlap might not contain enough rigid or characteristic structure
to extract features and define landmarks.

The proposed method overcomes these problems by combining feature-based registration and similarity measurement.
However instead of computing inter-image correspondences our method derives correspondences between image co-
ordinates and real world coordinates by not only detecting but also interpreting the feature, metering its information.
This procedure even operates in very small overlaps or for an invisible feature within the overlapping area.

3 Methods and Materials

Our method consists of two complementing stages. The ruler recognition algorithm locates the feature, i.e. the X-
ray ruler. It interprets markers and digits on this feature to extract the global meaning and computes a feature-based
estimation. The content-based registration refines the translation for subsequent images to match anatomy. Refer to
Figure 2 for a flow chart of the algorithm.

Rl

Rl+1

Ruler
Recognition

Ruler
Recognition

Feature-Based
Registration

Content-Based
Registration O = Rl ∪Rl+1

Figure 2: Complementing steps of the proposed stitching algorithm. Two exposures Rl and Rl+1 are combined to an
oversized radiograph O via feature-based registration followed by content-based registration.
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(a) Interest operator (b) Processed radiograph (c) Extracted regions of interest (d) Detected ruler geometry

Figure 3: Interest Operator. (a) For the values of two opposed pixels lying on a circle of radius r exceeding the centre
pixel value and an additional threshold, the centre pixel is considered belonging to a high contrast object. (b) An
examination of pelvis and thighs containing an X-ray ruler. (c) Regions of interest that have been extracted by the
proposed operator. (d) Detected ruler geometry. Masked ruler geometry is automatically extrapolated by the algorithm.

3.1 Feature-Based Registration

The ruler is recognized and interpreted by performing the following steps: Image segmentation, character recognition,
and feature interpretation.

The objective of the image segmentation stage is to locate the ruler within the radiograph and the positions of the scale
markers and the corresponding scale labels. Therefore regions of interest (ROI) are extracted from the radiograph. This
is achieved by applying a very simple but nonetheless efficient interest operator that steps pixel-wise through the image
I . For each pixel it is checked, whether the recorded radiation dose increases by a sufficient level ∆I when moving to
the opposite neighbouring pixels of the current pixel (cp. Figure 3). With the dose exceeding the threshold level for
both neighbours, the current pixel is considered belonging to a high contrast object and contributes to the ROI:

ROI(x, y) =


1 I(x− r, y) > t ∧ I(x+ r, y) > t

I(x, y − r) > t ∧ I(x, y + r) > t
I (x− r, y − r) > t ∧ I (x+ r, y + r) > t
I (x− r, y + r) > t ∧ I (x+ r, y − r) > t

0 else

, t = I(x, y) + ∆I (1)

The ruler does not necessarily have to be most radio-opaque object within the image. With the radius r of neighbours
adapted to the ruler’s structure size, this operator primarily marks pixels belonging to the X-ray ruler. Contributions
due to noise and artefacts are removed by subsequently applying a morphological opening operation ROI ◦ S =
(ROI	 S)⊕ S, with S denoting a stripe-shaped structuring element oriented vertically to preserve ruler structure.

To locate the ruler line, a discrete Radon transform [8] is computed on the ROI-image:

R(d, ρ) =

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

ROI(x, y) · δ
(
d−

(
x · cos(ρ) + y · sin(ρ)

))
dx dy (2)

The maximum of the Radon transform R(d, ρ) determines the position of the ruler line. With the angle ρ and distance
to the origin d known, a sub-part containing the ruler may be deskewed and cropped out of the source image. The
resulting image is invariant against translation and rotation of the X-ray ruler, and spatially varying image intensity and
forms the input for subsequent processing stages.

With the ruler detected, a profile along the line is generated by projection onto the vertical axis, P (y) =
∑

x I(x, y).
The recurring scale markers and labels produce periodic maxima within this profile. The period λ hence can be
determined by autocorrelation of the profile P (y) ? P (y + λ). The initial phase is determined by a successive hit-or-
miss transformation that also reveals masked or covered scale markers.
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The positions of these markers are reconstructed by linear regression for the detected markers. This reconstruction
allows assembly of images even when no feature information is visible within the image overlap. To detect numbers
at the refined marker locations, a search for connected pixels, so-called blobs, is performed in each row containing a
marker. The resulting groups of connected pixels serve as candidates for digit recognition. The bounding box size of
these blobs forms a criterion for filtering out noise (e.g. very small blobs) and invalid geometry (e.g. very large blobs,
wrong aspect ratios, etc.) and for picking the selection to perform the optical character recognition on.

The second stage performs optical character recognition using a dedicated template matching algorithm [9]. Detected
blobs are scaled to the size of digit templates and compared pixel-wise. The template with maximum congruence
determines the classified digit.

In order to restore missing digits and correct false recognitions, a virtual ruler is moved along the detected digits in the
interpretation stage. Matching digits increase the score for a certain position, mismatched digits degrade it. Even for
very weak contrast, high noise level and thus only few detected digits the geometry is recovered using this technique.
Due to the high redundancy, the displacement of maximum congruency determines the positioning of the ruler, i.e. the
ruler ”snaps in” at the correct position yielding a set of global correspondences of image coordinates to real-world
coordinates. These correspondences are utilized in the content-based registration stage.

The algorithm is invariant against ruler translations, rotations and scaling as well as the scale periodicity. It operates
on the three different ruler types in current systems and is robust against changes to the scale font. Missing geometry
is extrapolated automatically to restore information in covered overlap areas.

3.2 Content-Based Registration

In this stage the result of ruler recognitions for subsequent images are utilized to determine the shift between the
rulers and hence create an a-priori estimation for the transformation between the images. A subsequent gradient
correlation [10, 11] refines the horizontal translation and compensates patient movement against the X-ray ruler.

4 Results

In [12] we present the results of the proposed method compared to an inter-observer study. Manual references form
the ground truth for evaluation. 1611 out of 1814 image pairs are registered with a deviation of less than 1 mm. The
translations for 99.3% of all valid image pairs lie within the tolerance range of 3 mm deviation. Thus the failure rate
for the proposed algorithm sums up to 0.7%. Figure 4 depicts the results of the evaluation for the proposed method.
The average processing time is 158 ms per computed translation for an image pair on an Intel Pentium D 2.8 GHz.

Figure 5 contains three resulting stitching operations pointing out the capabilities of the proposed method. The left
image pair contains a heavily masked ruler within the overlapping area. While conventional methods fail, image
interpretation extracts the information necessary for correct registration. The second image pair to the right has a very
small overlapping area. With the proposed method it is even possible to register images without an overlap. The third
image pair demonstrates invariance against ruler type and position and contains moved anatomy.
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Figure 4: Results of automatic stitching for 1900 image pairs. (a) 86 pairs have been rejected by the algorithm. The
true rejection rate of 3.9% corresponds to operational errors introduced by the medical staff, e.g. missing, flipped or
heavily tilted rulers. (b) Deviations for the remaining 1814 image pairs against the manual reference are compared to
the inter-observer deviations. The error rate sums up to 0.7%.
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(a) masked feature, ∆ = 0.1mm (b) small overlap, ∆ = 0.2mm (c) ruler variant, ∆ = 0.2mm

Figure 5: Three results of the proposed algorithm. Correct registration of an image pair with (a) masked X-ray ruler
within the overlap area and (b) very small overlap area < 15 mm. (c) Ruler variant with right-side scale in a spine
examination. Patient movement and breathing have been compensated by the proposed method.

5 Discussion

The proposed method combines two classical techniques, feature-based registration and similarity measures, to achieve
a high accuracy and automation level for medical radiograph stitching. It yields a failure rate of 0.7% for automatic
stitches. As is apparent from the results, the performance comes close to the lower boundary formed by the accuracy of
manual stitching references. The low processing time allows real-time application of the proposed algorithm. The high
robustness has been proved by processing a large number of clinical images. User interaction and manual stitching
is strongly reduced by the proposed method and the risk of false automatic stitches, possibly resulting in erroneous
medical treatment, is minimized.

The few remaining failures could be identified to result from noticeable patient movement causing ambiguous regis-
tration maxima. To avoid these failures it would be necessary to either introduce non-rigid transformations or provide
a-priori knowledge about the position of diagnostically relevant anatomy.
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Abstract.
When evaluating the feasibility of a human embryo to implant in a woman uterus on In-Vitro Fertilization (IVF), one
of the most important morphological parameters taken into account in the embryo selection process is the thickness
of zona pellucida (i.e. the external layer of the embryo). Furthermore, the measurement of zona pellucida thickness
variation is a potentially reliable parameter to evaluate the ability of embryo hatching and, it is directly related with
the implantation rate.
In ordinary embryo evaluation procedures this thickness is measured by human embryologists, which leads to a
simple classification between thin, medium and thick values. Aiming at improving this analysis due to the potential
loss of information that this implies, we introduce in this paper a vision and segmentation automatic system system
which identifies on embryo images the external and internal membranes of zona pellucida applying the active contour
algorithm, which allows to record and quantify the thickness variation of zona pellucida.
We compare the performance of our system to manual segmentation of an embryologist expert to show the validity
of our approach.

1 Introduction

Infertility is a social problem where the assisted reproduction techniques are applied by clinicians and embryologist
in order to make possible the embryo transfer and finally, the embryo implantation. One of the key factors affecting
the outcome of the treatment is the process of selection the most promising embryos. In human embryo selection each
embryo is evaluated and catalogued by embryologist based on their morphological features [1–3]. In particular, the
zona pellucida thickness variation (ZPTV) is a morphological feature which is considered one of the most potentially
reliable parameter for embryo selection, and it is regarded as a good predictor of the outcome in assisted reproductive
techniques [4–6] due to its direct relation with the ability of the embryo to implant in the uterus.

The zona pellucida is a glycoprotein membrane that surrounds the oocyte and embryo until the fifth day after fertil-
ization. When an embryo is transferred to a woman uterus the morphology of zona pellucida is key on the success
for implantation on the uterine wall. That is why sometimes it is hatched previous to transfer in order to increase its
implantation capability. Therefore, the segmentation and quantification on the morphology and measure of zona pel-
lucida thickness could serve as an important contribution on decision support to embryologists: nowadays in clinical
practise it is usual only to categorise zona pellucida morphology on thin, medium or tick values, with a consequent loss
of valuable information. Moreover, embryologists require many years of experience to develop a standard criterion to
evaluate the morphological characteristics and select the most suitable human embryos for transfer.

This issue has been subject of study in the literature. Authors in [7] analyse the influence of zona pellucida morphology
on the embryo implantation rate and conclude that not only the thickness as such but also the variation of the zona pel-
lucida thickness is an important morphological characteristic for predicting a potential pregnancy when only embryos
with low catalogue score and poor prognosis can be transferred.

The work that we present in this paper aims at providing an automatic system that will aid embryologists to have more
morphological information on zona pellucida, including information regarding zona pellucida thickness variation, in
order to serve as a tool for decision support to embryologists on the selection of the most suitable human embryos on
assisted reproduction treatments.
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2 Automatic segmentation of zona pellucida on Human embryo images

There are several techniques that have been applied to the segmentation of medical images [8,9]. Classical segmentation
methods are usually categorised into region-based and edge-based methods [10]. Region-based algorithms usually
search for connected regions of pixels with a similar feature such as brightness, texture pattern, etc. But their challenge
is to determine exact borders of objects when the regions have diffuse contours. On edge-based approaches an algorithm
searches for pixels with high gradient value, since these usually are edge pixels, and a postprocess of the gradient image
is required (i.e. thresholding and linking) to select the edge points. A wide variety of works present the Active Contour
–or Snake– method [11] as the most robust for medical image segmentation [12–14], due to its capability to segment
diffuse contours with low intensity values.

In this work we propose the use of a parametric active contour model adapted for the segmentation of zona pellucida of
human embryo images. In particular the contour of zona pellucida is diffuse and classical edge detectors are not able
to extract the whole contour.

Furthermore, human embryos can have have different shapes (round, elliptical...), variations on the thickness of a zona
pellucida, and also extern granulated cells or rests of spermatozoa within the membrane of zona pellucida. These char-
acteristics could lead to errors in many previously proposed automatic systems [15,16]. In [16] area-based segmentation
methods and a probabilistic procedure are combined for the automatic segmentation of zona pellucida membrane. This
approach has two phases: First the background is removed to find the extern membrane of zona pellucida, and then the
zona pellucida is separated from the embryo for segmentation of the inner membrane. A mask is used to remove large
artifacts inside or outside zona pellucida, and a penalty truncated function is applied to eliminate small artifacts such
as granulous cell fragments and spermatozoa. However, this method is not suited when big artifacts are present since
the system assumes them to be part of zona pellucida resulting in a wrong measurement.

Our approach improves this system by introducing sensitive edge maps and morphological operations to remove large
artifacts. Furthermore, the snake segmentation is able to deform exactly into the membrane not resulting affected
by small extern artifacts, and our automatic initialisation allows a snake deformation to adapt to any shape of zona
pellucida, regardless of this being circular or elliptical, apart from being adaptable to non-uniformities and irregularities
of zona pellucida. This segmentation produces an exact measure of zona pellucida thickness variation. We revise next
each of the characteristics of our system.

2.1 Active contour models

Active contour models or snakes –also known as deformable models– are curves that deform under the influence of the
internal and external forces. A traditional snake [11], is a curve (continuous spline) defined by x(s) = (x(s), y(s))
where x and y are coordinates and s is a parametric sε[0, 1], that deform into the spatial domain of an image to minimize
the following energy function:

Esnake =
∫ 1

0

(Eint(x(s) + Eext(x(s))ds (1)

where Eint is the internal energy defined as Eint = α|x′(s)|2 + β|x′′(s)|, in which x′ and x′′ are the first and second
derivatives of x(s) respectively, and α and β are weighting parameters to set the snake’s tension and rigidity. Eext is
the external energy defined as a potential function. The external force is designed to pull an active contour towards
object boundary or other features of interest. The design of external forces is crucial sice they directly determine the
accuracy and performance of active contours.

Since in our case we are searching for edge pixels with a high gradient value, we apply the Gaussian potential force
(defined on the entire image domain) given by

P (x, y) = −γ|∇[Gσ(x, y) ∗ I(x, y)]|2 (2)

where ∇ and ∗ are gradient and convolution operators respectively, γ is a weighting parameter, Gσ(x, y) is a Gaussian
filter with standard deviation σ, and I(x, y) is the image data.

A snake X(s) that minimizes the energy function Esnake must satisfy Euler equation which can be regarded as a force
balance defined by Fint + Fext = 0 where Fint = αx′′(s) − βx′′′′(s) and Fext = −∇Eext. To find the solution, the
parametric curve of the snake is calculated dynamically by treating x as function of time t –i.e. x(s, t).

The circular or elliptical shape of zona pellucida does not require implementing alternatives to improve traditional
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snake forces as proposed in [17], since our images do not require to follow the contour of big concavities.

2.2 Image Pre-Processing and segmentation

The original color human embryo image is initially transformed into a grey level image. The grey level intensity
does not vary only on the boundary, but also within the zona pellucida membrane and throughout the background. To
enhance zona pellucida we apply an image threshold algorithm in order to increase the contrast into the new embryo
image. This threshold value is compared to the lowest and the highest intensity values of gray level original image in
order to modify the final intensity values between new low and high intensity values.

In this research, a combination of appropriate techniques in spatial domain were applied to produce very satisfactory
results for the human embryo image under study. Images have been enhanced by high-pass-Gaussian convolution filter
in combination with differential hysteresis processing [18] leading to increased clarity into the zona pellucida on the
images. Gaussian filters characteristically are optimal in terms of the smoothing and location in the spatial and fre-
quency domains. Differential hysteresis processing allows extracting and highlighting desired levels of contrast inside
of a digital image. This capability can be used to improve and emphasize certain aspects of visual information. The
difference between the original image data and the hysteresis data is almost exclusively composed of small variations
in contrast from pixel to pixel. Hysteresis processing removes these small variations.

In our experiment the edge map is generated as follows: we apply a Canny edge detector algorithm [19] which has the
capability to detect the diffuse and defined edges. Canny’s method detects the edges by looking for local maxima of
the gradient of the grey level image and it is characterized by using two thresholds; We use a low threshold to detect a
weak edges. This method generates an edge map but it has no continuity between all edge points. The removal of big
artifacts (granulous cell fragments) from the edge image is done by calculating the area of all connected components
(i.e eight-connected neighbourhood) and artifacts containing fewer than a determined number of pixels are removed.
Next, a derivative of Gaussian filter is applied to calculate the gradient image from previous edge map. Finally, we
apply the active contour method in order to achieve continuity throughout the zona pellucida contour. On standard
snakes it is required that the initial position of the snake is near to the boundary object. In our experiment the snake is
initialised automatically.

3 Experimental Setup and Results

We performed a retrospective study using a data set of 76 images obtained from the IVF unit of Clı́nica del Pilar
located in San Sebastián, Spain. Images were acquired from real treatments from May 2006 to January 2008 out of
102 cycles of in-vitro treatment from female patients into 27 - 44 age range with a mean age of 35.64. Embryos with
the highest embryo catalogue (Type I) per cycle according to Veck’s embryo catalogue [20] were selected for this
study, considering only embryos that had been transferred –therefore with known treatment outcome– and having 4 -
5 blastomeres 2 days after fertilisation and 6 - 8 blastomeres on their third day. Type I embryos are characterized by
the lack of fragmentation. The image data set has 32 images of embryos that succeeded in implanting on the woman
uterus (i.e. leaded to pregnancy), and 42 with no-implantation outcome.

The zona pellucida thickness of all embryos selected for transfers is mesured on second or third day, immediately
prior to transfer. All embryo images were acquired with a Nikon color camera mounted on an inverted microscope
with Hoffmann modulation contrast (HMC). The setting for microscope observations was of 200 magnifications and
the bright field were kept constant through the study. The zona pellucida thickness variation (ZPTV) of each embryo
was made automatically by snake segmentation for the snake contour to concord perfectly with the external or internal
boundary of zona pellucida membrane. The sampling of ZPTV was made into 360 degrees, one point for each degree.

The active contour was initialised automatically as a circle at the closest point to the boundary of zona pellucida, by
averaging a pattern from 60 embryo images to determining a possible location of center. We calculate the radius from
the edge map. In several cases the center was near to the center of the original embryo images, and in other cases the
center was calculated from the edge map, specially in elliptical embryo images. Several different values were tested
for the regulation parameters of the active contour and we concluded as best values α = 0.5 and β = 0.2 to control the
tension and rigidity respectively.

Figure 1 illustrates the performance of the active contour method to identify the contours of zona pellucida membrane
from HMC human embryo images. Figure 1(b) corresponds to the automatic segmentation of zona pellucida, and it is
very similar to the manual segmentation made by an embryologist expert of Figure 1(c).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. (a) Original image (b) Snake segmentation of zona pellucida (c) Manual segmentation of zona pellucida

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Automatic Segmentation of human embryos images with granulations or artifacts by snakes. (a) elliptical
shape (b) artifacts and (c) non-uniform zona pellucida.

Regarding the performance of our system when artifacts are present, Figure 2 shows the performance of active contour
model applied to different embryo images with these effects, illustrating that our approach is also valid under the
difficult conditions of elliptical shapes and granulated cells, in which previous snake approaches in the literature did
not manage to provide acceptable results.

In order to compare the precision of the automatic segmentation, an embryologist expert manually labeled ground truth
by points the zona pellucida, and we applied an overlap measure of matching between two regions defined by

MatchSegment =
n(SM

⋂
SS)

n(SM
⋃

SS)
(3)

where SM is the image segmented manually by the expert and SS is a image segmented automatically by the snake;
n is the number of pixels in a region. The set including 20 human embryo images with the variations of embryo shapes
and granularity. We obtained a mean of accuracy of the boundary localisation of 91.6562 ± 2.16227.

Additionally, we analysed the relevance of the zona pellucida thickness variation between implanted and non-implanted
embryos –using only Type-I embryos following Veek’s catalogue [20]. According to the measure of zona pellucida
thickness variation defined in [4], the mean thickness variation obtained from the automatic segmentation by the active
contour model after automatic initialisation obtained a mean ZPTV of 23.5854 ± 6.2866 for the implanted group and
of 16.3143 ± 5.7168 for the non-implanted one. These results confirm the conclusion of [6] referring to the relevance
on measuring the ZPTV on the third day of culture to predict the outcome of IVF treatments.

4 Conclusions and Further work

In the present work we approach the problem of the measure of zona pellucida thickness variation on human embryo
images automatically using an active contour model based on a parametric curve implementation. We also propose
an automatic initialization of the original position of the active contour. A combination of spatial domain filter and
differential hysteresis processing techniques were applied to preprocess human embryo images. We have checked the
validity of our approach by comparing our method with the manual segmentation performed by embryologist experts
with a 91.65% of accuracy in the localization boundary.

Our method has demonstrated its ability to avoid artifacts that affect the results of other alternative methods proposed
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in the literature for the same aim. The automatic segmentation of zona pellucida is an important tool to provide a zona
pellucida thickness variation measure that could serve as additional measure on human embryo selection procedures.
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Abstract. Wavelets based analysis has been used frequently in literature for texture analysis and features extraction.
Due to the availability of many wavelet filters, the issue of the selection of the optimal filter for a certain problem has
always been an interesting research problem. In this paper, we present a study and comparative analysis of various
wavelet filters for the problem of texture classification. The results are quite interesting as they identify wavelet
properties that are desirable for wavelet based textural analysis and classification of meningioma subtypes.

1 Introduction

Meningiomas are tumours of the brain and nervous system. The problem of meningioma subtype classification essen-
tially involves discriminating between four different subtypes of meningiomas, each having distinct characteristics and
at the same time many dissimilar textural properties. Meningiomas account for 20% of all brain tumours and exist in
three different grades of malignancy (WHO Grad I-III), most being benign (over 80%), but some showing an increased
propensity to recurrence and rare cases being malignant. Most benign WHO Grade I meningiomas belong to one of
the subtypes shown in Figure 1.

a. b.

c. d.
Figure 1. Meningioma Images for each subtype a. Meningiothelial (cells form synctium), b. Fibroblastic (spindle
shaped cells in collagen-rich matrix), c. Transitional (cells form whorls with psammoma bodies), d. Psammomatoes
(high number of psammoma bodies)

Histopathological diagnosis of tumours, especially of the brain and spinal cord, requires decision making by human
experts. Visual diagnosis and decision making are hampered by two limitations: First, reviewing histological slides
by humans is time consuming and the human experts are not always available. Secondly, although a lot of effort has
been made to exactly define diagnostic criteria for all tumour entities within the World Health Organization (WHO)
Classification of Tumours [1], the inter-rater variability is still considerable (see e.g. [2]). This consequently influences
further therapy regimens greatly and hence a bias is introduced. Due to the progress in digital image retrieval and
analysis technologies, machine based decision making may be used to support histopathologists by providing more
objective diagnostic parameters and allow for high-throughput analysis. In our work, we are aiming to develop machine
based texture analysis techniques for texture classification. The figure 1 shows two samples of each the meningioma
subtypes indicating the variability in the textures and also the fact that the colour information is not useful. Hence, the
problem is more complex than a general texture classification problem.

Our previous work in the area has shown promising results as per the classification accuracy achieved using a wavelets
packet based transform technique called Adaptive Discriminant Wavelet Packets Transform (ADWPT) [3] [4]. Lessman
et. al. [5] have shown that simple wavelet transforms are useful in acquiring features for pattern association. Transform
techniques have been used frequently in literature for feature extraction for pattern classification. Unser et. al. [6] [7]
have shown wavelet transforms to be powerful techniques for pattern classification. Gabor wavelet transforms have
been shown to be more effective than other techniques for texture classification [8,9]. In all transform based techniques,
the issue of selection of the appropriate subbands is of paramount importance. Saito and Coifman [10] employed
wavelet packet transform for optimal local features extraction using relative entropy as the criterion for basis selection.
Rajpoot [11] developed discriminant wavelet packets for optimal subband selection for texture classification. On these
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lines we have developed the ADWPT, the details of which could be found in our papers [3,4]. Another important issue
is the selection of the appropriate filter for texture classification. In the domain of compression a lot of work in optimal
filter selection has been carried out [12] [13]. Similarly some effort has been expended in defining which filters are
optimal for features extraction in the domain of texture classification. Some interesting work in the area was carried
out by Mojsilovic et. al. in defining which characteristics in a wavelet are useful for texture characterization [14].
In this paper, we try to ascertain which wavelets are optimal in our wavelet packets (ADWPT) based approach for
meningioma subtype texture classification.

2 Methods

The methodology employed in this paper consists of the following steps.

1. Computation of a Full Wavelet Packet Transform using a wavelet filter.
2. Computation of the best basis i.e. the optimal set of subbands for discriminating between textures being studied.
3. Calculation of textural features from each subband.
4. Classification of textures based upon these textural features using Support Vector Machines (SVM).

2.1 Full Wavelet Packet Transform (FWPT)

The wavelet transform is computed by applying a highpass and lowpass filter upon the input signal to acquire the
high frequency and low frequency subbands. A simple wavelet transform decomposes only the low level frequencies
iteratively, whereas wavelet packets decomposes, all subbands. The wavelet packet decompositions are maintained in
a quadtree structure, with the parent being the original subband or image and the children being the wavelet decompo-
sitions of the parent. A FWPT involves the decomposition of all the subbands up to a certain level whereas a simple
wavelet transform only decomposes the approximation subband. The decomposition of the details at each level is done
to extract relevant information. An overcomplete set of subbands is obtained with a lot of redundancy. An optimal
subset has to be extracted from these.

2.2 Adaptive Discriminant Wavelet Packet Transform Algorithm

The next stage is the selection of the best basis or pruning of the tree. Before pruning can be done, the discrimination
power of each subband must be computed. First, a pseudo probability density function (ppdf) is obtained for each
subband using the normalized energy for the subband coefficients. A ppdf is computed by dividing the squares of a
coefficient by the sum of the squares of the coefficients in a subband and is given by.

sm,n = (xm,n)2/
M∑

i=0

N∑

j=0

x2
i,j

whereM × N is the size of the subband,sm,n is the ppdf of the coefficientxm,n located at indices(m, n) of the
subband. Next we compute the pseudo average probability density functions (papdf) by iteratively taking the pairwise
average of the training images. It is important to note that these are computed for each class separately:

Aai
m,n = (Aai−1

m,n + sai
m,n)/2

wheresai
m,n is the ppdf of the(m,n)th coefficient in a subband for the training imageai belonging to classa. The

process is repeated for all the subbands of the training images. It is important to note that an average of two subbands
is computed per iteration. The objective is to acquire a basic model of probability distribution values for each class so
that the difference between the classes may be estimated. This averaging is to be referred as pseudo averaging as it is
different from the simple averaging. This is done to account for any sudden rise or falls in the probability distribution
estimates. The pairwise discriminating power of the (p,q)th subband located at depthd is calculated using the Hellinger
distance as follows:

Dci,cj

d,p,q =
M−1∑

m

N−1∑
n

(
√
Aci

m,n −
√
Acj

m,n)2

whereAa
m,n andAb

m,n denote the final average pseudo pdf’s of the(m,n)th coefficient of the(p, q)th subband at depth
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d for classesci andcj respectively. This distance is calculated pairwise as indicated. So for a four class problem 6 such
distances are computed. Subsequently the calculation of the overall discriminatory powerP is computed as,

Pd,p,q =
n−1∑

i=1

n∑

l=i+1

Dci,cl

d,p,q

wherei andl represent the different class indices,p, q represents the subband number at depthd andn is the total num-
ber of classes. The process is repeated for all the subbands at various levels in the full wavelet packet decomposition.
The next stage is the best basis selection.

2.2.1 Best Basis Selection

The algorithm for the best basis selection is stated below.

1. Compute theJ-level full wavelet packet tree decomposition.
2. Calculate the discrimination power of each subband based upon the procedure described above.
3. Initialized = J − 1.
4. For all0 ≤ p < 2j , 0 ≤ q < 2j , do the following:

a If Pd,p,q < max[Pd+1,p,q,Pd+1,p,q+1,Pd+1,p+1,q,Pd+1,p+1,q+1] keep the four child subbands at depthd + 1
wherePd,p,q represents the discrimination power of a node at positionp, q

b otherwise keep the parent at depthd and remove the child subbands.

5. Decrementd by 1.
6. If d < 0, then stop, otherwise goto step 3.

2.2.2 Best Basis Stability and Most Probable Decompositions

The best basis changes by 20% when the test and training data are changed. This means that when certain patients’ data
are excluded from the computation, the best basis obtained is different from the one when it is included. Hence, we did
an analysis of all the data computing the best basis for all the different permutations (different test/training data sets) to
acquire the most probable subbands i.e. the subbands that are selected most frequently. The results showed that most
subbands were decomposed more than 80% of the time and there were very few occasions when the decomposition was
different from the most probable subband. Hence, it was concluded for the given application that the most probable
decomposition included the most useful subbands for a given filter. Figure 2.2.2 shows the decompositions obtained
for some of the filters indicating the variability in the decompositions. The blue number indicates the subbands’
discrimination power when subbands are ordered based upon their discrimination power. So the number1 indicates
that this is the most discriminant band. The magenta number indicates the percentage of how frequently this subband
is obtained in the various test/training trial decompositions.

a. b. c. d.
Figure 2. Most probable decompositions using various wavelet filters a.Coiflet-2 b.Biorthogonal4.4 c.Reverse
biorthogonal 2.8 d.Daubechies-4

2.2.3 Best Basis and Features Extraction

Once the most discriminant subbands from the best basis are obtained, the next stage is the extraction of the gray
level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) features. The GLCM features employed were contrast, correlation, energy and
homogeneity. The use of GLCM features with the ADWPT allows us to perform spatial analysis on the ADWPT
subbands. We are able to exploit the spatial correlation inherent in the texture for classification purposes. GLCMs are
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aided by the fact that high frequency resolution is obtained through ADWPT, which means that only a certain range of
frequency coefficients is analysed at each subband level. The GLCM is computed over each subband. The Gray Level
Co-occurrence MatrixC over a subbandI, parameterized by an offset(4x,4y) is defined by the formulae:

Cij =
{

1 if I(p, q) = i andI(p +4x, q +4y) = j
0 otherwise

Next, features for the GLCM,Cij , are computed: Contrast(
∑N−1

i,j=0 Cij(i − j)2) Correlation(
∑N−1

i,j=0 Cij
(i−µ)(j−µ)

σ2 )

Energy(
∑N−1

i,j=0(Cij)2) Homogeniety(
∑N−1

i,j=0
Cij

1+(i−j)2 ), whereµ andσ represent the mean and standard deviation of
the coefficient in the subbandI. It can be seen from the equation that certain row (4x) and column (4y) offsets must
be set. In our work, at present instance the row offset is set to 0 and the column offset is set to 1. Each feature has its
own significance. Contrast measures the difference or the gradient in coefficient values over a subband. Correlation
determines the relationship in terms of how the coefficients texture varies over a subband. Energy is a measure of non
zero coefficients or the presence of texture in a subband. Homogeneity reflects the degree of similarity of the texture
over a subband. Each of these features capture a certain spectral property of the texture.

2.2.4 Classification using Support Vector Machines

SVM is a supervised classifier, which approximates the decision surfaces of the theoretical Bayes classifier. SVM has
found a broad area of application since its invention in 1995 by Vapnik [15]. SVM uses various kernels to map the
input space into a higher dimensional feature space to make the non-linear hyperplane linear. To achieve this without
increasing computational complexity a kernel is employed. The kernel functionK(xi, xj) computes an equivalent
kernel value in the input space such that no explicit mapping is required. The Matlab version of LibSVM provided by
Chang and Lin [16] was used in our analysis.

3 Results

The classification accuracies for various filters are presented in the table 1. The decompositions for each kind of
wavelets was computed up to four levels. The GLCM features of contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity are
concocted together and used for training and testing of SVM. Each of the results have been cross-validated using 5
different test trial runs.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

A wavelet filter could be thought of as a microscope to analyse signals at various frequency and spatial resolutions.
Hence, each kind of wavelet could be used to analyse a different aspect of a signal as they have different properties. This
can be seen from our results in table 1, where certain filters perform better than others. Furthermore, some filters are
seen to have better classification accuracy for one meningioma subtype, for instance, Coiflet-2 is better at classifying
meningiotheliamatous and psammomatous meningiomas, whereas Daubechies-4 is better at classifying fibroblastic,
psammomatous and transitional.

It can be seen here that the classification accuracies are not as high as the ones qouted in our previous work [4]. The
reason for this is that rather than only applying contrast feature (optimal overall accuracy of 82%), four GLCM based
features are used for classification. They bring robustness to our analysis by improving accuracies over all the different
meningioma subtypes but bring down the overall classification accuracy. The objective of this paper is to analyze the
effect of various filters on classification accuracy inorder to acquire the best wavelet. The table shows that wavelet filters
with certain characteristics are more useful for classification than others. From our results it could be safely concluded
that regularity and orthogonal analysis are useful wavelet properties for image analysis and classification. Mojsilovic
et. al. [14] in their analysis with the simple wavelet transform found biorthogonality and higher number of vanishing
moments useful properties. Symmetry is not an important property as far as classification is concerned. In our analysis,
assymetrical filters such as Daubechies 4 provides the best overall classification accuracy of 78%. Symmetrical wavelet
coiflet 2 performs equally well with providing high classification accuracies for meningiotheliamatous which is one
of the more difficult textures to classify. This paper dealt with mainly the effect of the use of different wavelets on
classification accuracies. Comparison of wavelets with other techniques will be the subject of our future work.
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Table 1. Cross validated classification results for meningiomas (F=Fibroblastic, M=Meningiotheliamatous,
P=Psammomatous, T=Transitional) for ADWPT features

Wavelets Filter No. Features F M P T Average

Haar 13X4 68 55 88 35 61
Symlets 5 40X4 70 65 96 78 77
Coiflet 2 49X4 56 90 98 69 78
Daubechies 5 46X4 59 68 93 69 72
Biorthogonal 4.4 42X4 59 64 94 61 69
Reverse biorthogonal 2.8 49X4 63 54 93 74 71
Daubechies 4 52X4 77 63 98 75 78
Daubechies 10 64X4 74 62 91 58 71
Symlets 10 37X4 60 72 92 75 75
Reverse biorthogonal 1.3 34X4 60 58 94 58 67
Reverse biorthogonal 3.9 58X4 69 50 95 71 71
Biorthogonal 2.4 40X4 61 51 94 56 66
Biorthogonal 6.8 46X4 63 73 96 70 75
Reverse biorthogonal 2.4 43X4 58 50 96 71 69
Reverse biorthogonal 4.4 46X4 61 55 96 66 70
Coiflets 1 49X4 61 51 95 62 68
Biorthogonal 1.5 13X4 55 52 88 38 58
Reverse biorthogonal 3.1 40X4 58 78 86 55 69
Reverse biothogonal 1.5 42X4 69 71 94 58 73
Symlets 6 46X4 70 56 94 59 70
Reverse biorthogonal 6.8 43X4 64 70 91 77 74
Symlets 9 46X4 68 59 91 69 72
Biorthogonal 2.8 43X4 65 62 96 59 71
Biorthogonal 3.9 55X4 76 66 91 54 72
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Abstract. In this work we present a procedure for generating MR-derived breast phantoms that can
be used for the validation of digital breast tomosynthesis reconstruction algorithms. We contend that
MR-derived phantoms are superior to artificially simulated phantoms because they are realistic not only
in their structural detail, but also in their wide inter-patient variability. As such, they provide promising
ground truths against which to test the performance of a variety of reconstruction algorithms. The
procedure for the generation of phantoms first considers a segmentation-informed mapping from MR-
intensities to x-ray attenuation values, and then uses finite element analysis to deform the MR volume
from its pendulous state to a compressed state typical of tomosynthesis.

1 Introduction

The literature on digital breast tomosynthesis has reported a variety of reconstruction algorithms, and
occasionally presented comparisons between their performances. So far, however, the evaluation of re-
construction quality has been either qualitative (e.g. visualizing intensity profiles through the original
and reconstructed objects, assessing the clarity/blur of the reconstructed volume [1], or estimating lesion
detectability [2]), or limited to basic quantitative measures such as SNR and artifact spread function [3–5].
We contend that clarity of reconstruction and apparent resolution in the vertical direction should not be
the sole criteria for reconstruction in tomosynthesis, where one inherently faces a very large null space of
solutions. While a reconstruction may seem visually appealing, and even satisfy the projection data (!), it
may still be considerably different from the ground truth.

Previous studies have considered the use of mathematical phantoms to validate tomosynthesis reconstruc-
tions [1]. The advantage of such phantoms is that they provide analytical projection data; but they are
not very realistic. Other studies have attempted to increase realism by simulating breast tissue texture in
the phantom [2, 6]. However, it is doubtful that any single artificial tissue simulation technique would
be able to generate phantoms of the same (spectacularly wide) inter-patient variation as that encountered
in real breasts. The realism of breast phantoms is particularly important for the validation of statistical
reconstruction methods, where prior beliefs are used to compensate for the incompleteness of the projection
data. Since the prior beliefs have a dramatic impact on the appearance of reconstructions, it is paramount
that they be optimized for the tissue types to be imaged.

The appropriateness of priors can only be evaluated using breast phantoms that are realistic in structure
and inter-patient variability, and for which the ground truth is known digitally. In this work, we outline a
general procedure for the generation of MR-derived phantoms that satisfy these requirements. As we will
illustrate by example, the technique can easily be applied to any available breast MR volume, allowing for
the generation of a wide variety of breast phantoms. To our knowledge, this is the first report of MR-derived
breast phantoms for use in tomosynthesis reconstruction validation. Ideally, the breast phantom would be
derived from a CT volume. However, since MR volumes are more commonly available, we will assume that
breast MR and CT volumes contain similar structures, with the recognized limitation that the MR volume
cannot render the finest of structural details due to partial volume effects. Nevertheless, it is our belief
that the resolution of MR volumes is high enough to still enable meaningful evaluations of reconstruction
accuracy.

∗Corresponding author: Dominique Van de Sompel. Email: dominique.vandesompel@new.ox.ac.uk.
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(a) breast surface (b) 3D displacement field

Figure 1. (a) Surface rendering of the breast mesh, (b) vector field defining the displacements at every node
of the mesh.

In summary, the advantage of MR-derived phantoms is that they provide digitally accessible structural
detail that is not only realistic in its appearance, but also in its variability between different phantoms.
Similar arguments have led to the use of MR-derived breast phantoms in various other areas of x-ray
imaging research, such as the validation of mammogram-to-mammogram registration algorithms [7] and
MR-to-mammogram registration [8].

2 Methods

The procedure for generating MR-derived breast phantoms consists of two steps. First, we map the
intensities of the original MR volume to x-ray attenuation values using the segmentation-informed technique
proposed by Hippwell [7]. Second, we deform the attenuation volume into a geometry representative of
that during a tomosynthesis scan, using a displacement field generated by finite element analysis.

The first step requires a segmentation of the MR breast volume into skin, adipose, fibrous, and, if present,
tumorous tissue. In Hipwell’s original work, this was carried out by manual thresholding [7]. To reduce
the amount of manual interaction required for the construction of a breast phantom, we performed the
segmentation using the fully automatic HMMF method developed by Marroquin [9].

The second step accounts for the fact that the geometry of the breast is very different during MR and
tomosynthesis scans. In the former, the breast is pendulous and deforms under the influence of gravity;
in the latter, the breast is immobilized by means of (relatively) gentle compression between two plates.
To account for the difference in geometries, we used a finite element (FE) model of the breast to simulate
the compression during a tomosynthesis scan [10]. First, a mesh of hexahedral elements was fitted to the
original MR volume. Next, the HMMF segmentation results were used to assign representative mechanical
properties to each of the segmented tissue regions [10]. Finally, the FE model removed the effects of gravity,
and then simulated a craniocaudal compression between two flat plates. The accuracy of the finite element
model was discussed extensively in [10]. Fig. 1(a) shows a surface rendering of the finite element mesh of
the uncompressed virtual breast, and Fig. 1(b) shows the vector field of displacements at every node of the
mesh. Of course, the FE analysis provides the displacement field only at the nodes of the finite element
mesh. This is an additional hurdle since the hexahedron elements are generally larger than the original
MR voxels. In order to apply the displacement field to the original attenuation volume, we estimated the
displacement vector field at the centroid of each MR-voxel by 3D interpolation, as discussed in the next
section.
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2.1 3D Interpolation

In finite element analysis, a domain Ωo is discretized into a collection of regularly-shaped subsets, called
elements. Each of these elements is defined by a set of points known as nodes. The collection of all nodes
constitutes a mesh. Formally, the nodes are denoted as the set of points {X j ∈ Ωo, j = 1, ...,N}. The elements,
in turn, are denoted as regular-shaped subsets Kk ⊂ Ωo, where k = 1, ...,M. Finally, the computational
domain Ωo is defined as the union of the closures of the elements

Ωo =

M⋃

k=1

Kk (1)

We can interpolate for any quantity of interest, specified at the nodes of the mesh, using so-called basis
functions. The most commonly used basis functions are Lagrangian piecewise polynomial functions. These
functions take the form of polynomials over any particular element (hence ’piecewise’) and must satisfy the
important condition that

Ni(X j) = δi j (2)

where Ni(X j) is the value of the basis function associated with the node Xi at the node X j. This condition
ensures that the quantity of interest at one node does not influence the value of that quantity at another
(see equation (3)). Except in the case of piecewise constant basis functions, these functions are continuous
throughout the computational domain. The value of a function u at an arbitrary point X in the computational
domain can be found by evaluating the weighted sum

u(X) =

a∑

i=1

Ni(X)ui (3)

where a is the number of nodes in the element containing the arbitrary point X ∈ Ωo, and ui is the value of
u at each of the nodes respectively. Note that this satisfies u(Xi) = ui, as required by (2).

Equation (3) implicitly expresses the idea of mapping general elements onto their canonical shapes, or their
equivalent forms in canonical space. For example, the canonical shape of a hexahedral is a cube, and that
of a tetrahedron is a right-angled tetrahedron. Once in canonical space, interpolation becomes much easier;
here, values at arbitrary points can be computed by using, for example, simple bi- or tri-linear interpolation
in the local, non-dimensional canonical coordinate system.

2.2 3D displacement field

To find the displacement field at every voxel centroid in the uncompressed volume, we tri-linearly interpo-
lated between the nodal values as instructed by equation (3). The x-, y- and z-coordinates of the displacement
field were interpolated separately. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the results for a cranio-caudal (CC) compression; it
shows the magnitudes of the x-, y- and z-displacements across an example slice in the uncompressed vol-
ume. The figure shows the expected trends: under compression, the tissue parts sideways in the transverse
plane, and compresses in the craniocaudal direction. Using the upsampled displacement field, we calcu-
lated the new positions of the MR voxel centroids, and obtained the final compressed attenuation volume
by regridding the data.

3 Results

Fig. 2(b,c) shows corresponding coronal slices through the uncompressed and compressed breast volumes,
shown here with their MR intensities to illustrate the difference in appearance between MR and attenuation
intensities. Fig. 3(a-c) shows axial, sagittal, and coronal planes through the attenuation volume under
cranio-caudal compression. Finally, Fig. 4 shows a CC projection image of the CC-compressed phantom.
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(a) displacements (b) uncompressed (c) CC-compressed

Figure 2. (a) Displacement field in axial slice through the breast. Brighter areas indicates greater displace-
ments. (b,c) Corresponding coronal slices through the undeformed and CC-deformed breast.

(a) axial (b) sagittal (c) coronal

Figure 3. Axial, sagittal and coronal planes through the CC-compressed attenuation volume.

The projections were calculated using a raytracing algorithm that stores the system matrix of traversal
lengths through each voxel. This matrix fully characterizes the imaging geometry, and is needed by most
reconstruction algorithms to carry out reconstructions of the breast from multiple views.

So far, we have tested the breast phantom generation technique on a single breast MR-volume, where
the compression was applied in the craniocaudal direction. The method appears easily applicable to any
available breast volume, and we intend to generate more phantoms to support future experiments. Our
current breast phantom has already been used for a systematic performance analaysis of the simultaneous
algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) for tomosynthesis [11], and we intend to use it for the validation
of our newly proposed SRS algorithm [12] at our next opportunity. Our future research will also evaluate the
performance of several MAP algorithms (using quadratic as well as edge-preserving penalties, such as the

Figure 4. Simulated mammogram of the breast under CC-compression.
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Huber [13], Geman and McClure [14], and Lange [15] penalties) for digital breast tomosynthesis. This will
be achieved by simulating projection data for approximately 20 MR-derived 3D breast phantoms, and then
comparing the reconstructions to the ground-truth phantoms by means of some quantitative discrepancy
metrics.

4 Conclusion

In this work we have described a technique for the generation of realistic MR-derived breast phantoms.
The use of this technique for the validation of reconstruction algorithms is superior to existing validation
methods because it can be applied to any available MR breast volume. Hence it allows the assessment of the
accuracy of any reconstruction algorithm for a wide variety of naturally occurring breast tissues. Since the
internal structure of the breast varies so widely from patient to patient, it is doubtful that a similar range of
different yet realistic phantoms could be obtained by artificial tissue simulation. The authors intend to use
MR-derived phantoms primarily to evaluate the appropriateness of a range of image priors used by MAP
algorithms in the context of breast tomosynthesis imaging.
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Abstract. Mammographic risk assessment is concerned with the probability of a woman developing breast cancer.
Recently, it has been suggested that the density of linear structures is related to risk. Two independent sets of
mammographic images were annotated according to BIRADS risk classesby expert radiologists. Linear structure
information was extracted from each image using the line operator method,and density segmentation was performed
using a method based on minimum error thresholding.
Linear discriminant analysis and a Support Vector Machine classifer were used to classify the images in to BIRADS
classes. The classification was performed three times for each dataset– once using density information only, once
using linear structure information only, and once using both density and linear structure information. The results
of classification showed a marked improvement when both density and linear structure information were used,
suggesting that linear structure information is valuable in mammographic risk classification.

1 Background

Mammographic risk assessment is concerned with estimatingthe probability of women developing breast cancer. Risk
assessment can provide an indication of when to recommend more frequent screening, which has been shown to
improve the likelihood of the early detection of breast cancer [1]. Breast density is an important indicator of mammo-
graphic risk [2] and the best predictor of mammographic sensitivity [3]. However, more recently, it has been suggested
that the distribution of linear structures is also correlated with mammographic risk [4, 5]. So far it is not entirely clear
if it is just the density of linear structures (either by percentage area or volume) or if the distribution of the linear
structures plays a role as well.

Tab́ar et al. have proposed a mammographic risk assessment modelbased on four structural components, where
the relative proportions of each component is linked to the risk of developing breast cancer [4–6]. One of the four
structural components is linear density. The main purpose of this work is to investigate whether the use of linear
structure information in an automatic risk classifier leadsto improved accuracy.

2 Method

Mammographic images from two independent datasets were subjected to density segmentation (see Sec. 2.2) and linear
structure detection (see Sec. 2.3). The extracted density and linear structure information was used to classify the images
according to the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BIRADS) risk classification metric [7].

2.1 Data

The experiment was performed on two independent datasets, one of which has been divided in to two groups. Initial
results were obtained using the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) database [8]. This dataset consists of
320 images composed of left and right digitised mammograms from 160 women. In order to avoid bias in the results,
the left images were discounted, resulting in a dataset consisting of 160 images from individual women.

The 160 images of the MIAS dataset were annotated by three expert radiologists according to the BIRADS risk clas-
sification metric and consensus annotations were derived. The BIRADS metric provides a scale of four classes, with
class 1 indicating the lowest risk and class 4 indicating thehighest risk. Examples of low–high risk mammograms are
shown in Fig. 1 (a). Consensus between the annotations of thethree individual radiologists was used, as is common in
screening mammography, in order to improve the reliabilityof the measures.

Where disagreement occurred between the experts, the consensus was determined using the following strategy: where
two out of three radiologists agree, the majority value was used, and where all three experts disagreed, the median
value was used. During processing, mask images were appliedto each image to remove the non–breast area.

∗emh05@aber.ac.uk, rrz@aber.ac.uk
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A second dataset containing 831 mammograms from the DigitalDatabase for Screening Mammography (DDSM)
database [9] was used to confirm results. This dataset consisted of digitised mammograms from 831 different patients
annotated according to the BIRADS metric. The images used had been reduced in size and padded to fill a 1024x1024
matrix.

1 2 3 4

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Typical mammograms of a range BIRADS classes (indicated by the top numbers). Images in row (a) show
original mammograms, row (b) show results of density segmentation (non-dense tissue is shown in white), and row (c)
show results after linear structure detection.

2.2 Density Segmentation

The dense tissue was segmented from the non–dense (fatty) tissue using a method described by Sivaramakrishna,
et al. [10], which is based on Kittler and Illingworth’sMinimum Error Thresholding [11].

The method involves creating a variation image from the source image, which is then used as input to the Minimum
Error Thresholding algorithm to produce an approximation of the dense tissue area. If the Minimum Error Thresholding
algorithm were to be performed over the original image, the algorithm would place all bright areas of the image above
the threshold. This would include dense tissue, but also smaller bright structures such as ducts and vessels. The purpose
of the conversion to a variation image is to suppress small bright structures whilst enhancing large bright areas.

The variation image is used as the source image for Kittler and Illingworth’s Minimum Error Threshold algorithm [11].
This algorithm involves calculating a criterion function for each grey level value and finding its minimum. This
is a relatively straightforward computation. The criterion function minimumJ was found for each image and its
corresponding value was used as the threshold for segmenting the variation image. A tissue mask was produced in
order to easily identify the dense tissue areas in subsequent calculations.

Examples of the results of dense tissue segmentation are shown in Fig. 1 (b).

2.3 Linear Structure Detection

The method of line detection is based on that used in previousstudies [12, 13]. A comparison of various methods
for detecting linear structures in mammograms showed that Dixon and Taylor’s line operator [14] is more accurate
than a selection of other commonly used methods [15]. As such, the line operator was used to extract linear structure
information in these experiments. The method produces a measure of line strength and orientation for each pixel in an
image.

A multi-scale approach was used in order to detect lines of a range of thicknesses and the resultant images were
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combined to produce line strength values for pixels at the original scale. Scaling of the images was achieved firstly by
blurring the image using a 3x3 Gaussian kernel and subsequently by subsampling to provide a resultant image of half
the width and height of the original. The approach comprisedprocessing with the line operator at three scales, since
this appeared to produce the most reasonable output for the images under examination.

Finally, the pixel line strengths were thresholded to remove background texture. Suitable thresholds were selected
experimentally for each dataset and values of 2% for the MIASdataset and 1% for the DDSM dataset were found to
produce the best classification results.

Examples of images processed using the line operator are shown in Fig. 1 (c).

2.4 Classification

Simple classification was initially conducted using LinearDiscriminant Analysis (LDA), a linear classifier which takes
several factors as predictors and attempts to classify eachmammogram in to one of the four BIRADS classes. Clas-
sification was conducted three times on each dataset – firstlyusing extracted density information only, secondly using
extracted linear structure information only, and a third time using both density and linear structure information. These
three classification experiments were performed on each of the two datasets, resulting in six separate classification
resultsets.

The simple classification experiements were followed–up with non–linear classification using a Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) based classifier [16]. The classifier used a radial basis function (RBF) kernel, and a grid search of
parameters was performed to obtain suitable parameters foreach experiment. Six classification experiments were per-
formed, corresponding with the LDA experiments. Cross–validation was used in order to provide unbiased results.
This was performed in a leave–one–out methodology on the MIAS dataset, and owing to computational constraints, in
a 10–fold methodology on the larger DDSM dataset.

3 Results

Table 1 shows a summary of the results of classification usingLinear Discriminant Analysis, providing a comparison
between the overall results for the three classifications performed on each dataset and a breakdown of these results by
BIRADS class.

Table 1. Summary of simple classification results using Linear Discriminant Analysis.
Classification Dataset BIRADS Class

1 2 3 4 All
Density MIAS 0.791 0.434 0.667 0.421 0.594

DDSM 0.689 0.321 0.494 0.545 0.457
Linear structures MIAS 0.767 0.604 0.533 0.737 0.644

DDSM 0.556 0.464 0.490 0.396 0.474
Density & linear MIAS 0.791 0.623 0.644 0.684 0.681

DDSM 0.575 0.491 0.561 0.500 0.525

Results using the non–linear Support Vector Machine based classifier are shown as confusion matrices in Tables 2–4,
which provide results for classification based on density information, linear structure information, and both density
and linear structure information respectively. Table 5 shows the SVM classification results grouped by low/high risk
categories.

Table 2. Classification based on density information.
Placed True Class
Class 1 2 3 4

1 35 11 3 2
2 4 13 10 1
3 2 24 28 7
4 2 5 4 9

Proportion 0.8140 0.2453 0.6222 0.4737
correct 0.5312

MIAS dataset

Placed True Class
Class 1 2 3 4

1 12 7 0 0
2 91 278 90 34
3 3 49 143 79
4 0 2 22 21

Proportion 0.1132 0.8274 0.5608 0.1567
correct 0.5463

DDSM dataset
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Table 3. Classification based on linear structure information.
Placed True Class
Class 1 2 3 4

1 29 27 3 1
2 9 34 14 0
3 4 12 28 6
4 1 0 0 12

Proportion 0.6744 0.6415 0.6222 0.6316
correct 0.6438

MIAS dataset

Placed True Class
Class 1 2 3 4

1 15 8 0 0
2 88 264 74 28
3 2 60 158 69
4 1 4 23 37

Proportion 0.1415 0.7857 0.6196 0.2761
correct 0.5704

DDSM dataset

Table 4. Classification based on density and linear structure information.
Placed True Class
Class 1 2 3 4

1 33 5 1 2
2 8 40 12 0
3 1 8 31 3
4 1 0 1 14

Proportion 0.7674 0.7547 0.6889 0.7368
correct 0.7375

MIAS dataset

Placed True Class
Class 1 2 3 4

1 14 5 0 0
2 90 270 76 32
3 2 57 161 69
4 0 4 18 33

Proportion 0.1321 0.8036 0.6314 0.2463
correct 0.5752

DDSM dataset

4 Discussion and Conclusions

Whilst the use of simple LDA analysis produces results that compare less favourably with some other studies [17–19], a
pattern is evident throughout both datasets. The classification results suggest that the density–based classifier produced
the least accurate overall results, the linear structure–based classifier performed slightly better, and the density and
linear structure information produced the most accurate classification. This suggests that linear structure information
is of value as part of a mammographic risk classifier. The SVM–based classifier produced results that were generally
improvements over those produced by LDA, however the same trend is demonstrated in these results.

A notable trend in the results was the difference between thetwo datasets. The DDSM dataset produced considerably
poorer classification results than the MIAS dataset. An important factor that may have contributed to this effect is
the accuracy of the ground truth BIRADS annotations. Whereasthe MIAS dataset has been annotated by three expert
radiologists and consensus annotations were found, the circumstances of how the DDSM dataset has been annotated
are unclear. It is possible that only a single radiologist was used, and it is also possible that there was no consistancy
of radiologist over the entire dataset. Since a large degreeof inter-radioligist variation is often observed [20], even
amongst expert radiologists, it is possible that the “true”annotations for the DDSM dataset are not as accurate as for
the MIAS dataset. Other studies have observered less accurate classification results using the DDSM dataset compared
with the MIAS dataset [19].

Table 5. SVM classification results divided in to high/low risk groups.
Classification Dataset BIRADS Class

Low High All
Density MIAS 0.6563 0.7500 0.6938

DDSM 0.8778 0.6812 0.7858
Linear structures MIAS 0.8229 0.7188 0.7813

DDSM 0.8484 0.7378 0.7966
Density & linear MIAS 0.8958 0.7656 0.8438

DDSM 0.8575 0.7224 0.7942

In addition to the breakdown of results according to individual BIRADS class, a common usage by radiologists in
practice is a straightforward high/low risk categorisation. Table 5 shows the SVM classification results shown as
high/low groups, where BIRADS classes 1 & 2 are considered low risk and classes 3 & 4 are considered high risk.

An interestion outcome of this analysis is that the results for the two datasets are broadly comparable when the BIRADS
classes are grouped together, suggesting that much of the poor performance of the DDSM classification may be due to
more variable ground truth annotations. This analysis alsodemonstrates that a high degree of accuracy can be obtained
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using the proposed method when classifying mammograms in tohigh/low risk categories.

A final consideration is the extraction of data from images, where the proposed approach considers only the density of
linear structures and does not take in to account information relating to their distribution. Since several risk assessment
models are based on the parenchymal patterns in the breast [2,5], it is intended for further work to investigate whether
the distribution of linear structures in addition to their density is related to mammographic risk, and whether this
information can be used to improve risk assessment classification.
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A glance through 6 leading medical imaging and medical computing journals (IEEE TMI, IEEE TBE, MedIA, CMPB,
CBM and PMB) has revealed that, since early 2004, 24 papers have focused on segmentation of retinal photographs.
Of these, 12 focus on vessels, 5 on lesion detection and 7 on other anatomy detection. The heavy bias towards vessels
is perhaps due to the ease of obtaining data: there are two on-line databases for testing automated vessel detection
algorithms (DRIVE http://www.isi.uu.nl/Research and STARE http://www.parl.clemson.edu/stare/). It is often claimed
that one important reason for segmentation of vessels is so that they can be avoided during disease detection. For
example, red lesions (microaneurysms and haemorrhages) may be confused with vessel segments and bright lesions
(exudates) may be confused with areas between vessels or with reflections commonly occurring beside vessels. Hence,
detection of lesions might be helped by excluding the detected vessel network from potential lesion sites.

However these claims are only true if there is minimal risk of accidentally excluding lesions when false detection of ves-
sels occurs. In other words, vessel detection may have a role to play during lesion detection but only if it is “safe” with
respect to the lesions being sought. For example, the method described in [1] (download http://retina.incubadora.fapesp.br)
has excellent accuracy yet is not a safe method for excluding vessels during red lesion detection because many of the
lesions are falsely detected as vessels (Figure 1). For bright lesions, being safe means that the vessel detector is not
confused by the spaces between lesions. (Figure 9 of [2] shows false vessel detections due to exudates).

Detection of vessel abnormalities may also be another claimed motive for vessel detection algorithms. However, can a
system that was trained mainly on normal vessels be used for abnormalities?

An alternative to excluding potential lesions based on vessel detection is presented in [3]. Here potential lesions are
excluded from localised vessel detection.

The clinical challenge to researchers is to put more effort into identifying lesions and into distinguishing lesions and
vessels. This research could be assisted by a database of images in which regions containing lesions are delineated.
The clinical value of automated retinal image analysis will always be assessed in terms of disease detection; vessel
detection algorithms should be presented with this in mind.
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Figure 1. Many lesions are obliterated by the white overlay of detected vessels (14 test.tif from DRIVE database.)
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Robust Optic Disc Location via Combination of Weak Detectors
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Abstract. This paper presents a new robust approach for the automatic location of the optic disc. We detect several
candidates independently for optic disc, macula and the main blood vessels (arcades). Candidates are sorted by
reliability. The space of all possible triplets disc-macula-arcades is searched using a-priori anatomical knowledge,
selecting the triplet formed by the most reliable candidates satisfying anatomical constraints best. This triplet in-
cludes the best optic disc location. The approach was tested using the well-known STARE data set (81 images:
31 healthy retinas and 50 containing pathological lesions of various types and severity) and 20 wide-field-of-view
scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) images acquired with an OPTOS instrument. We achieved 91.4% detection
rate in the STARE data set and 100% in the OPTOS data set.

1 Introduction

We present a new robust approach for the automatic location of the optic disc (henceforth OD) combining weak detec-
tors of retinal landmarks and anatomical knowledge. Several algorithms have been presented to detect the OD and the
vasculature in fundus images of the retina. An example of detection using retinal retinal elements is Hoover and Gold-
baum [1], who use the fuzzy convergence of the blood vessels to locate the OD. Sinthanayothin et al. [2] identify the
OD as the zone with maximum variance. Foracchia et al. [3] fit a geometric model of vessel structure over a network
of detected vessels. Fleming et al. [4] deploy the generalized Hough transform to detect the circular shape of the OD.

In this paper, we take forward the idea presented in [5], i.e., constraint satisfaction to combine different landmarks in
the retina, but with more efficient, independent detectors and a new rating (reliability) system for the positions of the
OD and macula given the arcades, removing the threshold used previously. These new features increase the quality of
the results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The method is presented in Section 2; in Section 3 experimental
results are presented, using two data sets: the well-known STARE collection, used by several authors, and wide-field-
of-view SLO images acquired with an OPTOS instrument. Finally, in Section 4 the results are discussed and compared
with other methods to locate the OD.

2 Method

The idea behind this work is to generate several location hypotheses for the main retinal landmarks (OD, macula
and arcades) using independent weak detectors, to leverage contextual evidence about the location of the OD. Each
landmark candidate is rated for its reliability, and a-priori anatomical knowledge is enforced in a search algorithm
selecting the best triplet. This triplet contains the final location of the OD.

Before running each independent weak detector, illumination and contrast are normalized. To this purpose we have
implemented the algorithm presented in [6]. This step converts an RGB coloured image into a normalized grey-scale
image based only on the green channel. The red channel is discarded because it tends to be saturated and has less
contrast than the green one, while the blue channel contains mainly noise. We shall now present the individual modules
of the system, namely the weak detectors for arcades, OD and macula, triplet ranking, and search.

2.1 Arcades Detector

To locate the main arcades candidates, the normalized image is first smoothed using a bi-dimensional Gaussian filter
of 19x19 pixels. 35 horizontal lines are distributed uniformly covering all the image to detect the vertical vessels close
to the OD, while 20 vertical lines are used to detect the horizontal vessels located further of the OD. As vessels appear
dark in the images we consider, 6 pixels with minimum intensity values found along each line are selected as initial
candidate points to be part of the main arcades. Next, each point is evaluated as a possible vessel point, and the width of
the corresponding vessel, if any, is evaluated. Based on the idea that the intensity profile along a short vessel segment
can be approximated by an inverted Gaussian, 5 different bi-dimensional masks (Gaussian cylinders) are created with

∗Email: arovirez@computing.dundee.ac.uk, manueltrucco@computing.dundee.ac.uk.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the methodology. 3 independent feature detectors are combined with anatomic knowledge to find
the best solution.

different standard deviations to cater for various vessel widths (Figure 2). A flat mask is added to detect points that not
fitted satisfactorily by the Gaussian masks (mainly low-contrast regions). To account for different orientations, each
bi-dimensional mask is rotated in 12 different orientations (between 0◦ and 165◦ with a step of 15◦).

Figure 2. Left: The cross-section of the 6 different masks, 5 truncated inverted Gaussians with a flat branch attached
at each extreme and the flat profile. Right: The 6 corresponding bi-dimensional masks.

Each square region around the candidate point is normalized to a range between 0 and 1 and the Sum of Squared
Distances (SSD) computed with each one of the 61 masks (12 rotations times 5 masks plus the flat one). If the region
fits the flat mask best it is labeled as noise (non-vessel) and removed from the list of candidate points. An example of
candidate vessel points can be seen in Figure 3 (left). Now, the orientation of each point and its width is known taking
the orientation and the width of the patch which better fits on it.

Figure 3. Left: The vessel candidates after removing noise which fits into the flat mask. Right: The remaining points
after grouping and the best parabola fitted with the General Hough Transform plotted over.

To remove the false positive points remaining in the image, all the points are grouped using four criteria: the distance
between points, the variance of the intensity cross-section (truncated between 0 and 0.1), the angle between points’
orientation and the fitting residuals. Let σ denote the variance of the cut section between two candidate points p and q
and fp (fq) the fitting residual of the point p (q):

pathp,q = max (0.1− σ, 0), (1)

anglep,q =
−→
Op ·
−→
Oq√

‖pcx,cy − qcx,cy‖
, (2)

linkp,q =
pathp,q ·

√
anglep,q

fp · fq
, (3)
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where −→Op (−→Oq) is the unit vector defined by the orientation of the point p (q) and pcx,cy (qcx,cy) is its location.

Only pairs of points within 40 pixels of distance between them are considered to be linked, restricting the search
space. Then, the links are sorted in descending order by its rating given by Eq. 3 and the top half (higher confidence)
are considered as correct links; the bottom half is discarded. Next, the points are grouped. The widest point (the
point which fits better on the wider patches we build) with the smallest residual is considered the seed of a group
and expanded exploring the best two neighbours in each direction along the vessel. The grouping algorithm keeps
exploring recursively both sides of the vessel, adding the best neighbours at each end based on their linkp,m value and
never changing the local direction of expansion more than 45◦. Finally, all the groups with less than four points are
discarded, and the reliability rg of each group g evaluated using the formula:

rg =
√
N ·

∑N

n=1
cn

N∑N

n=1
en

N

∑N

n=1
wn

N

=
1√
N

∑N
n=1 cn∑N

n=1 en

∑N
n=1 wn

, (4)

where cn is contrast, en the fitting error and wn the profile width rating of a neighbour point n, 1 being the wider and
5 the thinner.

All the points of the remaining groups are rated with the rating of their groups. Those points are used as input for a
General Hough Transform (GHT) [7] to fit a parabola over them as seen in Figure 3 (right). The GHT accumulation
matrix has 4 dimensions, 2 for the bi-dimensional space where the vertex of the parabola is located (using bins of
20 pixels in each dimension), 1 for the rotation of the parabola (with 14 degrees of freedom, 7 from -30◦ to 30◦ and
another 7 more between 150◦ and 210◦, to cope with images of left and right eye), and 13 bins for the amplitude of the
parabola (between 9 and 81).

Finally, the 12 higher maxima in the accumulation matrix are returned as the 12 plausible candidates for the parabola.
To rate the parabola reliability aa, the value in the corresponding bin of the accumulation matrix is used.

2.2 Optic Disc Detector

The OD normally appears as a bright circular zone with a radius close to 60 pixels [1] (both in STARE and OPTOS
images) and approximately centered vertically in the image. So a computationally cheap and efficient way to find
plausible OD candidates is to smooth the image (removing noise and small bright spots) and detect the peaks in the
intensity level map. Empirically we have observed that a healthy and well-imaged OD will have a mean intensity level
close to 0.15 higher than the mean of the whole image (in OPTOS data set this value is a little bit higher in most of
the cases, but the big distracting bright spots rarely have a higher contrast than 0.15, and consequently the correct OD
candidates will be better rated than the distracting spots), so the rating formula becomes (truncated to 1):

{
bo = Isx,y−mean(Is)

0.15 if Isx,y −mean(Is) < 0.15,
bo = 1 if Isx,y −mean(Is) ≥ 0.15,

(5)

where bo is the brightness rating of the OD candidate o and Isx,y is the intensity value of the smoothed image at the
coordinates x and y.

2.3 Macula Detector

The macula candidates are obtained in a similar way as the OD but with two main differences. First, to minimize false
positives in the vessel structure, some morphological closing is applied. Secondly, as the macula appears generally as
a dark spot, the algorithm detects the valleys in the smoothed image instead of the peaks. Finally, as we consider that
a healthy macula has a difference in intensity level not higher than 0.1 compared with the mean intensity level, the
candidates are rated by: {

dm = mean(Is)−Isx,y

0.10 if mean(Is)− Isx,y < 0.10,
dm = 1 if mean(Is)− Isx,y ≥ 0.10,

(6)

where dm is the darkness rating of the macula candidate m.
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2.4 Triplet Ranking and Search

Although the number of OD and macula candidates cannot be controlled, experience indicates that the total amount of
possible combinations between all plausible candidates will be a finite number not higher than some hundreds. It is
therefore possible to compute the rating of all the triplets by brute force within a reasonable time.

The anatomical a-priori knowledge uses as reference the main arcades. For each computed parabola, all the OD and
macula candidates are rated given their position in comparison with the parabola position and orientation. We use the
expectation that the OD should be close to the vertex of the parabola (arcades convergence) and the macula should
lie approximately along the axis of the parabola. Therefore a second rating score for all OD and macula candidates is
computed given each arcade candidate. To penalize a feature located far of its expected position, a non-linear function
has been built with those empirical values:

po,a =
100√

dp2
o,a + 1002

· 150√
dv2

o,a + 1502
· 150√

dc2o + 1502
, (7)

pm,a =
100√

de2m,a + 1002
· 150√

dc2m + 1502
, (8)

where po,a (pm,a) is the position rating for the OD candidate o (macula candidate m) given the arcade candidate a.
dpo,a is the distance from the OD to the closest point of the parabola fitted over the arcades candidate, dvo,a is the
distance from the OD candidate to the vertex of the parabola, dem,a is the distance between the position of the macula
candidate and the expected position of the macula given the parabola (250 pixels away from the parabola vertex in
the main axis direction) and dco (dcm) is the distance between the OD (macula) and the central height of the image,
because we trust more in OD and macula candidates located at a medium height penalizing candidates at the top and
bottom parts of the image. Finally, the reliability (ro,m,a) of all the possible triplets is estimated with the formula:

ro,m,a = (bo · po,a) · (
√
dm · pm,a) · aa, (9)

where all the previous ratings are merged (with the rating of the macula darkness rooted). The combination with the
highest confidence is selected as the solution. As an example, Figure 4 shows the candidate set and the final solution.

Figure 4. Left: All the candidates for OD, macula and arcades are plotted together. Right: The final solution given by
our method is shown, locating correctly the OD in presence of a bright pathology.

3 Results

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in Matlab and initially tested using the 81 fundus images of the STARE
project data set (35◦ field of view and 700 x 605 pixels of resolution) presented in [1]. In this data set 31 images are
from healthy subjects whereas the other 50 contained pathological lesions of various types and severity. To validate the
results we have manually identified the OD for ground truth and, as proposed in [1], the OD position was considered
correctly detected if the estimates were inside the contour of the OD (within 60 pixels from its centre).

The method presented in this paper is able to positively detect the OD location in 74 of the 81 images (91.4%) in the
STARE data set: all the healthy retinas and 43/50 (86%) of the diseased ones. The algorithm has also been tested with
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images not included in the STARE data set, 20 images provided by OPTOS have been used to evaluate the algorithm.
Those images taken with an OPTOS P200MA machine (200 field of view and 3900 x 3072 pixels) have been randomly
selected, showing pathologies or distracting eyelids. With this data set has been necessary a manual cut of the region
of interest (700 x 605) to be able to use the same algorithm without modifications because those big images contains a
much bigger retina zone. In this case our solution achieves to correctly detect the OD in the 100% of the images. The
computing time of the entire process for a single image is around 30 seconds in the Matlab implementation, running
on a pentium 4 at 3.0Ghz. This time could be reduced to a few seconds using a multi-core processor and a code
implementation in a more efficient programming language, such as as C++.

4 Discussion

We have presented a novel algorithm to locate the optic disc in retinal images, leveraging context and weak detection.
The strength of this method is in the simultaneous use of different landmarks (OD, macula and main arcades) to locate
a single one, the OD. The exploration of a number of plausible combinations of three landmarks gives the algorithm
the capability to detect the OD in images with distracting pathologies, eye disease or eyelids. All the 7 cases where
our method fails in the STARE data set, giving an incorrect OD location, are images where the OD is not present as
completely occluded by a pathology lesion (im0005, im0010, im0020, im0026, im0044), because the main arcades
are not correctly fitted due to bad image quality (im0004) or with partially occluded arcades with high tortuosity and
distracting pathologies (im0001). A comparison of results from methods reported recently in the literature suggests
that our method is robust (Table 1). Although other methods [3, 4] report a higher hit rates than ours as inferring the
location of the OD from other information (mainly vessel structures); It may be argued that such situations are best
referred to a clinician as the image quality is clearly too poor to support automated analysis.

Algorithm Rate
Constraint Satisfaction [5] 66.6%
Fuzzy Convergence [1] 88.9%
Combination of Weak Detectors 91.4%
Hough, Std and Bright Detectors Guided by Arcades [4] 93.8%
Geometric Model of Vessel Structure [3] 97.5%

Table 1. Comparison of our method against 4 different methods using the STARE data set.

In this approach only one kind of detector is used for each landmark, consequently if a landmark is no detected using
this approach the algorithm has no alternative for it. The inclusion of different detectors focused on different properties
of each landmark would be able to increase the robustness of the algorithm, while staying in the philosophy of the
combination of several information of low quality to take a robust decision.
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Automated Detection of Blot Haemorrhages as a Sign of Referable
Diabetic Retinopathy
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Abstract. Automatic image analysis has much to offer to diabetic retinopathy screening programmes by indefatiga-
bly performing disease detection in thousands of retinal photographs. Blot haemorrhages (BH) are one of the signs
of diabetic retinopathy and, if present in the macular region or in either hemifield in sufficient number (≥4), are one
of the signs that the patient requires referral to an eye clinic. This paper describes an automated system for detection
of BH in retinal images. A multi-scale, morphological technique is used for segmentation of BH candidates which
are then classified. Images are detected with sensitivity and specificity respectively, 98.6% and 95.5% for ≥4 BH
in both hemifields, 91.6% and 93.9% for ≥4 BH in either hemifield, 80.3% and 84.0% for ≥1 macular BH. If com-
bined with automated systems for detection of other signs of diabetic retinopathy, this system could form part of a
system for detection of diabetic retinopathy requiring referal to an eye clinic.

1 Introduction

Screening for diabetic retinopathy (DR) is effective for reducing the incidence of blindness in people with diabetes.
Automation of disease detection in the resulting retinal photographs would result in more cost-effective implementation
[1] by reducing the manual grading workload. Although microaneurysm (MA) detection can be used to detect DR, [1],
less than 20% of patients with MA require referral to a consultant ophthalmologist. Separate detection of these patients
requires identification of other lesions, including haemorrhages.

Blot haemorrhages (BH) are leakages of blood into the retina covering an area usually larger than the widest vessel
width. Based on clinical guidelines (http://www.nsd.scot.nhs.uk/services/drs/grading-scheme.pdf), if there are 4 or
more BH in either hemifield (defined as the portions of the image either side of a line joining the fovea and optic
disk) or if BH are present in the macula, then more frequent observation or referral to an eye-clinic is required. These
configurations of lesions will therefore called “referable BH”.

Automatic detection of BH can be confused by other dark areas in the image, for example, where the main veins and
arteries are adjacent or overlapping. Other dark regions that may be confused with lesions are the fovea, areas where
the retina is non-uniform in reflectance, and the choroidal vessel network showing through less pigmented areas of the
retina.

Prior work on haemorrhage detection has mainly grouped MAs and haemorrhages into a single category, often referred
to as red lesions [2–6]. Where the method is explained, the referenced studies handle these distracting dark objects
by locating candidate haemorrhages which are then classified as lesions or background, using empirically determined
thresholds or using more advanced trained classifiers [2, 3, 5, 7]. Explicit vessel exclusion may be performed [3, 5].

This paper investigates the effectiveness of an automated system for BH detection using multi-scale morphological
segmentation to detect candidates which are then classified as BH or background. Results are presented for detection
of images with ≥1 BH and with referable BHs.

2 Material

Images used in this study were from three Scottish DR screening centres: Glasgow, Tayside and Grampian. All
photographs were obtained with non-mydriatic 45-degree cameras and had sizes from 1024×1536 to 1440×2160
pixels. All available patients who had been graded as having BH were accepted for the study. An additional sample of
patients without BH was randomly selected. A clinical research fellow, specialising in medical retina, noted whether
≥1 BH or ≥4 BH was present in each hemifield, whether there were ≥ 1 macular BH (≤ 1 optic disc diameter from
the fovea). Images were automatically assessed for quality as in [8]. Images found to have inadequate quality were
omitted from the study since disease may not be visible in these images and so would be referred for manual grading.
These patients may be recalled for alternative examination.

∗Correspondence to A. Fleming, a.fleming@abdn.ac.uk
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Figure 1. Multiscale candidate detection. (i) Original image, J . (ii) D(1), defined in equation (2), enhancing the
smallest lesion but not the vessel. (iii) φ(6)(J). (iv) MMLTH result at scale, s = 7. (v) The maximum of MMLTH
results over all scales.

3 Methods

The method we have described for MA detection [9] has been adapted to detect BH.

3.1 Shade-correction and contrast normalisation

Images were scaled so that the vertical dimension of the visible fundus was 1400 pixels. Changes in image intensity
caused by variations in illumination across the retina were removed by median-filtering, subtracting the result from the
original and then by normalising for overall contrast. This shade-corrected image will be denoted, J .

3.2 Candidate lesion detection

In [9], as well as in earlier publications [10, 11] we detected candidate microaneurysms by taking the maximum of
multiple linear top-hats (MMLTH) applied to the inverse image. This was adapted to detect larger objects at multiple
scales by repeating with multiple structuring elements, Figure 1. However, as noted in [5], this becomes decreasingly
effective as scale increases since the assumption of vessel linearity becomes decreasingly likely to be adequately
fulfilled. An improvement was made by repeatedly closing and sub-sampling to generate a sequence of images in
which vessels become progressively de-enhanced. Formally, this can be expressed by defining a scaling function, φ,
for an image, A, such that:

φ(A)(x, y) = [A′
•B3] (2x, 2y) (1)

where A′ is A smoothed by an anti-aliasing filter, ‘•’ represents morphological closing and B3 is a 3×3 structuring
element. Then the multi-scale MMLTH can be defined by:

D(s) = −φs−1 (J)− max
n=0...7

(

−φs−1 (J) ◦ λ (p, nπ/8)
)

, (2)

where s = 1 . . . 8, ‘◦’ represents morphological opening, λ(p, α) represents a linear structuring element containing
p = 15 pixels approximating a line at angle α. The result, D(s), is an inverted enhancement of dark dots present in the
original image at scale s. Regions where max

s=1...8
(D(s)) is above an empirically derived threshold (2.75 times the 90th

percentile) were taken as BH candidates. Each region was reduced to the darkest pixel that it covers in J .

3.3 Region growing around candidates

Two stages of region growing were performed as in [9]. Firstly, a region, R, was generated that defines the extent of
the candidate. An increasing threshold was applied until the mean gradient magnitude along the region boundary was
maximised. If the candidate is a lesion, R should have a boundary corresponding to the edge of the lesion. Region
growing was then performed, using merging of watershed regions obtained from the gradient magnitude image, as
in [9], to obtain a region of retina, B, surrounding the candidate that contains no vessels or other lesions. This is used
for comparing the candidate lesion to the retina background.

3.4 Local vessel detection

Detection of vessels extending radially from the candidate was performed in the vicinity of R (Figure 2). The region
R was itself omitted since the BH candidate may otherwise contribute to a false vessel detection. Let G be the image
gradient in a clockwise tangential direction relative to the candidate centre: this gradient is positive on one side and
negative on the other side of the vessels being sought. A tangential shift operator, τp, was defined that shifts all
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
Figure 2. Examples of radial vessel detection for two BH candidates. Top row; true BH, bottom row; candidate
detection on vessel overlap. (i) Candidate BH outlined on original image. (ii) Tangential gradient. (iii) V . (iv)
Detected vessel segments.

points (outside R) tangentially by p pixels. This allows narrow radial dark regions, likely to be vessel segments, to be
enhanced (Figure 2(iii)) using:

V = max
p=5...11

(min (τp(J),−τ−p(J))) (3)

Candidate vessel segments were radial regions found after thresholding and skeletonising V . A support vector machine
(SVM) was trained to classify these as vessel or background based on features such as mean and standard deviation of
contrast and width.

In addition, discontinuity assessment was performed by comparing the BH candidate to detected vessel segments in
case of BH coinciding with vessels, Figure 1(i). A comparison was performed of width and contrast of the candidate
BH and each vessel segment. A value was calculated that varies from zero, if the candidate BH and vessel segments
have similar width and contrast, up to one, if the candidate BH is much wider or darker than any vessel segment.

3.5 Feature evaluation

The following features were evaluated at each candidate BH.
Area. The number of pixels in R.
Width. Calculated as the mean distance of pixels in the ultimate thinning of R from the boundary of R.
Normalised intensity. Calculated as Int(R)/Con(B), where Int(R) is the mean intensity of J within R. Con(B) is
a measure of contrast in the background surrounding the candidate, given by the mean of medium frequency energy
present in J within B.
Relative energy. The mean gradient magnitude of J along the boundary of R divided by the minimum of J within R.
Directionality. A histogram of gradient directions, θ, within R was created, with each pixel being weighted by the
local gradient magnitude. This histogram was convolved with a filter, 1 + cos(θ), treating the histogram as periodic (0
to 2π). Directionality was defined as the standard deviation of the resulting values divided by their mean.
Normalised relative intensity. (Int(R)-Int(R3))/Con(B) This is a measure of internal intensity of the candidate rela-
tive to the mean intensity and normalised by the background contrast. Int(R3) is the mean intensity in R eroded by a
circle of radius 3 (or smaller if required for a non-empty result). Int(R) and Con(B) are defined above.
Vessel likelihood. Maximum of soft classifications of candidate vessel segments as in 3.4.
Discontinuity assessment. Discontinuity of candidate BH relative to vessel segments as in 3.4.

3.6 Classification and fovea rejection

A training set of 21 images was used to derive sets of feature vectors for 114 BHs (annotated by a clinician) and 1289
non-BH (background) candidates and these were used to train a SVM classifier. Of the background candidates, 15 were
coincident with the foveal darkening. Test candidates close to the fovea (within 100 pixels) were classified as BH, fovea
or background. At most one candidate was rejected if it was classified as fovea. Then, for all candidates, including
those further than 100 pixels from the fovea, a two-class reclassification produced a likelihood of each candidate being
BH as opposed to background.
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Figure 3. Top row, Lesions detected by the algorithm. Bottom row, images with macular BH missed by the algorithm.

In order to classify images, various combinations of lesion likelihoods were evaluated using a training set of 200
images. The choice, based on this analysis, was to take the mean of the n largest likelihoods of BH candidates, where
n was chosen to optimise performance on the training set. Images were then classified using: (1) for≥ 4 BH superiorly
and/or inferiorly, the mean of the 12 largest likelihoods of lesions being BH, (2) for ≥ 1 macular BH, the mean of the
3 largest likelihoods of candidates within 1 standardised disc diameter of the automatically determined fovea and (3)
for≥ 1 BH anywhere, the mean of the 3 largest likelihoods of candidates anywhere. Thresholds were chosen for these
measures that result in equal sensitivity and specificity on the training set.

4 Results

The algorithm was tested on 10,846 images with BH present as follows: ≥4 BH in both hemifields in 70 images, ≥4
BH in either hemifield in 164 images, ≥ 1 macular BH in 193 images, ≥ 1 BH in both hemifields in 214 images and
≥ 1 BH in either hemifield in 763 images. Example images highlighting the BH detected by the algorithm are shown
in the top row of Figure 3 and some examples of missed macular BH are shown in the bottom row of Figure 3.
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>=4 BH, both hemifields (Az=0.992)
>=4 BH, either hemifield (Az=0.976)
Macular BH (Az=0.880)

BH, both hemifields (Az=0.920)
BH, either hemifield (Az=0.808)

≥4 BH ≥4 BH
both either Macular

hemif. hemif. BH
Sens 98.6 91.6 80.3
Spec 95.5 93.9 84.0

≥1 BH ≥1 BH
either both
hemif. hemif.

Sens 71.0 92.7
Spec 76.5 75.1

Figure 4. ROC curves for detection of referable and non-referable categories of BH. Operating points are tabulated
as percentages and indicated by circles. Az = area under the curve, hemif. = hemifield, Sens = sensitivity, Spec =
specificity.
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Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves for the detection of images with each category of BH are displayed in
Figure 4. Due to images with BH being drawn from a larger population than images without BH, data was weighted to
adjust to the prevalence of BH in the screened population of images, estimated to be 3.2%. The weighting only makes
a small difference to the results, but is necessary to reduce selection bias because images with non-referable BH are
more likely to be falsely detected as having referable-BH than images with no disease.

5 Discussion

This paper has described an automated system for detection of retinal BH and has assessed its performance for detection
of referable BH distributions. High sensitivity and specificity are attained for detection of images with ≥4 BH in both
hemifields (98.6% and 95.5% respectively) and ≥4 BH in either hemifield (91.6% and 93.9% respectively). Though
images with≥ 1 macular BH are detected with lower accuracy (80.3% and 84.0% respectively), this could be due to the
difficulties during both reference standard grading and automated grading in identifying a single lesion and assigning
it to an indistinctly defined portion of retina.

The detection method is based on a candidate segmentation and candidate classification approach. In order to assist
distinguishing vessels and lesions, vessels are detected in the region of BH candidates after eliminating the potential
lesion. It is an open question as to whether this approach is to be preferred to the method in [3, 5] where candidate
lesions are rejected which are coincident with the detected vessels. A difficulty has been in distinguishing BH from
smaller dark lesions when in practice lesion size varies on a continuous scale.

The automated system was compared against quantities ≥1 BH and ≥4 BH and these could be present in either
hemifield or in both hemifields (doubling their quantity). Taking these as 4 thresholds, ≥1, ≥2, ≥4 or ≥8, there is a
dramatic increase in area under the ROC curves as the number of BH increases.

This paper has presented a method for detection of retinal BH and has shown that it can accurately identify images with
these lesions, particularly when they are referable. If combined with automated detection of other lesions of referable
diabetic retinopathy this system has the potential to be used to detect those cases of retinopathy which require referral
to an eye clinic.
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Abstract. We report a novel algorithm to locate vascular leakage and ischemia in retinal angiographic image se-
quences leveraging contextual knowledge of co-occurring pathologies. The key contributions are the use of spatio-
temporal features exploiting the evolution of intensity levels over the sequence and contextual knowledge to detect
ischemia. The specific nature of these diseased regions is determined using an AdaBoost learning algorithm. Train-
ing was performed with a varied set of 16 ground-truth image sequences, and testing on unseen images. The images
used were acquired with an Optos ultra-wide-field scanning laser ophthalmoscope. Evaluation against manual an-
notations demonstrates successful location of 93% of leakage regions and 70% of ischemic regions.

1 Introduction and motivation

This paper reports an algorithm to locate vascular leakage and ischemia in retinal fluorescein angiograms. Our main
contributions are a detection scheme based on exploiting the evolution of intensity levels over time and contextual
knowledge of retinal vasculature and co-occurring pathology, in addition to the use of ultra-wide-angle angiograms.

Our main clinical motivation is diabetic retinopathy (DR), a major cause of blindness. Its aetiology involves develop-
ment of vascular abnormalities and ischemic areas in the retina [1]. Ischemia in the context of DR involves a restriction
in blood supply which can lead to serious damage and dysfunction of retinal tissue. The progression of DR causes
specific changes visible in images obtained through fluorescein angiography (FA), a diagnostic technique to contrast
the vessel network and associated abnormalities [2]. Through FA vascular leakage becomes highly visible as hyper-
fluorescent patches of fluorescein pooling on the surface of the retina. As ischemic regions receive little or no blood
supply such regions are visible by absence of fluorescein, standing out against areas of normally perfused retinal tissue.
It is essential to identify appropriate signs of DR as photocoagulation treatment by laser [3] should be applied at an
appropriate time to prevent neovascular complications [4]. Objective detection of such pathology has the advantage of
being repeatable and reproducible.

This study uses images acquired with the Optos Panoramic P200MA scanning laser ophthalmoscope in fluorescein
angiography mode. The crucial advantage of this imaging modality is capture of up to a 200-degree internal field of
view of the retina, much greater than conventional fundus cameras. These images have dimensions of 3900× 3072
pixels with 256 grey levels. This extremely wide field of view is valuable to clinicians, particularly when identifying
pathology and regions of interest in the retinal periphery [5, 6].

This paper progresses our previous work [7, 8], expands the feature set used in leakage classification and includes
evaluation on a larger set of FA image sequences than previously reported. The paper is organised as follows. Previous
work is summarised in Section 2, our algorithm is summarised in Section 3, results are presented and discussed in
Section 4 and finally we conclude with a summary of our work.

2 Related Work

To our knowledge, all previous approaches to detect vascular leakage in retinal fluorescein angiograms have followed
a simple and intuitive concept; analysing the change in intensity between an early and late frame after applying frame
alignment; in the simplest case we expect an increase of fluorescein in later frames in comparison to areas of normal
perfusion. The Ophthalmic Imaging Research Group at Aberdeen University developed an automated method to detect
macular leakage in fundus angiograms on a pixel-by-pixel basis by this principle [9–11]. A similar approach is seen
in the work of Martı́nez-Costa et al. [12]. However, only using a pair of frames (or three pairs in the case of majority
voting [10, 11]) excludes a considerable amount of temporal information. As a result such methods are limited by
the initial image pair selection, requiring that images are of good quality and illumination with minimal artefacts or
occlusions; should this not be the case, the result could be misdetections. To predict the intensity change between

∗e-mail: c.r.buchanan@hw.ac.uk
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early and late frames models of fluorescein decay have been used [10,11]. Our approach [7] captures the characteristic
intensity changes from real FA sequences with and without vascular leakage. Our rationale for choosing a learning
method is that we believe the intensity profile of a hyper-fluorescent region is not entirely predictable. Given enough
representative training examples a learning algorithm should capture the characteristic intensity changes and be able
to distinguish better between potential false objects such as, late filling vasculature, scars from laser surgery and late
‘staining’ of the optic disc.

The literature of retinal image analysis includes only a few papers on detecting ischemic and hypoxic regions. A
plausible reason is that the characterisation of ischemia in terms of image properties, e.g. texture, shape or intensity,
proves elusive. Moreover, angiography is not as commonplace as colour screening as the former is used for patients for
whom disease is suspected. In FA ischemia is visible as areas absent of vessels and therefore fluorescein with a strong
likelihood of co-occurring microaneurysms and leakage. Jasiobedzki et al. [13,14] segmented angiograms into regions
using morphology, then estimated the degree of perfusion as the local density of the microcapillary network. The
authors report good agreements with clinician annotations on an unspecified number of angiograms. Conrath et al. [15]
reported semi-automatic detection of foveal avascular zone which becomes enlarged in DR and has similar properties
to ischemia. They concluded that detection was possible but improvements were necessary in image quality. We are
not aware of contextual detection of ischemic regions in retinal image analysis. Previous investigations on the use of
context for reliable location of retinal elements, e.g. in the presence of seriously degraded images, has concentrated
on anatomical knowledge, for example the relative position of optic disk, macula and blood vessels [16, 17]. Our
definition of context for ischemic regions extends this idea to the co-occurrence of pathological signs, based on medical
knowledge about the progress of a condition (the set of co-occurring signs vary as the condition progresses) [8].

3 Methodology

The algorithm is visualised in Figure 1. The input is a sequence of FA frames. Detection is performed on a pixel-
by-pixel basis, where we consider the likelihood that a particular pixel is within a target region. We adopt a detection
process by defining an appropriate set of features to characterise leakage and ischemic regions. By using a mecha-
nism to capture these features the problem is then cast as one of combining evidence from multiple classifiers. This
is achieved by a supervised learning algorithm (AdaBoost) using temporal and contextual features. Two separate Ad-
aBoost models are trained, one for detecting leakage and the other for detecting ischemia. In both cases the final output
is the co-ordinates and approximate contours of the classified regions.

Figure 1. System architecture

3.1 Pre-processing

Pre-processing steps include vessel network location, downscaling and alignment. For each frame of a sequence
(I1, . . . , In) vessel segments and bifurcations are located automatically and used for both image alignment and in con-
textual detection, as summarised in [8] and not detailed here in the interest of space, To reduce computational cost,
frames are downscaled by a factor of four using bicubic interpolation resulting in 975× 768 images, which are used
in all subsequent processing. Fourfold downscaling does not destroy the intended targets (pathology and surround-
ing context). In addition, the impact of sensor noise and frame misalignment is reduced. An experimental frame
alignment algorithm aligns each pair (Ii, Ii+1) of consecutive frames by matching control points (vessel bifurcations)
between image pairs and applying an affine transform, as summarised in [8]. Manual intervention is required in cases
of registration failure. We are aware that accurate registration is crucial to permit subsequent classification, however,
registration is not the motivation of our work. Rigid registration provides an approximate solution sufficient for this
study but which ought to be replaced by a more sophisticated scheme offering improved accuracy.
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3.2 Feature definition

Care was taken to select image features which discriminate the target pathology from non-pathology. From the down-
scaled frame sequence we extract time and context features associated with each pixel.

An FA image sequence (I1, . . . In) has associated capture times (t1, . . . tn) from injection of the fluorescein dye. The
time-intensity profile is the function of pixel intensities over time. As a result of dye dilution in the bloodstream pixel
intensities will change over time. The rationale is that areas of leakage should have a characteristic intensity evolution.
In normal areas the intensity over time would be expected to peak, level off and then gradually decrease. In leakage
areas the intensities show a slower rate of decrease and may even continue to increase due to the excess fluorescein
pooling in that area. Likewise, true ischemic regions should show an absence of fluorescein throughout an imaging
session. In practice a slight intensity peak is observed from fluorescein flushing through the underlying choroidal
vessels. For this study FA sequences with consistent illumination across the image session were selected in order to
allow for meaningful measurement of the intensity changes over time. To allow comparison between sessions we obtain
a measure of the time-intensity profile at certain absolute times. The temporal features are simply the averages of the
profile values in five adjacent time intervals (bins) spanning the profile plus the differences between these bins, forming
a 9-dimensional feature vector (5 bins, 4 differences) [8]. A five dimensional approximation of the time-intensity profile
was found to be sufficient to capture the changes occurring over the distinct FA phases while minimising noise in the
profile, and yet not too numerous that there may be insufficient frames to fill each of the time windows.

For contextual features we incorporate information of surrounding vasculature and pathologies; specifically the vessel
mask, presence of microaneurysms and an additional context feature used in the ischemic model is the predicted
presence of vascular leakage. Microaneurysms are small swellings in retinal capillaries visible as small, bright, circular
dots and these are one of the earliest and most distinct signs of DR which have a high likelihood of appearing with
ischemia. In brief, our work follows [18] to detect microaneurysms in angiography with parameters modified for
the wide-field images. This method was deemed sufficient for this initial study. In brief, the contextual features are
constructed as follows. For each pixel we record: the Euclidean distance to the nearest non-vessel pixel of the vessel
mask to reflect proximity to a vessel (ischemia is absent of vessels, leakage occurs from vessels); the presence of
any microaneurysm predicted by the aforementioned method within a spatial window of approximately 4 optic disc
diameters. These vessel and microaneurysm features are obtained for each of the five time bins in order capture the
evolution of the feature over an image session. For the ischemic model the additional leakage feature is obtained by
applying the described leakage classifier and recording the likelihood score for each pixel.

3.3 Supervised Classification

For each candidate pixel the final feature vector is a combination of the time and contextual features. We address
this problem as a binary classification task, where a pixel (feature vector) is assigned to one of two classes. Using
an AdaBoost adaptive boosting scheme to combine a series of weak classifiers into a powerful committee classifier
[19], training for the two classifiers proceeds as described in [8]. Effectively we employ AdaBoost to learn the most
informative criteria with which to distinguish between the two classes given the supplied features and ground-truth
images of the target pathology. To classify pixels in an unseen test sequence the appropriate set of feature vectors is
extracted by applying the aforementioned methods. These features are passed to the trained classifier, which queries
each of the weak learners and combines their outputs resulting in a class prediction as positive or negative (Eq. 1
in [8]).

Classification results are recorded in a likelihood map (Figure 2, column 3-4), where regions of positive predictions
are considered as a target detection. Morphological closing is employed to minimise small areas considered to be
unreliable. Boundary tracing is then applied to the accepted regions and the final output is a list of region coordinates
scaled to match the size of the input image (Figure 2, column 5).

4 Experimental results

For the purpose of this study we acquired 16 anonymous FA sequences (13 with haemorrhages, 9 with ischemia, 3
without any pathology). The sequences contain 15 to 60 frames captured up to six minutes from injection of the
fluorescein dye. Ground truth data for all sessions was obtained by manually tracing lesion regions on registered frames.
The annotation procedure was performed under guidance from a retinal specialist after observation of sequences in
whole. Care was taken to avoid including vessels or microaneurysms in the ischemic regions. This dataset was used
to train and test the classifier as described in [8] using a leave-n-out procedure so that testing was always performed
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Figure 2. Rows: examples of classification, clipped to region-of-interest. Columns: early (1) and late (2) FA frames
from an unseen test sequence; false colour maps where pixel value reflects likelihood score predicted by classifiers:
leakage (3), ischemia (4); overlay of final boundary predictions (5)

on unseen image sequences. This involved training on 13 randomly selected sequences from the set and testing on the
three held out sequences. The procedure was repeated five times and the classification results on the test sequences
averaged.

For the leakage model we observed that there is no real benefit in further training after approximately 25 training
rounds. The best generalization performance on unseen images is obtained within the first few rounds. This indicates
that the decision boundary in the feature space is relatively simple. For the ischemia model we observed that reasonable
generalisation can be achieved by approximately 200 training rounds indicating that the decision boundary in this
feature space is relatively complex.

Over all test cases, 93.5% (29/31) of leakage regions were correctly identified (measured by overlap agreement between
predicted and ground-truth regions). 13 false positives all with small pixel area were observed, the majority arising from
frame misalignment with some due to border-line leakages, late filling vessels or persistent, bright eyelid occlusions.
For ischemia, 71.5% (93/130) of regions were correctly located but with over 80 false positives, again mostly with
small pixel area. False positives were observed to occur in the macular area which has similar behaviour to ischemia
[15]. After inspection of test results we conclude that some errors arise from registration error and image acquisition
(e.g. poor illumination, cataracts, eyelids). We must also consider that ground truth boundaries are rather subjective,
particularly in the context of ischemia. Accurate image alignment is crucial as any significant misalignment can result
in missed detections. Severe cases have required manual intervention. Inspection of the results for the three healthy
retinal sequences reveals no false alarms for one sequence, but some false positives in the others in a particularly
problematic area for leakage classification (late ‘staining’ surrounding the optic disc). Inspection of the results for the
non-ischemic retinal sequences reveals very few false alarms even in the presence of leakages and microaneurysms as
overall predictions tend to be conservative. In a clinical screening context it may be preferable to decrease the rate of
false negatives, as it is better to raise a limited number of false alarms (to be checked by clinicians) than missing some
pathology altogether.
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5 Discussion and future work

We have presented a detection scheme for locating vascular leakage and ischemic regions in fluorescein angiograms
and evaluated it against a set of 16 ground-truth image sequences. Our main contributions are a scheme based on
exploiting the evolution of intensities over time and incorporating contextual knowledge based on a pathological (not
just anatomical) knowledge. Whereas previous studies have only analysed the macular region, by the use of wide-
field imaging capable of showing large parts of the retinal periphery, not yet common in the literature our study also
allows detection in the retinal periphery. It is apparent that wide-field imaging is crucial for observing such peripheral
pathology. The principle of exploiting intensity changes over time allows for clear discrimination between areas of
increasing fluorescence and non-leakage areas. For ischemic detection our experimental results suggest the scheme is
a promising solution for the detection of such regions, the image appearance of which is not easily characterised. We
expect to improve performance by exploring alternative feature representations and with larger sets of representative
FA image sequences.
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Deformable Registration: Setting the State of the Art
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Abstract

In this talk we preset a novel, fast, efficient and gradient free approach to dense image registration. In such a con-
text the registration problem is formulated using a discrete Markov Random Field objective function. First, towards
dimensionality reduction on the variables we assume that the dense deformation field can be expressed using a small
number of control points (registration grid) and an interpolation strategy. Then, the registration cost is expressed us-
ing a discrete sum over image costs (using an arbitrary dissimilarity measure) projected on the control points, and a
smoothness term that penalize local deviations on the deformation field according to a neighborhood system on grid.
Towards a fully discrete approach the search space is quantized resulting in a fully discrete model. In order to account
for large deformations and produce a finer and finer resolution a multi-scale incremental approach is considered where
the optimal solution is iteratively updated. This is done through successive morphings of the source towards the target
image where uncertainties are used to determine the local precision. Efficient linear programming using the primal
dual principles is considered to recover the lowest potential of the cost function. Results using synthetic and real data
with known deformations demonstrate the extreme potentials of such an approach.
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Fast non-rigid registration of medical images: comparing the
thin-plate and biharmonic splines

R.S. Rowland and R.J. Lapeer∗
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Abstract. The merging of multi-modal medical image data, typically used for applications such as surgical guidance
and computer aided diagnosis, has become increasingly important. In particular, the speed by which such data can
be registered is often crucial. This paper presents a novel approach based on fast Radial Basis Function evaluation
using the thin-plate and biharmonic spline models. The new algorithm is evaluated in software and hardware assisted
versions and runs on a standard PC. We present a number of experiments on synthetic data illustrating substantial
speedups for both spline models. We also report an initial experiment on the registration of MR and CT data of size
2563 which yields sub-second performance on a standard PC.

1 Introduction

Early image registration techniques were focused on 2D images and rigid transformations, later extending to affine
transformations. However, in the medical context, rigid and affine transformations are not sufficient. Human bodies,
although similar, cannot be modeled by combinations of linear transformations. Organs within the body will deform
locally due to differences between patients, patient position in the imaging device, tumour growth or other physiologi-
cal aspects. In fact, even breathing and heartbeat may have a significant effect. In addition, some imaging modalities,
particularly MRI, introduce their own non-linear distortions [1], which have to be taken into account when performing
multi-modal registration or even mono-modal registration between different makes or models of scanner. In 2004,
Wang et al. [2] employed a 3D phantom to accurately measure the geometric distortion inherent in a number of clinical
MRI systems. In this study, geometric errors ranged from 10 to 25mm within a 240mm3 volume and could not be
reduced along the axis normal to the image plane, making this a significant problem in 3D registration.
Therefore, for the majority of medical imaging applications and particularly for multi-modal registration, a non-linear
transformation – one that provides for some localised stretching of the image – is the accepted technique. In most
published work, such techniques are termed non-rigid rather than non-linear, referring to the nature of the object(s)
being registered rather than the techniques being used. Typically, non-rigid registration of two medical images initially
involves the identification (either manually or partially automated) of correspondences between the images, followed
by a transformation which maps one image onto the other. The goal is to bring together the anatomically homologous
locations of the two images. The methods used to register two medical images can be grouped into four main cate-
gories: Point based, Surface based, Intensity based, and Model based. Point based methods require identification of
homologous points on the images being registered. This is often a manual process and therefore slow and prone to error.
Semi-automatic landmark placement is possible but also prone to error. However, once the landmarks are placed, cal-
culation of the transformation function is typically faster than with the other methods because the number of landmarks
is small in comparison to the number of voxels in the image. Surface based methods require a segmentation step, which
adds time and introduces another potential source of error. However, for certain well-defined structures – particularly
in MRI brain images – this technique is more suitable than point based registration [3]. Intensity based techniques
have become increasingly popular, partly because the need for time-consuming manual pre-processing steps is reduced
or avoided completely. However, these techniques involve iteration, which consists of repeated transformations and
similarity measurements, both of which can be lengthy. The prevalent intensity-based methods use mutual information
(MI). Maes et al. [4] and Pluim et al. [5] provide good surveys of MI based registration methods. Model based methods
have the potential to achieve more accurate registrations for certain applications – for example, when modeling tissue
deformation during surgery. However, the non-parametric transformations involved in many of the model based tech-
niques are more computationally intensive than any of the other methods and, in general, more knowledge is required
about the physical characteristics of the objects in the image data. The literature on applications of each of these four
techniques is vast and beyond the scope of this paper, which is aimed at the speed-up of non-linear multi-modal reg-
istration algorithms. Previous work directed on improving the speed of non-rigid registration has primarily targeted
intensity based methods. The pre-processing steps in point based and surfaced based methods, and the inherent com-
plexity of model based methods make this a logical choice. Earlier work focused on the use of specialist hardware and
the use of parallel algorithms [6–10]. Levin et al. [11, 12] proposed a method for accelerating point based non-rigid
registration by using the fast tri-linear interpolation capability of modern graphics cards on a standard PC. Their imple-
mentation evaluates a thin-plate spline (TPS) warp at discrete points on a configurable sized grid which overlays each
∗e-mail: rjal@cmp.uea.ac.uk
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image data slice. Interpolation by the graphics card is used to estimate the intensity values of the voxels within each
grid cell. Using data sets of 512 × 512 × 173 voxels and 92 user-defined landmarks, registration time was reduced
from 148.2 seconds using a brute force implementation to 1.63 seconds using the grid based warp. Klein et al. [13]
present a comparison of acceleration techniques for non-rigid medical image registration. In this study, the authors
examine techniques to accelerate intensity based registration by producing a faster convergence in the iteration phase
of the process.
In this paper, we present a point-based method which is aimed at the speed-up of non-linear multi-modal registration
algorithms. We will outline this method in the next section. Experimental results compare two different Radial Basis
Function (RBF) implementations, i.e. the thin-plate spline (TPS) and the biharmonic spline (BHS).

2 Methodology

2.1 Radial Basis Functions

The RBF method is a widely used technique for approximating or interpolating scattered data in multiple dimen-
sions [14]. Interpolation aims to approximate a real-valued function f(x) for which we have a finite set of values
f = {f1, . . . , fN} at the distinct points X = {x1, . . . , xN} ⊂ Rd. In this situation, we can choose a RBF, s(x), to
represent such an approximation, which has the general form :

s(x) = p(x) +
N∑

i=1

λiφ (||x− xi||) , x ∈ Rd (1)

where p is a polynomial, λi is a real-valued weight, φ is a basis function, and ||x−xi|| is the Euclidean distance between
x and xi. So, a RBF could be described as a weighted sum of a radially-symmetric basis function, augmented by a
polynomial term. Three spline functions – the 2D thin-plate spline φ(r) = r2 log r, the 3D biharmonic spline φ(r) = r
and the 3D triharmonic spline φ(r) = r3 – share the property that they minimise specific energy quantities [15],
which makes them suitable RBF’s for the non-rigid registration of multi-modal medical image data in two and three
dimensions. Rohr [15] also shows that the basis function that minimises the bending energy potential of order 2 in 3D
is the biharmonic spline (BHS), whilst the thin-plate spline (TPS) minimises the same potential in 2D space1. As we
aim to warp three-dimensional image data, the BHS is the preferred choice. However, φ(r) = r is only C0 continuous
in its centre, whereas φ(r) = r2 log r is C1 continuous in its centre. Therefore we will consider the TPS too because
the optimisation algorithm discussed next supposedly performs better for smooth basis functions.

2.2 Speeding up the RBF evaluation

Livne and Wright [16] describe a novel method for fast multilevel evaluation of RBF expansions. The basic idea of the
fast RBF method is that a smooth RBF, φ, can be represented accurately on a regular coarse grid, of fewer nodes than
the full voxel set and that the expensive summation in Equation 2 (see below) need be performed only at these nodes
while the remaining voxel values can eventually be determined using a less expensive formulation based on the values
calculated for the surrounding nodes. If we rewrite Equation 1 by omitting the linear polynomial part and extend it to
3D for the evaluation of m target voxels represented by vector xi, after having found the spline parameters λj for n
landmarks represented by the source (landmark) vector yj , we obtain:

s(xi) =
n∑

j=0

λ(yj)φ(‖xi − yj‖), i = 0, 1, . . . , m. (2)

Figure 1(a) illustrates the main principle of the method by encapsulating source and target points in separate grids of
size H . This results in a two stage process conversion of the RBF in Equation 2. The first stage replaces the original
source points with their corresponding grid points by using a centered p-th order tensor product interpolation:

φ(‖xi − yj‖) =
∑

j:Jkεσ
(k)
j

ωjJ3ωjJ2ωjJ1φ(‖xi − Y(J1,J2,J3)‖) (3)

where j = 0, 1, . . . , n and for dimension k = 1, 2, 3 :
σ

(k)
j :=

{
Jk : |Y (k)

Jk
− y

(k)
j | < pH/2

}
, where ωjJk

are the new centered pth-order interpolation weights from the

1The triharmonic spline minimises a bending energy potential of order 3 and is not considered in this paper.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) 2D example of the X (outer/blue) grid and Y (inner/red) grid with (yellow) landmarks for “Fast RBF”. (b)
Anterpolation in 3D: a single (cyan) landmark within grid Y, showing the elements of interpolation weights for nodes
A (light/green vectors) and B (dark/blue vectors).

coarse centres Y
(k)
Jk

to the landmark positions y
(k)
j . The second stage replaces the original target points with their

corresponding grid points using the same approach:

φ(‖xi − YJ‖) =
∑

Ikεσ̄
(k)
i

ω̄iI3 ω̄iI2 ω̄iI1φ(‖X(I1,I2,I3) − YJ‖) (4)

where i = 0, 1, . . . , m and for dimension k = 1, 2, 3 :
σ̄

(k)
i :=

{
Ik : |X(k)

Ik
− x

(k)
i | < pH/2

}
, where ω̄iIk

are the centered pth-order interpolation weights from the coarse

evaluation point X
(k)
Ik

to the level h (original image data level) evaluation point x
(k)
i and J = (J1, J2, J3). The

procedure used to distribute the known RBF coefficients λ(yj) at each landmark position to the surrounding nodes of
grid Y is called anterpolation (transpose of interpolation) - see Figure 1(b).
In-depth coverage of the method in 1D and 2D can be found in [16] and its 3D extension in [17].

3 Experimental Results

For the synthetic data we are perfectly capable of calculating the average spatial distortion in millimeters which pro-
vides us with an intuitive performance metric. However, it is difficult to use such a metric for real data, hence we
will also use the Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) metric (Studholme et al. [18]) which we use as the primary
image similarity measurement for all experimental work. This metric is overlap invariant, which means that it does
not depend on the degree of overlap of the two images and has a minimum value of 1.0 and an optimal value of 2.0.
We report performance during the evaluation stage of four different implementations of a RBF based registration
method using the BHS and TPS splines as basis functions. Backward mapping is used with tri-linear interpolation dur-
ing evaluation. The four implementations are: (1) Brute force (non-optimised) RBF; (2) Brute force (non-optimised)
RBF with hardware acceleration; (3) Fast RBF; (4) Fast RBF with hardware acceleration2.

3.1 Synthetic data

Checkered cube patterns were used to generate synthetic datasets. The overall datasets are of size 2563 voxels, with
each large cube being 2003 and each sub-cube 253 voxels. The first dataset is the ground truth with no alterations and
consisting of plain alternatingly dark and bright coloured sub-cubes. The next four derived datasets have sub-cubes
with a varying grey-scale based on a regular linear gradient, irregular linear gradient, random noise pattern and non-
linear gradient. Each of the four datasets are then (smoothly) deformed so that we can exercise the warping algorithms
using the deformed data and then compare the results to the original datasets which form the ground truth. Having
obtained one set of landmarks in the ground truth data, a random transformation is applied to landmarks, placed on the
grid corners, to produce a set of corresponding points in a warped data set. We now have a complete set of landmark
pairs for four warped datasets (see Figure 2(a) and (b) for two of the four warped datasets). Each of the four algorithms

2Comparison to the method by Levin et al. [11, 12] is not covered in this paper.
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Algorithm/RBF/Data set Warp time NMI %Overall %Gold
Algorithm (1): Brute force
TPS Regular linear gradient 790.143 1.7161 71.60 100.00
TPS Checkered cube + noise 791.614 1.2652 26.51 100.00
BHS Regular linear gradient 331.374 1.7174 71.74 100.00
BHS Checkered cube + noise 331.353 1.2647 26.47 100.00
Algorithm (2): Brute force - hardware
TPS Regular linear gradient 12.909 1.6228 62.28 86.99
TPS Checkered cube + noise 12.844 1.1993 19.93 75.14
BHS Regular linear gradient 12.888 1.6227 62.27 86.81
BHS Checkered cube + noise 12.906 1.1994 19.94 75.35
Algorithm (3): Fast RBF
TPS Regular linear gradient 69.016 1.7065 70.65 98.66
TPS Checkered cube + noise 69.160 1.2645 26.45 99.71
BHS Regular linear gradient 45.794 1.7061 70.61 98.42
BHS Checkered cube + noise 45.604 1.2635 26.35 99.57
Algorithm (4): Fast RBF - hardware
TPS Regular linear gradient 1.006 1.6176 61.76 86.24
TPS Checkered cube + noise 0.958 1.1994 19.94 75.19
BHS Regular linear gradient 0.955 1.6183 61.84 86.19
BHS Checkered cube + noise 0.973 1.1991 19.91 75.20

Table 1. Performance of four different RBF algorithms in the evaluation stage in terms of speed (warp time) and
accuracy as compared to the maximum NMI of 2.0 (%Overall) and the gold standard from Algorithm (1) (%Gold).

RBF/(Algorithm) Minimum Maximum Range Average Std. Dev.
TPS (2) 0.000000 1.489594 1.489594 0.030989 0.030533
BHS (2) 0.000000 1.483833 1.483833 0.030869 0.030415
TPS (3) 0.000108 0.828189 0.828081 0.042332 0.032069
BHS (3) 0.000069 1.622394 1.622325 0.033750 0.033254
TPS (4) 0.000092 0.827431 0.827339 0.042255 0.032132
BHS (4) 0.000098 1.622334 1.622236 0.034282 0.033201

Table 2. Spatial errors in mm. for algorithms (2-4).

is then exercised to warp each dataset back to its unwarped equivalent (the ground truth) using the same landmark pairs
in conjunction with a backward mapping approach. Table 1 shows the results for the TPS and BHS basis functions
for all algorithms and two datasets, i.e. regular linear gradient and random noise pattern3. Table 2 gives the spatial
errors for algorithms (2)-(4),which are the same for each synthetic dataset and 0 for the ground truth algorithm (1).
H = 0.025 for the fast RBF algorithms.

3.2 MR/CT data - the VHP Male

We report work in progress on the registration of the MRI and CT data sets from the Visible Human Project [19]
resampled to 2563 using algorithms (1) and (4). Figure 2(c) and (d) shows the 3D visualisation after registration. The
fast RBF method in hardware (algorithm 4) warped the data in 0.646s without loss in accuracy as compared to the brute
force algorithm (1) which warped the data in 32.287s.

4 Discussion

It is clear from Tables 1 and 2 that there is not much difference in the accuracy of the registration between the BHS
and TPS functions, despite the former being more suitable for 3D warping. However, when implemented in software,
the latter is significantly slower for obvious reasons, whilst there is no significant difference for the hardware imple-
mentations. The explanation lies with the parallel nature of the GPU implementation. As each 256 by 256 voxel image
slice is rendered, the graphics card is presented with 65536 TPS evaluations which it can perform in parallel (using
an ATI Radeon X1900XT PCI-E 512Mb DDR with 48 individual fragment processors shared between 512 simultane-
ous pixel threads). However, since the TPS is generally slower, the experiment on the real data was performed using
the BHS function. For the real data, the speedup of the fast RBF algorithm as compared to the brute force software
implementation is almost a factor 50 without loss of accuracy.

3These two datasets showed respectively best and worst performance in accuracy using the NMI metric.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2. (a) Linear gradient (warped) synthetic dataset. (b) Random noise (warped) synthetic dataset. (c) Registered
MR and CT datasets of the VHP male. (d) Zoom of (c).

5 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a novel method for speeding up non-linear registration of multi-modal image data. It was
shown to work with both the TPS and BHS radial basis functions, each displaying similar accuracy and speed when
hardware acceleration was used. Future work involves further validation on real image data on a variety of different
modalities.
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Abstract.
Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) is the most commonly performed type of open heart surgery. For an ef-
fective revascularisation procedure, the identification of the optimal anastomotic site is of utmost importance. To
assist the surgeon in this matter, a surgical navigation system for the open heart is desirable. During surgery, its
purpose is to provide a patient-specific map of the coronaries in which the current position of a surgical pointing
device (Cardio-Pointer) is visualised. To enable navigation on the heart surface, registration of pre- and intraop-
erative modalities is required. This work focusses on an appropriate method for registration of the 3D map of the
coronaries extracted from preoperative MSCT (multi-slice computed tomography) data with optical tracking data
recorded intraoperatively at the ischaemic heart. The registration algorithm is based on mutually shared anatomical
point landmarks and vessel paths on the surface of the heart. Depending on the number and type of landmarks
visible both in the MSCT images and during surgery on the surface of the heart itself, the method consists of up to
four successive steps. This includes a rigid, coarse registration followed by an enhanced weighted ICP algorithm,
corrections for the effects of muscle relaxation and torsion of the non-beating heart, and if suitable the generation
of additional landmark points by means of vessel length calculations. The registration process has been validated
retrospectively on real patient data sets recorded during CABG surgery.

1 Introduction

CABG is the standard treatment for advanced coronary artery diseases and is widely performed on patients with significant
narrowings and blockages of the coronary arteries. During CABG surgery, the blood flow to the affected region is restored
by a vessel graft which reroutes oxygenised blood from the aortic root into the target vessel. This method is called revascu-
larisation as it restores sufficient blood flow distal to a stenosis of the epicardial vessel. For heart surgeons, the localisation
of the diseased vessel, which is possibly covered by epicardial fat, and the identification of the most appropriate anasto-
motic site for the bypass graft is of particular importance. Although bypass grafting on the beating heart is increasingly
performed, most procedures are performed during ischaemia, while the heart is connected to the heart lung machine. For
the patient it is best to keep the ischaemic time of the heart as short as possible. Hence, it is desirable to accelerate the
localisation of the anastomotic site and thus reduce the duration of extracorporeal circulation. To address these problems
and facilitate navigation on the relevant areas of the surface of the heart, a registration process is presented.

2 Method

In the field of computer assisted cardiac interventions, valuable research has been done regarding minimally invasive
surgery [1, 2]. Concerning open heart surgery, especially CABG on the ischaemic heart, the development of surgical
assistance systems is still at the beginning. In other surgical disciplines such as neurosurgery and orthopaedic surgery,
navigation systems are in clinical use already [3, 4]. Most of these systems use external fiducial markers for registration
which remain rigidly attached to the patient during the intervention. The usage of external markers forming a rigid reference
frame is not applicable for open heart CABG surgery as it differs from the aforementioned disciplines significantly. First,
the position of the heart in relation to the rest of the patient’s body (and thus any externally applied marker) is variable.
Second, the heart itself cannot be considered rigid. On the contrary, the ischaemic heart experiences severe deformations
due to extracorporeal circulation and appropriate positioning for bypass grafting (see figure 2 (a)). As a consequence, the
proposed registration approach is based on anatomical point landmarks and vessel paths visible during surgery. As parts
of the heart surface may be covered with epicardial fat, the number of actually visible anatomical landmarks is limited and
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different in each patient. Due to limitation in usable correspondences and significant deformation of the ischaemic heart in
comparison with the beating heart on which the coronary map is based, aiming at global registration of the heart is not an
option. Instead, performing local registration for the surface area relevant for bypass grafting is the method of choice.
The left anterior descending artery (LAD) on the front side of the heart is an important target vessel for CABG and a bypass
is grafted to it in the majority of surgeries. As a consequence, the LAD is specially considered as target vessel in this work.

2.1 Data acquisition

Prior to registration, pre- and intraoperative data have to be recorded. Preoperatively, a patient-specific map of the coronary
arteries is extracted from CT data. For this purpose, the centerlines of the coronary arteries as well as plaque positions are
segmented from mid-diastolic (75 % RR) MSCT data. This yields a 3D model of coronary artery tree and plaque formations.
Additionally, the 3D positions of prominent features which are likely to be observable during surgery are marked. Such
potential point landmarks can be vessel bifurcations or crossing points of different vessels. Furthermore, the extracted map
of the coronary arteries displays luminal narrowing and wall plaque formations at potential distal anastomotic sites and
thus the most appropriate distal anastomotic site on the target vessel can be marked. For intraoperative data acquisition, an
optical tracking system is used. Identification and recording of relevant point landmarks and vessel paths is done by the
heart surgeon during ischaemia. The surgeon is therefore equipped with a trackable pointing device (Cardio-Pointer). While
pointing at relevant landmarks, the position of the pointer tip is recorded. Additionally, the visible parts of relevant vessels
are retraced with the pointer (tracked vessel paths). The optically tracked landmarks are assigned to the CT landmarks by
hand. For registration, only point landmarks and vessel paths which are available in both data sets are utilisable.

2.2 Core of the registration process

For a schematic view of the registration process see figure 1. After mutual landmark extraction (A), the registration process
for patients with a sufficient number of corresponding landmarks visible during surgery consists of the following steps:

1. Coarse matching of the data sets utilising a rigid body transformation

2. Refinement of the registration by applying an enhanced weighted iterative closeset point (ICP) algorithm

3. Correction of major deformations due to the torsion and deformation of the ischaemic heart

Preoperative

CT data

A. Landmark

extraction

B. Additional

landmark

generation
Intraoperative

Tracking data

1. Rigid pre-

registration

2. Enhanced,

weighted ICP

3. Torsion

correction

Visualisation on

coronary map

Figure 1. Schematic view of the registration process

In the first step, Procrustes methods [5] are employed for rigid registration utilising mutually shared anatomical point
landmarks. This step is important, because the subsequent ICP is dependent on how well the data sets are already aligned.
In the second step, the resulting rigid body transformation is used to initialise the enhanced weighted ICP algorithm. This
algorithm uses vessel paths to refine the matching. Such vessel paths are preferably parts of the target vessel (in this case
the LAD) but also branches of the target vessel, or arteries and veins close to the target vessel. Mostly, it is possible to
determine to which CT centerlines the tracked vessel paths belong. The location of an intraoperatively recorded vessel
path alongside the corresponding CT centerline however remains uncertain in most cases. Therefore, the CT centerlines of
vessels actually visible during surgery are used in their full length, while the corresponding tracked vessel paths generally
are shorter due to coverage with fat. In contrast to the vessel paths, the mutually shared, tracked point landmarks are fixed
alongside the CT centerlines. The enhanced weighted ICP, developed specifically for the requirements of this registration
process, is based upon the basic ICP algorithm [6]. Among other improvements, it allows for individual weighting of vessel
path data points. The resulting transformation of the ICP is used as basis for the torsion correction. For that purpose, larger
weighting coefficents are assigned to those vessel parts for which less distortion is expected. In the case of the LAD, the
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heart is distorted and adequately placed prior to bypass grafting in order to expose the LAD in the centre of the operating
field. This manual positioning of the heart results in a considerably strong torsion in the upper parts of the heart and hence
in the upper parts of the LAD which descends along the anterior interventricular sulcus to the apex of the heart. The lower
parts of the heart and therewith the LAD are rather rotated than deformed by torsion in comparison to the beating heart
on which the CT centerlines and map are based. Therefore, the deformation of the LAD vessel path is larger in the upper
area of the heart. Small weighting coefficients are assigned to parts of vessel paths running in this area. Lower parts of the
vessel on the other hand are weighted stronger and therefore have more influence on the outcome of the ICP. In the third
step, the torsion of the non-beating heart along the path of the relevant vessel is corrected. The torsion of the transformed
tracked vessel path resulting from the ICP in comparison to the CT centerline (see figure 2 (b)) is calculated with respect to
a heuristically estimated torsion axis of the heart. The estimation of the torsion axis is based on the anatomy of the patient’s
heart. Where the heart is connected to the body by the major vessels, it is not moveable during surgery. Therefore, one
axis point is chosen in the centre of a cross section of this area. The cardiac apex is chosen as the other axis point. The
torsion angle of the tracking data in comparison to the CT centerline is calculated with respect to this axis for each data
point of the tracked vessel path. Then, the variation of the torsion angle along the axis is piecewise linearly approximated.
The resulting fitted function of torsion angle difference along the torsion axis is used to undistort the tracking data.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) Video images from a CABG surgery displaying torsion and deformation of the heart: Pointer tip points at the
same point on beating (left) and ischaemic heart (right); (b) Torsion correction: A cylindric surface resembling the heart
with CT (red) and tracked (green) vessel paths as resulting from ICP (left) - torsion corrected tracking data (right)

The described registration process was developed on the basis of patient data sets from CABG surgeries, which called for a
method being both capable to deal with a minimum number of corresponding landmarks and highly flexible regarding the
type of the landmarks. As mentioned above, an assignment of 3D positions can only be made for point landmarks, whereas
a recorded vessel path usually can be identified as to which CT centerline but not to which part of this centerline it belongs.
Not in all cases is the recorded part of the vessel path connected to one of the point landmarks and the registration method
has to cope with that as well. Therefore, this method of several registration and correction steps was preferred over more
general free form deformations. With the described process, registration of the LAD is possible for patients which exhibit
a minimum number of three mutually shared point landmarks on or around the LAD and one part of the LAD vessel path.

2.3 Generation of additional landmarks and navigation alternative on visible vessel path

As mentioned above, the limited number of corresponding point landmarks and vessel paths is one of the major challenges
in the registration of datasets from the ischaemic heart with CT data. Though many datasets exhibit enough landmarks
to directly qualify for the core registration process, incorporating an even larger percentage is worthwile. Aiming at this,
variation of the vessel length was analysed in patient datasets from the beating and ischaemic heart. After segmentation of
the vessel centerline and extraction of the coordinates of two landmark points on it, the vessel length along the CT centerline
was calculated. The same was done for the corresponding averaged vessel path which was recorded at the ischaemic heart.
It was found, that the difference of CT vessel length and vessel length recorded at the non-beating heart was 0±3 mm. This
deviation is within measurement accuracy. The fact that there is no alteration in the vessel length can be used to generate
additional point landmarks (B, figure 1). For this, it is necessary to have the same landmark point and an adjacent part of
the vessel path in both datasets. After selecting a direction and an appropriate distance, the point in this distance along the
vessel path from the original landmark point is calculated for both CT and tracking data. Considering points generated in
this way as additional point landmarks increases the number of patient datasets which qualify for the registration process.
The unaltered length of the vessel paths has another benefit. For patients with severe fatty degeneration of the heart and
resulting shortage of sufficient visible landmarks, an alternative navigation restricted to the visible part of the vessel path
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can be achieved as long as it exhibits one mutual landmark. If the relevant part of the vessel path is visible during surgery,
only one point landmark adjacent to this vessel part is necessary to facilitate navigation along the visible vessel path.
Utilising this method can be very useful if barely more than a part of the vessel and one landmark point on it is available.

3 Results

The described registration process was validated on patient data recorded at the ischaemic heart during six bypass grafting
procedures. The LAD was a target vessel for bypass grafting in all six patients. Three of the data sets qualified directly
for the core registration process, providing each three to four point landmarks in the LAD region, a part of the LAD vessel
path and in one case another vessel path. In three other datasets, only one to two point landmarks were available. But
as at least one of these landmarks was located on the recorded LAD vessel path in all cases, additional point landmark
generation on basis of the calculated vessel path length could be performed. Afterwards, all data sets were suited for
the core registration process. Successively, rigid pre-registration, enhanced weighted ICP and torsion correction were
performed. The improvement of the registration process due to torsion correction is shown in figure 3. After the three
registration steps, the vessel paths recorded intraoperatively by the surgeon showed good accordance with the preoperative
map of the coronaries (see figure 4). The position of the pointer tip during point landmark and vessel path data aquisition

Figure 3. Enhanced weighted ICP and subsequent torsion correction: Estimated torsion axis visualised in the CT map
(left); Registration result without torsion correction (centre); Registration result with torsion correction (right)

was recorded with 20 to 60 Hz. The resulting polygon vessel paths were averaged to remove outlier data. The positions
of the point landmarks were recorded over a few seconds and the mean value was taken. The mean standard deviation of
the 3D point position during recording was 0.8 mm. It is in the nature of data recording with the Cardio Pointer, that there
are slight differences beween recording point landmarks and vessel paths. While the tip of the pointer rests on the heart
surface when a point landmark is recorded, it barely touches the heart surface when a vessel path is retraced. Therefore,
the recorded point landmarks appear to lie slightly below the heart surface in some cases. To account for that and the above
mentioned uncertainty during data recording, the point landmarks associated with a recorded vessel path were projected
onto that vessel path and the projected positions were used as point landmarks for the registration process. The LAD was
correctly identified in all patients, but only mostly visible during surgery in two patients while partly to largely fat-covered
in four patients. The identification of point landmarks was more difficult (about 20 % uncertainty), but correct identification
was finally achieved for all landmarks on basis of the CT data. To estimate the performance of the registration algorithm,

Figure 4. After registration: For four different patients, the transformed vessel path is visualised in the CT map
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two values were considered: First, the RMS fiducial registration error [7] of all mutually shared point landmarks (LMs)
was calculated. Second, the average RMS distance of corresponding vessel paths taken from the preoperative MSCT data
and the transformed intraoperative tracking data was calculated. These errors are listed for each patient data set in table 1.

Data Point Additional RMS of RMS of
No. LMs point LMs point LMs vessel paths

(in mm) (in mm)

1 4 0 3.5 2.3
2 4 0 2.8 1.6
3 3 0 1.1 1.4
4 1 2 3.7 1.4
5 2 1 3.0 0.6
6 2 1 2.0 1.8

Table 1. RMS errors for individual data sets

Point landmarks

Overall number of point LMs 20
Mean RMS of point LMs (in mm) 2.6
Standard deviation of point LMs (in mm) 0.9

Vessel paths

Overall number of vessel paths 6
Mean RMS of vessel paths (in mm) 1.3
Standard deviation of vessel paths (in mm) 0.4

Table 2. Overall errors and standard deviation

An average RMS of 2.6 ± 0.9 mm was obtained for the mutually shared data points of all data sets. The average RMS
distance of the vessel paths after registration was 1.3 ± 0.4mm. In all cases, the RMS of the vessel paths is smaller than
the RMS of the point landmarks (see tables 1 and 2). This is due to two reasons. First, the point landmarks are used
to determine the rigid pre-registration which is used as initialisation for the enhanced weighted ICP. From there on, their
position is transformed by subsequent registration steps. This means, their position may be shifted further from the position
of the CT landmarks for the benefit of the overall matching of the vessel path. Second, the RMS of the point landmarks
includes displacements along the vessel paths as well which cannot be specified by the RMS of the vessel paths.

4 Discussion

The registration process presented in this work is capable of matching the relevant parts of a preoperatively extracted map
of the coronaries with intraoperatively recorded optical tracking data. This allows the visualisation of the optical tracking
data in the patient-specific coronary artery map. Thus, it can be utilised as a basis for a surgical navigation system which is
intended to assist the CABG surgeon in the localisation of the optimal anastomotic site. Such assistance will be provided
by visualisation of the current pointer position on the patient-specific coronary artery map, while the surgeon points at
potential distal anastomotic sites using the Cardio-Pointer. Furthermore, wall plaque formations at this potential site are
visible in the coronary artery map and decision making can be guided accordingly. Hence, plaque information would
become available prior to dissection and opening of the vessel of interest. This may increase both quality and speed of
coronary artery bypass grafting.
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Abstract. Dynamic Contrast Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Images (DCE MRI) can be used to derive physiological
parameters and thereby characterise different types of tissue such as benign and malignant lesions. It has also been
used to assess the response of malignant lesions to treatment. The liver has got a dual blood supply and undergoes
large displacements due to breathing. This makes the application of liver DCE MRI particularly challenging. We
first describe the approach used to rapidly map the longitudinal relaxation timeT1, while taking inaccuracies in the
transmitted flip angle into account. Next, we describe an imaging protocol which allows high temporal and spatial
resolution contrast enhanced images of the liver to be taken. The drawback is that the liver position at each time
point varies widely. We show that a rigid registration, based on Mutual Information, is able to remove bulk motions,
but is not accurate enough in areas which are of particular clinical interest, such as the tumour rim. We hence
include a non rigid deformation, which corrects for these deficiencies, enabling the computation of pharmacokinetic
parameters throughout the liver.

1 Introduction

The liver is the site of many benign and malignant lesions. The most commonly observed malignant lesions are
metastatic deposits arising from colorectal cancer. Less frequent is primary liver cancer, also called Hepatocellular
Carcinoma. The most common benign liver lesions are Haemangiomas, Focal Nodular Hyperplasia and Hepatic Ade-
noma. Determining the exact type of lesion is crucial for thecorrect patient management decisions. Ground truth can
be provided by taking a fine needle biopsy, however non-invasive techniques are preferred. Dynamic contrast enhanced
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE MRI) is used in the work up ofpatients presenting with liver lesions as the uptake
characteristics enable Radiologists to distinguish different types of lesions. The usage of DCE MRI to provide an early
sign of the efficacy of treatment has also been investigated (see eg. [1,2]), but its application to the liver has been very
limited [3], partly because of challenges particular to this organ.

Firstly, the liver has a unique blood supply, where 30% of theblood comes from the heart via the aorta, while 70%
arrives via the portal vein. The portal vein drains blood from the digestive system and is the direct route for colorectal
cancer to spread to the liver. Inside the liver both blood types are mixed and flow within sinusoids. Sinusoid are
channels lined by fenestrated cells, allowing the exchangeof plasma and nutrients to supply liver cells (hepatocytes).
The holes are large enough to allow low molecular weight contrast agents to flow freely into and out of the sinusoids.
At the end of a sinusoid, a central vein collects the blood, draining into the hepatic vein and into the inferior vena cava
which returns to the heart.

Secondly, the liver is the organ which has got the largest excursion during breathing (5cm are not unusual). Breathing
motion is thus one of the dominant deteriorating factors in abdominal MRI, and can result in blurred and unclear
images. Breath hold acquisitions circumvent some of these problems, but the length for which patients can hold their
breath limits the resolution and / or spatial coverage. Manypatients are old and frail, and unable to hold their breaths
for 15 seconds. Previous DCE MRI studies have compromised onthe number of time points investigated by only
imaging the first 20 seconds of contrast enhancement (singlebreath hold) [4]. However, our experience has shown
that a large amount of information is available in the late enhancing images. Other studies have compromised on the
spatial resolution (using a 128x128 image, compared to our 512x512 image) and conspicuity by using free breathing
acquisitions [5].

To analyze contrast enhanced MRI and look at tumour heterogeneity we face a unique challenge. We need image
volumes at many time points, with full lesion coverage and high resolution, for an organ which undergoes large uncon-
trollable amounts of motion.
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2 Imaging Protocol

This study has been reviewed and approved by the local Research Ethics Committee. All images were acquired on
a GE HDx 1.5T system. The analysis of contrast enhanced images requires the conversion of signal enhancement
into concentration of contrast agent. For this we need a measurement of the longitudinal relaxation timeT1. Prior to
contrast agent injection DESPOT1 image volumes of the full liver were acquired at 3 and 15 degrees (TR=3.4msec). In
addition, to correct for inaccuracies in transmitted flip angles (B1 inhomogeneities), an additional inversion-prepared
SPGR image was acquired. By analyzing the data according to [6] high resolutionT1 maps were obtained. TheT1

values for the liver reported in the literature at 1.5T are approximately 600msec [7]. We obtained a meanT1 value of
the whole liver of the patient shown in Figure 2 of 604msec (σ =174msec). WithoutB1 inhomogeneity correction this
value was 690msec (σ =232msec). Similar results are applicable for all other patients analyzed so far.

Next, the entire liver was imaged with a 3DT1-weighted fast spoiled gradient echo sequence with fat suppression
(LAVA = Liver Accelerated Volume Acquisition) at a resolution of 0.9mm x 0.9mm x 2mm in 18 seconds (100 slices).
These images enabled the localization of tumour deposits and were used as reference volume in the registration. Fat
suppression was used to increase the intensity enhancementeffect of the contrast agent. If multiple lesions were visible
on the full LAVA, the largest lesion was selected for the subsequent images. The coverage in the head - foot direction
was reduced to 30 or 44 slices (depending on lesion size), centered on the middle of the lesion with a suitable safety
margin. This reduced imaging time for each volume to 6 to 9 seconds. The patients breathing cycle was monitored
on the console via respiratory bellows. At end expiration the patient was instructed to stop breathing and the image
acquisition was started. After image acquisition the patient continued breathing. The procedure was repeated initially
at every end expiration. After the first 10 acquisitions, imaging was done on every second end expiration, after 15
volumes imaging was done following every third expiration.In total 25-30 volumes were acquired over eight minutes.
This imaging pattern simulates the natural breathing cycle, with a slightly longer pause at end expiration than normally,
and was well tolerated by patients.

Inspection of the image volumes revealed no blurring due to residual respiratory motion. The reproducibility of the
liver position varied widely, from displacements of a few millimetres to several centimetres on subsequent breath holds.
This was expected, as even during conventional imaging substantial variations in organ position occurs [8], requiring
the registration of all image volumes before analyzing the contrast agent uptake curves.

3 Rigid Registration

The first step was the recovery of rigid body translations androtations, reducing displacements from several centimetres
to a few millimetres, thereby providing a good initialization for the subsequent non rigid registration. Because of
the injection of contrast agent the intensities of tissue changes substantially and nonuniformly. Vessels are initially
hypointense and, after administration of contrast agent, hyperintense when compared to normal liver tissue. Vessels
thus enhance more than normal tissue, which enhances more than fat/bones. We have thus implemented a registration
with a metric (Mattes Mutual Information [9]) which is less sensitive to contrast changes using the Insight Registration
and Segmentation Toolkit [10]. To ensure convergence, the 500 000 samples taken for the computation of the metric
are taken from the liver only, which was specified on the reference volume via a rough mask. The image registration
was started with volumes downsampled by a factor of 4 and, following convergence, continued at full resolution
registration with a maximum of 250 iterations. The minimum and maximum step size were 0.01 and 1.10, respectively.
The computed transformation was applied to the volume and resampling was done using linear interpolation.

4 Non Rigid Registration

The subsequent non-rigid registration could estimate the transformation between a rigidly registered post-contrast
image and the masked reference volume. However, as before, the differences in intensities between two such volumes is
large and non-linear. We have found that applying a non rigidregistration to such image pairs results in the convergence
to an incorrect solution, for example by incorrectly shrinking the vessels. Buonaccorsi et al. [5] overcome large
changes in intensities by creating synthetic contrast enhanced reference images at each of the time points to which the
uncorrected images are registered. The prediction of the synthetic image and the registration to this synthetic image is
repeated iteratively. They simplify this computationallyexpensive approach by limiting their regions of interest tothe
tumour and only considering 3D rigid translations. We have found that only correcting for rigid body displacements,
as described above, is insufficient (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. The sequence of registration steps used for the first three volumes.

We have developed an alternative approach, whereby the rigidly registered and resampled image Volume 1 (V1rigid) is
non rigidly registered to the reference volume. Upon successful convergence, the transformation is applied to V1rigid
to obtain V1nonrigid. Afterwards, V2rigid is non rigidly registered to V1nonrigid, the transformation is applied and
we obtain V2nonrigid (Figure 1). This procedure converged to the correct solution because the changes in intensities
between images adjacent in time are small. Obviously, this framework carries the risk of accumulating registration
errors, but we have found that the good initial registrationavoids this problem. Nevertheless, a transitive inverse
consistent framework [11] using the reference Volume, V{n}nonrigid and V{n+1}rigid could provide a more robust
framework.

For the non rigid registration we used “nreg” from the Image Registration Toolkit [12, 13] at two resolutions. The
parameters for the coarse level were: control point spacing7mm, length of steps 3.5mm. Two steps, with up to
20 iterations, were taken at each resolution level. In addition, we specified a small amount (0.000001) of volume
preservation and smoothness, as we expect the liver to be of the same size and the deformation field to be smoothly
varying as the liver is over large distances (relative to thevoxel size) a homogenous tissue with similar elastic properties.
For other organs, such as the brain, where the skull imposes arigid boundary condition and three different tissues are
in proximity (with a lot of partial volume voxels) this assumption may not be reasonable. An overview of the rigid and
non rigid registration steps is given in Figure 1.

5 Results

Figure 2 shows one of the central slices from the original (first row), rigidly registered (second row) and non rigidly
registered volume (third row) for 5 of the 27 image volumes ofthis patient. These volume were chosen as they contained
large deformations. The bottom row shows the difference between the rigid and non-rigid registration. We observe that
the non rigid registration results in deformations around the circular hypointense tumour region. The acquisition of the
image volumes was centred on the tumour, the region we are most interested in. The results are equally applicable for
other slices, away from the centre of the image volume, provided the same parts of the liver was imaged. The most
extreme slices of the image volume may not fulfill this criteria as there are variations in the level of breath hold, and
thus organ position, which is why a safety margin (ie. additional slices) were included in the superior-inferior direction.
The strong edge effects visible in the subtraction images are due to the manually selected region of interest.

Figure 3 shows the time vs signal intensity curves for (b) a vessel, (c) normal liver parenchyma, and (d) the boundary
of the tumour. The corresponding voxel has been marked by a diamond, star and plus sign in Figure 3(a). For each
point we plot the original data (red circles), after rigid (blue triangles) and following non rigid registration (black
squares). In Figure 2 we see that there is a large difference in the appearance of the 9th image volume (third image
in top row). We would thus expect irregularities in the time activity curves at this time point. Indeed, looking at
Figure 3(b) we see that the signal intensity for the vessel drops at the 9th time point (red curve), while being higher for
subsequent times. As we expect a smooth curve, this does not make physiological sense. We also observe that this drop
is still present following rigid registration (blue curve). However, after non rigid registration (black curve) this drop
has disappeared, and the intensities fall off gradually, consistent with the clearing of contrast agent from the blood.
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Figure 2. Original Images (top row), after rigid (second row) and non rigid registration (third row). The bottom
row shows the difference image between rigid and non-rigid registration. All displayed images are for the same slice
number and show volumes 1, 3, 9, 17, 27. Rigid registration recovers bulk deformations with the non-rigid registration
resulting in further improvements, particularly around the edges. This is best seen in the difference images.

Turning our attention to a voxel of healthy liver tissue (Figure 3(c)) we see that the difference between unregistered
data, rigidly registered data and non rigidly registered data seems to be minimal. This can be explained by the fact that
all normal liver voxels enhance in a similar fashion. If, despite large displacements, another normal liver voxel appears
at a given location, the time activity curves will not changesubstantially. The regions we are most interested for the
assessment of therapy are tumours and their proliferating rim. Figure 3(d) shows the time activity curve before (red
circles), after rigid (blue triangle) and non rigid (black squares) registration. The original and rigidly registereddata
show considerable, seemingly random, variation in intensities over time, highlighting that for voxels at the interface
of two tissues (tumour-liver, or vessel-liver in Figure 3(b)) rigid registration is insufficient to remove all motion. In
contrast, the non rigidly registered data shows that this part of the tumour is nearly non enhancing, which is consistent
with the appearance at the corresponding location on the final image volume.

It is clear that fitting a pharmacokinetic model to the red or blue curves of Figure 3(d) would result in different param-
eters than the fit to the data points obtained after nonrigid registration (black).
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Figure 3. Time course for (b) a vessel (diamond in (a)), (c) normal liver tissue (star in (a)), and (d) the boundary of the
tumour (plus in (a)), before registration (circles), afterrigid registration (triangles) and non rigid registration(squares).
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The accuracy of alignment can best be seen by looking at the available animation for another patient (PA1 nonrigid.gif),
which displays a slice from the original data, following rigid and non rigid registration for all 25 time points. Several
non-enhancing cysts, the largest one at the top and a large tumour at the bottom, showing continuous enhancement with
a non enhancing necrotic core are visible. After rigid registration significant improvements in the correspondence of
anatomical structures are visible. For example, the cyst and tumour no longer temporarily disappear out of the image.
However, there are still small, non rigid deformations visible. Following non rigid registration all structures appear
static over the imaging period. So far, we have successfullyapplied the registration framework to 12 datasets.

6 Conclusions

Dynamic contrast enhanced MRI of the liver is challenging due to the dual blood supply and problems related to
respiratory motion. There has only been a limited number of studies on this subject, and we believe that this is the
first study with high spatial resolution, while maintainingan acceptable number of time points. We have shown that
rigid registration markedly improves the anatomical correspondence, but the time activity curves reveal that small non
rigid deformations remain a problem. By including a sequential non rigid registration these residual displacements are
removed, resulting in smooth time activity curves to which pharmacokinetic models can be fitted.

We are currently investigating the effect of different pharmacokinetic models, especially at tissue boundaries, the
segmentation of the vascular tree, lesions and regions within them.
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Performance of 2D/3D medical image registration using compressed
volumetric data
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Abstract. Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs (DRRs) are used in radiation therapy to confirm patient setup prior
to treatment. This is often done manually (interactively) but some radiation therapy treatment manufacturers have
automated the process. Modern radiation therapy methods place a greater emphasis on accurate patient alignment
and there is a need to reduce the time spent on this activity. Furthermore, recently proposed ‘moving aperture’
approaches addressing motion artifacts during treatment delivery need ‘real-time’ registration. When alignment is
carried out automatically the approach normally adopted is to solve the so called 2D-3D registration problem. Within
the 2D-3D registration framework, a reference X-ray image is compared with DRRs derived from a ‘floating’ CT
volume (CTV ol). Generating DRRs is computationally expensive and this is the major bottleneck in the 2D-3D
processing chain. A possible way of solving this problem might lie in reducing the number of internal spaces within
the CTV ol using an Octree compression. This paper demonstrates that DRRs derived from Octree compressed
CTV ol can be registered with reference images with reasonable accuracy (compared to those from uncompressed
CTV ol), even when the number of internal spaces (voxels) are reduced by 90%.

1 Introduction

Radiotherapy represents a fast, accurate and effective way of destroying cancer cells and remains an effective treatment
for a large number of patients. One of the benefits of modern Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy Treatment (IMRT) lies
in its ability to more accurately target cancerous tissue, however this places a greater emphasis on the need for accurate
patient positioning systems. 2D-3D medical image registration is an established approach used register the patients’
anatomy with previously acquired volumetric data prior to radiotherapy or surgery. Registration is achieved by com-
paring reference X-ray images, acquired during surgery or radiotherapy, to template images (Digitally Reconstructed
Radiographs (DRRs) derived from volumetric data). The process returns a rigid transformation (rotation and/or trans-
lation) which is applied to the so called ‘floating’ volume to map the template image to the reference image [1]. In
radiotherapy, template images (DRRs) are generated from CT (Computed Tomographic) volumetric data which is rou-
tinely acquired for treatment planning. DRRs are formed by summing the attenuation of each voxel along known ray
paths through the CT volume (CTV ol) [2, 3]. This type of image is extensively used in medical applications and espe-
cially in radiotherapy treatment [4]. Unfortunately the generation of DRR images using ray casting, depicted within
Figure 1 [5], is computationally expensive and forms a bottleneck in the 2D-3D registration scheme. Thus, the need
for more efficient (real-time) image registration has motivated research into other faster algorithms and architectures
for DRR generation [6].

Normally, p × q rays are cast to generate a DRR from a CTV ol; wherep andq are determined by the resolution for
the solid-state flat panel X-ray detector used to form the image. This study, investigates the effect on registration
performance due to using DRRs reconstructed from CTV ol which have been compressed using an Octree. The Octree,
and 2D equivalent Quadtree, are lossy compression algorithms which encode the underlying voxel/pixels as tree data
structures, where each internal vertex is formed from up to eight or four children respectively. The Quadtree and Octree
representations of 2D surfaces and 3D solid objects are well known approaches with applications in image processing,
solid modeling and geographic information systems (GIS) [7]. According to the volume decomposition method, there
are two main types of Octree representations, known as regular and irregular. A regular Octree volume is decomposed
(split) in equally sized internal spaces and a irregular Octree volume will contain different sizes of internal spaces [8].
Our study uses the irregular Octree representation as this approach gives a slightly better compression figure.

An Octree compressed CTV ol comprises internal spaces, each containing voxels which share similar CT numbers.
As such, ray casting through a volume represented as an Octree is potentially computationally simpler. However,
significant gains result from there being few internal spaces (i.e. high compression) and in this case compression
artifacts will be present in the resulting DRRs. This paper investigates the performance of a 2D-3D image registration
scheme using CTV ols compressed as an irregular Octree. The paper proceeds as follows: firstly the method used to
generate Octree CTV ols is explained and parts of the 2D-3D registration model used for the experiments are introduced.
Then the experimental procedure is outlined and results are presented. The paper concludes with a brief discussion and
suggestions for further work.

∗email:{O.Dorgham,M.Fisher}@uea.ac.uk
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2 Method

2.1 CT volume Decomposition

Octree CTV ol decompositions can be pre-computed off-line. A parameter (P ), known as the Pivot value ([0-1]) is
used to control the splitting process (i.e.P = 0 creates the maximum number of decomposed spaces). The Octree
algorithm is applied recursively, and starts by considering an internal space equal in size to CTV ol. We compute
the difference in intensities between voxel values in the same space and if the difference grater than a Ratio defined
as(R = P ∗ Irange), where Irange is the range of (intensities) of different anatomical material (intensity could be
calculated in HU or in normalized gray scale level), then the space will be split into eight internal spaces, otherwise it
will be represented as a one space. This operation is applied recursively for each of the new internal spaces generated
within CTV ol until no more children are created. A three dimensional matrix is used to store the decomposed CTV ol

and this is subsequently converted into a list containing(X, Y, Z) coordinates,(d) dimension of the cubic space and
(I) the attenuation value within the space. Thus, we don’t need to store decomposed CTV ol directly as we can rebuild
them from the compressed structure. The Octree decomposition is visualised within Figure 1.

Octree volumes will generate similar compression artifacts to those seen in Quadtrees, illustrated in Figure 2. When
there are a large number of internal spaces the effect of block artifacts will be insignificant (Figure 2(b)) but when
there are fewer, the effects will be visually apparent (e.g. Figure 2(e)). The compression artifacts are less pronounced
in DRR images derived from compressed CTV ol; these are of visually acceptable quality even when high levels of
compression have been applied to the CTV ols (Figure 3).

2.2 Generation of DRRs

Voxel values in CT volumes are represented by CT number quantified in Hounsfield Units (HU). The attenuation
coefficient of the material comprising each voxel can be recovered by [9]:

CTnumber = 1000 ∗ [(µi − µw)/µw]

whereµi is the attenuation value of a particular volume element of tissue (voxel) andµw is the linear attenuation
coefficient of water for the average energy in the CT beam. Most neighbouring voxels within the CTV ol have similar
image acquisition parameters [10] and so the Octree is an appropriate technique for decomposing the CTV ols into
internal spaces that share common properties. In turn, each ray cast through multiple voxels within the wider space
shares the same properties.

Figure 1. Process workflow

To Generate DDRs we compute the attenuation of a monoenrgetic beam due to different anatomic material (e.g, bone,
muscle tissue, epithelial cells, etc.) using Beer’s Law [11].

I = I0 ∗ expΣ−µixi

WhereI0 is the initial X-ray intensity,µ is the linear attenuation coefficient for the voxel (material) through which the
ray is cast,x is the length of the X-ray path and subscripti denotes the voxel index along the path of the ray. As this
study only addresses the registration performance a conventional ray casting algorithm is used [2]. The development of
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2. Illustration of the relation between the size of CT sclice and the size of decomposed spaces. Where (a) shows 512∗512 CT slice before decomposition, (b)
512∗512 decomposed slice, (c) 128∗128 decomposed slice, (d) 64∗64 decomposed slice and (e) 32∗32 decomposed slice.

a new algorithm for generating DRRs will be the focus of future work. X-rays emanate from a point source and strike
a flat panel situated behind the patient (i.e. conventional ‘C’ arm geometry); assumed to be lying on a flat couch. The
couch or patient support system (PSS) can be rotated and translated in six degrees of freedom (DOF). The CT volume is
quantised in 256*256*133 2 mm3 voxels, and the flat panel detector models a Varian A500 amorphous silicon detector
(ASD) (40× 30 cm) operating at an effective resolution of3̃ mm (note: the actual device resolution is a factor of 4
times better but we use low resolution DRRs to reduce computational time). The source and detector are positioned
1.5 m and 1 m from the centre of the CT volume respectively. Example DRR template images from the two CTV ols

are shown in Figure 4.

2.3 Registration

Images are compared using normalised cross correlation (Eqn. 1) and an optimisation process adjusts the six parameters
(DOF) controlling attitude and position of the PSS (note: other image similarity criteria were explored in a previous
paper [12]).

CC(Iref , Ij) =
∑N

i=1(Ai −A) · (Bi −B)√
(
∑N

i=1(Ai −A)2) · (
∑N

i=1(Bi −B)2)
(1)

whereA represents the reference imageIref andB the ‘floating’ imageIj . N is the total number of image pixels.

To reduce the computational load incurred by repeatedly generating DRR images, arrays of nine DRR images are
sequentially computed, each capturing variations in two DOF. The reference image is matched to each of the nine
template DRRs and a correlation surface is generated by fitting a 2nd order polynomial. PSS parameters are iteratively
optimised until the PSS error between successive iterations reaches zero.

3 Results

Example DRR images reconstructed from Octree CTV ols using a range ofP values are shown in Figure 3. Figure 5
illustrates the relationship betweenP and the compression achieved with respect to a specific (pelvic) CTV ol (in terms
of the total number of internal spaces generated).

(a) (b)

Figure 3. DRRs derived from compressed CTV ol: (a) pelvis; (b) lung

The Octree decomposition process is computationally intensive. Decomposed CTV ol can be generated in O(n3 logn
8 )

time, wheren represent the size of CTV ol. But this is not a concern because they can be precomputed. In this study,
DRRs have been computed using a conventional approach which does not exploit the Octree data structure. Each DRR
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. DRR template image arrays used to build correlation surfaces (each individual DRR image takes 390 ms to reconstruct): (a) pelvis; (b) lung

CTV ol Size / Compression (%)

P 323 643 1283 2563

0 32768 0% 262144 0% 2097152 0% 16777216 0%
0.001 20469 51.37% 149248 47.65% 1097804 43.07% 8159096 37.53%
0.005 18145 68.45% 118903 60.97% 818595 54.64% 5293744 44.63%
0.01 16017 76.60% 100108 69.32% 643455 61.81% 3925720 51.12%
0.015 14904 80.08% 92457 73.75% 550565 64.73% 3342557 54.52%
0.02 14400 83.79% 85800 77.83% 464850 67.27% 2718829 56.05%
0.03 14022 86.06% 80382 80.11% 417075 69.34% 2337959 57.21%
0.04 12874 88.50% 72465 82.93% 358079 72.36% 1929607 60.71%
0.07 9948 91.52% 52592 87.25% 267485 79.94% 1423241 69.64%
0.2 6483 96.68% 35792 93.27% 141051 86.35% 556872 80.22%
0.3 4628 98.51% 25705 95.56% 93073 90.19% 249425 85.88%
0.7 162 99.99% 239 99.98% 377 99.91% 1142 99.51%
1 1 100% 1 100% 1 100% 1 100%

Figure 5. Percentage of compression and total number of internal spaces in pelvic CTV ol at specificP values (Compression value calculated as the reduction in
number of spaces relative to the uncompressed spaces number i.e. Volume compression = 1 - (number of internal spaces / total number of voxels ).

takes 390 ms. to compute using the conventional approach and a minimum of 27 are needed, so this is a significant
factor which limits the usefulness of the approach.

To assess the performance of the registration with respect to compressed CTV ol reference DRR images were generated
simulating the ASD at full resolution (512 × 384). PSS parameters were randomly perturbed in the range±10 mm.
±10 degrees. The 2D-3D registration algorithm was then used to recover the PSS parameters. The experiment was
repeated 100 times for a variety of compression levels for both pelvic and lung CTV ol. The target registration errors
(TRE) are summarised in Figure 6. The tabulated errors can be better understood with reference to the correlation
surfaces; an example is illustrated in Figure 7.

% Compression
DOF 0% 51% 76% 83.8% 93.1% 99.8%
x̄ 0.2000 mm 0.2250 mm 0.2400 mm 0.2550 mm 0.2560 mm 2.7390 mm
σ 0.3045 mm 0.3554 mm 0.3823 mm 0.4136 mm 0.4162 mm 1.7823 mm
ȳ 1.3920 mm 1.7310 mm 1.8260 mm 1.9010 mm 1.8880 mm 8.6250 mm
σ 1.8225 mm 1.9154 mm 2.0550 mm 2.1472 mm 2.2637 mm 10.3380 mm
z̄ 0.2060 mm 0.6560 mm 0.6720 mm 0.6750 mm 0.6120 mm 2.7240 mm
σ 0.2768 mm 0.3227 mm 0.3502 mm 0.3603 mm 0.3701 mm 3.3388 mm
p̄ 0.3870◦ 0.5010◦ 0.5000◦ 0.4910◦ 0.4630◦ 12.6150◦

σ 0.3765◦ 0.4050◦ 0.4298◦ 0.4361◦ 0.4482◦ 5.1920◦

w̄ 0.0550◦ 0.0580◦ 0.0590◦ 0.0580◦ 0.0610◦ 1.2230◦

σ 0.0769◦ 0.0808◦ 0.0805◦ 0.0782◦ 0.0802◦ 1.4262◦

r̄ 0.1760◦ 0.1370◦ 0.1410◦ 0.1400◦ 0.1190◦ 6.4390◦

σ 0.2254◦ 0.1745◦ 0.1817◦ 0.1787◦ 0.1611◦ 6.6575◦

Figure 6. Mean and standard deviation target registration error (TRE) (p = pitch,w = yaw,r = roll).
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Figure 7. Correlation Surfaces (least squares 2nd order polynomial fit)

4 Conclusions

The results show that 2D-3D registration can recover PSS{x,y,z} translation of up to±10 mm. with sub-voxel accuracy
(i.e� 2 mm.) and angular{pitch, yaw, roll} rotations up to±10 degrees with an accuracy of better than 1 degree using
uncompressed CTV ol. Furthermore, the performance does not degrade significantly when Octree compression is used
at levels up to about 95%. The errors in recoveredy translations are larger than inx andz since the X-ray fan beam is
nearly parallel (̃4.5◦) and so the geometry is insensitive to adjustments in the height of the couch. In practice, the height
of the couch (i.e. patient) much less likely to change compared tox, y translation andp, w, r rotation of the anatomy
and so this is not seen as a significant problem. That the 2D-3D registration scheme (0% CTV ol) delivers accurate
registrations is not remarkable, but the effect of fitting the polynomial model is noteworthy. We believe this accounts
(in some part) for an improvement in TRE over results reported by Khameneet. al.[3]. That the performance remains
acceptable even at relatively high CTV ol compression rates is much more interesting. In our knowledge this is the first
study to demonstrate that compressed volumetric data might be used within a 2D-3D registration framework. Besides
the obvious memory saving these data structures afford they appear to offer efficiencies to ray casting approaches,
which could be exploited to speed-up the computation of DRR images. This will form a focus for further work.
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